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S - 15 S - 11 S - 12

S - 14, $49.95 Scott's bookshelf speaker system is specially designed to provide superb sound in a limited space.
Components: 6" woofer, 3" tweeter; Frequency range, 50-20,000 Hz; Impedance, 8 Ohms; Power handling capacity, 28
Watts; Amplifier power requirements, Min. 7 Watts; Enclosure, air suspension; Controls, tweeter level; Cabinet style,
contemporary hand -rubbed oiled walnut; Connectors, binding post and phono jack; Dimensions, 16" x 10" x 61/2".

S - 10, $79.95 Scott's deluxe compact speakers give you extended range performance in a "place -anywhere" size.
Components: 10" woofer, 5" dual -cone midrange and tweeter; Frequency range, 40-20,000 Hz; Impedance, 8 Ohms;
Power handling capacity, 50 Watts; Amplifier power requirements, Min. 7 Watts; Enclosure, air suspension; Controls,
midrange/tweeter level; Cabinet style, contemporary hand -rubbed oiled walnut; Connectors, binding post and phono
jack; Dimensions, 23" x 113/4" x 9".

S - 15, $119.50 Scott introduces the S-15, a compact 3 -way system ... the best value in the medium price range.
Components: 10" woofer, 41/2" midrange, 3" tweeter; Frequency range, 35-20,000 Hz; Impedance, 8 Ohms; Power handling
capacity, 60 Watts; Amplifier power requirements, Min. 7 Watts; Enclosures, air suspension; Controls, midrange/
tweeter level; Cabinet style, contemporary hand -rubbed oiled walnut; Connectors, binding post and phono jack;
Dimensions, 231/2" x 113/4" x 9".

S - 11, $149.95 Great reviews mark the Scott S-11 3 -way system as the audio professional's top choice. Components: 12"
woofer, 5" midrange, 21/2" tweeter; Frequency range, 35-20,000 Hz; Impedance, 8 Ohms; Power handling capacity,
60 Watts; Amplifier power requirements, Min. 10 Watts; Enclosure, air suspension; Controls, midrange/tweeter level;
Cabinet style, contemporary hand -rubbed oiled walnut; Connectors, binding post; Dimensions, 24" x 141/2" x 101/4".

S - 12, $274.95 This is Scott's best, the luxurious S-12, with removable grille cloth easily switched to match any decor.
Components: 15" woofer, 51/4" midrange, 21/2" tweeter; Frequency range, 30-20,000 Hz; Impedance, 8 Ohms;
Power handling capacity, 80 Watts; Amplifier power requirements, Min. 10 Watts; Enclosure, air suspension;
Controls, midranges/tweeter level; Cabinet style, classic hand -rubbed oiled walnut; Connectors, binding post;
Dimensions, 27" x 21" x 16".



Listen carefully. Chances are, your speakers are
adding their own distorting coloration to the music. m. rove
Maybe it's a boomy bass, or an overemphasis on

and some are designed to do
treble. Most speakers do it, with
it. You may not even mind
the effect. But is this really
the absolutely faithful Scott 20/20reproduction you paid for?

your prerogative. But don't let your
selected parts of the music, that's peAers.If you enjoy adding emphasis to

speakers do it for you! There are tone
controls on your receiver or amplifier that do the
job much more predictably and pleasingly.

The best speaker is still the one with absolutely even response; with no coloration
of the highs or the lows. This is the kind of speaker that Scott makes.

Scott engineers design every component part of Scott speaker systems. It's far nore
difficult than using ready-made components, but Scott won't accept the bias built
into "off -the -shelf" parts. Scott's Controlled Impedance speakers
are designed specially for use with today's solid-state equipment.
Custom -designed woofers, tweeters, midranges, and cross -over
circuitry are carefully matched in solid, air -tight enclosures. And
each individual speaker system must survive the scrutiny of both
electronic instruments and trained ears before it's allowed to
leave the Scott factory.

As a result, Scott speaker systems are completely honest; what
goes into them is what comes out of them. They won't cover up
for a poor receiver or turntable. Neither will they distort the
perfection of a good component system.

And that's what Scott believes great speakers are all about.
S - 14

SCOTT
H. H. Scott, Inc., Dept. 245-03, Maynard, Massachusetts 01754.
© 1968, H. H. Scott, Inc.
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If
you coul d

look through
your speakers,

what would you see?
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Insert the most critical, most sensdvE
cartridge in the Garrorc SL 95 and bE
assured it will travel tr-e intricate. convo-
lutions of the grooves easily aid f aw-
lessly. The advaiced, ultra -low mess
gyroscopically gi-nballei tonearm sys-
tem has just three con:rpls, :o balance ii
exactly to the weight of the cartridge
adjust it precisely to tie rescrnmendec
stylus force, and counteract tie natural
skating tendency, p-ovid ng per reel
tracking, distortion -free rep-oductioi.

The SL 95 gives ycur recorcs a 3er-
fect ride, too. The synchronous. Sync-wo-
Lab Motor', matched kinet call/ to :he
oversized, balarced Lirntable, guaran-
tees absolutely constant speed unwav-
ering pitch, freedom frcm -um3le.
Simplified cueing and L-ausecon-rol, -and
the exclusive safety record p atform, pro-
tect your records boti in manual and
automatic play, making the SL 95 A Jto-
matic Transcription Turntable the Jlti-
mate in performance and deperdabiity.
Price: $129.50, less basr2. and car:r dge.
Other Garrard models as low as $37.50.
For a complimertary Comparator aide
to all models, write Garrard, Dept. AC -1.
Westbury, N.Y 11E90.

counterweight
Sliding counterweight is infinitely
adjustable, makes precise dynamic
balancing practical; locks into place,
isolated in rubber from the arm.

skating force
Patented anti -skating control, of
spring -free sliding weight
design, has 1/2 gram
calibration to nullify
side pressure
on stylus and
groove walls.

stylus
pj;,assl/re
rr)p-reaJ!nc;
pr.-?_96uro
truek,ng
WI.J1 a.. aible, visible
click str-los at gram

erva!a

cartridge
New cartridge
clip guarantees
safe, convenient
mounting, in perfect
alignment. Tone -arm
and "shell" are of rigid,
resonance -free, one piece
construction.
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EDITORIALLY
SPEAKING

By William Anderson

ON DISPOSING OF OLD RECORDS
IWAS reminded recently, in one of those out -of -the -blue -past reminis-

cences, of a youthful escapade the minor details of which escape me,
but of which the salient fact is all too clear: a small boy standing by the
riverside merrily skipping, one by one, an enormous pile of old 78-rpm
records into a damp and permanent archive. Where they came from I don't
recall-possibly one of my mother's periodic empty -the -attic binges, and
presumably after she had melted down enough of them to keep her in
baskets and flower -pot holders for some time to come. Mercifully, I don't
remember what was on them (Caruso? McCormack? Cohen on the Tele-
phone?), so the burden on my conscience is light. What reminded me of
this shameful episode was my recent move from a house I had occupied for
eight years and the problems of packing, moving, and reshelving the several
thousand recordings, disc and tape, I had managed, in some thoughtless
way, to accumulate.

Granted, no one needs that many records, but there they are-and I still
haven't learned to shun record shops. Rather than find myself living one
day soon in a warehouse, I resolved that Something Must Be Done. There
is a river handy, but I know now that although that watery solution is
efficient, it is also wasteful, and further (remembering Alice's Restaurant),
it is likely to lead to legal complications. Donate the records to schools and
other institutions ? Too much legwork, and they are just as likely to end up,
permanently unplayed, on some other dusty shelf. Sell them to second-hand
dealers ? More legwork, and such dealers are notoriously choosy about what
they will buy. And so I have found an elegantly simple, efficient, and hu-
mane solution: I have revived the institution of the Karachi Box. The
Karachi Box was invented a number of years ago by a reviewer friend. He
had another friend, in government service in India, whose turntable was a
minor center of Western musical culture there, and he had pledged to keep
it turning with periodic shipments of rejects from his overflowing collection.
But the Karachi Box never got to India. Filled almost daily from one end
with recordings the reviewer no longer needed in his extensive library, it
was emptied just as rapidly from the other by friends, relatives, and casual
callers who always found in it a disc or two they could guarantee a good
home to. For me, the system is perfect: nothing seems to go to waste (some-
where there's a home for every cat), my record collection is now keeping
pace nicely with my changing tastes and limited space, and browsers in my
Karachi Box have volunteered much in the way of musical argument that
is instructive to me-I have even snatched back a disc or two whose value
had appreciated in heated discussion.

It may be thought that my "problem" is somewhat unique-I don't think
so. From my seat in this musical aerie I have been privileged to spy many
a record collection that has grown too large for sensible use (the average
record library among readers of this magazine has now reached well over
three hundred discs). Look over your own collection, pull out the records
that are not actively working for the cause of music, and start your own
Karachi Box. And if you find letting go a little difficult, you can always tape
your giveaways first. That way you won't have to wonder, as I do from time
to time, just what it was you threw in the river.

4 HIFI/ STEREO REVIEW



,Columbia Stereo Tape Club

Olk if you join the Club now, and agree to purchase as few as five additional selections
during the coming year, from the more than 300 to be offered

now offers you

Ny STTAEPREESO
FOR
*2 97

ONLY

Diana Ross
and the

Supremes
reatest Hits

MOTOWn

TWIN -

PACK
Counts As
Only ONE
Selection!

5874. Here on one Twin Pack tape are
all their greatest hits! Yet this counts
as only one selection!

he Warta
We Knew

(Over and Oven t:

Sornethoi
Stoma

It MORE

5486. Plus: This
Town, Born Free,
This Is My Song, etc.

-s. (ORIGINAL
SOUNBTRACIO

C Eggr

1071

ORMANDY: ,4..

PHILADELPHIA

ORCHESTRA'S
§ GREATEST HITS

Clair de Lune

4
Sabre Dance

If You Can Believe
Your Eyes and Ears
THE MAMAS AND

THE PAPAS
Californo
Dreamin
Monday,
Monday
10 MORE

2595. Also: Do Too
Wanna Dance, Spar-
ish Harlem, etc.

THE BUDDY RICH
BIG BAND

Big Swing Face

3628. Also: Cancan, 5614. Also: Love For
Greensleeves, Blue Sale, Wack Wack, E
Danube Waltz, etc. in all

5840. "An all-time 5593-5594. Twin
great screen musi- Pack Counts as Two
cal!" -Variety Selections

Tell It to the Rain
Beggin' e MORE

5376. Plus: Let's
Ride Again, C'mon
Marianne, 6 more

RAY
CONNIFF

'This Is My Song"
)1' and other

Great Hits

Strangers In The Night
My Cup Runneth Over

Born Free 7 MORE

131:0311231113

4785. Plus: Mame;
What Now My Love;
Sunrise, Sunset; etc.

BEETHOVEN
Moonlight

Appassionata
Pathetique
SONATAS

Glenn Gould
pans

COLIAMIA RECO., C

5883. A sensitive and
illuminating per-
formance.

GERSHWIN
RHAPSODY

IN BLUE
Spellbound
Concerto
Warsaw
Concerto
3 MORE

COLUMBIA RECORD CLUB

ROGER

WILLIAMS
GOLDEN

HITS

 Bare free
 Somewhere.

My Lore
9 MORE

5553. Pies: Maria,
Moon River, Yester-
day, Dominique, etc.

HOROWITZ
IN CONCERT

Recorded ow at Ns 1906
Carnegre 14311 Concerts

3767-37E8. Twin -
Pack courts as two
selections

TWIN -

PACK
Counts As
Only ONE
Selection!

3335. This special Twin -Pack contains
two fabulous Ray Conniff albums on one
tape ... 23 great songs in all!

TWIN -
PACK
Counts As
Only ONE
SelectiOr !

3527. A bargain for lovers of light clas-
sics! This special Twin -Pack tape counts
as only one selecti n!

CABARET
starring

Jill Jack Bert
Haworth Ward Canny

ICOLVMeIwJ encatirirtase

3675. "Stunning mu-
sical. Brilliantly con-
ceived."-N.Y. Times

ANTONIO
CARLOS

JOBIM
WAVE

5808. Also: Mojave,
Captain Bacardi.
Look To The Sky, etc.

THE MORMON
TABERNACLE CHOIR'S

GREATEST HITS

EUGENE ORMANDY
Conductor

The Philadelphia Orchestra

God Bless America

arjjir.M.Iirk) Ir MORE

1646. Also. Love Is 3780. Also: Bless
A Bore, My Lord And This House, The
Master, Autumn, etc. Lord's Prayer, etc.

BERNSTEIN'S
GREATEST HITS

;NEW YORK
PHILHARMONIC

em( 13=1

5236. Espana, On The
Trail, Waltz Of The
Flowers. etc.

5588. Also: Learn
How To sly, Poor
Side Of Town, etc.

PERCY FAITH
Today's Themes For

Young Lovers

Can't Take My
15., Eyes Off You

Windy

9 MORE

5420. Plus: Mary In
The Morning, Re
lease Me, etc.

8 -TRACK
CARTRIDGE TAPES
Many new, exciting 8 -track
cartridge tapes are nowavailable exclusively
through tha Club. Check
box in coupc n to receive in-
formation - whether notyou're joining the Tape
Club at this time. No obli-
gation, of course.

IL

WES MOP TGOMERY
A DAY E1 THE LIFE

5788. WES MCR1TGOMERY-
A 02y In Th Life. Cali-
fornia Nights, Mindy, more.

FREE- if you join now
REVOLUTIONARY SELF THREADING

TAKE-UP REEL

cn

Just drop the end of the tape over this reel, start
your ecorder, and watch it thread itself! Unique
Scotch,' process automatically threads up tape of
any thickness, releases freely on rewind.

5787. ANDY WILLIAMS -
Love Andy. What Now, My
Love, The More I See You.

5368. HERB ALPERT & THE
TIJUANA BRASS - Sounds
Like. 12 songs in all!

HOW MANY OF YOUR FAVORITE ARTISTS DO YOU SEE on this page? Which
of these superb pre-recorded stereo tapes would you like to add to your
own collection? The famous Columbia Stereo Tape Club, which sells
more 4 -track stereo tapes than any store in the country, now offers you
a remarkable opportunity to take any five of these tapes ...ALL FIVE
FOR ONLY $2.97! That's right, 5 STEREO TAPES FOR $2.97, and all you
need do is agree to purchase as few as five more tapes during the
coming year.
HOW THE CLUB OPERATES: Each month you'll receive your free copy of
the Club's magazine wh ch describes and displays tapes for many dif-
ferent listening interests and from many different manufacturers. You
may accept the regular selection for the field of music in which you
are primarily interested, or take any of the scores of other tapes of-
fered you, or take no tape at all that month.
TAPES SENT ON CREDIT. Upon enrollment, the Club will open a charge
account in your name...and that means that you'll pay for the tapes you
want only after you've received them and are enjoying them. The tapes
you want will be mailed and billed to you at the regular Club price of
$7.95 (occasional Original Cast recordings somewhat higher), plus a
small mailing and handling charge.
FREE TAPES GIVEN REGULARLY! Once you've completed your enrollment
agreement, you'll get a stereo tape of your choice FREE for every two
tapes you purchase!
SEND NO MONEY NOW! Just fill in and mail the coupon today! Your free
take-up reel and your five tapes will soon be in your home for you to
enjoy for years to come!

Note: All tape., offered by the Club must be played back on 4 -track stereo equipment.

APO, FPO addressees: write for special °Der

COLUMBIA STEREO TAPE CLUB  Terre Haute, Indiana

SEND NO MONEY-JUST MAIL COUPON
COLUMBIA STEREO TAPE CRIB
Terre Haute, Indiana 47808
Please enroll me as a member of the Club. I've
indicated at the right the five tapes I wish to
receive for $2.97 plus postage and handling.
Include the self -threading take-up reel FREE.

My main musical interest is (cheek one):
0 CLASSICAL 0 POPULAR

I agree to purchase live selections at the regular
Club price from the more than 300 to be offered
in the coming year... and I may cancel member-
ship at any time thereafter. If I continue, I am
to receive a stereo tape of my choice FREE for
every two additional selections I accept.

SEND ME THESE
5 TAPES

(fill in numbers
below)

Name
(Please Print) Initial Last Name

Address

zip
City State Code

420-5/08
o Please send information on 8 -track cartridge tapes.

1968 CBS Direct Marketing Services T83/568

MARCH 1968 5
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featuring FINCO'S
Exclusive

Gold Corodizing

Who
put the

in HI

Award Winning
FINCO CX-FM-4G Antenna

$33.20 list
FINCO FM -4G Antenna

$24.90 list

HIGH
-Fl?

who!
its very

a FINCO

difference!
separation!

undistorted

most complete
- 75 OHM FM

Dealer for the
for Your Exact

Model FMT-A
All Directional FM
Turnstile Antenna

Kit. Mounts to
present mast.

$12.95 list

I

,F/NCO
that's

Get FM at
best with

FM antenna!

 You can hear the
 You get exacting
 You get crisp, clear

sound!

FINCO offers the
line of 300 OHM
Antennas! See Your
one best suited
needs!

Award Winning
FINCO FM -5
$36.35 list

FINCO CX-FM-5
$44.65 list

-----

Model FMSL-12
$49.95 list

Model CX-FMSL-12
$58.25 list

-----="7-

'-'\.,,

FM
STEREO KIT
Model 7512 -AB
Update your Antenna
to shielded co -ax
system. $8.95 list

Model 65-7
FM AMPLIFIER

Indoor mounted -
20 db gain

$24.95 t
AO

rw

FINCO,

THE FINNEY COMPANY
34 West Interstate  Dept. HD

Bedford, Ohio 44146

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Templeton Strong
 You }lase deserved high commendation,
true applause, and love" for Irving Lowens'
better than excellent study of Edward Mac -
Dowell in your December issue. Many com-
pliments to the author.

Mention of Templeton Strong in Mr.
Lowens' study reminded me of my long
friendship with that American composer and
his many kindnesses to me, especially when
f was a refugee in Geneva, Switzerland, in
1939, waiting for permission to return to my
home in Paris. Strong always spoke of Mac -
Dowell with unbounded admiration and af-
fection.

Though he never complained about it, I

had a suspicion that Templeton Strong felt
his music was neglected. in March 1936 he
wrote me, "My compositions are of a long
past age-obsolete, and I doubt if the mod-
ern public would care for them, hence I have
virtually retired from the arena." In a letter
of November 12, 1939, in which he told me
he was planning to attend one of my lec-
tures, he wrote, "In order to hear at least a
few fragments of what you say [Strong was
hard of hearing], I will try to find a seat
fairly near you-this I can do without indis-
cretion as I am utterly unknown to the An-
glo-American Colony-which is an excellent
condition.- Apparently he did not realize
how truly the Anglo-American Colony in
Geneva, and the Swiss, admired and re-
spected him.

IRVING SCIIWERKI
Appleton, Wis.

the neglect of Strong's music is
not total: the Society for the Preservation of
the American Musical Heritage has recently
recorded his Second Symphony, and it is re-
viewed on page 106 of this issue. lre are in-
debted to Mr. Schwer for the picture of
Strong and MacDonell, taken in 117iesbaden
in 188R. at the right.

Record Players
 George Martinson, in his article "Record
Players, Turntables, and Tone Arms" (Jan-
uary), states that changer tripping/cycling
mechanisms "can he actuated reliably even
at extremely low (1 gram or less) tracking
forces." I wish to point out that no tracking
force is required to trip the Seeburg Audio-
mation. A magnetic reed switch is actuated
by the tone arm as it disturbs a magnetic

field. There is no physical force involved in
tripping.

Additionally, Martinson says "no record
changer currently on the market will turn
over records." This should not be taken to
mean that no automatic changer will play
both sides of a record album. The Seeburg
doesn't turn records over to play both sides,
but it does play both sides. It stores them in
the magazine vertically-up to fifty albums.
I believe most authorities say the best way to
store records is vertically. This the Seeburg
does-for storage and for playing.

FRANK LUPPINO, JR.
Advertising & Sales Promotion Manager
Seeburg Sales Corp.
Chicago, ill.

Correction
 FNegone gets a little excited when he has
a new addition to his family. In the case of
University Sound, this new addition took the
form of the Studio Pro 120, a brand-new
ENT stereo receiver. The first product reviews
that came out were so good that I'm afraid

(Continued on page 10)

EDWARD MACDOWELL AND
Ti \ IN ETON STRONG
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HOW TO BUY ALL
YOUR RECORDS AT

LESS THAN DISCOUNT
STORE PRICES!

-and save up to 55% on every record
you want ... never be disappointed
because a record's out of stock!

BEST OF ALL, BUY ONLY WHAT YOU WANT!

This new way to build your record library with only those artists and selections
you want, is a service of The Citadel Record Club! You take your choice from
more than 30,000 record albums . . . any record album in print now, or that
will ever become available! You get fast service and the records you want are
guaranteed factory -fresh, most are sealed in plastic. There are no exceptions-
hard-to-find imports, the latest "pop" records, Original Cast Albums, country
and western, rock and roll, classical, opera. Why, it's just like having the
world's largest discount record store in your own home!

WHAT IS YOUR PLEASURE? Hear a song you like on the radio . .. just send us
the name, the artist and the album it's taken from, and we'll get it for you!
Read an ad in a magazine or newspaper ... no fuss, send us the ad and we'll
do the rest! If the record is available, you can own it for less than discount
store prices. How little can it cost you?

A record album with a "list" price of $4.79 or $4.98, usually sells in dis-
count stores for $3.69 ... but your price from Citadel is just $3.09. Not just a
limited choice of records, but every record album now in print! Never an extra
charge for finding a difficult one . . . a single price no matter what record
you want!

SUPER BARGAINS, TOO, WHICH COST AS LITTLE AS 990! Because of the huge
volume (far larger than an ordinary record store!) Citadel is often invited to
make "special purchases" from distributors and even manufacturers. Some-
times these include best-selling records, for even the biggest run short of cash.
We pass these bargains on to our members and you save when we save! In fact,
when your FREE membership kit arrives, you'll get a whole catalog of the latest
"Super Bargains"!

YOUR FREE KIT ALSO INCLUDES THE FAMED "SCHWANN CATALOG" -30,000
LONG -PLAY RECORDS LISTED FOR EASY REFERENCE! Every record in print tells
you the artist, the list price, the label. You also get the confidential Citadel
price list so you know instantly how much you save. This is the same book
you've seen your local record store use ... and it is the "bible" of the record
industry. It's yours FREE with membership!

DID YOU EVER WANT TO VOTE FOR YOUR FAVORITE ARTIST . . . HELP GET AN
AWARD FOR A BELOVED RECORDING? The Citadel Record Club, in cooperation
with The Longines Symphonette Society, has been selected to help nominate
and select the recordings and artist to receive the GOLD MEDAL AWARDS of
merit. This is the only group of awards granted as the direct result of record -
buying consumers' own preference. To make certain that you are completely
familiar with the nominations, you will be sent the particular record to play
and to evaluate without obligation to buy. And, since once a record is played
Citadel will not resell it, you can own the record (if you wish) for a tiny frac-
tion of the list price! Now your voice can be heard-your wants recognized-
your favorite recording artists rewarded!

CITADEL MEMBERS GET A FREE SUBSCRIPTION TO "INSIDE MUSIC." THE NEWS-
LETTER THAT TAKES YOU BEHIND THE SCENES OF THE RECORDING INDUSTRY!
AND A FREE SUBSCRIPTION TO THE "CITADEL RECORD" GUIDE! Your "Inside
Music" newsletters keep you posted on GOLD MEDAL awards, tell you what's
going on in the industry, help you to pick -out the best recordings. Each issue
commends a recording for brilliance, performance, artist . . . and tells you
when you'll receive your "GOLD MEDAL AWARD" ballot and selection. In addi-
tion, you get the CITADEL RECORD MAGAZINE ... it is chock full of interesting
information about records, also lists the current best sellers in every category
for your convenience. Both publications are FREE to members of The Citadel
Record Club!

NEW "LIFETIME" MEMBERS GET A SPECIAL BARGAIN!
If you act now to reserve your LIFETIME membership, you get this complete kit:
1. The Schwann Catalog-more than 300 pages, listing 30,000 record albums!
2. Your SUPER BARGAIN catalog plus the current SALES BULLETIN.
3. Your FREE Subscription to "Inside Music" newsletter!
4. Your FREE Subscription to THE CITADEL MAGAZINE!
5. Your FREE membership cad, confidential price list and order forms!
But here is an extra bonus that starts you saving with your very first purchase.
WE'LL SEND YOU, FREE, A SPECIAL CERTIFICATE WORTH $1.00 TOWARDS YOUR
FIRST PURCHASE! That's right-you use this certificate just like cash as part
payment for any record you want to own. It doesn't matter how much the
Citadel Record Club price is . . . you could select a record album selling for
990 ... or $2.29 ... or $3.09 ... or $3.49! Just take $1.00 off the low mem-
bers price (and, we'll send you 4 in change if you select a 99C record album!).

SEND NO MONEY NOW-LOOK OVER YOUR MEMBERSHIP KIT FIRST-FIGURE OUT
FOR YOURSELF HOW MUCH YOU CAN SAVE IN JUST ONE YEAR AS A LIFETIME
MEMBER OF THE CITADEL RECORD CLUB! We'll bill you later for the LIFETIME
membership fee of just $5 (remember, that's a one-time enrollment fee, that
entitles you to all the membership privileges for the rest of your life. It is
really a family membership, for you help every relative save on every record
purchase!). If you are not delighted with your membership kit, simply send it
back and tell us to cancel your membership. No obligation, no hard feelings,
no quibbles. We feel sure that you will become a LIFETIME MEMBER-for you
could save the entire cost in your first order, which makes it like a FREE
lifetime membership!

ACT TODAY TO GET YOUR $1.00 FREE CERTIFICATE! Simply mail the card or
coupon right now. There is no obligation to buy any records, just the oppor-
tunity to save up to 55% on every record you want!

MAIL COUPON TODAY

(4 THE CITADEL RECORD CLUB
SYMPHONETTE SQUARE  LARCHMONT, N. Y. 10538

Enroll me for a LIFETIME MEMBERSHIP and send the $1.00 FREE
certificate plus the complete membership kit. I am entitled to all the
privileges and benefits as described in the ad. Bill me later for $5.00,
which covers my enrollment for the rest of my life! I understand I
am not obligated to buy any records. I order only those I want.

For better service, please check one!
I usually buy HI -FIDELITY records.  I usually buy STEREO records.

mr.
Mrs

El Miss
Address

City State

E GET FREE "DISC WHISK" RECORD CLEANING BRUSH that cleans
both sides of a record at the same time! Enclose your full $5.00 life-
time membership fee now. Money back if you're not delighted. Same
kit and $1.00 Gift Certificate. 775-008

CIRCLE NO. 17 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Columbia Record Club's special offer to lovers of Classical Music-

Enjoy the Classical Records
You Want -at Savings of

BERG: LULU SUITE
SCHOENBERG. THEME

AND VARIATIONS
WEBERN. IM

SOMMERWIND
(THREE PACES)

EUGENE _
ORMANDY
Conductor

5648

BERLIOZ
OVERTURES

COLIN DAVIS
conductor
LONDON

SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA

5647

BRAHMS
SYMPHONY No. 3 in F
ACADEMIC FESTIVAL

OVERTURE
LEONARD BERNSTEIN

THE NEW YORK
PHILHARMONIC

3436

BRUCKNER
Symphony No. 5

Te Deum
EUGENE ORMANDY

grandune.
THE PHILADELPHIA

ORCHESTRA
IWARGORO SETT

-

5898-5899

A GOLDEN TREASURY
OF CONCERT FAVORITES

'wee
Hirt

Rossini
Overtures

GEORGE SZEll
Yyl Cfficldveter

CLEVELAND
°3[. w3 ORCHESTRA

331
5569

TWO.RECORDS
COUNT AS ONE

SELECTION

3864

SPANISH MUSIC
FOR TWO GUITARS

IBA WIWI, Ittottm
ALEXAMME LAMIYA.SeitM

3137

PENDERECKI
ST. LUKE PASSION

TO THE VICTIMS
OF HIROSHIMA

SolooRN.
Chorus

and
OnnesITa

2 RECORD SET PHHIPS

5900-5901

SPECIAL
OFFER
This Deluxe
3 -record set
counts as
only
2 selections!

BERNSTEIN CONDUCTS THE
GREAT ROMANTIC SYMPHONIES
2911-2912. Leonard Bernstein conducts the New York Phil-
harmonic in masterful recordings of Franck's Symphony in
D Minor; Dvorak's Symphony Number 5 in E Minor ("From
the New World"); Mendelssohn's Symphony Number 4 in
A Major ("Italian"); and Schubert's Symphony Number 8
in B Minor ("Unfinished").

SPECIAL
OFFER
This Deluxe
7 -record set
counts as only
4 selections!

BEETHOVEN'S NINE SYMPHONIES
2203-2204-2205-2206. All nine of Beethoven's Symphonies
are included in this deluxe package of seven records (but
which count as only 4 selections)! George Szell conducts the
Cleveland Orchestra in inspired interpretations of these im-
portant works which deserve a prominent position in your
library of fine recordings.

INIMSTONS
GREATEST HITS

BOW NNW
PIBLEIBRIIewoAlt.IsElmmu

5236

GRANADOS:
12

SPANISH
DANCES

FOR
PIANO

Alicia
de Larrocha,

PIANIST

3889

TWO FAVORITE
GUITAR CONCERTOS

CASTELNUOVO TEDESCO
RODRIGO

JOHN 'V
WILLIAMS

Guitar

ORMANOY
Philadelphia Orchestra

2471
© 1968 CBS Direct

8

MAHLER:
SYMPHONY No.7
LEONARD IRMISTEIN
REP TOM,
FIEILNARMINPC

(II=3
2 CORD SET

/MeV"

2955-2956

3890

BACH. THE
WELL -TEMPERED CLAVIER

 Book I
Preludes and
novas

GLENN
GOULD

1264

BRUCKNER

Symphony
No. 3

GEORGE
SZELL

Cleveland
Orchestra

3455

MAHLER
"RephanyeI NEtio2Sym

,

LEONARD
BERNSTEIN
N T. Philharmonic

Tomei. Veneta
Calle g i ... Climate

sl A -RECORD SET

2348-2349
Marketing Services 567/S68

VERDI:
FALSTAFF
Leonard
Bernstem
Vienna
Philharnro
with
is, her

Dieskau

JANACEK
FROM THE HOUSE

OF THE DEAD
ROHL). GREGOR CondRoor

5097-5098

VLADIMIR

HOROWITZ

Chopin  Liszt
Rachmaninoff

Schumann

.1
1 067

2.RECORD SET

ANTAL DORATI
London sywOwnE OTR[HRH°

4647-4648

3595-3596-3597

SAINT-SAENS
Organ Symphony (No. 3)
Philadelphia Orch. - &Randy

1076

A Golden Treasury
of Concert Favorites
VERDI AND ROSSINI

OVERTURES
INCOM CLUSI-

GILBERT & SULLIVAN
OVERTURkS

12 -Record Set!

A FESTIVAL OF IUMIES

March of the Toreadors
American Salute

Stets and Stripes Forever

Meadowlandsir 9 Mine

PHILADELPHIA ORM

ORMANOY

1083

TWO -RECORDS
COUNT AS ONE

SELECTION

2285

LORD'S PRAYER
MORMON

TABERNACLE CHOIR

BATTLE HYMN OF THE REHIRE

Till LORD'S PRIMER-. MORE

1090

THE SORCERER'S
APPRENTICE

3 OTHER WORKS

LEONARD EIERNSTEIN
New York Philharmonic

3782

THE ROMEROS
World of Flamenco

9 V rse

,AFew.e 23RECORD SET

/PORMANOY:

HILADELPHIA
ORCHESTRA'S '§

§GREATEST HITS
§ Clair de Lune

Sabre Dance

3628

Beethoven

Fifth

Symphony

1325

TWO.RECORDS
COUNT AS ONE

SELECTION

5318

BEETHOVEN
"Alt PERFIDO!"
Cantata on the Death
or Emperor Joseph II

REGINE CRESPIN
MARTINA ARROYO

JUSTINE/ DIAZ
THOMAS SCHIPPERS, CRNINNE
TX. NEW YORK PHILMIRIRONIC

lc., I

5617

VIRTUOSO
TRUMPET

VOL. 3
ANTONIO JANIGRO

I SOLISTI DI ZAGREB
I t.A.1

3258

QUARTETTE ITAIJAIIO

DORGSY
String Quartet in E Meer

RAVEL
SM.( OFFFIN iR F

5531

GERSHWIN
RHAPSODY

IN BLUE
Spellbound

- Concerto '

Warsaw
Concerto
3 MORE

COLVIN. 3ELORS CM,

ORFF
CATULLI CARMINA

EUGENE ORMANDY
Conductor

The Phitodelphie Orrh.ai
5407

PIANORAMA
JOSEPH'
COOPER
PIANO

5411

HANDEL
MESSIAH

cpraged)
COLIN DAVIS

LONDON
SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA/'I

ITREGONO SETT 3°

3343-3344

TWO -RECORDS
COUNT AS ONE

SELECTION

3527

10 VIVALDI
THE

FOUR SEASONS
Leonard Bernstein

N. Y. PHILHARMONIC

John Garigliano
41* VmLIN

ICOIONIMIA1

2213

BEETHOVEN:
IMPEND,'" CONCERTO
GLENN GOULD. piano
LEOPOLD aMi

STEMOWSXI
mum
smut, woi

2509

ESPANA
DE ONST IN

P °
SPANISH

FAVORITES
by FALLA

RAVEL
CHABRIER

2214

KOSTELANETZ )
Conductst

lPROMENADE
FAVORITES

N.Y Philharmonic

2704

SPECIAL
OFFER
These two records
count as only one
selection!

THE MAGIC WORLD OF
ANDRE KOSTELANETZ

5965. VIENNA, CITY OF DREAMS and KALEIDOSCOPE. In-
cludes: Waltz from "The Merry Widow"; Schoen Rosmarin;
The Blue Danube; Love's Sorrow; Perpetual Motion; Sabre
Dance; June Barcarolle; Pas de Deux and Marche Miniature
from "The Nutcracker"; The Maid With The Flaxen Hair; 23
melodic favorites in all!

HIFI/ STEREO REVIEW



BEETHOVEN
Moonlight

Appassionata
Pathetique
SONATAS
Glenn Gould

5883

Wine, Women
and Song
EUGENE
ORMANDY
Cendvomr Is

THE
neanoeintriA
OltCH

5437

BEETHOVEN
SYMPHONY No.8

MEHOELSSOHN

SYMPHONY

No. 4
rItAltAN"I

PABLO CASALS
teaode mAins4N10
rem. ORM

4387

BRAHMS
PIANO CONCERTO No.1
RUDOLF SERNIN
Piene
GEORGE
SZELL
Co idotior
THE
CLEVELAND
OSCEMSTTIA

5372 \

Almost 50%
r

\ Aar

-_,

PUCCINI AND

VERDI

FAVORITES
EILEEN

FARRELL...in.°
RICHARD
TUCKER. freer," v

2018

MOZART
FOUR SONATAS FOR

PIANO AND VIOLIN

GEORGE WELL, piano

RAFAEL DRUIAN. violin

5839

THE MORMON
TABERNACLE CHOIR'S

GREATEST HITS

EUGENE ORMANDY
Conductor

The Philadelphia Orchestra

God Bless America
fr It MORE

3780

Holiday for
Harpsichord
E. POWER

BIGGS
Fun.

Filled
Favorites

2887

A GOLDEN TREASURY OF
CONCERT FAVORRES.Vol 2

L'Ariesienne Sune A
Peer Gvnl

Carmen
Sidle

en

tertRC sell
,CLUM01.1 Rif [...hi

SABRE
DANCE

EUGENE
OR MA NDY

PRIodelolud
hosts

3792

5234

STRAVINSKY
L'Histoire
du Soldat
LEOPOLD STOtrOnnrof

oPfEGReo NIG

5320-5321

GROPE

GRAND
CANYON

SUITE

Bernsleds

Ph hormone

1645

iVrenna, My City
of Dreams

RICHARD
TUCKER

Mt
nerft Alone

MORE

sod f

1606

TWO -RECORDS
COUNT AS ONE

SELECTION

2508

BERNSTEIN
THE AGE

OF ANXIETY
lorroomny tee 01tat®

PHILIPPE ENTFIEMONT
PIANO

LEONARD BERNSTEIN
NEW YORK PIRIKARIACINIC

2880
Recorded Live!

NATIAVAN ON MT SCOPUS

ISAAC STERN. vol,,i
LEONARD BeRNSITIN

Conductor

5529

Beethoven:
PASTORAL SIMPRONY Re 6.

SZELL Cleveland Orch

1172

SPECTACULARS!
by TchadrossYy

Offenbach °Ole,

EUGENE ORMAKOT
ORGRESI

2244

VIENNA CHOIR BOYS
STRAUSS WALTZES

AND POLKAS

Panne Blood
Arbst s btle

e ofo,

2245

Lk\

BARTOK:..
Concerto for Orchestra
JANACEK: &ntonic.
GEORGE SZELL
Cienolone
Orchestra 1

OP 1,1

r

2479

MUSIC OF JUBILEE
Bach*  Favorites

N, for Organ

Os Orchestra et
pgip E POWER

1605

BERLIOZ
SIMPKONIE fAkIASTIOUE

SEIJI
OZAWA

100.011111

SYMPHONY

5532

You are invited to take

1' STEREO OR REGULAR RECORDS

PROKOFIEV
John Concertos Nos 112

Isaac Stern

Ormandy

The Tatt

Philadelphia

1695

SPECIAL
OFFER
This Deluxe
4 -record set
counts as
only
3 selections!

BEETHOVEN'S FIVE
PIANO CONCERTOS

2463.2464-2465. A monumental collection of the
five Beethoven Piano Concertos as performed by
world-renowned Rudolf Serlin backed by Leonard
Bernstein and the New York Philharmonic and
Eugene Ormandy and the Philadelphia Orchestra.

if you begin short trial membership by buying
just one recc rd now, and agree to purchase an
additional fide records during the coming year

(you will have up to 300 records a month to
choose from)

'fi/ RECORD RACK

FREE holds
This br:Srs;cflon ssh rack

brow
...rednables you tofind

the record you
wont in seconds!

Folds flat when not in use!

HOROVVITZ
IN CONCERT

3767-3768

PHILIPPE ENTREMONT
Piano

RITUAL
a. FIRE DANCE

plus
Hungarian

A,Ntr ,osrly

,..9 MORE
37611

Russian Sailers' Dance

LEONARD BERNSTEIN

Hew York
Pailhatmonic

2875

WILLIAM
TELL
and

Other
FaVOrde

Overtures

LEONARD BERNSTEIN
MEW YORK AlhOORMONIL

2267

BLESS THIS HOUSE
The Mormon

Tabernacle Choir

I'S

EUGENE ORMANDY
PhlladelVhla Orch

2640

TCHAIKOVSKY:
ORCHESTRAL

SUITE NO 3 SUITE NO

ILA
' ti p

(-14)
ANTAL
OORATI

SEND NO MONEY-JUST MAIL COUPON

HERE'S HOW TO GET YOUR 6 RECORDS - FREE

1.

2.

3.

Print your name and address in the spaces
provided at the right.
Write in the numbers of your 6 free records-
then choose another record as your first selec-
tion, for which you will be billed $4.98 (stereo
or regular high-fidelity), plus postage and han-
dling. You will also receive a record rack FREE!
Check whether you want your 7 records (and
all future selections) in stereo or regular.

HOW THE CLUB OPERATES. Each month you will receive,
free, the Club's music magazine - which describes all
forthcoming selections. You may accept the monthly
Classical selection, or take any of the other records
offered, or take NO record in any particular month.
Your only membership obligation is to purchase as few
as five more records during the coming year. In short,
within a year you'll have at least twelve brand-new al-
bums of your choice - but you'll have paid for only six.

The records you want are mailed and billed to you at
the regular Club price of $5.98 (occasional Original Cast
recordings and other special albums somewhat higher;
Popular $4.98), plus a small mailing and handling charge.

YOU GET MORE FREE RECORDS...as soon as you com-
plete your enrollment agreement, you continue to re-
ceive ONE RECORD FREE FOR EVERY RECORD YOU BUY!
It's the best bonus plan in existence today, because you
pay as little as $2.84 a record (Including all shipping
charges) -.-and you need buy only four records a year
to remain a member in good standing.

3773

WES.SymphimyN12
The Fourth

of July

LEONARD
BERNSTEIN
NEW YORE Pliti.NARMORIC

BEBE=

2881

MAGIC FIRE MUSIC
Wagner Favorites

ORMANDY
Pruladeledua Won

2652

COLUMBIA RECORD CLUB, Terre Haute, Indiana 47808

Name
(Please Print) Fisst Name Initial Last Name

Address

City

State Zip Code

Do You Have a Telephone? (Check One) 0 YES 0 NO

SEND ME THESE SIX RECORDS
- FREE (fill in numbers below)

SEND THIS
RECORD AS MY

FIRST
SELECTION

SEND MY RECORDS AND ALL FUTURE
SELECTIONS IN (check one boo)

(=1 Stereo Ej Regular High -Fidelity

234-4/G2
- J
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the uncomplicators from Mercury
Sure, Mercury's no -threading,
no -fumbling, no -competition
cassette units have finally un-
complicated tape recording.

But now the problem is how
many Mercury cassette tape
recorders should you own.

Nothing complicated about
that, either. Because most peo-
ple are going with the AP 8300
in their car (it's the only auto-
mobile stereo unit with com-
plete recording facilities) and
the spirited TR 4500 full stereo
record and playback machine
in their home.
leadership through design

Of course, there are a couple
of tape decks. And a portable
stereo outfit. And a great little
cordless job, too.

So you see, the combinations
are endless. But the results are
all sensational. Start uncompli-
cating your tape recorder fun-
with Mercury.

and what makes them go.
Musicassettes! Thousands of them.
Close to 300 stereo selections from
Mercury Corp. alone. Your favorite
artists. Your favorite pop, classical,

1E12

rhythm & blues and jazz music. Orig-
inal soundtracks, too. And for you do-
it-yourselfers, Mercury has 1, and
2 -hour blank Compact cassettes.

411:Jiti go',1

Fog

MERCURY RECORD CORPORATION  35 EAST WACKER DRIVE  CHICAGO 60601
CIRCLE NO. 56 ON READER SERVICE CARD

excitement dulled our copyreading ability.
The University advertisement that ap-

peared on page 121 in the February issue
of HIFI/STEREO REVIEW contains some er-
rors I would like to correct: in the first
column of copy the quotation on deviation
should have read: "deviation never exceeded
0.2 dB, the 'curves' appeared as a straight
line!** The quote on the FM stereo indicator
light in the second column should have read:
"includes a positive -acting FM Stereo indi-
cator light (which, during all tests, instru-
ment and listening, was never triggered by
inter -station noise or any other non -stereo
interference)."

I would appreciate your publishing these
corrections; we guarantee, in the future, to
try to make our proofreading as good as the
quality of our receiver.

STANLEY G. NEUFELD
Vice President, Sales
University Sound
Oklahoma City, Okla.

More on the Second -Rate
 Alt ht ha% e bccli d subscriber to
HIFI/STEREO REVIEW for seven years, I have
never been moved to write you -all a letter.
However, after reading James Goodfriend's
"Going on Record.' column in the December
issue, I felt that I had to write and add my
amen. I have been trying to explain this very
same idea to my "1 -only -listen -to -certified -
masterpieces" friends for a long time.

Good grief ! Sometimes I am too tired to
listen to a masterpiece actively (there really
is no other way to listen to one), and I merely
want to be entertained with some fun music.
Mr. Goodfriend mentioned a few of my
cherished favorites, fun composers and oth-
erwise: namely, Chausson, Delius, Lehar,
and Bruch-poor, maligned Bruch. To this
list I would add Mendelssohn, Saint-Saens,
Offenbach (forever!), Hummel-well, I

could go on and on, bringing in the Kitsch
School, the Schmaltz School, the Treacle
School, and the Sturm and Drang School.

To the points very effectively set out in
Mr. Goodfriend's article I would add this
one: it is absolutely impossible to judge the
quality of second-rate music from unsym-
pathetic and/or second-rate performances.
In order for a good second-rate piece of mu-
sic to make its full effect, or sometimes to
make any effect at all, it usually needs more
care in performance than genuine, certified
masterpieces, most of which seem to be able
to make their effect under almost any cir-
cumstances within reason. Some day I am
going to pursue these thoughts in my own
mind in an effort to understand, if possible,
precisely why this is so, but today I am too
busy listening to Offenbach.

And I am going to bust in the mouth the
next critic who refers to Saint-Saens' "Or-
gan" Symphony as non -music, or makes sim-
ilar stupid remarks about one of his piano
concertos.

TOM DOURIAN
Washington, D.C.

 I really enjoyed James Goodfriend's es-
say "In Praise of the Second Rate"; how-
ever, I am inclined to differ with him a bit-
although it probably is a matter of seman-
tics. Mr. Goodfriend stated: "There is a vast
amount of second-rate music I would not
give up easily." I don't think he really
means this-in these words, anyway.

(Continued on page 12)
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The Monster that
Devoured Brahms
OR WHY EMPIRE DEVELOPED THE LANG PLAYING CARTRIDGE

Don't be misled by bland and in-
nocent looks.
Unless your high-performance tone -
arm is equipped with a new Empire
999VE cartridge, you're odds-on to
be harboring a Monster-a harm-
less -looking record -eater that's
devouring Brahms, pulverizing Pou-
lenc, chewing up Tchaikovsky, mur-
dering Mozart and devastating
Debussy every ti me you playa record.

Figure it out for yourself. If a vinyl

record can wear down a
diamond stylus, what do you

think the diamond is doing to the
record each time they come into
contact? With most cartridges, the
cumulative consequence of play-
back is musical mayhem.
Why? Wear!
But the 999VE is something else.
Thousand -play tests prove that the
999VE doesn't damage, distort or
devour your records...doesn't strip

away highs, swallow up lows, mud-
dy the midrange-even after 1,000
playbacks of the same record!
So if you'd like your Brahms-and
Bach and blues and ballads-to stay
bright and 'live' and new -sounding
just about forever, replace your
Monster with the long-playing cart-
ridge: the one that plays every rec-
ord perfectly, and keeps it perfect,
for at least 1,000 plays.

In fact, indefinitely.

THE EMPIRE 999VE
The Long -Playing Cartridge at $74.95

EMPIREComplete technical specifications on request from Empire Scientific Corp., 845 Stewart Ave., Garden City, N.Y., 11530
CIRCLE NO. 38 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Now you can take advantage of this ex-
tra power and signal quality. You'll get
even greater sound along with the conven-
ience of a cassette machine. And with a
cassette machine you don't have to thread
the tape at all. Just snap in the cassette and
you're ready to record or playback-for up
to 90 minutes.

This offer lasts from now until March
15. So, see your Norelco dealer right away.

Limited offer:
Buyer Norelco portable

tape recorder
get a $12.95 extension speaker

for $3.95

When you buy the Carry -Corder® '150' or
the Norelco '175', mail the warranty card
for either machine, with a check or money
order, to North American Philips Company,
Inc., Dept. T, 3010 Review Ave., Long
Island City, New York 11101. And we'll
send you the extension speaker direct.

Just plug it in. And you'll see that we
build more sound into our portables than a
portable -sized speaker can do justice to.

re...grant aunt......mai

14-14W14,
WM .... 011641.M wiUUUSWelt

t/Wrna
...... MUMUMOS

OlUitaluMMIVIilnim
WarlalitsW4.0.1141A0
Vil.FUVIUMONEM
OW.RUMUM0414.1.
unkspilIWWW.0401
MK14114 WW,W404W.1
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Ore/0
the re -inventor of tape recording

North American Philips Company, Inc., High Fidelity Products Department,
100 East 42nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10017

The enjoyment of music is largely a sub-
jective thing. What may be first-rate music
to one person may be second-rate to another,
and rice versa. I think that both Mr. Good -

friend and I are actually looking for the
first-rate music which may have been written
by an otherwise second-rate composer. There
is a lot of gold to be found among the also-
rans of the general repertoire.

JAY HOWARD
Birmingham, Mich.

Mahler
 Eric Salzman's review, "Mahler, Bern-
stein, and the Romantic Tradition" (Decem-
ber), was one of the most informative I have
encountered in your magazine. For once a
critic has finally discerned the true nature of
the Adagio of Mahler's Ninth. Whereas
other critics and record -jacket annotators
have described the Adagio as the "heavenly
and serene end of the Symphony" (by now a
cliché), Mr. Salzman faces the reality of that
unsettled, fortissimo dissonance which pro-
duces the quietly resigned coda, and which,
under Bernstein's sensitive direction, reveals
the nature not only of the Adagio, but of the
entire Symphony.

PAUL V. ZUKAS
Bethel, Conn.

 I find it hard to believe that Mr. Salz-
man has been -crying-lo, these many years
-for a decent stereo [recording of Mahler's]
Ninth," since he gave short shrift to Wal-
ter's recording on the Columbia label and
failed to mention Barbirolli's performance
on the Angel label in his Mahler -Bernstein
Christmas -gift promotion (December).

Allow me to quote Book -
span's "Basic Repertoire" column in this
magazine (February 1966): "[Walter's] re-
cording of the Mahler Ninth Symphony
. . . is surely one of the glories of recorded
music. . . . Another vitally compelling
(stereo) recording of the score is the one by
Sir John Barbirolli and the Berlin Philhar-
monic Orchestra. . . . Generally Barbirolli's
reading is even more passionate than Wal-

Could it be that Mr. Salzman substituted
a bit of hero-worshipping-the hero being
Gustav Bernstein-for his research?

H. C. STEVENS
Akron, Ohio

Mr. Salzman replies: "I did overlook the
Barbirolli version, which came out while I
was in Europe and which I had not had a
chance to hear prior to writing my review.
Haring finally caught up with Barbirolli, I
don't think I have to revise my view sub-
stantially. I recognize the qualities in the
recording that led to Mr. Bookspan's enthu-
siastic review, but I feel that both the Bern-
stein and the Kubelik are superior. Walter's
Ninth, made at the end of his life with a
pick-up orchestra of Los Angeles studio mu-
sicians, is a touching document of the late
conductor's devotion to his mentor, but it
has many limitations.

"And while I'm on the subject, I would
like to clear up a remark in the review which
seemed to some to imply that Bruno Wal-
ter was or could be vulgar. My point was
just the opposite: that Walter was a sophis-
ticated, gentle, and refined man and that,
for this very reason, the so-called `vulgar-
ities' in Mahler actually emerged sounding

(Continued on page 14)
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If our new SC740 is just
another compact, then the Ferrari

is just another car.

We're not knocking the good old fam-
ily sedan. Or, for that matter, com-
pacts. We're in the compact business.
And we think they're pretty terrific.

But the new SC740 is something
else. It has all of the convenience of a
compact. But it's designed within per-
formance parameters usually reserved
for only the most sophisticated com-
ponent equipment.

The SC740 combines a superb
60 watt AM/ FM Nocturne solid state
stereo receiver with a professional
Dual 1009SK automatic turntable plus
two of the highest rated loudspeakers
on the market.

As soon as you turn on the SC740,
you'll know that this is a different
breed of compact. For one thing, it
has power to spare. You can actually
feel the bass response all the way

down to your toes. And those high
level transients that can really put a
dent in a unit's power supply are
child's play for the SC740. Long, dra-
matic crescendos are reproduced with
total clarity-distortion free from start
to finish.

The SC740 uses the very latest
advances in solid state devices and
technology. Its MOSFET front end and
newly designed integrated micro-
circuits let you hear stations you prob-
ably didn't even know were on the dial.

The AM in the SC740 also em-
ploys a MOSFET front end and delivers
crystal-clear broadcast reception with-
out noise or fading. It is probably the
first AM radio serious music listeners
can really take seriously.

The loudspeakers used in the
SC740 are carefully designed to corn-

plement the system's electronics. Each
loudspeaker contains a 10" high com-
pliance woofer and a 31/2" curvelinear
tweeter and delivers exceptionally
smooth and clean response.

In sum, the SC740 is an extraor-
dinary music system designed without
compromise or short cuts. We think
you'll agree that it is truly a high per-
formance instrument worthy of your
most critical attention.

See it soon at your Harman-
Kardon dealer.

For more information, write
Harman-Kardon, Inc., Box HFSR-3, 55
Ames Court, Plainview,
N.Y. 11803.

harman kardon
A subsid:ory of ler C c r ;Do ro tf on
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more vulgar than they do in a Bernstein per-
formance, in which these elements are more
integrated, more naturally expressed in a
wider context.

"All in all, I'll stand by what I said in
the review. After being described so often
in these columns as an iconoclast, it is rather
refreshing to be called a hero-worshipper
for a change!"

This 'n' That
 What a pleasure to read HIFI/STEREO RE-
VIEW once again! I am a student composer on
scholarship in Germany, and must express
some opinions about the excellent October
issue. It was very nice to see an article on
Erik Satie. Turning to the Letters Col-
umn, Mr. Barrett, in my opinion, has missed
the boat if he thinks "psychedelic sound" has
no implications outside the dance hall -some
of it, at least, seems to be quite seriously
meant. The Beatles, for example, have evi-
dently thought very carefully about what
they want to say, and say it quite subtly.
Peter Reilly, who reviewed "Sgt. Pepper"
in the same issue, seems also not to have
looked quite carefully enough: A Day in the
Life seems to me, rather than "urging people
to turn on," to be altogether against "turning
on," in whatever form. It is carefully placed
after the Sgt. Pepper Reprise chorus, setting
it apart from the other songs, LSD lyrics
and all. We then see a man who "made the
grade" and "blew his mind out" in a car,
unable to control sensory perception. Drugs
equal death.

PETER MONCUKE
Cologne, West Germany

International Piano Library
 Martin Bookspan's statement that "the
Chopin F Minor Concerto has been remark-
ably well served by the artists who have re-
corded it" is one with which I wholehearted-
ly agree. However, in his appraisal of avail-
able recorded versions ("The Basic Reper-
toire," December), he neglected to mention
one recording which perhaps outshines all
others. Though not generally available in
record stores, International Piano Library's
recording (501) of the Chopin F Minor
Concerto with Josef Hofmann is available to
all who wish it as a gift for becoming mem-
bers of International Piano Library. The re-
cording, made from a live performance in
the mid -1930's, has been described as "a
pearl beyond price" (Irving Kolodin in
Saturday Review), "incredibly beautiful"
(Howard Klein in the New York Times),
and "elegant, incredibly fluent, extremely
improvisational, and quite unorthodox by
contemporary standards . . . for piano fanci-
ers this is without question a recording to
own" by HIFI/STEREO REVIEW'S own Igor
Kipn is.

This recording and others of a like nature
are available from the International Piano
Library at the address below.

Gregor Benko, Vice President
International Piano Library
215 West 91 Street
New York, N. Y. 10024

Mr. Bookspan replies: "I refer reader
Benko to one of the statements of principle
at the beginning of this month's Basic Reper-
toire installment. The monthly listings in

the Schwann catalog serve as my index to
the general availability of any given record-
ing. Since the International Piano Library's
account of the Chopin F Minor Concerto by
Josef Hofmann is not listed by Schwann
(and quite rightly not, since its availability
is tied to a private subscription plan), I did
not consider it in my December evaluation
of recordings of the music."

Our Man Flanagan
I have just finished reading William Flan-

agan's review of the four Brahms symphonies
of George Szell and the Third of Erich Leins-
dorf (November). In the spacious column he
devotes to these works, he manages to say
nothing about the music or its performance.
He is satisfied merely to give his general
impressions, which, heaven knows, could be
the result of a heavy dinner.

In the only real reference to the record-
ings themselves that isn't subjective, Mr.
Flanagan points out that Szell "bolts"
through the first movement of Brahms' Third
three minutes faster than Leinsdorf-too fast
for Mr. Flanagan. A freshman music major
could tell him that Leinsdorf does the repeat
and Szell doesn't. Voila! Three minutes, or
close to it.

ROBERT A. WARD
Cleveland Hts., Ohio

 William Flanagan's review of the tape of
Sibelius' Fifth and Seventh Symphonies con-
ducted by Lorin Maazel (November) is a
model of how not to review standard works.
There is no need at this date to spend over

(Continued on page 16)

SAVE1/
4 -track, 8 -track and cassette
Here's your chance to SAVE big money on tapes
. . . every 4 -track, 8 -track and cassette available
. . . a complete library of over 6,000 to choose from
. . . all at savings of at least IA off list price. These
savings are yours only as a member of the Cartridge
Tape Club of America. And, there's still more. You
get reduced prices on home and auto tape players.
A bi-monthly magazine with complete tape listings,
feature stories, news, photos, tape reviews, top
selling tapes, etc. Monthly top tape and new release
newsletters. Bonus offers. Special gifts, Nothing is
ever sent unless you want it. No minimum purchase
required. There's no other club of its kind. No other
club offers you the complete choice of tapes. So, join
today. Send just $5 for a lifetime membership.
Choose any tapes from the sample listing ... all at
IA savings . . . or wait 'til you receive our complete
catalog.

Please Specify Cartridge Tape Club of America
I CI 4 track 0 8 track 1507 S. Michigan Chicago 60605

0 cassette Dept. 3DI 301 312 322 Here is my check for $ cover-
302

303

304

305

313

314

315

316

323

324

326

327

ing the $5 lifetime membership fee
plus the tapes I have ordered
and circled.

307 317 328 Name
308 318

Address
309 319

310 320 City
311 321

State Zip

ON EVERY CARTRIDGE TAPE

Number Title

301 1818 OVERTURE & CAPPRICCIO

Prices

8 Track
Retail Members

4 Track
Retail Members

Cassette
Retail Members

ITALIEN-DORATI $6.98 $4.66 $5.98 $3.99 $5.98 $3.99
302 MUSIC OF LEROY ANDERSON 6.98 4.66 5.98 3.99 5.98 3.99
303 PUCCINI FOR ORCHESTRA 6.98 4.66 5.98 3.99 4.98 3.33
304 STRAUSS WALTZES-DORATI 6.98 4.66 5.98 3.99 NA
305 SCHEHERAZADE-SCHERCHEN 6.98 4.66 5.98 3.99 4.98 3.33
307 BEETHOVEN PIANO CONC. f5 4.98 3.33 4.98 3.33 NA
308 A MAN AND A WOMAN 7.98 5.33 5.98 3.99 5.98 3.99
309 DR. DOLITTLE 7.98 5.33 5.98 4.66 6.98 4.66
310 TO SIR WITH LOVE 6.98 4.66 5.98 3.99 5.98 3.99
311 ZORBA THE GREEK 7.98 5.33 6.98 4.66 6.98 4.66
312 SOUND OF MUSIC 7.98 5.33 NA NA
313 MAN OF LA MANCHA 7.98 5.33 6.98 4.66 NA
314 DR. ZHIVAGO 5.98 3.99 6.98 4.66 6.98 4.66
315 UP, UP AND AWAY -

5TH DIMENSION 6.98 4.66 6.98 4.66 5.98 3.99
316 FAREWELL TO GOLDEN ERA -

MAMAS & PAPAS 6.98 4.66 5.98 3.99 5.98 3.99
317 MAGICAL MYSTERY TOUR-

BEATLES 6.98 4.66 5.98 3.99 NA
318 EXODUS-MANTOVANI 6.98 4.66 5.98 3.99 5.98 3.99
319 PETER, PAUL, & MARY 6.98 4.66 5.98 3.99 5.98 3.99
320 HERB ALPERT'S NINTH 6.98 4.66 5.98 3.99 5.98 3.99
321 STRANGERS IN THE NIGHT -

FRANK SINATRA 6.98 4.66 5.98 3.99 5.98 3.99
322 BORN FREE -ROGER WILLIAMS 6.98 4.66 5.98 3.99 NA
323 THIS IS MY SONG -RAY CONIFF 6.98 4.66 5.98 3.99 NA
324 IMPOSSIBLE DREAM -JACK JONES 6.98 4.66 5.98 3.99 NA
326 WADE IN THE WATER-

RAMSEY LEWIS 6.98 4.66 5.98 3.99 5.98 3.99
327 EQUINOX-SERGIO MENDES 6.98 4.66 5.98 3.99 5.98 3.99
328 DAY IN THE LIFE-

WES MONTGOMERY 6.98 4.66 5.98 3.99 5.98 3.99
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One -finger
exercise
for the

music lover
Just a light touch and all

the pleasures of the
50H are yours

Audio magazine captured the true spirit of the Elac:
Miracord 50H in its September 1967 review." ... an
outstanding performer...its automatic features make
it a pleasure to use:' What was Audio talking about?

The 50H has four pushbuttons: a "stop" reject but-
ton and three operating ones, each programed for
another IV! ,prd size. The gentlest touch is a',1 that's
needed to put the 50H into automatic play: single
records, once over or continuously, or stacks of up to
10 in automatic sequence. Or you can ignore the but-
tons, and play single records manually by simply
placing the arm on the record. That how easy it is

to operate the 50H aid enjoy the many performance
qualities it has to offer.

Other features of the 50H include: Papst hysteresis
motor: leadscrew adj-istment of stylus overhang: cue-
ing facilities: anti -skate compensation and direct -
dialing stylus force adjustment to as low as gram.

At $149.50 less cartridge and base, the Miracord
50H is probably the most expensive in the field. It is
also the finest. See it at your high fidelity dealer or
write for descriptive literature: Benjamin Electronic
Sound Corp., Farmingdale, M
New York 11735 iracord

the light touch



half a review denigrating music which is
accepted and loved by many music lovers
and critics. Whether Mr. Flanagan likes it
or not is his personal business and not one
which concerns prospective buyers of the
tape; his job is surely to assume that the
reader is interested in the music and to de-
vote himself to answering those questions
which come to a buyer's mind -what ap-
proach has the conductor taken? how well
has it been carried through? how good is
the engineering? If he really applies himself
to answering these questions in an apprecia-
tive mood, Mr. Flanagan may find an un-
expected bonus in an enlarged range of taste
and enjoyment -and we'll get more informa-
tive reviews.

CHARLES W. SIMONS
Bedford, Mass.

Mr. Flanagan replies: "Since both letters
are really about the same thing -'objectivity'
in music criticism -a Joint reply seems in-
dicated. First, an interesting fact: in my sev-
en years of reviewing for this magazine, I
have only recently been regularly assigned
recorded performances of standard reper-
toire works. When these recordings began
to arrive, I was alarmed. How to approach
them? For better or worse, my interest in
music has never centered on how a given
Who interprets the music so much as it has
on the music itself -an unsurprising bent
for a composer, I think. Again, for better or
worse, over the years I've paid scant atten-
tion to many standard works that I had been
required to analyze to the bone as a student,
seeking instead fresh musical experiences
-from the Supremes to Stockhausen.

uniCLUB
saves you more

on more of what you want!
RECORDS TAPES STEREO GEAR BOOKS

-----' -roe/ L- 91;11AIN
Here are 10 facts about uniCLUB.
They are 10 reasons to clip the cou-
pon and join now!

1. Any LP or tape on every U.S. or foreign
label available. Columbia -Capitol -RCA -
London & 350 more. No exceptions.
2. You save a minimum of 35% on LP's; 33%
on tapes and 25% on books.

LP's LIST uniCLUB
$1.98 $1.23

2.98 1.85
3.79/98 2.39
4.79/98 2.99
5.79/98 3.69

3. You can save even more by taking advan-
tage of the regular extra discount "Specials."
Save up to 80% off list price. Right now, for
example, the entire RCA Red -Seal catalog is
$2.75 mono; $3.25 stereo. The Vox $4.98 series
is $1.75 mono and stereo.
4. Never a requirement to buy. No monthly
"stop -order" forms to return. You receive just
what you order.
5. LIFETIME MEMBERSHIP
The club membership fee is $5. This is for life-
time privileges which are increasing all the time.
6. FREE CLUB MAGAZINE
Members regularly receive "uniGUIDE" advis-
ing them of the latest releases, recommended
best -buys and extra discount "Specials." When
you join you receive a free 300 -page Schwann
record catalog listing every available record
and its price. You receive a free Harrison tape
catalog if you specify.
7. FASTEST SERVICE ANYWHERE
Your orders are not only processed but shipped
the same day we receive them. This unique serv-
ice is possible because your orders are picked
from an inventory of over 250,000 LP's & tapes.
You get factory -new sealed albums and tapes
only. Defects are fully returnable at no charge.
8. SAVE UP TO 50% ON

STEREO GEAR
Individual components or complete systems-

uniCLUB supplies hi -fidelity equ'pment of vir-
tually every manufacturer at tremendous sav-
ings. This month's "Hi-Fi Special' is a Garrard
Lab 80 turntable; List $100.00 to members
only $59.95.
9. BOOKS OF ALL PUBLISHERS
The Book DivAion- only uniCLUB has it - of-
fers members at least 25% off on any book in
print.* You get only original publishers' edi-
tions. uniGUIDE lists best-sellers, just -pub-
lished works and book "Specials."
*Texts are reduced 10%.
10. FOUR CLUBS IN ONE
uniCLUB is really a time-saver. It makes join-
ing many clubs unnecessary. Now you can buy
all your records, tapes, auto -cartridges, books
and stereo -gear from one convenient source.
We hope you'll join today!
SAVE MONEY EVEN ON YOUR
MEMBERSHIP FEE
Give gift memberships with full lifetime privi-
leges for only $2.50 each. Splitting the cost with
one other person lowers cost to $3.75; enrolling
five at a time brings cost down to only $3 each.

rSend my Free Schwann catalog; orderl
blanks & uniGUIDE by return mail.
$5 enclosed guarantees me:
1. LIFETIME MEMBERSHIP in uni-

CLUB
2. 35%-80% savings on LP albums, Va off

on tapes, 25% on books.
3. No requirements ever to buy anything.

Nothing will ever be sent until I order it.
I must be delighted with uniCLUB or within
30 days I will let you know and receive a
full refund.

uniCLUB Inc_
255 West 42nd Street DEPT. HS -38New York, N.Y. 10036

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

El Send gift memberships at $2.50 each to names
and addresses listed on attached sheet.

o I am also Interested in pre-recorded tapes. j
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"The answer to my new reviewing prob-
lem came instinctively: since for years I had
neither thought about nor listened much to
the four Brahms symphonies, for example, it
struck me that I would be hearing them like
new works, and that I would write about
them as such. It appears that the resultant
jostling of museum pieces has upset their
guardians.

"Specifically, I might point out to Mr.
1Fard that since my review contains the
phrases 'I don't hear the range of contrast in
dynamics that I'd like,' the conductor has
found exactly the right ambling tempo . . .

and 'the Fourth is a little militant, a bit
heavily weighted accentually,' among others,
his claim that I said 'nothing . . . about the
performance' raises questions about the 'sub-
jectivity' of his reaction to my review. Mr.
Ward also claims to have caught me out in
an error of fact. I could either admit it or
deny it with some plausibility; neither
would invalidate my primary point. One of
Webster's definitions of the verb 'to bolt'
is 'spring away suddenly.' The definition
might legitimately encompass Szell's abbre-
viation of the movement through omission
of a repeat. On the other hand, I might sim-
ply hope that, as a working musician who
was a 'freshman music major' some twenty
years ago, I have earned the right to forget
what I regard as worth forgetting.

"In my comments on Sibelius, I attempted
to explain my criticism of Maazel's 'eccen-
tricities of tempo' by relating them to a spe-
cific description of what I believe to be the
shortcomings of the music. Even so, does
Mr. Simons think he would find my reviews
of Sibelius more reliable if I disguised my
feelings about the music? By what authority
does he call for the suppression of such feel-
ings? Given that the critic is educated in his
field, and I think I can provide the creden-
tials, I am unyielding in my position that, in
fairness to the reader, the performer, and
even the composer, a candid admission of
likes, dislikes -call them prejudices if you
will -and special viewpoints is the only
honorable approach to journalistic criticism
of the arts. The complex problems of living
alter a man's viewpoint from day to day and
year to year. The art object remains relatively
unchanged. 'Objective' evaluation of it, then,
just has to be a dangerous myth."

The Beatles, Seriously
 In your November issue I read Henry
Pleasants' article "Taking the Beatles Seri-
ously," and I've also read the editorial in
the Times of London that Mr. Pleasants
mentions. In the editorial I was somewhat
shocked by a statement that the Beatles' song
She's Leavin' Home in the album was supe-
rior to some of the best songs of Schubert. I
wonder if it is possible for you to publish an
article concerning the Beatles and Schubert
in which a song of each would be discussed
in structural detail and in contrast to one
another?

DANIEL J. BEASLEY
Fall River, Mass.

According to a quick poll of the staff, the
answer to your question, Mr. Beasley, is
"no."
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FREE
INFORMATION
SERVICE

a Here's an easy and convenient way for you to get addi-
tional information about products advertised or men-
tioned editorially in this issue. Just follow the
directions below...and the literature will be sent to
you promptly and free of charge.

Tear out one of the perforated postage -free cards.
Please print or type your name and address where
indicated.

C Circle the number on the card that corresponds to the
key number at the bottom of the advertisement or edi-
torial mention that interests you. (Key numbers =or
advertised products also appear in the Advertisers'
Index.)

d Simply mail the card. No postage is required.

e This address is for our "Free Information Service"
only. All other inquiries are to be directed to: HiFi/
Stereo Review, One Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016.

f The "Free Information Service" is available to all read
ers of HiFi/STEREO REVIEW. If your copy is passed
along, the next reader can also take advantage of this
Service. All he has to do is tear out one of the remain-
ing cards and follow the same directions.
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HiFi/Stereo Review's Free Information
Se vicecan help you select everything
for your music system without leaving
your home.

By simply following the directions on
the reverse side of this page you will re-
ceive the answers to all your questions
about planning and purchasing records,
tapes and stereo systems: how much to
spend, what components to buy first-



Whyare we
the onlyones who make
a good, powerful, solid-state
FM -stereo receiver
for under $300?

There are a lot of stereo
receivers on the market. Some
are cheap, some expensive.

But perhaps you've noticed
that the good ones arefrit cheap.
(And the expensive ones aren't
always good.)

Fisher has been making
FM -stereo receivers for a
long time. Actually, we invented
the FM -stereo receiver
back in 1961. And when it
comes to making good
ones, no one builds better
receivers than we do.

So it makes sense
that if anyone could
design a good solid-
state receiver for under
$300, we're the ones.

The Fisher 200-T
is our new FM -stereo
receiver, priced at
$299.95.* It has 70 watts
music power (IHF), more than
enough to drive virtually any

speaker system at full volume
without distortion.

The tuner section, with an FET
front end and 3 IC's in the IF stage,
has a 2.0 microvolt sensitivity.
It's sensitive enough to pull in
distant signals as if they were
strong, local stations. The receiver
also includes our patented Stereo
Beacon** which signals the
presence of stereo signals and
automatically switches to the
stereo mode.

The Fisher

**U.S. PATENT NUMBER 3290443. WALNUT CABINET $24.95
OVERSEAS AND CANADIAN RESIDENTS PLEASE WRITE TO
FISHER RADIO INTERNATIONAL, INC., LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y. 11101.

CIRCLE NO. 44 ON READER SERVICE CARD

And the 200-T is versatile
enough to please any music
lover.

If by now you haven't
guessed why no one else makes
a receiver this good for this
low price, we'll tell you.

The competition is too
fierce.
11

Mail this coupon for
your free copy of The
Fisher Handbook
1968. This 80 -page
reference guide to
hi-fi and stereo also
includes detailed in-
formation on all
Fisher components.

Fisher Radio Corporation
11-35 45th Road
Long Island City, N.Y. 11101

Name

Address

City State Zip
0203881
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NEW PRODUCTS
A ROUNDUP OF THE LATEST HIGH-FIDELITY EQUIPMENT

 Tandberg's Model 11 is
a three -speed (17/g, 33/4, and
71/2 ips) battery -operated
portable tape recorder that
has a 7 -inch reel capacity
and three heads for off -the -
tape monitoring. It is avail-
able in both half-track and

full -track mono versions. At 71/2 ips, frequency response is
40 to 16,000 Hz ±2 db, distortion is less than 0.5 per
cent, and signal-to-noise ratio is better than 56 db.

The Model 11 operates on either standard D cells or
nickel -cadmium rechargeable batteries. Among its features
are a built-in mixer and gain limiter, a Cannon -plug input
for a low -impedance microphone, a VU meter, a monitor
speaker, and a battery -test button. The all -solid-state Model
11 weighs about ten pounds and measures 13 x 10 x 4
inches. Price: $599.

Circle 145 on reader service card

 Lafayette's new LR-99 is a solid-state 30 -watt AM/FM
stereo receiver. Operating controls include: power on -off,
tuning, volume, balance, bass, and treble. The LR-99 has
a five -position input selector, rocker switches for loudness
compensation, speaker selection (main or remote), stereo
noise filter, and stereo/mono selection. A switch -controlled
stereo -search circuit signals with a tone when a stereo FM -
broadcast is tuned in. Stereo inputs are provided for aux-
iliary and phono cartridge (magnetic, crystal, or ceramic).

Amplifier specifications include a power output of 30 watts
(15 watts music power per channel with 8 -ohm speaker
loads) and a response of 20 to 20,000 Hz ±2 db at a 1 -
watt output. Harmonic distortion at 1 -watt output is 0.5
per cent; hum and noise at the low-level input (phono) is
-50 db. The tuner section's FM sensitivity is 3 microvolts
(IHF), capture ratio is 3.5 db, and stereo separation is 32
db. Size in a walnut -grained metal case is 41/2 x 10 131/4
inches. Price: $119.95.

Circle 146 on reader service card

 Knight -Kit's a.c.-operated sol-
id-state sine/square-wave genera-
tor kit, Model KG -688, will be of
interest to serious audiophiles and
experimenters. Silicon semiconduc-
tors are used throughout. Sine -
wave frequencies are available
from 20 Hz to 20 MHz in five
ranges. Square -wave frequencies

are from 20 Hz to 200 kHz in four ranges. The unit fea-
tures a 6 -to -1 ratio vernier drive and a detachable line
cord. Six slide switches provide up to 41 db attenuation
of the sine -wave output in 1-db steps. Specifications of the
sine -wave section include an adjustable output of 0 to 7.5
volts into loads of 10,000 ohms or more and 0 to 6.5 volts

into 600 ohms; less than 0.25 per cent distortion across the
audio range; output level flat within ±1 db up to 1 MHz,

db to 2 MHz; and a frequency accuracy of ±3 per
cent between 100 Hz and 1 MHz. Square -wave specifica-
tions include an output of 0 to 10 volts (peak -to -peak)
into high -impedance loads, and a rise time of less than 0.1
microsecond at 20 kHz. Overall dimensions are 73/4 x 73/8
x 101/4 inches. Price: $75.

Circle 147 on reader service card

 M. H. Rhodes is producing an
extension cord with a built-in timer
that will switch off up to three elec-
trical devices automatically after any
period from 15 minutes to 4 hours.
The 6 -foot extension cord is rated
at 10 amps, 125 -volts a.c., and can
be used as a conventional extension

by setting the timing knob to its manual position. The
timer is encased in ivory -colored plastic, and the entire unit
is covered by a one-year guarantee. Its dimensions are
23/4 x 43/4 inches. Price: $7.95.

Circle 148 on reader service card

 Robins Industries' Model TM -88
is a light -weight, hand-held bulk tape
eraser that reduces tape noise below nor-
mal erase -head levels. Tapes are erased
by depressing a momentary contact
switch in the unit's handle and moving
it in a circular motion over each side of
the reel. Weight is 2 pounds, 4 ounces

and tapes up to 1/2 -inch wide can be erased. The unit draws
4 amps and has a duty cycle of 1 minute on, 5 minutes off.
List price: $17.50.

Circle 149 on reader service card

 Concord Electronics has introduced a solid-state,
eight -track stereo tape -cartridge playback deck, the Model
CP-250, for use with home audio systems. The deck plays
each pair of stereo tracks in sequence automatically, or can
be switched to the next pair by pushing a program -selector

button. Individual program lights indicate which tracks are
playing. The deck measures 95/8 x 41/8 x 91A inches. It can
be operated in either a vertical or horizontal position.
Price: under $100.

Circle 150 on reader service card

 Automatic Radio's Model VSC-6767 is an eight -track
stereo tape -cartridge player intended for custom mounting
in the dashboard of late -model Volkswagens. AM and FM
plug-in cartridges are available that permit use of the play-
er as a radio. The player has a built-in solid-state 8 -watt
amplifier with frequency response of 50 to 15,000 Hz, and

(Continued on page 22)
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Like manyother speakers,
the XP -66 costs about $120.

Unlike the others, it's a Fisher.
If you lined up all the exist-

ing 120 -dollar speakers and
tried to pick out the XP -66 on
the basis of appearance, you'd
never do it. It's roughly the same
size and weight as half a dozen
other bookshelf speakersystems.

But knowing Fisher, you
might expect we wouldn't enter
the 120 -dollar speaker race with-
out a superior product.

The XP- 6 6, priced at
$119.95, is our entry. Unlike
most of the other speakers in the
price group, it's a 3 -way, not a
2 -way system.

The audible spectrum is
divided so each speaker handles
exactly those frequencies for
which it was designed. No more,
no less.

Sothe big woofer (12 inches)
handles the lows, from 30 to 400
Hz. A butyl -impregnated sur-
round accounts for the fine low -
end transient response.

A separately enclosed 6 -inch
midrange driver reproduces the
frequencies from 400 to 1,000
Hz.

And a wide -dispersion twee-
ter, highly damped and of low

mass, provides that clean high -
end and quick transient response
the audiophile has despaired of
finding in a $120 speaker.

So go into any hi-fi store and
listen to the speakers in the 120 -
dollar range. And in the unlikely
event that you don't like the
Fisher XP -66 best of all, consider
the possibility that your ear is at
fault.

(For more information, plus
a free copy of The Fisher Hand-
book 1968, an authoritative 80 -
page guide to hi-fi and stereo,
use V -e coupor on page 19.)

'ISMER OADIOCOPPORATION. INC., II -35 451,RO., LON, ISLAND N.V. CVERSES ANDCAN4PIAH PCSIVENT, PLEASE WRI, TO ri,HER LONG ISLA.. 14,. 11101.
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NEW PRODUCTS
A ROUNDUP OF THE LATEST HIGH-FIDELITY EQUIPMENT

controls include separation, tone, and volume. Channels
switch automatically at the end of each track, or they can
be switched by depressing the channel -selector knob. Wow

and flutter are less than 0.3 per cent. The unit comes with
two high -efficiency, ceramic -magnet 5 -inch speakers that
have chrome grills for mounting in the car's doors. Sug-
gested retail price: $89.95.

Circle 151 on reader service card

 Superex's newest stereo head-
phone, the Model ST -PRO -B, has a
coaxially mounted woofer -tweeter
combination interconnected by a
crossover network. The dynamic-
woofer/ceramic-tweeter combination
has a frequency response of 18 to
22,000 Hz. The ear pads are vinyl,
filled with urethane foam, and are

removable. Standard impedance of the ST -PRO -B is 8 to
16 ohms, but 600, 2,000, and 15,000 -ohm models are
available. Price: $50.

Circle 152 on reader service card

 Allied Radio has intro-
duced its Model 919 auto-
matic turntable for use with
moderately priced music
systems. The four -speed
player (162/3, 331/3, 45, and
78 rpm) incorporates a four -
pole motor, a pop filter, and
a muting switch. The low -

mass tubular tone arm has adjustable stylus pressure, anti -
skating, and a pause and cuing control. The 919 can be set
for continuous repeat play or manual operation with auto-
matic shut-off at the end of the record. Its size is 131/8 x
111/4 inches. Price, with choice of an Empire, Pickering, or
Shure cartridge, is $49.96. A wood base and a dust cover
are optional at $4.95 each.

Circle 153 on reader service card

 Concord's new. Model
510-D stereo tape deck is
intended for use with any
high-fidelity system. Both a
sound -on -sound switch and
the microphone input jacks
are located on the front
panel. The deck has a sev-
en-inch reel capacity and
has three speeds (17/8, 33/4,

and 71/2 ips). The Model 510-D has solid-state preampli-
fiers, a four -digit tape counter, record -level meters, and a
cue/edit control position. It can be used either vertically or
horizontally. Specifications include a frequency response of

30 to 18,000 Hz ±3 db, and wow and flutter below 0.17
per cent at 71/2 ips. At 33/4 ips, frequency response is 30
to 10,000 Hz ±4 db, and wow and flutter are less than
0.22 per cent. The signal-to-noise ratio is better than 55 db.
In its teak enclosure, the deck measures 111/8 x 133/4 x 51/2
inches. Price: under $160.

Circle 154 on reader service card

 Lafayette has announced the introduction of its top -
of -the -line Model LR-1500T solid-state AM/stereo FM re-
ceiver. The 175 -watt unit uses four integrated circuits (IC's)
and two field-effect transistors (FET's) and has a power
bandwidth of 25 to 35,000 Hz. FM sensitivity is 1.5 micro-
volts IHF. Among the receiver's features are front- and
rear -panel tape -output jacks, automatic stereo FM switch-
ing, adjustable interstation-noise muting, variable AFC,
illuminated slide -rule dial and signal -strength meter, front-

panel headphone jacks, center -channel output, built-in AM
and FM antennas, and a stereo indicator light. In addition

to mode, selector, and tuning controls, there are concentric
bass, treble, and volume/balanee controls. Three rocker
switches offer loudness compensation and high- and low -

frequency filters, and there is a five -position speaker -selec-
tor switch.

Other specifications include: under 1 per cent harmonic
distortion at rated power output, a capture ratio of 1.25 db,
a signal-to-noise ratio of 68 db, and stereo separation of
40 db at 400 Hz. The silicon output transistors are pro-
tected against overload by an automatic, fuseless circuit.
The Model LR-1500T measures 16 x 5 x 141/4 inches and
comes in a metal case. Price: $279.95.

Circle 155 on reader service card

 Toujay's Pedestal cabinet, built of walnut on a swivel
base, is designed to accommodate (and conceal) both com-
ponents and records. The cabinet (front and rear views
shown) comes with a pull-out drawer for a turntable, an
adjustable shelf, and a record -storage section with a pair of

record dividers. An optional pull-out tray (also on slides)
for a ta:pe recorder is available. The cabinet can house a
receiver, a turntable, and more than one hundred records.
Its overall dimensions are 40 x 20 x 20 inches, and internal
depth is 18 inches. Price: $229.

Circle 156 on reader service card
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High fidelity equipment
has certainly come a long way
from its bulky beginnings.

Ever since the develop-
ment of the transistor, man-
ufacturers have vied with one
another to perfect the com-
pact hi-fi system.

We at Fisher are no ex-
ception. (We're the ones who
invented the FM -stereo re-
ceiver.)

And after years of re-
search, we're proud to
announce the improvement
of a component other manu-
facturers seem to have neg-
lected: the turntable base.

The Fisher 110-S is, es-
sentially, a turntable with a
magnetic cartridge and a wal-
nut base. It comes with a pair
of 2 -way speaker systems and
costs $449.95.

But built into the base is
a sensitive AM/FM-stereo re-
ceiver with plenty of power. *

The FM -tuner section,
with 3 IC's and an FET front
end, has 2.0 microvolts sen-
sitivity. It pulls in the weakest
signals and makes them
sound strong and clear.

The AM tuner's perform-
ance is virtually indistinguish-
able from FM -mono.

The amplifier, with 35
watts music power (IHF),
drives a pair of acoustic sus-
pension speaker systems at
full volume without distortion.

And the control panel has
enough knobs and switches
to please even the most so-
phisticated audiophile.

Specifications like these
would be remarkable, even in
one of our finest separate
receivers.

But for a turntable base,
they're really phenomenal!

(For more information,
plus a free copy of The Fisher
Handbook 1968, an authori-
tative 80 -page guide to hi-fi
and stereo mail the coupon
on page 19)

The Fisher

The world's
most advanced
turntable base.

*The Fisher 105-S, identical to above but
with FM only, costs $429.95. Both the
105 and the 110 are also available less
speakers.

MARCH 1968
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(Continuing KLH's Inquiry

B)

Audio Systems Are Better than Ev
ACCORDING TO OLD advertisements,
audio has always been better than ever. They
were saying so even in the days before compo-
nents, when everything came in the one big
box called a console. (See A.)

Yet some people couldn't see it. Or maybe
they saw it all right but couldn't hear it. In
any event they stopped buying consoles and
started buying public address equipment
instead: Ugly stuff that looked as if it belonged
in a gym-which it did.

Soon, however, the bulkhead connectors and
battleship gray enamel of public address
equipment began to give way to homier
touches, and the rest is history. The Compo-
nent Industry was born.

Now, twenty years later, advertisements
speak in terms of integrated circuits and field-
effect transistors instead of "nice tone", but
the message is the same: Everything is
Better than Ever.

Is there a lesson in all this? Let's see:

1) How do you feel about today's better-

than -ever equipment?
2) The latest components (see B) are cer-

tainly different from consoles. For that matter
they are different from last year's components.
But do you think all the differences are impor-
tant ones?

If not, name some changes that you consider
trivial. (Also, any important ones you can



into the State -of -the -Bag)

com
Po'
vent
bag

(C

rer! Better than Ever! Better than Ei
think of which should have been made but
haven't.)

3) A carefully selected component system
will sound better than an old console. It can
sound better than another component system,
up to a point. But selected how?-by consider-
ing the manufacturers' reputations, reading all
their specifications, listening, or paying more
money?

4) Finally, since we've mentioned paying
more, what are your thoughts on Price vs.
Sound Quality, or the Cost -of -Hearing Index?
Eh?

Please send your answers to us at the address
below. If they are among the fifty the judges

take a fancy to, we will send you a Component
Bag (see above) measuring 20" x 28" overall,
in Cerulean and Old Brick on Plain, and suit-
able for putting things in. Also, we may use
your answers in these pages later on.

Having any KLH equipment (such as our
Models Five, Six, Nine, Twelve, Seventeen or
Twenty -Two Loudspeakers, Model Eighteen
Tuner, Model Twenty -Seven Receiver, Models
Eleven, Twenty or Twenty -Four three-piece
systems) , or indeed even wanting any, will not
affect the decision of the judges one way or
the other. However, if you do want some, don't
hold back; ask and we'll send you all about it,
including who sells it in your neighborhood.

KLH Research and Development Corp., 30 Cross Street, Cambridge, Mass. 02139
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Computer logic Control

Pro 800 Transport

MODEL SX 824

In the league of nimble -fingered
tape -handlers there exists a re-
current problem. It has been
demonstrated time and again that
anyone can ruin a valuable tape by
absentmindedly outsmarting the
interlock system of an otherwise
safe tape recorder.

In answer to this problem and sim-
ilar problems arising in automated
and remote control applications, the
CROWN Pro 800was designed. This
recorder has a computer logic sys-
tem using IC's which prohibit all
such destructive operations.

The CROWN computer stores the
last command given it in its memory
(forgetting all previous commands)
and by a continuous knowledge of
the operating state of the machine
(motion and direction), it takes all
the necessary measures and
executes the command. This is all
done without time -wasting delay
mechanisms.

Computer Logic Control brings
to you rapid error -free tape han-
dling. It is actually impossible
to accidentally break a tape.
Call your CROWN dealer NOW!

MOST PERFECT REPRODUCTION
Performance as yet unequalled

e Four years proven Solid
State circuitry

e Extremely low noise electronics

FINEST TAPE HANDLING
e Computer smooth operation
el True straight line threading
e Patented Electro-Magnetic brakes

never need adjusting

International
Box 1000, Dept. :.ISR-3

Elkhart, Indiana 46514

MADE ONLY IN AMERICA

LH' Fi Q&A1141
mom

Revolutionary Squeak
QThere is a small noise in my tape
 recorder that is starting to drive

me crazy. When in the play or record
mode, the tape entering the take-up reel
rubs on the reel edge and produces a
once -per -revolution squeak. Do you have
any suggestions on how to get rid of the
noise?

JAY ROUMAN
Mount Pleasant, Mich.

AI assume that you have tried other
 take-up reels and that we may

therefore discount the possibility that a
severely warped reel is causing the trou-
ble. It may be that the tape guide that
feeds the tape onto the take-up reel is
out of adjustment and is feeding the
tape into the reel either slightly too high
or too low. A small variation from the
correct feed path combined with the
slight warpage common to tape reels
may produce the rubbing.

You can check vertical alignment of
the head and guide by playing back a
prerecorded tape and checking the cross-
talk (interference) between the tracks.
If the tape -guide adjustment is not at
fault and the rubbing is taking place on
the top edge of the reel, the simplest
cure for your problem is to place a thin
fiber washer on the take-up reel plat-
form to raise the reel to the height re-
quired to eliminate the rubbing. But be-
fore trying this, check the internal mount-
ing of the clutch and huh assembly of
the take-up reel. You may find that the
bolts have loosened, with the result that
either the entire take-up reel assembly
has dropped slightly or that the tension
of the drive belt is tilting the assembly.

Maintenance Procedures
QI recently purchased a high-qual-

. ity reconditioned tape recorder.
Are there any standard procedures I
should follow to keep it in good operat-
ing condition?

MORRIS FISHER
Miami Beach, Fla.

AAside from the maintenance pro -
 cedures that may he required for

your particular machine, five steps are
generally advised. (I) Clean the heads
regularly with a cotton swab dipped in
alcohol (or the manufacturer's recom-
mended head cleaner), since even the
best tapes leave deposits of oxide on the
head surfaces. This deposit, if permitted
to accumulate. will cause loss of high -
frequency response. Also clean the cap -

$y
ARRY
LEIN

111111

van pressure roller, tape guides, and all
other parts that may contact the tape.
This trill prevent tape slippage, which
will be heard on your recordings as flut-
ter or wow. (2) Demagnetize the heads
before every important recording session.
(3) Lubricate the machine regularly, but
only if, where, and when the manufac-
turer suggests. (4) Test the tubes (as-
suming your recorder is not transistor-
ized) at least once a year, paying special
attention to the bias -oscillator and recti-
fier tubes. (5) On rare occasions, it may
also be worthwhile to clean the clutches,
idler wheels, and other parts of the drive
system with alcohol.

At all times, follow the instructions in
the manufacturer's service manual. If
service information is not available from
the manufacturer, it may be possible to
obtain data on your machine from How-
ard W. Sants & Co., 4300 W. 62 St., In-
dianapolis, Indiana 46268.

Prerecorded Silence
QIt has been my experience, con-

. firmed by several of your tape re-
viewers, that on some of the new prere-
corded tapes there is a silence of several
minutes before the first selection starts.
What is the reason for this? Why doesn't
the manufacturer put the blank tape, if
needed, at the end of the first side?

CHARLES MASSARO
Philadelphia, Pa.

AObviously, if the material record -
 ed on the second pair of stereo

tracks has a greater playing time than
the material on the first two tracks, there
has to be a length of blank tape at the
beginning or the end of the first side.
Manufacturers of prerecorded tape place
the blank section at the beginning of the
reel so that machines with automatic re-
versal can switch tracks at the end of the
first side with minimum interruption of
the music.

When playing a tape for the first time
it is probably a good idea to set your
tape index counter to zero and jot down
on the tape box the index number at
which the music actually begins. On
subsequent plays you can minimize the
dead time by fast forwarding the tape to
its approximate starting place.

Direct Head Connection
QIf I connect the playback head of

. my tape recorder directly to the
tape -head input of my amplifier, will I

achieve better results than when the
(Continued on page 29)
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Ask him if h2 wants to take itwith him or drink it here. If he says "here",keep your cool. Break out :he White Horse.Now, White Horse is one Scotch no straight-shooter will argue about: either he likes it orhe loves it. In fact, if he flips for it, you havefound yourself a genuine Good Guy. Because,whether in cups or Good Gay glasses-
The Good Guys are always

on theWhite Horse.

TO ORDER SET OF 6 GOOD
GUYS GLASSES

(WHEREVER LEGALLY
PERMISSIBLE/ SEND

$5 CHECK OR
MONEY ORDER TO

WHITE HORSE. DEPT. 5-A, P.O. BOX 16F, MT. VERNON,
N.Y. 10559/BLENDED

SCOTCH WHISKY -86
PROOF-BROWNE-VINTNERS CO., N.Y.



If your first tape deck
measures up to this one,
you're going to enjoy it a lot more.

The TEAC A -4010S: Four heads, 4 track, 2 channel. 7" maximum reel size. Tape speeds and 3% ips
(+0.5%). Dual speed hysteresis synchronous motor for capstan drive, 2 edcy current outer -rotor motors
for reel drive. Wow and flutter: 7S ips: 0.12%; 3% ips: 0.15%. Frequency response: ips:
30 to 20,000 Hz c ±2 dB 50 to 15,000 Hz): ips: 40 to 12,000 Hz ±3 dB 50 to 7,500 Hz'.
Signal to noise ratio: 50 dB. Crosstalk: 50 dB channel to channel at 1,000 Hz. 40 dB between adjacent
tracks at 100 Hz. Input: ,microphonel: 10,000 ohms, 0.25 mV minimum. line): 100,000 ohms, 0.14 V
minimum. Output: 1 volt for load impedance 100,000 ohms or more. And these features, too: Automatic
reverse for four hours of uninterrupted music on a single tape, symmetrical control system (fast -winding in both
directions, playback and stop by a soft -touch push button system), TEAC-built hyperbolic type heads,
four solid-state amplifiers, tape tension control switch, automatic shut off, 100 KHz bias frequency, and
independent LINE and MIC input controls to permit mixing signals from two recording sources. If your first tape
deck measures up to these specifications, a TEAC. See your TEAC dealer for a demonstration today.

TEAC®
TEAC CORPORAT ON OF AMERICA

:547 13th St. Santa Monica, Calif. 90404
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head is connected to the playback pre-
amplifiers in the tape recorder?

LEO WINTER
Chicago, Ill.

AIt's unlikely. In general, to achieve
. optimum results from a playback

(or record) head, the associated elec-
tronic circuits have to be closely matched
to the specific electrical characteristics of
the heads. Of course, if the recorder is
badly designed electronically or out of
adjustment, then an external playback
preamplifier may improve results.

High -Frequency Incompatibility
QI trade tapes of music with a

. friend and have run into a fre-
y Lien( y - response problem. Whenever I
record a disc or FM program and play
it back on my machine it sounds fine.
However, when played back on my
friend's machine, the tape lacks highs.
To make things more complicated, we
both have the same model recorder, and
his tapes don't sound right on my ma-
chine either. Does this mean that either
Of both of our machines are defective?

ROBERT COHEN
Chicago, Illinois

AThe fault is probably due to an
. incorrect azimuth adjustment of

the record -playback head on one of the
machines. If one of the record -playback
heads is tilted off the correct 90 -degree
angle, the high -frequency response re-
corded on the tape will not be repro-
duced by the other machine unless the
second machine's head is also tilted in
the same direction and to the same de-
gree. To determine which machine has
the off -azimuth head, use a standard test
tape, or play hack a commercial prere-
corded tape of known quality on both
machines. The recorder that best repro-
duces the highs is the onr-in correct ad-
justment. You can improve the other
machine by adjusting the head azimuth
for the best reproduction of highs from
a prerecorded or test tape, hut all tapes
previously made on the machine will
then lack high -frequency response.

Duplication Degradation
QI have a collection of two -track

. stereo tapes that I would like to
convert to four -track stereo tapes by re-
recording them on a four -track machine.
Will there he much degradation caused
by the duplication process?

R. M. WELCH
Binghamton, N. Y.

A The amount of degradation to beA expected will depend entirely on
the caliber of the machines used to play
back and rerecord the tape. Although
you can expect to lose at least 3 db in
signal-to-noise ratio, little degradation
will be audible if the noise level of both
machines is reasonably low.

"In our opinion, we have
never heard better sound
reproduction from any
speaker of any size or price"

'Our side -by -side comp-
arison with a full range
electrostatic speaker, proved
to our satisfaction that the
two could not be told apart'

"The Rectilinear III ranks
as one of the most natural
sounding speakers I have
ever used in my home"
JULIAN D. HIRSCH, HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES
Equipment Test Reports, Hi Fi/Stereo Review, Dec. 1967

The Rectilinear 111 -
4 -Way Speaker System $279.

Frequency Response:
±4db from 22 to 18,500 Hz

Minimum Watt. Requirements:
20 Watts R.M.S.

Speaker Capability:
Up to 100 Watts R.M.S.

Impedance: 8 ohms

Dimensions:
35" H x 18" W x 12" D

Weight: 65 lbs.

Cabinetry: Hand Rubbed Walnut

Available at select franchised dealers

Dealers! write to Mr Martin Gersten
for full franchise details.

Rectilinear
A Development of Rectilinear Research Corp.

30 Main Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11201
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by HANS H. FANTEL

SPECIFICATIONS XIX: TAPE RECORDERS

MANY tape -recorder specifications are similar to the amplifier and
speaker specifications (such as frequency response, distortion,

and so forth) discussed earlier in this series. Mechanical factors de-
scribing speed constancy also enter into the picture, notably wow and
flutter, which have already been dealt with in connection with phono-
graph turntables.

Unfortunately, these familiar expressions are usually handled more
loosely for tape recorders than for other components. Frequency response,
for example, is too often specified without a qualifying "plus -and -minus"
number showing the decibel deviation from flat response. Such disregard
for the essential matter of uniformity in frequency response sometimes
leads to puzzlement and absurdities, such as when cheap recorders sport
more impressive response figures than expensive, conservatively rated
machines. If a manufacturer states the deviation at all, that fact alone
lends a certain trustworthiness to his claims.

A statement of frequency response in tape recorders is usually based
on the entire record -playback cycle. Occasionally, one finds that the
frequency -response figures given refer to playback only. This describes
the machine's playback frequency performance on prerecorded tapes, and,
in general, if a recorder does well when playing tapes, it should do at
least as well in the record mode.

The signal-to-noise ratio, an important factor in tape recorders, should
also be read warily. The figure expresses the difference in decibels between
the noise imparted by the recorder to the tape and the loudness of a

recorded test tone. Although the National Association of Broadcasters has
established a standard reference level for this tone, audio tape -recorder
manufacturers do not all observe this standard. Some use a much higher
reference -signal level (with up to 5 per cent distortion), which yields a
seemingly better signal-to-noise ratio. Again, the end result of such
practices is that some inferior machines appear-on paper-to outperform
their betters.

Under such anarchic conditions, unless the NAB standard is used,
no direct comparison of noise figures is possible. In the absence of stan-
dards, the buyer's best bet is, if possible, to compare tape recorders by
listening tests in a quiet environment. For example, check for the amount
of hiss added to a tape recording of a disc, compared with the original
disc sound. Of course, the machine should be hooked up to a wide -range
audio system and high -quality tape should be used.

Similarly, distortion figures given for tape recorders are largely mean-
ingless because of inadequately stated measurement standards. Even if
the manufacturer notes that his distortion measurements are taken at
"maximum" recording level (and "maximum" has no standard definition
itself), other vital factors are not considered, such as the kind of tape
used. Again, careful listening tests can help supply missing performance
information.

Fortunately, the specifications referring to constancy of tape speed
are more straightforward and can be directly compared. Expressed as a
percentage, wow and flutter should not exceed 0.2 per cent at 71/2 ips in
a high -quality recorder.

HIFI/STEREO REVIEW



SONIC -SPECTRUM+

SONIC -SPECTRUM +

THE ULTIMATE IN
RECORDE) SOUND QUALITY
ON TAPE CARTRIDGES

is a technological advancement by Liberty Stereo -Tape that
represents a major breaMhrough in reccrded sound on 4 :rack and 8 track car-
tridge tapes! New duplication techniques, exclusive to Liberty, and a superior
new tape, have resulted in a dynamic new sound with a range and quality never
before attainable on pre recorded cartricge tape!

The newly designed SONIC -SPECTRUM + cartr dge itself is engineered to more
precise tolerances than ever before possible, resulting in a muci smoother oper-
ation of the tape. Each cartridge has its own dust cap, assuring optimum playing
quality for an extended period. Newly designed finger grips on both sides of the
cartridge makes it easier to get it in and out of the player and specially designed
ridges permit easier, not -spill stacking of cartridges.

THESE GREAT LIBERTY ARTISTS, and many more, are waiting to entertain you on
the new SONIC -SPECTRUM + 4 track and 8 track cartridges:

FELIX SLATKIN "SOFT AND SWINGIN' " 4797/8797
RAVI SHANKAR "RAVI SIANKAR AT THE

MONTEREY POP FESTIVAL" 4798/8798
VIKKI CARR "IT MUST BE HIM" 4796/8796
STANLEY TURRENTINE "ROUGH 'N TUMBLE" 4799/8799
THE VENTURES "THE VENTURES IN SPACE" 4800/8800
THE JOHNNY

MANN SINGERS "A MAN AND A WOMAN" 4801/8801
GARY LEWIS "LISTEN" 4802/8802
MEL CARTER "BE MY LOVE" 4803/8803

Visit your Liberty Stereo -Tape dealer
soon -ask him to demonstrate the
precision made, all new SONIC
SPECTRUM + cartridges...and dis-
cover for yourself the fantastic new
world of SONIC SPECTRUM + sound!
Available on both 4 track and 8 track
cartridges.

A product of LIBERTY STEREO -TAPE, 6920 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90028 srta
1.1BBITY
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sound security when you invest in...

your dividends ileum immediately

bold two-year warranty
on both parts and labor
KENWOOD quality begins with its

advanced engineering and cir-
cuitry. It continues with the
scrutiny of every single part
used by KENWOOD. Next, experi-

enced technicians painstakingly
hand -assemble every KENWOOD

component. Finally, each re-
ceiver is carefully inspected and

thoroughly tested - before it is
placed on the market. That's why

KENWOOD can offer you an un-

conditional two-year warranty on
both parts and labor.

incredibly selective tuner
Superior 2 "AV FM sensitivity be-

gins with KENWOOD's (FET) Field -

Effect Transistor front-end,
coupled to four -gang tuning con-
densers for 66 dB image rejec-
tion and 80 dB cross -modulation

rejection. To insure the ultimate
in selectivity, KENWOOD provides

five IF stages with four limiters.

TKS-40---SOLID STATE STEREO
MUSIC SYSTEM  $249.95
(A COMBINATION OF TK-40 AM/FM 
30 WATTS  AUTOMATIC STEREO
RECEIVER WITH S-40 SPEAKERS)
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TK-88-SOLID STATE  90 WATTS 
FET  AM/FM AUTOMATIC STEREO
RECEIVER  $289.95

KENWOOD TIC -813

silicon transistor amplifiers automatic switching systems many convenience features exclusive circuit protection

Frequency response to well be- The TK-88 provides you with Once you install a KENWOCD re- All KENWOOD receivers feature

yond the range of human hearing completely automatic FM stereo- ceiver, you'll never have to touch the blow-out free exclusive auto -

is found in the TK-88. The fre- FM mono mode silent switching another cable. A tape monitor matic circuit protection (U.S.
quency response is from 20 to circuits; a light indicates FM switch is provided for direct Patent) to protect the critical,
50,000 Hz. For exceptionally stereo broadcasts. Another auto- tape monitoring without chang- expensive power transistors.

clear, true sound, IM distortion matic circuit provides intersta- ing cable connections.

is barely measureable. tion muting-noise and "hash" KENWOOD also gives you four
between stations is suppressed sets of output speaker terminals
while tuning. Still another spe- (for two sets of stereo speakers)
cial circuit employs four diodes -with a front -panel speaker
in a time -division multiplex- selector switch, plus a center -
decoder to give you 38 dB or channel low-level output, pius a
better stereo separation. Natur- front -panel stereo 'neadphone
ally, there is an illuminated jack. KENWOOD gives you un-
AM/FM tuning meter and signal matched flexibility with five
strength indicator. pairs of input terminals (with a

corresponding five -position front -

panel selector switch, of curse).
request a demonstration
Hear for yourself what KENWOOD's remarkable specifications really mean when translated into sound!

Ask your dealer for a demonstration of the KENWOOD TK-88 and other superb KENWOOD receivers.

Invest in KENWOOD for Sound Security'... you'll appreciate KENWOOD's many extra dividends.

41111111111111111101111111111111111111111.

1161.-:-V---4"41;:,

I.,

TK-55-SOLID STATE  60 WATTS TK-66-SOLID STATE  60 WATTS TK-140-SOLID STATE  130 WATTS SUPREME 1  165 WATT 3 -CHANNEL

FET  FM AUTOMATIC STEREO FET  AM/FM AUTOMATIC STEREO FET  AM/FM AUTOMATIC STEREO STEREO AMPLIFIER WITH

RECEIVER  $199.95 RECEIVER  $239.95 RECEIVER  $339.95 ELECTRONIC CROSSOVER NETWORK 

the sound approach to quality
$695.00

3700 South Broadway Place, Los Angeles, Calif. 90007
69-41 Calamus Avenue, Woodside, New York 11377
Exclusive Canadian Distributor - Perfect Mfg. & Supplies Corp. Ltd.
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S E IU3
superb (soo-purb), adj. 1. Possessing or exhibiting nobility
of birth, mien, position or character. 2. Of supreme ex-
cellence, goodness, value or beauty of the highest quality.

You might feel "Superb" too strong a word to use in describing
an FM/stereo receiver. But then you haven't heard the Studio
Pro 120. It was born rich in a 30 -year tradition of excellence.
It is equal or superior to receivers costing up to $600, yet it is
priced at only $370.50". Its performance specifications have
been certified by Nationwide Consumer Testing Institute, Inc.,
a subsidiary of United States Testing Company, Inc. - to give
you proof positive that it will perform exactly as we say it will.
Is superb too strong a word to use in describing the Studio Pro
120? Listen to it and we think you'll agree "Superb" is the word.
Your franchised University dealer is waiting to show it to you.

UNIVERSITY®SOUND
4 D, V/ 5 N 01 LTV N ti 4.1E1 i h C
9500 W. Reno Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

UNIVERSITY STUDIO PRO 120

THE ONLY` ..cztfyi RECEIVER
___S9L16 STATE  FM,STEREO

The speakersystems
shown are
University's
Mediterrane-
ans, also su-
perb.

AMPLIFIER SECTION:IHF Power Output: 120 watts total, IHF Standard at 0.8% THO, 4 ohms (60 watts per channel). RMS Power Output: 8
ohms: 30 watts per channel at 0.3% TI4D. Frequency Response: +0, -3 dB from 10 Hz to 100 kHz. Power Bandwidth: 10 Hz to 40 kHz, IHF Stan-dard. Intermodulation Distortion: Less than 0.5% at any combination of frequencies up to rated output. Tone Control Range: ± 18 dB at 20Hz and 20 kHz. Damping Factor: 50 to 1. Noise Level: (Below rated output) Tape monitor: -83 dB - Auxiliary: -80 dB - Phono: -60 dB -Tape Head: -63 dB. Input Sensitivity: (For rated output) Tape Monitor: 0.4 Volts - Auxiliary: 0.4 Volts - Tape Head: 1 mV at 500 Hz -Phono: 4 mV at 1 kHz. Input Impedance: Phono and Tape Head: 47,000 ohms - Tape Monitor: 250,000 ohms - Auxiliary: 10,000 ohms.
Load Impedance: 4 to 16 ohms. FM TUNER SECTION: Sensitivity: 1.6µV for 20 dB of quieting, 2.3 oV for 30 dB of quieting, VHF. FrequencyResponse: ± 1/2 dB from 20 to 20,000 Hz. Capture Ratio: Less than 1 dB. Image Rejection: Greater than 90 dB. IF Rejection: Greater than
90 dB. Separation:. 40 dB at 1 kHz. Selectivity, Alternate Channel: 55 dB. Drift: .01%. Distortion: Less than 0.5% at 100% modulation ± 75kHz deviation. Multiplex Switching: Fully automatic logic circuit. GENERAL: Dimensions: 41/2" H x 163/e" W x 12" D (including knobs).
Weight: 17 lbs. Amplifier Protection: Three 1 -ampere circuit breakers. Complement 31 Silicon & MOSFET transistors, 21 Diodes, 2 Inte-grated circuits (each containing 10 transistors, 7 diodes, 11 resistors). Write Desk C-82

CIRCLE NO. 86 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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TECHNICALTALK
By JULIAN D. HIRSCH

 ELECTRONIC -CROSSOVER SYSTEMS: If anyone
thinks that today's audio enthusiast is faced with a be-
wildering choice of components, let him consider the
plight of his counterpart in the early 1950's. In those
days components were just that-separate pieces that
could be assembled in a nearly infinite number of com-
binations. The all -in -one receiver, as we know it, was
still in the future, and it was customary to use a separate
tuner, preamplifier, and power amplifier (mono, of
course). And frequently the power amplifier itself was
in two parts: power -supply components on one chassis,
and driver tubes, output tubes, and output transformer
on the other.

Few packaged speaker systems existed. It was the hey-
day of the "do-it-yourself" movement, and most of us
bought separate woofers, mid -ranges, and tweeters
(often of different manufacture) and mounted them in
home -built enclosures. The bass -reflex, with numerous
variations in structure ; the rear -loaded corner "horn"
(not really a horn, but many of us liked to consider it
as such-a real horn, then as now, was a very expensive
prestige item) ; and later the miniaturized "Helmholtz -
resonator" all had their proponents.

Two-, three-, and four-way speaker systems require
some means of channeling different frequencies of the
incoming audio signal to the ap-
propriate driver. It was (and still
is) customary to use inductance -
capacitance (L -C) crossover net-
works which, in a three-way cross-
over, serve simply as low-pass,
band-pass, and high-pass filters be-
tween the amplifier output and
the different drivers in the speak-
er system. In modern, factory -assembled speaker systems
the crossover network is concealed within the enclosure.
We tend to forget its existence, but it is a basic part of
every speaker system and has much to do with its final
performance.

Crossover -network design considerations are often the
limiting factor in speaker performance. For example, it
is accepted that large woofers should operate only at the
lowest frequencies for optimum performance. However,
a crossover network with, say, a 100 -Hz crossover fre-
quency is bulky and expensive. The large inductors re-
quired for such a low frequency would absorb a signifi-

cant amount of power and their resistance might impair
speaker damping. Also, the required paper -dielectric
capacitors in the range of hundreds of microfarads are
inordinately expensive. It is therefore customary, even in
expensive speaker systems, to operate the woofer up to
750 Hz or even beyond 1,000 Hz, in spite of the dif-
ficulties it may encounter performing at the higher audio
frequencies.

One inconvenient (and costly) solution to the prob-
lem would be to use separate amplifiers to feed each
driver within a speaker system with the frequency sepa-
ration accomplished electronically between the preamp-
lifier and the power amplifiers. Although the two or
three amplifiers needed (one for each frequency band
in the system) would be far more expensive than one,
each could have a smaller power rating than the single
amplifier to be replaced. One of the advantages claimed
for this system has been the reduction of intermodula-
tion distortion in. the amplifiers, owing to the fact that
the low and high frequencies are handled by separate
amplifiers. While true, this is hardly the most significant
of the advantages that might be realized by a multi -am-
plifier system.

Much more important is the fact that the crossover
characteristics could be established without the limita-

tions imposed by an L -C network
between the amplifier and speaker.
The crossover frequencies could
be made arbitrarily low, or ad-
justable, with negligible increase
in expense or complexity. Speaker
damping would be as good as the
amplifier(s) would allow. The
compromises and uncertainties in

the frequency and transient response of an L -C network
connected to a speaker load could be virtually eliminated
by an electronic -crossover system.

In the old mono days there were numerous "home-
brew" electronic -crossover systems, and at least four
American manufacturers produced commercial units.
These met with only moderate acceptance, perhaps be-
cause the arrival of stereo made multi -channel amplifier
systems hopelessly unwieldy and expensive: a stereo pair
of three-way speaker systems would require the equiva-
lent of two preamplifiers, two electronic -crossover units,
and six power amplifiers. Understandably, the economics

REVIEWED THIS MONTH

Acoustic Research Stereo Amplifier
Fisher XP -55 Speaker System
BSR 600/M -44E Turntable
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of the situation sounded the death knell of the elec-
tronic crossover.

But not quite! Transistor amplifiers, compact and
cool, and lacking the bulky and expensive output trans-
former, have changed the thinking of some designers. In
the last year, several commercial multi -amplifier, elec-
tronic -crossover' systems have been announced, all from
Japanese manufacturers. One, by Hitachi, is very large
and expensive, and as far as I know is not presently
marketed in this country. Sony offers the TA -4300, a
three-way electronic crossover device, which has four
selectable 18-db-per-octave low -frequency crossovers from
150 to 600 Hz, and four 12-db-per-octave crossovers from
3,000 to 6,500 Hz. It requires two external stereo power
amplifiers plus an integrated control amplifier, all of
which are in the Sony product line.

Kenwood has gone all the way with their Supreme 1,
a single -chassis, integrated six -channel amplifier and
crossover system. Crossovers are at 400 Hz or 800 Hz,
and at 2,500 Hz or 5,000 Hz, all at 12 db per octave.
Each low -frequency amplifier is capable of 33 watts
(continuous power), the mid -range amplifiers deliver 23
watts, and the high -frequency amplifiers are rated at
15 watts. The Kenwood Supreme 1 has a full comple-
ment of tone controls, filters, and selectable inputs, and
is about the size of a typical stereo receiver. It sells in
the $700 bracket, not unreasonable in view of its
complexity.

One difficulty with multi -channel setups is the need
for separate access to each driver in the speaker systems.
Few commercial speaker systems permit this without
breaking the cabinet seal and voiding the warranty, and
the technique in most cases can be best applied to home-

built speaker systems. However, Sony (and Hitachi)
have suitable speaker systems available. Still, it seems to
me that anyone who tries a multi -channel amplifier sys-
tem will wish to experiment with his own choice of
speakers.

A somewhat different approach has been used by Pio-
neer in their Model IS -80, which combines a two-way
crossover, a three-way speaker system, and two 45 -watt
amplifiers in one enclosure. The system retails for $375,
and is one solution to the problem of finding speakers suit-
able for use with electronic crossovers. A separate com-
ponent preamplifier is used, and two IS -80's are required
for stereo.

The big question is-is it all worth it ? The invest-
ment is sure to be large for any of these systems. Years
ago, I experimented briefly with a mono electronic -
crossover system, and did not find any significant im-
provement. However, at the recent New York High
Fidelity Show, I heard a convincing A -B demonstration
by C -M Laboratories, in which their amplifiers drove a

pair of large Bozak speaker systems. A single switch
replaced the built-in Bozak crossover networks with a
multi -amplifier system. The improvement was clearly
audible, in the form of a greater "liveness" and clarity
to the sound.

The law of diminishing returns clearly applies in the
case of electronic crossovers. A slight, but definite im-
provement in sound can be achieved by a rather large
increase in system cost. For the purist it may well be
worthwhile. I suspect that continuing technological im-
provements will eventually lower the cost of a multi-
channel stereo amplifier to the point where a reappraisal
of the situation may be in order.

dr- EQUIPMENT TEST RP:PORTS
By Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
STEREO AMPLIFIER

 IN sharp contrast to those companies that undertake a
complete revision of their product line every year, Acoustic
Research has released only a handful of products in its
thirteen -year life span. But each AR product has nonethe-
less excelled in its field because of a combination of imagi-
native design, competent engineering, and a dedication to
simplicity as a cardinal virtue.

From past acquaintance with the AR design philosophy,
we can deduce what must have been some of the design
goals for the new AR amplifier. First, it must he simple.
Gadgetry and frills have never been part of AR thinking
(consider their turntable, with a simple on -off slide switch
as its only control). It must be reliable and foolproof (a
two-year guarantee, covering parts, labor, and transporta-
tion both ways leaves no room for failure -prone design or
sloppy quality control). The amplifier must be powerful
(AR speakers thrive on power levels that would destroy
many other systems). Furthermore, the amplifier must de-

liver its optimum performance with 4 -ohm loads (the im-
pedance of the AR -3 and AR -3A speakers), yet not com-
promise its performance at higher load impedances. In
addition, it should have the usual virtues of low distortion
and noise, plus complete stability. It should be free of pops
and clicks when it is turned on or off or when its controls
are operated. Finally, it should be priced low enough to be
a clear bargain in the market place.

The AR amplifier is all of these things-and more. It is
an all -silicon, solid-state integrated amplifier measuring (in
the optional wooden cabinet) 153/1 inches wide by 41/2
inches high by 10 inches deep. Its rated continuous -power
output per channel is 60 watts (with both channels driven)
into 4 ohms, 50 watts into 8 ohms, and 30 watts into 16
ohms. Its IM distortion is rated at less than 0.25 per cent
from 20 to 20,000 Hz at any power up to rated maximums.

The input selector switch has three positions: PHONO,
TUNER, and TAPE (high level). There is a tape -monitor
switch for use with recorders having three -head monitoring
facilities. The tone controls (concentric, with slip clutches
for individual channel adjustment) have excellent charac-
teristics. They are designed to supply loudness compensa-

(Continued on page 38)
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new problem -solving receivers

from Sherwood!
Model S-7800 140 -Watt All -Silicon FM -AM Stereo
Receiver. Features. Synchrc-phase FM limiter/detector,
Field-effect transistors in RF and Mixer stages, separate
monophonic speaker terminals, DC coupled All -Silicon
power amplifiers, instant overload protection, main and/
or remote speaker switching, 140 watts @ 4 ohms. Front
panel controls: Source selection, Bass, Treble, Balance,
Loudness, Stereo/Mono, Tuning, Pre -Amp Sensitivity,
and Hush Level. Rocker -action switches for Tape Mon-
itor, Hi Filter, Main Speakers, Remote Speakers.

Custom mount chassis $419.50

Model S-8600 80 -Watt All -Silicon FM Stereo Re-
ceiver. Features: Synchro-phase FM limiter/detector,
Field-effect transistors in RF and Mixer stages,
separate monophonic speaker terminals, DC coupled
All -Silicon power amplifiers, main and/or remote
speaker switching, 80 watts @ 4 ohms. Front panel
controls: Bass, Treble, Loudness, Stereo/Mono, Tuning,
and Hush Level. Rocker -action switches for Tape
Monitor, Phono/Tuner, Main Speakers, and Remote
Speakers. Rear -panel preamp sensitivity control.

Custom mount chassis $299.50

PROBLEM -SOLVING

FEATURES

FOR PROBLEM

INSTALLATIONS

'"15/tefrigia0f4" ELECTRONIC LABORATORIES, INC., 4300 North California Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60618
CIRCLE NO. 73 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SYNCHRO-PHASE FM LIMITER/DETECTOR-Silicon
monolithic microcircuits are used in Sherwood's
symmetrical -differential limiters for improved noise

0 15% rejection and reception under difficult multipath
signal conditions.

Specifications: 0.15% distortion @ 100% modulation.
2.0 db capture ratio.
55 db AM rejection.

FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTOR CIRCUITRY - In urban
strong -signal locations, the reception of distant weaker
FM stations is not disturbed by interference of
spurious images of stronger, local stations.

Specifications: -95 db erossmodulation rejection.
1.8 pv (IHF) FM sensitivity.

SEPARATE MONO SPEAKER TERMINALS - Indepen-
dent of main and remote stereo speaker terminals, they
offer new convenience in installations requiring powered
monophonic center -channel or extension speakers.

R-3
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a Li
tion for low-level listening independently of the volume-

control setting. They can modify the response at the fre-
quency extremes without affecting the mid -range response
significantly. AR states that it is virtually impossible to
produce an unnatural sound quality with their tone con-
trols, and we agree. Their unusual effectiveness invites
regular use, and although we normally take a dim view of
tone controls, these are an exception to the rule.

A stereo -mono switch is concentric with the balance con-
trol. A third position (NULL) on this switch combines the
two channels with the phase of one reversed, producing a

null in the electrical signal output at the balance point. It
works as claimed, in that it permits accurate channel -to -

channel balancing of the audio signals fed to the speakers.
However, as AR states in their instruction manual, it is the
acoustical output that ultimately must be balanced, which
(depending upon the way your speakers are set up) may
not be the same thing.

The AR amplifier has a unique circuit feature in the form
of a small additional power supply that energizes all cir-
cuits except the output stages whenever the amplifier is
plugged into the a.c. line but the switch is off. This is de-
signed to keep all capacitors charged to their normal operat-
ing levels and completely eliminate pops or thumps when
the amplifier is turned on or off. During normal operation,
this supply is over -ridden by the regular power supply.
The power amplifiers are driven through input transfor-
mers, and are directly coupled to the speakers without
blocking capacitors. The power transistors are protected by
thermal circuit breakers that interrupt primary power if
they become overheated. The speaker lines are individually
fused.

Our laboratory tests showed that the AR amplifier is

BOTH CHANNELS DRIVEN WITH 8 -OHM LOADS, ONE CHANNEL MEASURED2

AR AMPLIFIER
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rated with great conservatism. At 50 watts into 8 ohms, the
distortion was under 0.15 per cent over most of the fre-
quency range, and under 0.26 per cent even at 20 and
20,000 Hz. At lower powers, distortion was even less. At
1,000 Hz, the harmonic distortion with an 8 -ohm load was
about 0.17 per cent under 1 watt, less than 0.12 per cent in
the 10- to 60 -watt region, and 0.54 per cent at 70 watts
(remember, the rated power at 8 ohms is 50 watts). IM
distortion was of very low proportions. Into 4 -ohm loads,
the AR amplifier delivered a staggering 110 watts per
channel at the clipping point (about 0.5 per cent distortion).
Hum and noise, referred to 10 watts, were -72 db on the
tuner input and -58 db on the phono input, both well be-
low published ratings. RIAA equalization was within 1

db over its range.
The amplifier runs slightly warm in normal use, and

must he ventilated. It never faltered during our severe full -
power measurements, although it became uncomfortably
warm to the touch. Two features found on many contem-
porary amplifiers are absent from the AR amplifier. There
is no stereo headphone jack, and no internal switching for
remote speaker systems. No doubt AR engineers considered
these to be in the "gadget" category. In any event, they are
easily added externally if desired.

Now that we have tested the AR amplifier in our labora-
tory and listened to it at length in our homes, the message is
clear: the AR amplifier is an excellent unit-in fact, it
ranks among the very best available. Perhaps its most re-
markable feature is its price-$225-which is less than any
comparable rated amplifier and is actually less than some of
the better kit -type amplifiers. The optional walnut cabinet
is $15.

For more information, circle 157 on reader service card

FISHER XP -55
SPEAKER SYSTEM

 A DECADE OR SO AGO, with the introduction of the acoustic
suspension speaker, many audio hobbyists revised their
long -held belief that low -bass response was possible only
from a very large and heavy speaker system. Since that
time, many small speaker systems have been marketed, and
although they are usually referred to as "bookshelf" units
(and can, indeed, be supported by oversized, reinforced
shelves), their dimensions more nearly resemble an atlas
than an ordinary book. In more recent years, a number of
true bookshelf -size systems have been developed, with
varying degrees of sonic success.

The Fisher XP -55 is an excellent example of an inexpen-
sive speaker systcni that can be placed on an ordinary shelf,

yet whose sound should satisfy all but the most critical
listeners. Its walnut cabinet measures 20 inches wide by 10
inches high by 9 inches deep, and its 20 -pound weight is
not likely to overtax any shelf capable of supporting books
that would occupy the equivalent space.

The XP -55 is a two-way, 8 -ohm system with a power -
handling capacity of 30 watts. It contains an 8 -inch woofer,
crossing over at 1,000 Hz to a 21/2 -inch cone tweeter with a
hemispherical dome bonded to its voice coil. A 12-db-per-
octave inductance -capacitance crossover network is built
into the system. Despite their small cone diameters, the
drivers of the XP -55 are of massive construction; the
woofer has a 11/4 -inch diameter voice coil and a 3 -pound
magnet, and the tweeter has a 9/16 -inch voice coil and an
8 -ounce magnet.

Our tests of the Fisher XP -55 produced some interesting
results. The frequency -response curve (averaged from ten
microphones spotted throughout the room), though not flat,
was notably smooth. It fell off at a 6-db-per-octave rate
below a few hundred hertz, was very flat between 800 and

(Continued on page 40)
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SPEAKERS ARE CHOSEN FOR CRITICAL
PROFESSIONAL USE BUT THEY WERE DESIGNED
FOR THE HOME.

Professional
Studio at WTFM in New York, one of
the world's pioneer radio stations in
FM stereo. AR -3 speakers monitor
the audio quality throughout WTFM's
studios and control rooms, as they
do at many other broadcast stations.
WTFM cannot afford to use speakers
that provide false information.

Domestic
Library in the home of Virgil
Thomson, distinguished American
composer and dean of music critics.
The speakers over the bookcases
are AR -3's, chosen for their non-
electronic, musical sound. Reflection
in the mirror is Mr. Thomson
watching the photographer.

AR speakers are $51 to $250. A catalog of AR products-speakers, turntables, and the AR amplifier-will be sent free on request.

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, INC., 24 Thornlike Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02141
CIRCLE NO. 2 ON READER SERVICE CARD



2,000 Hz, and again dropped off at 6 db per octave between
2,000 and 8,000 Hz. Above that frequency the output rose
all the way to the 15,000 -Hz limit of our measurements.

This sort of response curve immediately suggested the
possibility of nearly perfect equalization by means of am-
plifier tone controls. As we shall describe later, this proved
to be the case. Equalization of speaker -response variations
is always subject to the ability of the speaker to function
without distortion. The low -frequency harmonic distortion
of the XP -55 was unusually low, rising from 2 per cent at
60 Hz to 7 per cent at 40 Hz and 10 per cent at 20 Hz,
with a 1 -watt drive level. There was no tendency for the
speaker to break up or generate harmonics at very low
frequencies; the output simply fell off smoothly. The tone -

burst response of the Fisher XP -55 was outstanding. There
were no frequencies which "rang" or produced spurious
outputs, and the overall transient response was as good as
we have ever measured on a loudspeaker.

It came as no surprise, therefore, to find that the Fisher
XP -55 was a highly listenable speaker system. With flat
tone -control settings, it had a strong sense of projection
associated with the comparatively elevated response in the
800- to 2,000 -Hz range, but it in no way manifested the
screechy "presence" characteristic that would have resulted
from increased output one or two octaves higher in fre-
quency. The highs, when compared with those of a much
more expensive, wide -range speaker system, were slightly
muted. Application of treble boost easily restored the miss -

The tone -burst response photographs were taken at 800 and 4,000
Hz. The general excellence of the response is evidenced by the
sharp starts and stops and the clean interval between bursts.

ing sparkle without any stridency or unnatural coloration.
Strangely, we did not feel a lack of bass, perhaps because

one does not really expect low bass output from a speaker
of this size. However, very large amounts of bass boost, in
excess of 20 db at 30 Hz, could be applied without intro-
ducing any "tubbiness" or bottom -heavy sound. The bass,
when so boosted, could really be felt, without any audible
distortion or other sign of distress from the speakers.

To summarize, the Fisher XP -55 is a first rate, very com-
pact speaker system that can be equalized readily by ampli-
fier tone controls (and, after all, that is what they are for)
to rival much larger systems in frequency response, and
which surpasses many of them in clarity and definition. It
has a "big sound" to a degree not often found in a system
of its size. We liked it. The Fisher XP -55 sells for $59.50.

For more information, circle 158 on reader service card

BSR McDONALD
MODEL 600/M44 -E
AUTOMATIC TURNTABLE

 IN THE March, 1967 issue of HIFI/STEREO REVIEW we
reported on the BSR McDonald 500, a new low-cost British
record changer that brought to the $50 class of record play-
ers a number of features previously offered only in con-
siderably more expensive models. Now the McDonald
line has been augmented by the new 600 Series record play-
ers. They are, in most respects, very similar to the earlier
500 Series, but several worthwhile technical improvements
have been added.

Like the 500, the new 600 is a four -speed player with
interchangeable manual and automatic spindles. Its light-
weight aluminum arm has a sectional counterweight that
can balance the lightest and the heaviest phono cartridges
presently available. The desired tracking force is dialed in
by a knob calibrated from 0 to 6 grams, with click -stops
at 1/3 -gram intervals. An anti -skating device in the 600
Series is set by a separate calibrated control whose mark-
ings correspond to the tracking -force setting.

In common with the McDonald 500, the 600 has an auto-
matic arm latch that releases when the unit is started and
locks the arm when it returns to rest after play. There is a
cueing lever that is used to raise the pickup from the disc
and to lower it into the same groove it left.

The BSR McDonald 600 is offered as a complete, almost
ready -to -play system installed on a walnut -finish wooden
base with a tinted plastic dust cover. The model we tested,
the 600/M44 -E, is equipped with a Shure M44 -E ellipti-
cal -stylus cartridge.

In our tests, the rumble level of the Model 600 measured

-28 db, including both vertical and lateral components,
and -32 db for the lateral rumble components only. These
figures were about 5 db better than the corresponding
measurements on the Model 500. Wow and flutter were
very low: flutter was only 0.03 to 0.05 per cent at the
various speeds, and wow was about 0.1 per cent. Tone -arm
tracking error was excellent-less than 0.5 degree per inch
of radius over the record's playing surface. The tracking-

force dial calibration was accurate within the 1/3 -gram reso-
lution of the click -stop adjustment once the force had been
set correctly at one point with an external gauge. However,
there is a degree of uncertainty in balancing the arm that
can lead to large errors in tracking force unless it is checked
by means of a good separate stylus -force gauge. Arm
resonance with the Shure M44 -E cartridge was at 18 Hz,
with a low amplitude of about 1.5 db.

The anti -skating compensation worked well, as evidenced
by the measured reduction in distortion when tracking
high-level, outer -groove -wall modulation on test records.
The recommended settings of the anti -skating dial were
satisfactory, although we found a slight improvement when
it was set about 1 gram higher than suggested. The cueing
action is undamped, and the tone arm will fall as fast as
the lever allows it to. Therefore, it is necessary to move
the lever slowly to avoid having the arm bounce as the
stylus contacts the record surface. The cueing device re-
turns the stylus to the same groove it left, and is unaffected
by the anti -skating force, which on some players causes
the arm to drift outward as it is lowered.

Mechanically, the BSR McDonald 600 worked well, and
we could not fault its operation. The turntable ran about
1 per cent fast, but was unaffected by line -voltage varia-
tions. In fact, we found that the entire changer mechanism
functioned at any line voltage from 80 volts to 140 volts,
which speaks well for the design and construction of the
unit's four -pole induction motor. At its price of $89.50, the
BSR McDonald 600/M44 -E represents a fine value in a
complete automatic record -playing unit.

For more information, circle 159 on reader service card
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The New Sony Model 155
Playback/Dubbing Stereo Tape Deck!

If you now own a stereo tape recorder, you can become a "copy cat" for only $99.50 For the cost of about fifteen pre-
recorded tapes, you can own your own complete 4 -track stereo tape duplicating system and build a fabulous stereo tape
library at a fraction of the cost of pre-recorded tapes! The Sony Model 155 is a complete stereo transport deck with solid -
state playback pre -amplifiers specifically designed to be used together with your present stereo tape recorder for dubbing!
 The Model 155 has features and performance never before heard of at under $100.00! For example . . . Three speeds
. . . Special filter for virtually flutterless performance . . . Retractable pinch roller to permit tape threading with one hand
ease . . . Stereo headphone jack for private listening, and . . . the flexibility of vertical or -horizontal operation! These are
all features normally found on only much higher priced equipment.  The Model 155 can also be used just for stereo
tape playback through your existing components or package stereo music system. Imagine . . . Sony quality true -fidelity
stereo tape playback for under $100.00! Complete with handsome walnut finish, low -profile base and optional dust cover.
Let the Model 155 Playback/Dubbing Stereo Tape Deck make a "copy cat" out of you! And, as always . . . you can
count upon the extraordinary "Sound of Sony"!

AMERICA'S FIRST CHOICE IN TAPE RECORDERS

SUPERSCOPE, INC., 1967 8146 VINELAND AVENUE  SUN VALLEY, CALIFORNIA  91352
CIRCLE NO. 78 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Dual's reputation
for precision

has now gone to its heads.

We built our new Dual 4 -track
stereo tape deck with the same pre-
cision and reliability we put in our
Dual turntables.

Take the tape heads, for ex-
ample. We make them ourselves.
Their unique hyperbolic contour
provides maximum tape -to -head
contact. And they go a long way
towards explaining the Dual's
superior high and low end re-
sponse. (They also eliminate the
need for pressure pads.)

The advanced braking sys-
tem coordinates a slip -clutch and a
tension limiter, so that even the
thinnest tapes won't stretch or
break.

Other features of the Dual TG
27 include pushbutton operation,
mixing controls for any two inputs,
level controls that operate syn-
chronously or independently,
sound -on -sound, "pause", auto-
matic end -of -tape stop and instant
tape -counter reset button.

For more information, write
United Audio, 535 Madison Ave.,
New York, N.Y. 10022.

Dual

Specifications: Frequency response at 71/2
ips, 25-16,000 Hz ±2.5 db; at 33/4 ips, 30-
13,000 Hz ±2.5 db. S/N ratio: 50 db mini.
mum. Wow and flutter, 0.1% maximum. All -
silicon solid state. Dimensions: 141/2" x 11".
$199.50. Combination base and plexi glass,
walnut -panelled dust cover, DCB-27 $34.50.

JAZZ IN LONDON
By Henry Pleasants

IF you have been wondering whatever
became of jazz, I can tell you. It's

right here-playing the London concert
halls, roaming the provinces, and com-
muting to Europe.

And not just George Wein's itinerant
Newport jazz circus, either. They were
here, to be sure, as Jazz Expo '67, camp-
ing out at the Odeon Theater in Ham-
mersmith, giving eleven concerts in eight
days to a paid attendance of 38,000.

They had something for everyone-
from Bukka White and Son House to
Charles Lloyd and Archie Shepp, with
Thelonious Monk, Miles Davis, Roland
Kirk, Dave Brubeck, Gary Burton, Max
Roach, Sarah Vaughan, and Ben Web-
ster in between.

But even while they were holding
forth amid what one critic described ac-
curately as the "iced -bun baroque" of
the Odeon, Burton was playing at Ron-
nie Scott's Club in Soho. Bill Evans had
been there the week before, and Yusef
Lateef the week before that. Oscar Pe-
terson and Coleman Hawkins, who had
nothing to do with the Newport crowd,
sold out the Queen Elizabeth Hall for
two concerts one Saturday night, and
Stan Getz was on deck for another
Queen Elizabeth Hall doubleheader.

Archie Shepp has been the big news-
and the big noise. Lloyd had been here
last June, and although he drew a good
house at the Odeon, sharing the bill
with Kirk, he aroused less interest and
less enthusiasm than he had before.
Shepp was new, and Wein shrewdly
saved him to the end, bringing him on
at the final concert, following Miles
Davis. I was there, but I defer to Melo-
dy Maker's Bob Houston for the blow-
by-blow:

All hell broke loose. They went into an
Aylerish scream which persisted for the en-
tire set. . . . Was it jazz? Was it Black
Power? Was it all a put-on? Was it Shepp's
way, as someone later remarked, of 'defe-
cating on the audience?' Or was it meant to
be taken seriously?

Whatever it was, it drove quite a few pay-

ing customers out into the cold night, and
inspired cries of "Rubbish !" and "Play some
jazz!" from sections of the audience. What-
ever it was, the power to move an audience,
even if it is off their backsides and toward
the nearest exit, is something that has been
missing for far too long.

I'm not so sure about that. My sym-
pathies are with the same magazine's
Bob Dawborn, who heard the Shepp
Quintet in Berlin a couple of weeks lat-
er and reported: "He neither had me
leaping in my seat nor leaving. He mere-
ly bored the pants off me." Shepp's kind
of obstreperous cacophony is all right, I
suppose, for the play -pen or the rumpus
room; but the average age of the Shepp
quintet is just over thirty.

Considering its dimensions and the
number of players and groups involved
-unprecedented in England-Jazz Expo
'67 was well run; but there were the
usual complaints of too much of this
and not enough of that. And some of
the Americans, notably Ben Webster,
were disastrously inhibited by local
rhythm sections.

What I found distressing was the in-
ability of so many jazz musicians to
present themselves at their best when
subject to the disciplines of a public con-
cert-specifically, their ignorance or dis-
regard of the rudiments of showman-
ship or even of good manners. Like
saying "Hello" and "Good-bye" and
"Thank you!"

Miles Davis, as usual, with his inso-
lent diffidence or diffident insolence,
whatever it is, was the worst. "His stage
manners," said The Telegraph, "remain
deplorable." But most of the others
were not much better.

"Musicians who rush off stage the
moment the last note dies, as some of
these did," said Derek Jewell in the Sun-
day Timer, "may find that audiences one
day dismiss them just as curtly."

They could all learn a thing or two
from Brubeck and Peterson. And now
that jazz is emerging from the clubs,
they had better learn it fast.

CIRCLE NO. 85 ON READEW SERVICE CARD
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Which three Duals won't you buy?

To some of you, buying a Dual auto-
matic turntable may pose somewhat of a prob-
lem. Not that it was our intention to create one.

We simply wanted to make Dual pre-
cision engineering available to everyone, in
every price range and for every application.

But we outdid ourselves.
We made four automatic turntables

(from $69.50 to $129.50) that are, in every respect,
Duals. For example: all four have a low -mass
tonearm, a constant -speed motor, feather -touch
slide switches, a heavy platter, and an elevator -
action changer spindle. And all four have per-
formance that rivals the best manual turntables.

This means that when you buy a
Dual at $69.50, you don't get more rumble. You

1009SK, $109.50

simply get fewer features. Features that nobody
else has anyway.

Like the variable pitch control, the
single -play spindle that rotates with the record
to eliminate any possibility of record slip or bind,
the cue -control that operates on automatic as
well as manual play, and the direct -dial anti -

skating control for totally accurate skating com-
pensation.

So, if buying a Dual automatic turn-
table does present a problem, it's simply because
it may take you a little more time to select the one
Dual with the features you'd want for your system.

But don't get angry with us.
After all, by making it a little more

difficult for you to choose one, we've at least
made it possible for you to own one.

A Dual.
United Audio Products, Inc.,
535 Madison Avenue, New
York, N.Y. 10022.

Dual



IT SOUNDS LIKE...
A concert-goers guide to the apt adjective

By ALFRED TOIZER

T T a recent concert, during the pre-
miere of a new work whose first

few minutes didn't seem to promise
much, I found that my mind had wan-
dered to detecting the influences upon
the piece by more illustrious composers.
For a moment, the work had a Bartokian
flavor, which soon evaporated. Some
minutes later, it sounded a bit Prokofiev
- I was brought up short. Just how
does one make the name Prokofiev into
an adjective? Try it: Prokofievian? Pro-
kofievesque? Prokofieverish? While I was
settling tentatively on Prokofievical, the
orchestra began an almost too Brahms-
ical Brahms.

My thoughts were far away by then,
as they usually are during Brahms. I
had stumbled across a problem that
didn't seem to have an easy solution.
Some conventional suffixes are employed
in making a composer's name into a
modifier: Mozartian and Wagnerian, for
instance. But who wants to have gargle
something like Yardumianian? Then
there are Haydnesque and Beethoven-
esque-but can there be Hovhanessesque?
Fortunately, English has many ways of
creating adjective forms, and a skilled
word -coiner can move among the vari-
ety of available endings for something
fitting. He can incidentally achieve a
great deal of descriptive validity. The
music of Berlioz, for example, presents
a number of possibilities: the Requiem
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is Berliozonic, the Symphonie fantas-
tique is Berliotic, the Damnation de
Faust is Berliesque, the Romeo et Juli-
ette is Berlious.

Often liberties can-indeed, must-
be taken with the root name. Literary
historians shaved half a "w" off Shaw
to make Shavian. Certainly, then, Men-
delssohn's works can be Mendelssonic to
music cataloguers.

Still, limits must be set, lest the imagi-
nation simply run amok. As a charter
Mahlerite, I would become fevered at a
description of one of his symphonies as
Mahlerial. Gluck was too masterly to
be converted into Glucky, and Gluckose
comes close to being an insult. Adolphe
Adam would be dealt the death blow by
Adamantine, and Chopin cannot be
panned as Chopinic. So you see, this is
no light matter.

In his private affairs, Bach may have
been Bacchic, but his music is not. Bach-
sical is too flippant. My suggestion is
Bachological, though it may be thought
too academic. I think everyone would
agree that Cosi fan tutte is Mozarty,
Don Giovanni Mozartistic. From these
it's just an easy step to saying that
the "Romantic" Symphony makes me
Brucknervous.

Since no one can stop me, I'll point
out that when Herr Ludwig tore the
dedication page off his Third Symphony,

(Continued on page 46)
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SPECIAL

OFFER

PATTERNS IN SOUND#1
Two complete selections from each of Enoch
Light's first six Project 3 stereo album's. Hear
Academy Award winning "Born Free," the incom-
parable Tony Mottola on guitar and the Kissin'
Cousins.

PATTERNS IN SOUND #2
Three complete selections from each of four other
Project 3 smash hit stereo albums. Hear the magic
sound of Peter Matz, Bobby Hackett and his un-
believable horn, the danceable music of the True
Blues and more songs with the Kissin' Cousins.

PATTERNS IN SOUND-CLASSICAL
The Renaissance Quartet - Robert White, Joseph
ladone, Morris Newman, Barbara Muesser. The
Riverside Singers. . . . Madrigals, Villancicos, and
Part Songs. The 400th Anniversary Album-Claudio
Monteverdi, Hugues Cuenod, Charles Bressler, and
Louis -Jacques Rondeleux. And others.

EACH
2 for $5.00 3 for $7.50

Enclosed is my check/or money $2.98
order for: 0 $5.00

Please send me:
0 $7.50

 PATTERNS IN SOUND #1 $2.98
O PATTERNS IN SOUND #2 $2.98

O PATTERNS IN SOUND-CLASSICAL $2.98

El ANY TWO ALBUMS $5.00

 ALL THREE ALBUMS $7.50

Stereo
Only

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP CODE

ID Please send me full information on current and
future releases. B-3

Handling and shipping included
Project 3-1270 Avenue of The Americas
N.Y.C. 10020
CIRCLE NO. 65 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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The action continues! Enoch
Light continues to release
Project 3 albums to critical
acclaim!

Listen to Project 3
The Total Sound Stereo

You may never again
be satisfied with any
other recorded sound

Tony Mottola's LUSH, LATIN &
LOVELY with Guantanamera,
Somethin' Stupid, Sunny and
more. The Free Design in their
first album with Kites Are Fun,
Make the Madness Stop and ten
more. Bobby Hackett's A TIME
FOR LOVE with The Eyes of
Love, My Funny Valentine, You
Only Live Twice and nine others.
Enoch Light's famous Light Bri-
gade playing To Sir With Love,
Tara's Theme, Live For Life and
many more marvelous movie
themes.

3

rOeCt
TOTAL SOUND

RADIO CITY, 1270 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS
NEW YORK, N. Y. 10020, PHONE (2121 765-9760

A Trademark of The Total Sound Inc.
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A Sound
Investment
The 711B FM Receiver. For real music to
your ears. Every, touch of sound from FM,
tape or record player, arrives with
distortion -free reproduction whether it's
the softest whisper of a muted guitar or
the rolling crescendos of tympani.

100 watt power rating (IHF) with fre-
quency response of ±1dB, 15 to 30,000 Hz,
the 711B is fully silicon transistorized, has
the latest FET front end, integrated circuits,
automatic reset circuit breakers. Between -
station noise is completely eliminated by
Altec's new muting circuit.

The professional look. Certainly the pro-
fessional touch. (Professional sound engi-
neers have installed Altec quality in
broadcast and recording studios for over
three
sound buy at $399.50. See your Altec dealer.
Or send for our 1968 Hi-Fi Catalog.

A division of Ling ALtec, Inc., 1513 S. Malchester Antheim, Calif. 92803
CIRCLE NO. 4 ON READER SERVICE CARD

his act was understandably Beethovenge-
ful. Napoleon, in fact, accused him of
being Beethovenomous (Beet hovene-
neux). The late quartets are universally
regarded as Beethoventuresome. Late
Liszt, however, is just Lisztless. I some-
times find Richard Straussled, but his
orchestrations are never Straussickly.
Only a poor punster and musical illiter-
ate would speak of Orff's work as Orf-
ful. But Sergei at best is Rachman -an' -

offish, at worst Rachmaninofful.
I can think of few adjectives more

a propos than Debussymly. It's a good
thing Ravel composed no trumpet flour-
ishes, for someone would certainly have
remarked that they were Raveille-y. By
and large, Edouard is Lalovely. Some of
the Songs of the Auvergne are quite
Canteloubricious. JanHek's career was
certainly JanaC'ekered. Zoltan was fre-
quently Kodalynamic, but seldom Ko-
dalyverse. When Leonard Bernstein next
discusses humor in music on television,
he has my permission to refer to Dvo-
ak's lighter moments as Dvofikular.

Sibelius and Delius already sound like
adjectives, but that's not going to deter
me from suggesting Sibellant and Sibel-
line. On second thought, Sibellustrious
and Deliusual are much more expressive.

A simple "-an" suffix probably suffices
for Italian names, with their convenient
" i " endings, but I won't hesitate to re-
mark that Falstaff is veritably Verdi -
antic, Otello's nemesis Iago is Verdivi-
ous, and by the fourth act Rigoletto is
clearly Verdimented. Norma is a diffi-
cult role, and I exhort critics to be Bel-
linient with the divas who essay it.

The plot of Boris is so tortuous it
must be followed with a Moussorgsky-
matic. But if I were to describe the Tsar
himself as Moussorgskyming, would that
be godounov? Me fistofele is Boitotally
too long. Faust sounds Gounoid al,
doesn't he? Some have said that the de-
piction of Matthias Griinewald in
Mathis der Maler is Hindemithical, but
not me.

Try any of these on your ears and
eyes: Buxtehudeous. Honeggerish. Mes-
siaenic. Satient. Elgarrulous. Glierratic.
'Griegious. Handelicate. Nielsensuous.
Telemanic. Smetannic. Gershwinging.
Humperdincky. Bartoxic.

By this point, as you, dear reader, are
no doubt painfully aware, even the lev-
ellest head is in danger of losing itself
in intoxicating flights of insane portman-
teau invention. Only with the greatest
effort was I able, that evening at the
concert, to pull myself back from the
brink and calm myself before the final
bars of the Brahms. But as I left my
seat, I indulged myself one last time: I
decided the composer of the piece that
had started it all had been a Prokofie-
verlasting bore who hadn't the talent to
create anything more than a Prokofieffete
Prokofieffigy.
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Nowyou have 101 reasons to
buy the Uher4000 Report -L.

Mei-June 15th you'll have on y1.

The first 100 reasons are all one dollar
bills you won't have to part with, during
our "Own the Best" sale. The UHER
4000-L will cost you $340 instead of $440,
now through June 15th.

The 101st reason...and the most im-
portant one...is quality. The UHER 4000
Report -L is the world's finest portable tape
recorder. A lightweight 7 pounds that goes
anywhere comfortably, the UHER 4000-1
is solid state and operates on recharge-
able or ordinary batteries.

It does everything the professional
wants it to do, up at the Arctic or down
at the Equator. That's why it's first choice
with explorers, naturalists, reporters,
radio and TV commentators, as well as
doctors, scientists and lawyers. It records
or plays back at four speeds and gives
you great frequency response with each.
It has a highly visible, three digit index
counter with a push-button reset.

Audio Magazine calls it "Magic in
a Matchbox." Professionals call it the
greatest. Now that we've made it $100
easier to "Own the Best," clip the cou-
pon, take it to your UHER dealer and
walk out with 7 pounds of greatness...
the UHER 4000 Report -L.

XXXXXIMAX)MAXXXXX.WXXX

5 Save $100.
Upon presentation of this coupon to
any UHER dealer, the bearer may
purchase the world famous UHER 4000
Report -L Tape Recorder at the spe-
cial price of $340. (Regular price
$440). This unique "Own the Best"
offer includes the following high qual-

X ity accessories for the UHER 4000:

Dynamic Microphone with built in wind
screen, music/ speech switch (=M514)
 Long Life Accumulator Dryfit battery
pock (=433)  AC power supply and
battery charger (=880)  Genuine
Leather Carrying Case (=861).

This offer expires June 15, 1968 and
is applicable only on the UHER 4000
Report -L Tape Recorder.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE_ ZIP CODE

gCopyright 1968

XXVIIX,V0000tXXXXXXXXXXX

Uher by Martel
Martel Electronics inc. Sole U.S. Importers

2339 South Cotner Avenue, Los Angeles,
California 90064; New York: 1199 Broadway

Chicago: 5445 No. Lincoln



Suddenly it's 1969..
Look closely at this photograph and
you will notice four Integrated -Circuit*
components which are part of the IF
section of the new Sansui MD 5000
solid state, stereo receiver. These
small hat -shaped objects are filled
with a number of diodes, transistors
and resistors integrated into a func-
tioning sub -miniature circuit.They are
just one of the latest advances intro-
duced by Sansui along with such ad-

vanced audio circuitry as the specially
selected FET FM front end. Consider
these specifications: 160 watts IHF
music power (75 watts per channel
continuous power); 1.8 1N sensitivity;
selectivity better than 50 db at 98
MHz; stereo separation better than 35

db; flat frequency response from 15
-40,000 Hz.

The MD 5000 includes output con-
nections for three separate sets of
stereo speaker systems which you can
select separately or in pairs. In addi-
tion to inputs for tape, phono and
auxiliaries, Sansui gives you extra in-
put and output tape connections for

recording or playback using extra re-
corders. You may monitor tape ma-
chine 1 or 2 from front panel when
you record through your Sansui re-
ceiver . . . all the features which will
make it the nucleus of your most
comprehensive hi-fi music system
for years to come. This new Sansui
MD 5000 has been created for the
sophisticated connoisseur who de-
mands the ultimate in tonal magnifi-
cence and clarity of sound. $449.95.

If you are not sure what Integrated
Circuits can do for the performance
of a hi-fi receiver, visit your local
Sansui Audio Dealer. He will let you
hear the difference.

Sansui Electronics Corporation  34-43 56th Street  Woodside, N.Y. 11377
Sansui Electric Company, Ltd. Tokyo, Japan  Electronic Distributors (Canada) British Columbia
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by Martin Bookspan THE BASIC REPERTORE Item One Hundred

THIS MONTH the Basic Repertoire series passes a
significant milestone: the selection, Liszt's Piano
Concerto No. 1, in E -flat, is the one hundredth

item to be treated in this monthly feature devoted to disc -
by -disc comparison of the available recordings of the
standard musical literature. I am especially pleased on
this "anniversary" because the essay portions of all the
installments since the series began nearly ten years ago
are to appear in a book that Doubleday plans to publish
in the fall. Thus, the many readers of HIFI/STEREO RE-
VIEW who have written to me over the years inquiring
whether there was a one -volume collection of the Basic
Repertoire articles will soon have such a volume avail-
able, complete with an up-to-date discography of recom-
mended recordings.

This anniversary is a convenient occasion for a re-
statement of the basic philosophy behind this series. As
Editor William Anderson has written, it is the public
that elects compositions to the Basic Repertoire through
its concert -going and record -buying habits. A work's pop-
ularity, measured by frequency of performance and the

LISZT'S

PIANO

CONCERTO

in E -fiat

number of available recordings, determines the selection
of a work for inclusion in this series. But the judgments
about the quality of performances are strictly one man's
opinion. I am not as much concerned with a note -perfect
projection of the printed score as I am with a direct and
passionate involvement of the performer with the music
he is re-creating. This elusive quality is a rare experience
in the music -making of our time-rarer, perhaps, in the
recording studio than on the concert platform. Because
of the absence of this quality I reject well nigh the total
recorded outputs of certain meticulous craftsmen whose
work is, for me, nearly always devoid of human warmth
and communicative spontaneity. Technique is not enough.

And so to item number one hundred: Liszt's First
Piano Concerto. Eighteen -forty-nine, the year of the com-
position of the concerto, was a crucial one for Liszt. It
marked his withdrawal from the life of a touring piano
virtuoso and his acceptance of the position of permanent
conductor at the Court Theater in Weimar. The Concerto
is extroverted to the point of exhibitionism, and it is a
perfect mirror of its composer, the fire -breathing virtuoso
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Liszt u -as the soloist at the colorful premiere of his Piano Concerto Jo. I ut II imar in 1855. Today there are nineteen re-
corded performances available. Sviatoslav Richter's version (Philips) is passionate yet responsive to the quieter passages;
Tomas Vastiry stresses lyricism rather than thunder (DGG) ; Andr6 Watts gives a dynamic reading (RCA Victor).

about whose life and art so many legends have been
created.

A vivid description of Liszt's performing style was
written in 1840 by no less a person than Hans Christian
Andersen, who had attended a recital by the twenty -nine-
year -old virtuoso:

An electric shock seemed to thrill the hall as Liszt en-
tered. Most of the women rose. A sunbeam flashed across
each face, as though every eye were seeing a beloved
friend. . . . As he played . . I saw the pale face assume
a nobler, more beautiful expression . . . he grew hand-
some-handsome as vitality and inspiration can make one.

. . It did not sound like the strings of a piano. ... The
instrument appeared to be changed into a whole orches-
tra. . . . When Liszt had done playing, the flowers rained
down on him.

Judging from this and other written accounts of Liszt's
public performances, there can be no doubt that his play-
ing exerted a mesmerizing influence upon his audiences.
And though both his piano concertos contain uninhibited
flights of virtuosic abandon, they also reveal the innova-
tive side of Liszt the creator. In form they are closer to
the symphonic poem than to the standard concerto: both
works are in a single continuous movement that naturally
subdivides into several freely merging sections lacking
the customary development. The piano is the center of
attention, but the orchestral parts are of considerably
greater importance than they are in the concertos of Cho-
pin, for example. A good many solos are assigned to the
instruments of the orchestra; of these, the most famous is
the prominent triangle solo in the Scherzo section of the
First Concerto-an innovation that led the Viennese
critic Eduard Hanslick to dub the score, in derision, the
triangle concerto."

The first performance of the E -flat Concerto was given
at Weimar in February, 1855, during a week-long series
of concerts principally devoted to the music of Berlioz.
The concerto was the only piece not by Berlioz to be per-
formed, but Berlioz conducted it and Liszt himself was
the soloist. How the rafters must have shaken!

At latest count there are nineteen different recordings
of the score listed in the Schwann catalog, all but three of
them available in stereo. Nine, in my opinion, are un-

usually good: the versions by Entremont and Ormandy
(Columbia MS 6071, ML 5389); Farnadi and Boult
(Westminster WST 14125); List and Lehel (Westmin-
ster WST 17025, XWN 19025); Pennario and Leibo-
witz (RCA Victor LSC/LM 2690); Richter and Kond-
rashin (Philips PHS 900000, PHM 500000); Rosen and
Pritchard (Epic BC 1320, LC 3920); Rubinstein and
Wallenstein (RCA Victor LSC/LM 2068); Visary and
Prohaska (Deutsche Grammophon 138055); and Watts
and Bernstein (Columbia MS 6955, ML 6355).

I have no hesitation in stating unequivocally that the
Richter-Kondrashin collaboration with the London Sym-
phony Orchestra is one of the great recordings of the
century. I am not an unqualified admirer of Richter;
indeed, I sometimes find his playing precious and calcu-
lated. Here, however, he delivers a performance of the
Concerto that is full of boundless energy and passion, at
the same time investing the quieter, more poetic sections
with his special brand of introspection and tonal colora-
tion. Kondrashin has the players in the orchestra per-
forming at top form, and the Philips recording team has
reproduced it all in superb detail and clarity.

Space limitations prohibit detailed discussion of the
other eight versions; capsule comments will have to suf-
fice. Entremont and Farnadi go all out for flashing fire-
works; List, Rosen, and Vasary are more intimate in their
approach, emphasizing the lyricism rather than the thun-
der; Pennario and Rubinstein steer a middle course be-
tween these two attitudes. (The Rubinstein version,
recorded about fifteen years ago, is sonically rather dated
-he should re-record the Concerto at the first opportu-
nity, and now that Ormandy and the Philadelphia Or-
chestra will soon be recording for RCA Victor again,
they would make the ideal collaborators with Rubinstein.)
Andre Watts plays a dynamic if somewhat overblown
performance.

Tape buffs share the record collectors' good fortune:
the Richter-Kondrashin collaboration is available as a

four -track reel-to-reel Philips release (PT 900000), and
it is stunning in the tape format. Of the three other avail-
able tapes of the score, my second choice would be the
Watts -Bernstein version (Columbia MQ 551).

REPRINTS of the latest review of the complete "Basic Repertoire" are available without charge. Circle number 160 on reader service card.
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Why you ought to spend S70 moice for
CONCORD'S automatic stereo tape deck
Why do you want a stereo tape deck?
To get more enjoyment from your
music system by taping your own
recordings from radio or records. To
enjoy listening to the superior sound
quality of music on tape. The impor-
tant word is enjoyment - your invest-
ment in your music system is for
enjoyment and listening pleasure.
Concord's uni-directional tape deck
Model 510D makes beautiful music.
Its recording and sound reproduction
capability is equivalent or superior to
any competitive product. However,
like other manual tape decks, it re-
cords in one direction, plays in one
direction, and you must remove both
reels and re -thread the tape after re-
cording or listening to record or listen
to the second side.

We could add a third head to our
510D for about $40, but it would not
significantly improve the recording or
sound reproduction quality. A third
head permits you to monitor the tape
while recording to determine if the
recorder is operating properly. This
used to be necessary 15 years ago
when recorders were used by radio
stations and did not have the reli-
ability of today's solid state equip-
ment like our 510D. On our 510D uni-
directional tape deck, you can moni-
tor the sound while recording and the

recordings are always perfect. If you
spend $40 more for a third head you
are not buying anything that either
improves the recordings or the listen-
ing enjoyment.

Our automatic reverse -a -track 776D
records and reproduces sound with
excellent fidelity. It adds much to the
enjoyment and pleasure of your
music system by making it easier to
record and more pleasant and enjoy-
able to listen. It's a better way to
make and listen to tapes just as an
automobile with automatic transmis-
sion is a more pleasant and enjoyable
way to drive. The automatic reverse
776D records and plays in both for-
ward and reverse tape directions.
While recording it automatically re-
verses at the end of the reel and con-
tinues recording on the second side
of the tape. You will never miss a note
of a recording on the 776D. For listen-
ing, the 776D plays side one of the

tape, automatically reverses and plays
side two, then stops. It can be re-
played at the touch of a knob without
necessity of re -threading. The tape
is always on the supply reel for con-
venient replacement or replay. A pre-
recorded tape automatically plays
side one, then side two, then stops
automatically.

The automatic 776D has many other
important features including solid
state preamplifiers, headphone jack
monitoring for private listening, four
heads - fluxfield heads - center drive
capstan - automatic and manual re-
verse at any point on the tape -
electronic automatic stop before reel
ends - the world's quietest and most
reliable tape transport mechanism
with Concord's famous "quality that
lasts."

Increasing your investment in your
music system by adding a Concord
510D tape deck will add much to your
enjoyment of your system - increas-
ing your investment by about $70
more for our automatic 776D tape
deck will add many times that in re-
cording and listening enjoyment.

The S,gnature of Qua,*

AUDIO TAP. MICOMMIS
VIDEO 1,1.1. It" OOOOOO

ELECTRONICS CORP. :0=c7::::..Zolls"
CONCORD
1935 ARMACOST AVE  LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90025
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6 "COLUMBIA; A MARCAS REG. PRINTED IN U.S A.

Here's justone
month's releases.
Columbia tapes run the gamut from The
Buckinghams to Biggs, McKenzie to The
Mormons, Streisand to Stern. Both reel-to-reel
and cartridge. The sounds of today. The
greatest names in entertainment. Music for
every mood. Our collection has been called
the finest around. Has yours?

New TC 4 and TC 8 stereo tape cartridges:
Bonfa and Brazil/Steve Lawrence and Eydie Gorme
Popular Star Track/ Ray Conniff, Percy Faith, Barbra
Streisand, Andy Williams
Teen Star Track/The Buckinghams, The Byrds, Paul
Revere and The Raiders, Simon and Garfunkel
Country and Western Star Track/Johnny Cash,
Ray Price, Stonewall Jackson, Marty Robbins
Eydie Gorme's Greatest Hits
From Sea to Shining Sea/Johnny Cash
The Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem

For Once in My Life/Tony Bennett
Portraits/The Buckinghams
It Must Be Him/ Ray Conniff
A Scratch in the Sky/The Cryan' Shames
The Voice of Scott McKenzie
The Old Beloved Songs/Mormon Tabernacle Choir*

New reel-to-reel 4 -track stereo tapes,71/2 i.p.s.:

Up, Up and Away/Johnny Mathis
Jackpot/ Dave Brubeck
The Notorious Byrd Brothers/The Byrds
Anvil Chorus-Favorite Opera Choruses/Mormon
Tabernacle Choir
Stern Plays Mozart Violin Concerto #3/Cleveland
Orchestra
Bach: The Six Trio Sonatas/ E. Power Biggs
It Must Be Him/ Ray Conniff
From Sea to Shining Sea/Johnny Cash

On COLUMBIAE1 STEREO TAPES.

*TC 8 only

You can imagine
whatourentire tape

collection is like.
CIRCLE NO 22 ON READER SERVICE CARD



A Buyers' Guide to the New

CASSETTE TAPE RECORDERS
By NICHOLAS BENTON

ONE OF THE most startlingly successful newcomers
to the tape scene is the cassette recorder. Virtually
every major manufacturer of tape recorders and a

host of minor ones are currently offering cassette machines
for sale, and hardly a week passes without the announce-
ment of a new brand or model about to be released.

First introduced by Norelco and Mercury several years
ago, the cassette made steady if somewhat unspectacular
sales progress. It found favor with those people who were
looking for a small, lightweight, easy -to -use machine
with good voice intelligibility. It was ideal for taping
interviews, recording business conferences, and dictation.
Then, about a year ago, a number of other companies
began marketing their own versions of the machine, and
the race was on.

What is the secret of this sudden success? To begin
with, the cassette is probably the easiest way yet devised
for handling magnetic tape. You just drop it into the
machine, and you are ready to record or play back. It
plays for 30, 45, or 60 minutes (depending upon the
length of tape in the cassette). Then you turn it over,
and it records or plays an equal amount of time in the
other direction. No fuss, no bother. If it's just playback
you're after, it is almost as quick and easy to put into
operation as a phonograph.

Cassette machines come in both two -track mono and
four -track stereo versions. In order to insure complete
compatibility between mono and stereo tapes (this is

especially important for the playback of the rapidly pro-
liferating prerecorded cassette stereo tapes), cassette



manufacturers have adopted a stereo track configuration
that differs from that employed in reel-to-reel recorders.
Where the latter use alternate tracks for the left and
right channels, the cassette machines use adjacent tracks.
This permits the right and left stereo tracks to be played
simultaneously as a combined mono track by a half-track
mono machine.

The types of cassette recorders and the features they
offer are bewildering in their variety. Are you interested
in a small, light -weight machine for interviews or simple
voice recording? Take your pick from thirty or more.
Would you like an AM or AM/FM transistor radio
that will let you record broadcasts as you listen to them?
There are several available. Would you like to add a
stereo cassette-player/recorder tape deck to your present
stereo system? No problem-a number of such units are
now on the market. Cassette recorders are available in at
least eight different forms:

1. A small, portable battery -operated mono record -play-
back unit.

2. A similar, quite inexpensive, unit that only plays
prerecorded tapes.

3. A somewhat larger desk -type unit, generally a.c.-
operated, that serves primarily for dictation and to record
business conferences.

4. An a.c.-operated stereo deck used in conjunction with
a home stereo system for playing back prerecorded tapes.
(It has its own preamplifiers and can record as well.)

5. A completely self-contained stereo music system with
its own amplifiers and speakers.

6. A hybrid combination with a portable transistor radio.
7. A cassette unit as a built-in or removable part of a

"stereo -compact" table -top hi-fi system.
8. A mono or stereo tape playback machine for use in

automobiles (either with or without recording capability).

One company, Crestwood, is so impressed with the
potential of the cassette player as a quality portable
music -maker that they are producing a companion bat-
tery -operated amplifier -speaker combination intended to
provide big sound from small cassette players. The unit
sells for $69.50 in a portable case (with room to install
the cassette player) measuring about 16 x 14 x 8 inches.

In preparing this article, a number of cassette machines
were examined and tested to see just what the average
user could expect by way of performance. The tests were
essentially of the in -use variety, and were intended to
provide generalizations rather than definitive technical
evaluations of specific machines. Briefly, this is the way
the tests were conducted. The recorders were first checked
out to make sure they were functioning well mechani-
cally. Next a voice recording was made with each of the
machines using its own microphone. Generally speaking,
these voice recordings worked out well. There were nat-
urally audible differences between machines, either be-
cause of a particular combination of mike and recorder
or because-as was sometimes the case-the recorder had
an automatic level control. But as far as intelligibility

was concerned, all the machines were quite acceptable.
A series of off -the -air music recordings was then made,

using a direct connection to an FM tuner and a good
station as signal source. Music played back through the
built-in small speakers of these recorders understandably
often had a sound quality resembling that of a small
transistor radio. However, when the same off -the -air cas-
sette recordings were played back (using the recorder's
equivalent of a tape -output jack) through a full -range
hi-fi system, the results were vastly improved. While
several of the recorders put a somewhat restricted fre-
quency range on the tapes, a number of them provided
surprisingly life -like sound, albeit with an audible loss of
the very highest frequencies.

Finally, a 3,000 -Hz test tone was recorded and played
back on each machine in order to determine relative wow
and flutter characteristics. While some of the recorders
were better than others, none reproduced the tone with-
out some audible wow and flutter. However, on music
(and this included the playback of prerecorded cassettes),
most of the machines had wow and flutter characteristics
well within the range of acceptability although not up to
the standards of a good reel-to-reel recorder.

IN general, as with all audio products, you get what
you pay for in cassette recorders. With few exceptions,
the higher -priced units outperformed the lower -priced
ones. But a word of caution: regardless of price, too
many of the machines I checked had one or more things
wrong with them. Apparently these faults were not in-
herent in the design, but were rather the result of poor
quality control or damage in shipment. It would seem
wise, therefore, to try out any cassette recorder before
you take it home-or, if this proves impractical, make
sure you have full return privileges. The machines are,
of course, relative newcomers to the audio market, and
when early production problems are worked out (and
sales volume increases) the quality -control situation
should improve.

Your choice of a suitable cassette recorder will be de-
termined by what you intend to do with it. If all you
want is a machine to record interviews or conferences,
then one of the less expensive portable machines, possi-
bly with automatic level control, is your best bet. On the
other hand, if you want a cassette machine to serve as
another program source for your stereo system, then one
of the stereo -deck versions is the obvious choice.

Aside from these broad -choice categories, there are a
number of other factors to consider when purchasing a
cassette machine. First and foremost is ease of operation.
In this regard, cassette recorders can be divided generally
into two groups: those that employ some type of slide
lever to control all of the functions (play, record, fast -

forward, and rewind), and those that employ a row of
"piano keys." After extensive use tests, this writer feels

(Continued on page 56)
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A CASSETTE -RECORDER SAMPLER
MANUFACTURER SIZE (INCHES)

AND MODEL W x H x L
WEIGHT

(LBS)
MONO/
STEREO

AC OR
BATTERY SPECIAL FEATURES PRICE

Aiwa TP-718 5 I, 2 x 3 x 8` 71/2 Mono Operates from Player for car installation $69.95
6- or 12 -volt
car battery
system

TP-728 6 x 3% x 10% 4'/2 Mono Both Cardioid microphone 79.95
TP-1009 10 x 3% x 11 9 Stereo a.c. only Tape deck with preamps 109.95

Ampex Micro 20 14 x 31/a x 81/2 6 Mono Both 99.95
Micro 50 141/4 x 3'/2 x 8% 61/4 Stereo a.c. only Deck with preamps 139.95
Micro 85 14% x 31/2 x 8% 61/2

spkrs. 81/2 each
Stereo a.c. only Complete system with

separate speakers
199.95

Arvin 28L09 7 x 21/4 x 10 5 Mono Both 69.95

Benjamin 1040 101/4 x 18% x 16% 44 Stereo a.c. only Component compact system 399.50
with optional removable with spkrs.
cassette record/playback 329.50
module without

1050 10% x 18% x 16% 44 Stereo a.c. only Component compact system 499.50
with optional removable
cassette module

with spkrs.

Concertone 200S 9 x 31/4 x 12V2 9 Stereo a.c. only Complete system with
separate speakers

199.95

Concord F-100 5 x 21/2 x 8 3 Mono Battery;
a.c. adapter

100.00

F-103 12 x 914 x 33/4 5 Mono Both AM -FM radio included 150.00

Craig 2602 51/2 x 23/4 x 95/u, 4 Mono Battery;
a.c. adapter

Automatic level control
(ALC)

69.95

Crown -Corder
CTR-9000 43/4 x 23/8 x 89/16 3.3 Mono Battery;

a.c. adapter
74.95

CRC -9100F 91/2 x 21/2 x 81/2 5.1 Mono Battery;
a.c. adapter

Incorporates AMFM radio 109.95

CSC -9350 12% x 177/16 x 315/is 11 Stereo Both FM stereo radio 189.95

General Electric G3700 6 x 4 x 92/a 21/2 Mono Battery;
a.c. adapter

Playback only 27.95

8340 17 x 37/s x 10 103%
spkrs. 5% each

Stereo a.c. only Complete system with
separate speakers

189.95

Grundig C200 6 x 21/2 x 91/2 41/2 Mono Battery;
optional a.c.

79.50

Harman-Kardon 2520 18% x 81/2 x 17/ 28 Stereo a.c. only Part of complete stereo 479.00
compact system with with spkrs.
separate speakers 399.50

without

Lafayette RK-85 5 x 21/4 x 83/4 3
shipping

Mono Battery;
optional a.c.

44.95

PRO -540 53/4 x 43% x 8% 6
shipping

Stereo a.c. only Tape deck with preamps 99.95

RK-580 26% x 10% x 183% 50 Stereo a c. only Complete home -entertain- 299.95
shipping ment music center; includes spkrs.

PRO -540 cassette recorder addtl.
Mercury 8060 4% x 23/8 x 8% 51% Mono Battery;

optional a.c.
69.95

4450 101/2 x 3 x 101/2 8 Stereo a.c. only Stereo deck with preamps 114.95
7200 10 x 3% x 12 10 Stereo Both One monitor amplifier 129.95

TR-4500 101/2 x 3 x 101/2 14 Stereo a.c. only Complete system with
separate speakers

159.95

TR-8700 101% a 141/2 x 4 10 Stereo Both Separate speakers 159.95
AP8300 61/2 x 21/2 x 7 6 Mono Battery only For car installation; ALC 119.95

Norelco 150 4'/2 x 2% x 7% 3 Mono Battery;
a.c. adapter

64.50

175 91/2 x 2% x 11% 5 Mono Battery;
optional a.c.

100.00

350 81/2 x 31/2 x 141/2 81/2 Mono a.c. only 130.00
450 81/2 x 31/2 x 121/2 8

spkrs. 5 each
Stereo a.c. only Complete system with

separate speakers
200.00

L962 131% x 9 x 51/26 101% Mono Both Part of AMFM-SW radio 229.95

Panasonic RQ3100S 41/2 x 21/2 x 9% 4 Mono Battery;
optional a.c.

79.95

Radio Shack
Realistic 14-851 61/2 x 21/2 x 81/2 4

shipping
Mono Both 69.95

RCA YJD-16 8% x 21/2 x 53/4 3 Mono Battery;
optional a.c.

49.95

Sony 50 31/2 x 11/2 x 51/2 1.3 Mono Battery;
optional a.c.

125.00

100 51/2 x 2% x 9y. 4 Mono Both ALC 99.50

Telefunken M4001 4'/2 x 2% x 8 3 Mono Battery;
optional a.c.

69.95

Wollensak 4200 41/2 x 2% x 7% 4 Mono Battery;
optional a.c.

74.95

NOTE: Because of the rapid evolution still in process in the cassette held, the above listing cannot be considered definitive as to the units that will be
available at the time of publication. Further, a listing in this chart does not constitute an endorsement of the specific product listed, nor does omission
of a product indicate anything negative about it. In the chart, the term Cl-mplete system- refers to machines that combine a tape deck and a power
amplifier with separate speakers. A -compact system- includes extra features such as a turntable or tuner and has inputs for additional equipment.
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that the piano -key type is somewhat more convenient to
use. This is particularly true with those machines that
have locking fast -forward and rewind modes. You sim-
ply press the appropriate key and the machine does the
rest. In contrast, some other machines require that the
lever or key be held in position for the entire length of
time it takes the machine to rewind or fast -forward the
tape (generally a minute or so).

Still on the subject of convenience, many of the ma-
chines offer a cassette -eject system: all you do is press the
appropriate button, and the cassette is automatically
lifted part -way out of the machine. You run no risk of
breaking a fingernail trying to remove a cartridge, as is
the case with some of the units. Another convenience,
particularly if you intend to use the recorder for inter-
views, is automatic level control: ALC compensates for
differences in loudness and tends to make all the sounds
being recorded of equal volume. You never have to set

the gain or alter it during the course of a recording ses-
sion. However, it does have some drawbacks. On the
machines tested, the ALC was not defeatable, which
means you get the same "compressed" effect when re-
cording music, and since music depends upon differences
in volume or loudness to create certain aesthetic effects,
this action is not altogether desirable.

Almost all of the machines have provisions for operat-
ing from an a.c. line as well as their built-in batteries.
While a number of the recorders had an integral a.c.
power supply, most required a separate a.c. adaptor (at
an additional cost of about $10 to $20). In some ma-
chines, the a.c. source also functioned as a battery
charger, which helps extend battery life. Most of the
recorders will run about 15 hours on a set of fresh bat-
teries. (It is important, by the way, to keep batteries
fresh, because run-down batteries will, on most of the
units, affect tape speed, causing the machine to run slow.

CARTRIDGES: 4 -TRACK, 8 -TRACK, AND CASSETTE
By Larry Klein

ANINSIGHT into some of the reasons for the popularity
of the cassette -type tape cartridge can be gained by

examining the physical and electrical features that dis-
tinguish it from the four- and eight -track cartridges.
(Incidentally, the term "cassette" was apparently
adapted simply to differentiate the Philips -developed
cartridge from the other available types.) One of the
most significant factors, to my mind, is the relative
physical sizes of the cartridges: the cassette measures
approximately 3/8 x 21/2 x 4 inches, as contrasted to the
size of the four- and eight -track cartridges, which mea-
sure approximately 7/8 x 4 x 5 inches. The contrast is
pointed up by the fact that four cassettes will fit physi-
cally into the space occupied by one of the other types.
The radically smaller dimensions of the cassette are
significant not only in respect to advantages in storage
and handling, but also in that it allows the machine that
plays the cassette to be similarly compact.

The hub -to -hub arrangement of the tape in the cas-
sette-as opposed to the continuous -loop setup used in
both the four- and eight -track cartridges-has certain
mechanical tape -handling advantages. For example, un-
like the four- and eight -track machines, cassette units
incorporate a fast -forward and rewind function. This
makes it possible to find a desired selection on the tape
with about the same ease as with a reel-to-reel machine.
(In this respect, all cassette machines would benefit
enormously from having an index counter, but unfor-
tunately this feature is not yet standard.) By contrast,
few, if any, of the four- and eight -track machines have
a fast -forward or rewind function, mostly because of
the mechanical difficulty inherent in pulling the tape
rapidly from the center of the reel and wrapping it
around the outside of the reel as is required by the con-
tinuous -loop format.

Another, and equally significant, factor in the rapid

growth of the cassette medium is the cassette's ability to
record. Few, if any, of the cassette machines lack a re-
cording function; few, if any, of the four- and eight -
track machines have it. This results partly from the
difficulty of home recording in the eight -track format
where the problems of crosstalk and track -location ac-
curacy are difficult, although not impossible, to solve.

In respect to playing time, there is little to choose
from among the three cartridge types. Since, as has been
indicated, the four- and eight -track machines rarely
have recording capabilities, there is not much point in
discussing that aspect. In respect to prerecorded com-
mercial tapes, the manufacturers in general provide the
equivalent of one disc album per cartridge.

At this point in time, it is hazardous to state what the
relative fidelities of the three systems are-or predict
what they could be. On the face of it, the four -track for-
mat (which has about the same tape -track width as the
standard reel-to-reel four -track stereo prerecorded tapes)
should theoretically provide the best signal-to-noise
ratio in playback because of its wider track in compari-
son with the eight parallel tracks on quarter -inch tape
used in the eight -track cartridges and the four tracks on
1/2 -inch tape used in the cassette. The situation is fur-
ther complicated by the fact that both the four- and
eight -track cartridges operate at 33/4 ips, whereas the
cassette runs at 178 ips.

It is also difficult to make valid comparative listening
tests among the various types because of the variability
in fidelity of the recorded material. None of the prere-
corded cartridges has achieved the sound quality-in
respect to noise, frequency response, and dynamic range
-that is usual in prerecorded reel-to-reel tapes. In gen-
eral, it seems fair to state that the average fidelity of all
three of the prerecorded cartridges is at about the point
that reel-to-reel was as of five years ago. Some of the
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Fortunately, most of the battery -operated units tested had
a meter to indicate battery condition.)

It is difficult to generalize on the quality of sound you
can expect from a cassette recorder because it varies so
much from model to model. Some of the recorders were
capable of reasonably good performance, while others
fell well short of hi-fi quality. Most machines have a
rated frequency response of 80 to 10,000 Hz, and they
probably come within at least half an octave of their
claim. But even a 100 to 7,000 Hz response can sound
pretty good if it is clean. As far as mechanical and elec-
trical noise is concerned, there seems to be a wide varia-
tion from machine to machine and even among machines
of the same model. Therefore, as was suggested earlier,
it is best to listen carefully to the specific unit you in-
tend to buy to make sure it is acceptable in these respects.

As for the cassettes themselves, they were originally
capable of recording for one hour (30 minutes to a side)

at ips, which is the standard cassette recorder speed.
Lately, however, some cassettes have been using a thinner
tape that can record up to 45 minutes on a side-and
some will even record for an hour.

The cassette recorder is a remarkable combination of
electronic sophistication and ease of use. Although a

good reel-to-reel recorder will provide superior recording
and playback performance, the cassette machines do offer
surprisingly good performance with acceptable sound
quality for less -demanding uses. Moreover, there is every
reason to believe that in the not -too -distant future these
marvelous midgets will be capable of really first-class
reproduction. When they are, the reel-to-reel medium
will have a revolution on its hands.

Nicholas Benton is a free-lance writer whose articles have ap-
peared in many of the country's leading magazines. As a long-
time enthusiast, he has frequently commented on the audio scene.

fidelity problem is undoubtedly a product of the dupli-
cation process, and some results from inadequate heads
or electronics in the machines, but it is difficult to appor-
tion the blame precisely. In my opinion, none of the
systems is presently suitable for high -quality reproduc-
tion of classical music. The wow and flutter character-
istics of the machines become disturbingly apparent on
piano works, and their hiss level is obtrusive during
quiet passages. The compression of the dynamic range
applied to the four- and eight -track cartridges to make
them suitable for automobile -player use (this has been
discussed in my "Q & A" column) also degrades the
sound excessively on classical material. And, of course,
there is the loss of the very highest frequencies as men-
tioned in Nicholas Benton's report.

None of the above criticisms is particularly pertinent
when applied to cartridge recordings of pops or rock

material. Since, in general, the dynamic range of such
music is compressed during the original recording proc-
ess and quiet passages are few, all three of the cartridge
systems appear to do equally well in reproducing non-
classical material. For a dance party, for example, the
eight -track machine with its automatic sequencing of
tracks is ideal.

That, in brief, is the status of tape cartridges at the
moment; it is too soon to attempt a precise prediction
as to where they are going. I expect all three systems to
improve significantly-t hat is, if, in the minds of the
manufacturers, public acceptance warrants further in-
vestment in research and development. As of now, they
have a fascinating potential and many valid uses, but
for those concerned with attaining the best in high-
fidelity music reproduction, the cartridge machine is not
yet the answer.

1/4" TAPE TAPE TAPE RETAINER
3-3/4 IPS REEL SPRING

\OPENING FOR TAPE HEAD TAPE
PINCH ROLLER OPENING GUIDE

CAPSTAN PRESSURE
OPENING PADS

TAPE COVER
GUIDE

1/4" TAPE
3-3/4 IPS

CAPSTAN 1 PRESSURE
OPENING I PADS

PINCH TAPE HEAD
ROLLER OPENING

1/8" TAPE 1-7/8 IPS
(+FAST FWD.& REV.)

IP 1

TAPE
GUIDE

WINDOW TAPE REELS

TAPE HEAD PRESSURE
OPENING PAD

CAPSTAN 8 PINCH -
ROLLER OPENINGS

TAPE
GUIDE

The three basic types of tape cartridge are
shown here without covers. Far left is the
Fidelipac four -track cartridge. Center, the
Lear Jet eight -track, which differs from the
four -track in using a built-in pinch roller.
The Philips cassette above is a miniature
hub-to-hab system encased in a cartridge.
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The Sufferings of Corno di Bassetto

"D'Andrade took the greatest pains to be a failure as Figaro, and succeeded."

"Maurel [as Don Giovanni] behaved very much as if his uncle had dropped in unexpectedly in the
middle of a bachelor's supper party."

"Mr. [William] Wallace knows how to use every instrument except the scissors."

"By the time I reached Paderewski's concert . . . his concerto was over, the audience in wild enthusiasm
and the pianoforte a wreck."

"I am middle-aged in years and patriarchal in wisdom ; and so before the end of the first bar I knew
that the sonata was going to be a failure."

"She [Lady Halle] took the first movement of Beethoven's Septuor at about two-thirds of the lowest
speed needed to sustain life; and the others followed her from note to note, and thought of other things."

"Mr. [George] Henschel sat down comfortably to the piano and murdered Schumann in cold blood."

"I take [Hubert Parry's] Job to be, on the whole, the most utter failure ever achieved by a thoroughly re-
spectworthy musician. There is not one bar in it that comes within fifty thousand miles of the tamest line in the
poem. This is the naked, unexaggerated truth."

"Stanford's Eden is as insufferable a composition as any festival committee could desire."

GEORGE BERNARD HAW:
critic of usic

ByHenryPleasants

F you do not say a thing in an irritating way, you
may just as well not say it at all, since nobody
will trouble themselves about anything that does

not trouble them."
So said George Bernard Shaw. And he practiced what

he preached, not only as a playwright and in his per-
sonal correspondence, but also as a professional music
critic in London from 1888 to 1894. Suitably framed
above are some choice examples of the "irritating way"
in which he approached his critical duties. When we
read Shaw's criticism, it should be noted immediately
that he was not exercising his wit and indulging his
spleen at the expense of small fry. Villiers Stanford was
Professor of Music at Cambridge. Hubert Parry was
Choragus of Music at Oxford. Henschel had succeeded
Jenny Lind as Professor of Singing at the Royal College.
All of them would subsequently be knighted. Composers
Stanford and Parry, moreover, were held in as high es-
teem as Vaughan Williams would be a generation later,
and as Benjamin Britten is today.

Shaw, characteristically, was taking on the Establish-
ment, bringing to the job what he used to call "that

power of accurate observation which is commonly called
cynicism by those who haven't got it," and he defied the
inevitable reaction. As he wrote in the autumn of 1892,
Guest artists and most interesting performances pass,
and must continue to pass, unnoticed in this column be-
cause they are under the auspices of gentlemen who have
threatened me with actions when I have pointed out the
imperfections in their enterprises, though, most inconsis-
tently, they never sent me a ten -pound note when I praised
them. . . . I wish artistic entrepreneurs of all sorts to know
that if they want mere advertisements they must pay for
them, and if they want criticism they must take the rough
with the smooth.

It was of course, a spectacular performance, unique
in its combination of audacity, impudence, and wit; and
the London musical community was too shocked at the
time to appreciate how much excellent criticism went
along with all the amusing and outrageous strictures and
barbs. What he wrote for the Star in 1888-1889 (under
the nom de plume of Corno di Bassetto) and for the
World from 1890 to 1894 (under his own name) reap-
peared in book form in the 1930's, thus making it pos-
sible for a new generation of music -lovers to make a re -
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appraisal of Shaw as music critic, its judgment unin-
hibited by reminders of personal affront. The verdict was
flattering, and Shaw was still around to feign surprise.

W. H. Auden has called Shaw "probably the best
music critic that ever lived." And he is not alone in that
opinion. The adjective, in any case, is well chosen. Had
Auden called him the greatest of all music critics, he
might have invited and merited contradiction. Greatness
somehow implies a mature lifetime of sustained dedica-
tion and achievement. But best could also mean the most
readable and the brightest; and about these attributes, as
applied to Shaw, there can hardly be any doubt.

There have been greater critics-Hanslick certainly,
Newman probably, and Rochlitz perhaps. Berlioz was
close to Shaw as an imaginative stylist, and he knew a
lot more about music. Schumann was superior to any
other in his insights into the craft of composition. Hugo
Wolf was Shaw's equal as a public nuisance, but only
rarely so amusing. Henry Chorley, in the critical account
he left of music in the mid -nineteenth century, and espe-
cially of opera, was more valuable.

But none of them is as much fun to read as Shaw, or
as brilliantly combines readability and insight. Had Shaw
stuck to the profession he might well have become the
greatest of music critics as well as merely the best. But
for a man of his restless disposition and wide range of
interest it was too restrictive an occupation. Toward the
end of his six seasons he was obviously bored. He com-
plained again and again about the length of concert pro-
grams (which were about twice as long as they are now),
and there are several references, in the reviews of 1893
and 1894, to falling asleep on the job. Paderewski's
manner of taking his bows, for instance, reminded him
of a critic "who, falling asleep at a concert, nods forward
until he overbalances himself and recovers just in time to
avoid falling with a crash on his nose." And during a
performance of a Rubinstein violin sonata: "I thought
over my past life exhaustively, and elaborated several
plans for the future. Finally, I had a long and delicious
s!eep...."

IT is unlikely there will ever be another critic quite
like him. The solemn approach to music and to criticism
that is fashionable nowadays would not for long tolerate
Shaw's congenital and determined irreverence. Nor
would a musical community, today, fail to expose the
gaps in his musical education or to challenge the propri-
ety of such avowedly personal and biased opinions. Music
criticism, in our time, is expected to combine respectabil-
ity, objectivity, decorum, learning, and good citizenship.
Given these qualifications, it is little wonder that most of
it is also unconscionably dull.

Shaw lacked all these qualifications: of formal educa-
tion he had none, either academic or musical, and he had
a poor opinion of what formal education could accom-

plish. Once, when Joachim was announced as Professor
Joachim, he complained:

At a time when all the best friends of art are striving to
turn our professors into artists, it seems too bad to turn
one of our greatest artists into a professor. However, he
did not play in the least like one.

He didn't think much of formal education for com-
posers, either. "I am sure," he said in one of his notices,
"that literary composition is infinitely more difficult than
musical composition, yet I never thought of going to a
professor to learn it." He studied Don Giovanni at home
instead, and learned "how to write seriously without
being dull." His method, according to Hesketh Pearson,
his biographer, was "to find the right thing to say, and
then say it with the utmost levity," the real joke being,
Pearson added, "that he was always in earnest." The
consistent juxtaposition of earnestness and levity was
devastating.

But Shaw could not help himself. As a small boy he
had, by his own account, been extraordinarily impudent,
and in boyish fancies he liked to cast himself as the vil-
lain, finding villains much more interesting than heroes.
Something of the impudent small boy remained with him
all his life, and it was a strong part of his make-up when
he emerged as a music critic at the age of thirty-two.

He was already delighted with-and undoubtedly cul-
tivated-his conspicuously Mephistophelean appearance;
and there can have been no nuance of disbelief in his
voice when he exclaimed to an illiterate phrenologist
who had called him a "septic": "Why ? Have I no bump
of veneration ?" "Bump?" replied the phrenologist, "it's
a hole!" "Out of the hole," says Pearson, "came Shaw's
fame; his lack of veneration was his most conspicuous
quality as a writer; it made his reputation as a critic."
But there was more to it than that. Others have been both
irreverent and literate. Shaw's secret was showmanship.
He cultivated the high art of exaggerating just enough to
turn criticism into caricature. Then he would compound
the outrage by insisting that no caricature was intended.
And the first and most consistent of his caricatures was
himself.

His posturings were part of the act. A good critic, he
knew, was bound to be unpopular, so he simply accepted
the inevitable and declared himself to be a public enemy,

Shaw on Music
London Music in 1888.89, as heard by Como di Bassetto
(later known as Bernard Shaw), with some further auto-
biographical particulars, Dodd, Mead & Company, New
York (1937).
Music in London 1890-94, by Bernard Shaw, in three vol-
umes, Constable and Company Ltd., London (1932, re-
printed in 1949).
Shan, on Music, a selection from the music criticism of
Bernard Shaw made by Eric Bentley, Doubleday Anchor
Books, New York (1955).
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Charles Villiers Stanford (1852-1924), Hubert Hastings Parry ( 1848 -
of British music whose emplacements Shaw attacked with wit and

"his hand against every man and every man's hand
against his," rejoicing in his prejudices, his passions, and
his destruction.

"People have pointed out evidence of personal feeling
in my notices," he once said, "as if they were accusing
me of a misdemeanor, not knowing that criticism written
without personal feeling is not worth reading. . . . The
artist who accounts for my disparagement by alleging
personal animosity on my own part is quite right."

Or, as he put it- on another occasion, "I have never
been able to see how the duties of a critic, which consist
largely in making painful remarks in public about the
most sensitive of his fellow creatures, can be reconciled
with the manners of a gentleman. . . . Never in my life
have I penned an impartial criticism, and I hope I never
may."

He was not, of course, so lacking in veneration as he
liked to pretend. And for him the most venerable figures
in the pantheon of music were Bach, Mozart, and Wag-
ner, especially the latter two. How profoundly he under-
stood them both, and how acutely he could appraise their
respective positions in the evolution of Western music, is
illustrated by these passages from a notice of December
9, 1891:

Mozart . . . like Praxiteles, Raphael, Moliere or Shake-
speare, was no leader of a new departure or founder of a
school. He came at the end of a development, not at the
beginning of one.... In art the highest success is to be the
last of your race, not the first. Anybody, almost, can make
a beginning: the difficulty is to make an end-and to do
what cannot be bettered. . . . Here, under our very noses,
is Wagner held up on all hands as the founder of a

school and the arch -innovator of our age. He himself knew
better; but since his death I appear to be the only person
who shares his views of the matter. I assert with the ut-
most confidence that in 1991 it will be seen quite clearly
that Wagner was the end of the nineteenth century or
Beethoven school, instead of the beginning of the twen-
tieth-century school, just as Mozart's most perfect music is
the last word of the eighteenth century, and not the first
of the nineteenth.

1918), and George Henschel (1850-1934) were three of the big guns
spleen. Henschel, a composer himself, sang music of the other two.

One is reminded here of Hanslick, strange as it may
seem to be associating the pro -Wagner Shaw with the
anti -Wagner Hanslick. But now, at a distance of nearly a
century, pro and anti lose their significance. Both Shaw
and Hanslick recognized in Wagner not only a great, but
also a terminal, figure, and at a time when nobody else
did. Shaw liked him, and Hanslick did not. But they
shared a common and, at the time, radical view of his
significance.

Shaw was not, in fact, the "perfect Wagnerite" that
one would assume from the title of his singularly Shavian
interpretation of Der Ring des Nibelungen (1898). As
early as March 16, 1892, he wrote:

As soon as our Wagnerians (and do not forget that there
is no more enthusiastic Wagnerian than I have shown my-
self) have had their eyes opened to the fact that Wag-
nerism may cover a plentiful lack of culture and love of
stimulants in music, we shall hear more of Mozart's sym-
phonies and concertos, scandalously neglected now for a
whole generation, and yet far more beautiful and interest-
ing than any of their kind produced since, by Beethoven
or anyone else.

And his Wagnerian ardor cooled as he grew older. In
1935, when he wrote a preface to a collection of his
music notices, Shaw on Music, he came very close to a
recantation:

You may be puzzled to find that the very music I was
brought up on: the pre -Wagner school of formal melody
in separate numbers which seemed laid out to catch the
encores that were then fashionable, was treated by me
with contemptuous levity as something to be swept into
the dustbin as soon as possible. The explanation is that
these works were standing in the way of Wagner, who was
then the furiously abused coming man in London. . . .

Nowadays the reaction is all the other way. When the
wireless strikes up the Tannhauser Overture I hasten to
switch it off, though I can always listen with pleasure to
Rossini's overture to William Tell.

The Funeral March from Gotterdiimmerung hardly
keeps my attention, though Handel's march from Saul is
greater than ever. . . . The post -Wagnerian harmonic and
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contrapuntal anarchy is so complete that it is easier, tech-
nically, to compose another Parsif al than another Mass in
B Minor or Don Giovanni. I am no longer a combatant
anarchist in music, not to mention that I have learnt that
a successful revolution's first task is to shoot all revolu-
tionists.

Shaw had not been as hard on Italian opera as he liked
to pretend. He was hard on the way it was produced
and sung, but beneath all the abuse the reader easily de-
tects an abiding affection. He was, after all, an amateur
singer, and he would become a professional man of the
theater. This was, one feels, the music closest to his heart,
if not always to his head. The underlying affection is
unmasked from time to time, as in this notice of Novem-
ber 2, 1892:

II Trovatore, Un Ballo, Ernani, etc., are no longer read at
the piano at home as the works of the Carmen genre are,
and as Wagner's are. The popular notion of them is
therefore founded on performances in which the superb
distinction and heroic force of the male characters, and
the tragic beauty of the women, have been burlesqued by
performers with every sort of disqualification for such
parts from age and obesity to the most excruciating phases
of physical insignificance and modern cockney vulgarity.

And about the new Italian operas of his time he was
as prescient as about Wagner. In Mascagni, Leoncavallo,
Puccini, and the late Verdi he saw a rebirth of Italian
opera, and in Puccini, who, at the time, had not got be-
yond Manton Lescant, he found the man "who looks to
me more like the heir of Verdi than any of his rivals."
And he sized up Ponchielli correctly enough: "It would
have been kinder, even when Ponchielli was alive, to tell
him frankly that all his straining at the bow of Ulysses
was not bending it one inch."

On instrumental music he was less sure of foot, and
on Brahms, especially, whose Requiem he once described
as a "colossal musical imposture," he made mistakes for
which he later apologized, holding them up as a warning
to young critics "who know too much." He shared the
Wagnerite tendency to see Brahms in caricature. To
Hugo Wolf, for instance, Brahms was always a dodder-
ing old fogey, passed over by time. To Shaw he was an
overgrown child:

His wantonness is not vicious; it is that of a great baby,
gifted enough to play with harmonies that would baffle
most grown-up men, but still a baby, never more happy
than when he has a crooning song to play with, always
ready for the rocking -horse and the sugar -stick, and rather
tiresomely addicted to dressing himself up as Handel or
Beethoven and making a prolonged and intolerable noise.

Some of Shaw's other lapses cannot be written off as
mere symptoms of virulent Wagneritis, least of all his
dismissal of Schubert's Symphony in C as an "exasperat-
ingly brainless composition," or his heralding of Her-
mann Goetz's Symphony in F as "the only real symphony
that has been composed since Beethoven died." Corn -

pared to this composer (1840-1876), now remembered
fitfully for the overture to his The Taming of the Shrew,
Brahms, according to Shaw, was a dolt.

But he was rarely so far off. Few, today, would quarrel
with his references to Mendelssohn's "kid -glove gentility,
conventional sentimentality and despicable oratorio -
mongering," or to Schumann's "laboriousness and de-
pendence on external poetic stimulus." Nor would many
hackles be raised at his reaction to the "nationalist" music
then beginning to come from eastern Europe: "The adol-
escent enthusiasms, the revolutionary ardors, the be-
lated romanticism of Slav and Czech can produce noth-
ing for England except toys for her young people." Even
the outraged admirers of Dvoklk might secretly relish the
Shavian intransigence.

Fl VERY critic, probably, has his pet abomination, and
Shaw's was oratorio, which is a particularly vexing abom-
ination to entertain in England. His antipathy had noth-
ing to do with his atheism. It was rather that he doubted
the sincerity of the religious fervor. What galled him
about oratorio was the solemnity, the pretentiousness, the
respectability, and the sanctimony. To this irrepressible
Irishman, oratorio was at once very English and very dull.

"Sham religious works," he used to call them, "un-
staged operettas on scriptural themes, written in a style in
which solemnity and triviality are blended in the right
proportions for boring an atheist out of his senses or
shocking a sincerely religious person into utter repudia-
tion of any possible union between art and religion."

Victorian style only partly masks a very angry young man of music:
George Bernard Shaw, aged thirty-six, in a photograph of 1892.



The older and generally more familiar Shaw was a prize subject
for artists, as in this 1925 watercolor by Sir Bernard Partridge.

In one of his last notices he quotes Ruskin on the sub-
ject: "Of bestial howling and entirely frantic vomiting
up of damned souls through their still carnal throats, I
have heard more than, please God, I will ever endure
the hearing of again, in one of His summers." To this
Shaw added: "I take the liberty of squeezing Mr. Rus-
kin's hand in mute sympathy with the spirit of this
passage."

Or maybe it was just that so many of the oratorios he
was hearing were by English composers, most of them
professors-Parry, Stanford, Cowen, Wallace, etc.-all
aping Spohr and Mendelssohn just as the latter had aped
Handel. Shaw had a low opinion of English music, and
he also had a credible theory as to why the English peo-
ple, who had been so musically creative through Purcell's
time, became sterile after the seventeenth century.

What broke up English music was opera. The Englishman
is musical, but he is not operatic; and since, during the
last two centuries, music has been so confounded with
opera that even instrumental music has been either opera
without words or else the expression in tone of a sort of
poetry which the English express with great mastery in
spoken verse, our composers have been able to do nothing
but abjectly imitate foreign models. . . If the English
language is to be musically treated at all, it must be done
in the style of Purcell, and not in that of Verdi.

Shaw made no exception, curiously, even for Gilbert
and Sullivan, preferring the more plebeian vitality of the
music halls. Most people tend to rate Gilbert above Sulli-
van as the distinctive genius of the team, but not Shaw.
Conscious of his own virtuosity with the English lan-
guage, he could remain unimpressed by Gilbert's verbal
conjuration:

Mr. Gilbert's paradoxical wit, astonishing to the ordinary
Englishman, is nothing to me. Nature has cursed me with
a facility for the same trick; and I could paradox Mr. Gil-
bert's head off were I not convinced that such trifling is
morally unjustifiable. As to Sir Arthur's scores, they form
an easy introduction to dramatic music and picturesque or
topical orchestration for perfect novices; but I had learned
it all from Meyerbeer.

He had a thing about program notes, too, commonly
written by professors, of course, and he once felt called
upon to caricature them with a Shavian discourse on
Hamlet's soliloquy:

Shakespeare, dispensing with the customary exordium, an-
nounces his subject at once in the infinitive, in which
mood it is presently repeated after a short connecting
passage in which, brief as it is, we recognize the alterna-
tive and negative forms on which so much of the signifi-
cance of repetition depends. Here we reach a colon; and a
pointed pository phrase, in which the accent falls de-
cisively on the relative pronoun, brings us to the first full
stop....

In a set piece such as this, directed at a convention
rather than at any particular person or item, lies the clue
to Shaw's impossibility as a music critic. It was not mere-
ly that he was as great a virtuoso in his own right as
those who were the objects of his criticism, although this
inevitably exposes the critic to the charge of displaying
his own virtuosity at the expense of others. It was rather
his propensity for attacking not only the individual artist
or performance, but also the community and the institu-
tions within which musical art functioned and by whose
criteria it was commonly judged. Shaw simply could not
accept the disciplines of the club, nor could he disguise
his opinion of its members.

"It has taken me nearly twenty years of studied self-
restraint, aided by the natural decay of my faculties," he
wrote in the autumn of 1893, "to make myself dull
enough to be accepted as a serious person by the British
public, and I am not sure that I am not still regarded as a
suspicious character in some quarters."

This was not the kind of levity that sat well with the
English, least of all from a flagrantly bearded Irishman;
nor could they be expected to appreciate his suggestion
that the affairs of the London Philharmonic Orchestra
might be considerably improved by "the compulsory re-
tirement of all directors at the age of ninety-five, into a
lethal chamber if possible."

When he retired from music criticism in 1894, accord-
ing to Pearson, "the professors and entrepreneurs
breathed again." But the six -year barrage of insult and
injury was not readily forgotten. It took Shaw nearly a
century to get into Grove's Dictionary.

Henry Pleasants, critic and London editor of HIFI/STEREO
REVIEW, has made a close study of the history of musical criticism.
His most recent book is The Great Singers, published in 1967.
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A Beginner's Introduction to

TAPE -RECORDER TERMINOLOGY
THE TAPE RECORDER, possibly because it has both
mechanical and electrical aspects, is for the novice
one of the most difficult audio components to un-

derstand. Describing the combination of mechanical and
electronic features that go into a recorder is a task requir-
ing a large, sometimes obscure vocabulary. If you don't
learn just what the special jargon is all about, it is difficult,
at this point in tape -recorder history, at least, to choose in-
telligently the one recorder that will best meet your specific
needs. The task is further complicated by the tremendous
versatility of the modern tape recorder. Almost any tape
recorder can do a lot, but different machines can do differ-
ent things. Without understanding the special language,
you cannot be sure of just what a machine can do, or

whether it has the features you need. It may be reassuring
to know that a particular recorder has "sound -on -sound"
facilities, but if you're not quite sure what sound -on -sound
means, knowing it exists is not much help. If you think
that a "dropout" or a "head" is some kind of hippie, and
that "squeal" is something that informers do, then it
would be a good idea to study the short glossary of tape
terms that follows. Adapted by HIFI/STEREO REVIEW'S
technical staff from 101 Terms: A Glossary of Tape Re-
cording Terms, published by the Magnetic Products Di-
vision of the 3M Company, it may not only save you some
money when you go recorder shopping, but will also give
you a better idea of what it is you're buying and how to
get the most out of it. -William Wollheim
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Acetate Base-The transparent cellulose -
acetate plastic film that forms the backing
for many magnetic recording tapes.

Acoustic Feedback-The echo, howling, or
reverberation caused by a system's micro-
phone(s) picking up the sound output
from its own speaker( s ).

Automatic Reverse-The ability of some
four -track stereo tape recorders to play the
second pair of stereo tracks automatically
(in the reverse direction) without the ne-
cessity for interchanging the empty and
full reels after the first pair of stereo tracks
is played. (See also Four -Track Recording)

Automatic Shut-Off-A device (usually a
mechanical switch) incorporated into most
tape recorders that automatically stops the
machine when the tape runs out or breaks.

Azimuth Adjustment-The mechanical ad-
justment of a magnetic head whereby exact
alignment of the head gap with a standard
tape-recorded magnetic pattern is achieved.
Of prime importance for optimum high -
frequency performance and recorder -to -re-
corder playback compatibility. (See also
Head Alignment)

Azimuth Loss-The signal loss caused by
lack of alignment between the playback -
head gap and the signal recorded on the
tape.

Backing or Base-The flexible material,
usually cellulose acetate or polyester, on
which is deposited the magnetic -oxide coat
that "records" the taped signal.

Bias-A constant signal or tone added to
the audio signal during recording to cir-
cumvent the inherent non -linearity of mag-
netic systems. The best (and most common-
ly used) bias is a high -frequency (usually
50,000 to 100,000 Hz) alternating current
fed to the recording head along with the
audio signal to be recorded.

Bulk Eraser or Degausser-A hand-held
(or larger) device used to erase an entire
reel of magnetic tape without removing it
from the reel. It generally produces a strong
alternating magnetic field that neutralizes
all previously recorded magnetic patterns
on the tape.

Cartridge-A sealed plastic container that
holds tape of 1/4 -inch or narrower width.
Designed to eliminate manual tape thread-
ing, cartridges operate on either the con-
tinuous -loop (single hub) principle or the
reel-to-reel (double hub) system. Car-
tridge machines are usually smaller and
simpler to use than ordinary open -reel
units. (See also Cassette)

Capstan-The driven spindle or shaft in
a tape recorder-sometimes the motor
shaft itself-which rotates against the tape
(which is backed up by a rubber pressure
or pinch roller), pulling it through the

machine at constant speed during recording
and playback modes of operation. The ro-
tational speed and diameter of the capstan
determine tape speed.

Cassette-A type of tape cartridge operat-
ing on the hub -to -hub principle and now
coming into wide use in portable and some
home machines.

Cps-Abbreviation for "cycles per second,"
the units for expressing frequency. The
term "cps" is now obsolete and has been
replaced by "hertz." (See also Frequency
and Hz)

Crosstalk-The undesired mixing of sig-
nals between the channels or tracks of a
tape recorder.

Decibel-Abbreviated "dB" or "db," it is
a relative measure of sound intensity or
"volume." It expresses the ratio of one
sound intensity to another. One db is about
the smallest change in sound volume that
the human ear can detect. (Also used to
express voltage and power ratios logarith-
mically.)

Deck, Tape-A tape recorder designed
specifically for use in a high-fidelity music
system. It usually consists only of the tape -
transport mechanism and preamplifiers for
recording and playback. It does not include
power amplifiers or speakers.

Distortion-Any difference between the
original audio signal and that reproduced
by a recording machine. Distortion takes
many forms, and although it can never be
completely eliminated, it can be reduced to
a very low level in a good recording and
reproducing system.

Dropout-During playback, the instantan-
eous loss of a recorded signal resulting
from imperfections in the tape. These may
take the form of non-magnetic foreign par-
ticles imbedded in and flush with the tape's
surface. However, these imperfections are
most commonly high spots on the tape sur-
face that push the tape away from the
magnetic head, thereby increasing the area
affected (the "umbrella" effect). Small
dropouts have less effect on low -frequency
than on high -frequency signals. Also, full -
track recordings are less sensitive to drop-
outs than are the narrower track widths.
High -quality sound recording tapes are
practically free of dropouts.

Dual -Track Recorder-Usually a mono-
phonic recorder with a recording -head gap
that covers somewhat less than half the
width of a standard quarter -inch tape, mak-
ing it possible to record one track on the
tape in one direction and (by turning the
reels over) a second track in the opposite
direction. Also known as "two -track" or
"half-track."

Dub-A copy of another recording. Tape
recordings are easy to duplicate with a

minimal loss of quality by recording from
one machine to another.

Dynamic Microphone-An electromagnet-
ic pressure microphone that employs a mov-
ing coil in a magnetic field to convert sound
pressure to electrical energy in a manner
similar to that of an electric generator. Im-
pedance and output are generally lower
than those of the ceramic or crystal micro-
phone types. Low impedance permits the
use of longer connecting cables without
high -frequency loss or hum pickup.

Dynamic Range-The voltage ratio (ex-
pressed in decibels) between the softest
and loudest sounds a tape recorder or other
device can reproduce without undesirable
distortion in loud passages and excessive
noise in soft ones.

Editing-The alteration of a tape record-
ing by physical means to eliminate or re-
place undesirable portions, add portions
not present in the original, or otherwise
rearrange the original. Magnetic tape is
unsurpassed for editing purposes, since it
can be easily cut and spliced.

Equalization-The selective amplification
or attenuation of certain frequencies. Also
refers to recognized industry standards for
recording and reproducing "characteristics"
(such as the NAB Standard), the proper
use of which can assure uniform repro-
duction of prerecorded tapes and improve-
ment of a system's signal-to-noise ratio.

Erasure-The neutralization of the mag-
netic pattern on tape by use of a strong
magnetic field, thereby removing the re-
corded sound from the tape. During record-
ing, the erase head on a recorder automati-
cally removes any sound previously re-
corded on the tape just before the tape
reaches the record head. (See also Bulk
Eraser)

Extra Play-Also called "long play" or
"extended play." Refers to tape that gives
50 per cent more than standard playing
time on a standard reel because it employs
a thinner base together with a thinner but
usually more responsive oxide coating.

Fast Forward-The provision on a tape
recorder permitting tape to be run rapidly
through it in the normal play direction,
usually for search or selection purposes.

Feed Reel-Also called "stock," "supply,"
or "storage" reel. The reel on a tape re-
corder from which the tape is taken as the
machine records or plays.

Flutter-Very short, rapid variations in
tape speed causing pitch and volume varia-
tions that were not present in the original
sound. A form of distortion.

Foot Switch-An electrical or mechanical
foot -pedal device for stopping and starting
a tape recorder without use of the hands.

(Continued overleaf)
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Useful for dictating and for transcribing.

Four -Track or Quarter -Track Recording
-The arrangement by which four different
channels of sound may be recorded on quar-
ter -inch -wide audio tape. These may be
recorded as four separate and distinct
tracks (monophonic) or two related (ster-
eo) pairs of tracks. By convention, tracks
1 and 3 are recorded in the "forward" di-
rection of a given reel, and tracks 2 and
4 are recorded in the "reverse" direction.

Frequency-The repetition rate of cyclic
energy, such as sound or alternating elec-
trical current, expressed in cycles per sec-
ond (hertz or Hz) or thousands of cycles
per second (kilohertz or kHz). By conven-
tion, "bass" frequencies in music extend
from about 20 to about 200 Hz. "Treble"
sounds are at the high -frequency extreme
of the sound spectrum and may extend
from 2 or 3 kHz to the frequency limit of
audibility (about 18 to 20 kHz). "Middle"
(or "mid -range") frequencies occupy the
remainder of the spectrum, from 200 Hz
to about 3 kHz.

Frequency Range-The span between the
highest and lowest pitched sounds that a
tape recorder or other sound -system com-
ponent can reproduce at a usable output
or volume level.

Frequency Response-Always specified as
a range, such as 50 to 15,000 Hz; but in
order to be meaningful it must be further
defined in terms of decibel variation from
absolute flatness over a specified frequency
range (e.g.,±3 db from 50 to 15,000 Hz).
An indication of a sound system's ability
to reproduce all audible frequencies sup-
plied to it, maintaining the original bal-
ance among the low, middle (or mid-
range), and high frequencies.

Full -Track Recording-Applies to quar-
ter -inch -wide (or less) tape only. It defines
track width as essentially equal to tape
width.

Gain-The voltage ratio of the output
level to the input level for a system or com-
ponent of a system. Usually expressed in
decibels.

Gap-The effective distance between op-
posite poles of a magnetic head, measured
in microinches or microns. Especially criti-
cal for playback heads in which gaps must
be narrow in order to resolve (reproduce)
high -frequency (short wave -length) re-
cordings. Recording heads generally have
wider gaps than reproducing heads.

Harmonic Distortion-Distortion charac-
terized by the appearance in the output sig-
nal of spurious harmonics of the funda-
mental frequency. Usually expressed as a
percentage of the output signal.

Harmonics-Overtones that are integral
multiples of the fundamental frequency. In
properly balanced a.c.-biased tape record-

ers, only the odd -order harmonics (primar-
ily the third) are generated by the record-
ing process and these are very low in am-
plitude.

Head-In a magnetic -tape recorder, the
generally ring -shaped electromagnet across
which the tape is drawn. Depending on its
function, it either erases a previous record-
ing, converts an electrical signal to a cor-
responding magnetic pattern and impresses
it on the tape (record function), or picks
up a magnetic pattern already on the tape
and converts it to an electrical signal (play-
back function). Most home recorders have
a separate erase head, but combine the re-
cord and play functions in a single unit.
Professional machines and those intended
for the serious amateur have separate heads
for erase, record, and playback.

Head Alignment-Includes all mechani-
cal adjustments necessary to assure proper
spatial relationships between the head gaps
and the tape-or, more specifically, a prop-
erly recorded tape track. It may be sepa-
rated into five attributes describing correct
head attitude:

1. Azimuth or skew, in which the width
dimension (corresponds to track width)
of the head gap is at a precise 90 -degree
angle to the tape edge.

°
(1) AZIMUTH

Wilignill
(2) HEIGHT

1

-
(3) TILT

(4) TANGENCY

(5) CONTACT

II

2. Height, in which the gap -width di-
mension is centered on the standard track
location.

3. Tilt, in which the face of the head
must be simultaneously tangent to the same
degree with both edges of the tape and
without distortion of either of the latter.

4. The adjustment to assure that the
tape is tangent with, and contacting the
specific portion of, the head face contain-

ing the head gap, and remains so during
the playing of the tape.

5. The adjustment toward or away from
the tape to assure proper contact pressure
("wrap") between head and tape.

Head Demagnetizer or Degausser-A de-
vice used to neutralize possible residual or
induced magnetism in heads or tape guides.
Unless the recorder has an automatic head -

demagnetizing circuit and non-magnetic
tape guides, periodic use of a head demag-
netizer may be necessary to avoid addition
of hiss noise to, or even partial erasure of,
prerecorded tapes.

Head, Hyperbolic-A tape -recorder head
with faces so shaped that a minimum of
tape tension is required to ensure good
tape -to -head -gap contact.

Hz-The standard abbreviation (of hertz)
which has replaced cps (cycles per sec-
ond) as the term for the unit of frequency.

Impedance-The resistance to the flow of
alternating current in an electrical circuit,
generally categorized as either "high" or
"low," but sometimes given in ohms or
millions of ohms (megohms). Commonly
used to rate electrical input or output
characteristics of components so that prop-
er "match" can be made when intercon-
necting two or more devices (such as a
microphone, tape recorder, and loudspeak-
er). Power loss or frequency discrimina-
tion can result from a "mismatch" of im-
pedances between two units.

Index Counter-An odometer type of
counter that indicates revolutions (not feet
of tape), usually of the supply reel, there-
by making it possible to index selections
within a reel of tape and readily locate
them later on a given machine.

Input Signal-An electrical voltage em-
bodying the audio information that is pre-
sented to the input of an amplifier, tape
recorder, or other electronic component.

Input-The terminals, jack, or receptacle
provided for the introduction of the elec-
trical input signal voltage into an amplifier
or 'other electronic component.

Intermodulation Distortion - Distortion
that results when two or more pure tones
produce new tones with frequencies rep-
resenting the sums and differences of the
original tones and their harmonics.

Inverter-Device to change one type of
electrical current to another type. Fre-
quently used to change 6- or 12 -volt direct
current to 120 -volt alternating current for
operation of an a.c. tape recorder in an
automobile or boat.

Ips-Abbreviation for tape speed in inches
per second.

Jack-Receptacle for a plug connector
leading to the input or output circuit of a
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tape recorder or other piece of equipment.
A jack matches a specific plug.

kHz-Abbreviation for kilohertz, or one
thousand cycles per second. For example,
19 kHz equals 19,000 Hz.

Leader and Timing Tape-Special tough
non-magnetic tape that can be spliced to
either end of a magnetic tape to prevent
its damage and possible loss of recorded
material. Either white or in colors, it usual-
ly has some type of marking that enables
it to be used as a timing tape. It therefore
can be spliced between musical selections
to provide desired pauses in playback.

Level Indicator-A device on a tape re-
corder for indicating the level at which the
recording is being made; it serves as a
warning against under- or over -recording.
It may be a neon bulb (now becoming ob-
solete), a "magic eye," or a meter. (See
also VU Meter)

Loudness-Sound level as perceived by
the average human ear, an organ more sen-
sitive to "mid -range" frequencies than to
low or high extremes, especially at low
volume levels.

Low -Noise Tape-Magnetic tape with a
signal-to-noise ratio 3 to 5 db better than
conventional tapes, making it possible to
record sound (especially wide-ftequency-
range music) at reduced tape speeds with-
out incurring objectionable background
noise (hiss) and with little compomise of
fidelity. Additional characteristics of most
low -noise tapes include extremely good
high -frequency sensitivity and a heavy-duty
binder system for reduced ruboff of mag-
netic oxide and an increase in wear life
over ordinary tapes.

Low -Print Tape-Special magnetic re-
cording tape significantly less susceptible
to print -through (the transfer of signal
from one layer of tape to another), which
results when tape is stored for long periods
of time. These tapes are especially useful
for "master recording" (making an origi-
nal recording from which copies will be
made) on professional -quality equipment.

Microphone-A sound transducer or de-
vice for converting sound waves into elec-
trical energy of the same frequency.

Micro phonics-A condition resulting from
the mechanical vibration of some part
(other than the microphone) within the
electrical circuit of an amplifier, tuner, etc.,
that causes corresponding electrical dis-
turbances in its output signal. It usually
appears as a "bonging" sound.

Mil-One one -thousandth of an inch. Tape
thickness is usually measured in mils.

Mixer-A device that allows two or more
signal sources to be blended, balanced, and
fed simultaneously into a tape recorder or
amplifier.

Monophonic (Monaural) Recorder-Re-
fers to single -channel recorders, as distin-
guished from stereophonic types. Current
home recorders are almost all four -track
stereo.

Monitor Head-A separate playback head
on some tape recorders that makes it pos-
sible to listen to the material on the tape
an instant after the recording is made and
while the recording is still in progress.

NAB Curves-Standard tape -recorder
playback equalization curves established by
the National Association of Broadcasters.
(See also Equalization)

Noise-Unwanted electrical signals pro-
duced by electronic equipment, heads, and
also by rough or non -homogeneous oxide
coatings on magnetic tape. Mostly confined
to the extremes of the audible frequency
spectrum where it occurs as hum and/or
hiss, it may be reduced to negligible levels
by good machine and tape design. (See also
Low -Noise Tape)

Noise, Weighted-The noise measured
within the audio frequency band using a
measuring instrument that has a frequency -
selective characteristic. The frequency sen-
sitivity of the instrument is adjusted to
correspond to that of the average human
hearing response.

Octave-The interval between two fre-
quencies of sound or electrical energy hav-
ing a ratio of 2:1.

Output (also Maximum Undistorted Out-
put)-The useful signal delivered by a re-
corder using a particular type of tape, usu-
ally at an arbitrarily fixed level of harmon-
ic distortion (1 or 3 per cent) and relative
to the performance of a tape with standard
characteristics (such as Scotch No. 111).

Oxide- The ferro-magnetic particles
which, when properly dispersed in a plastic
binder and coated on a backing or base,
form the magnetic portion of magnetic
tape. Conventional oxide particles are
chemically known as gamma ferric oxide,
are brown in color, acicular (needle -like)
in shape, and of micron length. Less con-
ventional oxides have been developed that
exhibit significantly different magnetic
properties (and size). All oxides used in
magnetic tape maintain magnetism induced
in them until demagnetized by an external
magnetic field.

Patch Cord-Sometimes called "signal
lead." A short shielded wire or cable with
a plug on either end (or with a pair of
clips on one end) for conveniently connect-
ing together two pieces of sound equip-
ment such as a phonograph and tape re-
corder, an amplifier and speaker, etc. Not
to be used for 120 -volt current.

Pause Control-A feature of some tape
recorders that makes it possible to stop the
movement of tape temporarily without

switching the machine from "play" or "re-
cord" positions. Essential for a tape record-
er used for dictation and generally helpful
for editing purposes.

Playback-The reproduction of sound pre-
viously recorded on a tape. The opposite
of record.

Playback Head-Magnetic head used to
pick up a signal from a tape. Often the
same head as is used for recording, but
with its circuits changed by means of a
record/play switch which also energizes
the erase head. (See also Head)

Plug-A circuit connector that is inserted
into a jack.

Polyester Base-A plastic -film backing
for magnetic tape used for special purposes
where strength and resistance to tempera-
ture and humidity change are important.
(Mylar is a du Pont trade name for their
brand of polyester.)

Portable Recorder-Originally, any tape
recorder designed for easy mobility and
requiring connection to a 120 -volt a.c. sup-
ply for operation. Recently the term has
been applied specifically to battery -pow-
ered units that do not require external
power for operation.

Power Amplifier-An amplifier designed
to produce sufficient power to operate a
loudspeaker. (See also Preamplifier)

Power Cord-Cord for connecting the
tape recorder to an external power source,
such as a 120 -volt a.c. line.

Preamplifier (also Preamp)-An ampli-
fier that raises extremely weak signal levels
(such as those from a microphone, mag-
netic playback head, or a phonograph pick-
up) to a level sufficient to drive a power
amplifier. Some tape recorders combine the
preamp and the power amplifier. Others-
especially tape recorders designed for use
as a built-in part of a high-fidelity music
system-may include a preamplifier, but
no power amplifier. The tape -recorder's
preamplifier usually includes the record
and playback circuits.

Prerecorded Tape-Tape recordings that
are commercially available and generally
embody the same material that is available
on phonograph records.

Pressure Pad-A device that forces tape
into intimate contact with the head gap,
usually by direct pressure at the head as-
sembly. Felt or similar material, occasion-
ally proiected with self-lubricating plastic,
is used to apply pressure uniformly and
with a minimum of drag on the backing
(non -coated) side of the tape.

Pressure Roller-Also called "pinch roll-
er" or "capstan idler." A hard -rubber roll-
er that holds the magnetic tape tightly
against the capstan, permitting the latter
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to draw the tape off the supply reel and
past the heads at a constant speed. (See
also Capstan)

Print-Through-Undesired transfer of the
magnetic pattern from layer to layer of
tape on a reel.

Raw Tape-A term sometimes used to de-
scribe tape that has not been used for re-
cording. Also called "virgin" or "blank."

Reel-to-Reel-Designates those tape ma-
chines that do not use a cartridge or cas-
sette. Also known as "open -reel."

Rewind Control-A button or lever for
rapidly rewinding tape from the takeup
reel to the supply reel.

Saturation-The condition reached in
magnetic tape recording where output does
not increase with increased input, and
hence distortion increases significantly.
Useful for defining reference output levels,
since it is independent of bias current.

Sensitivity-As used to describe the capa-
bilities of raw tape, it indicates the relative
output for a given input in the linear (low -
distortion) portion of a tape's magnetic
transfer characteristic. Sensitivity data
plotted as a function of frequency (or wave
length) gives frequency response, usually
relative to a standard reference tape.

Separation-The degree to which two ste-
reo signals are kept apart. Stereo realism
depends on the successful prevention of
their mixture in all parts of a hi-fi or tape
system. Tape systems have separation capa-
bility superior to that of disc systems.

Signal -to -Noise Ratio-The voltage ratio,
usually expressed in decibels, between the
loudest undistorted tone recorded and re-
produced by a recorder, and the noise re-
produced when the audio signal is reduced
to zero.

Sound-on-Sound-A method by which
material previously recorded on one track
of a tape may be re-recorded on another
track while simultaneously adding new ma-
terial to it.

Splicing Block-A metal or plastic device
incorporating a groove within which ends
of the tape to be spliced are held. An ad-
ditional diagonal groove provides a path
for a razor blade to follow in cutting the
tape. It makes splices very accurately using
narrow -width (%2") splicing tape. (See
also Tape Splicer)

Splicing Tape-A special pressure -sensi-
tive, non-magnetic tape used for joining
two lengths of magnetic tape. Its "hard"
adhesive will not ooze, and consequently
will not gum up the heads or cause adjacent
layers of tape on the reel to stick together.

Squeal-The audible noise caused by al-
ternate sticking and release of tape. It may

occur at heads, pressure pads, or guides
where friction develops with the face or
back side of a magnetic tape. It is largely
eliminated by regular cleaning of suspect.
ed surfaces and by using a tape employing
a built-in dry silicone lubricant.

Takeup Reel-The reel on the tape re-
corder that accumulates the tape as it is
recorded or played.

Tape Guides-Grooved pins or rollers
mounted between and at both sides of the
tape -head assembly to position the mag-
netic tape correctly on the head as it is
being recorded or played.

Tape Lifters-A system of movable
guides that automatically prevents the tape
from contacting the recorder's heads dur-
ing fast forward or rewinding modes of
operation, thus preventing head wear.

Tape Loop-A length of magnetic tape
with the ends joined together to form an
endless loop. Used either on standard re-
corders, special "message -repeater" type
units, or in four- or eight -track cartridge
devices, it makes possible the repetitive
playback of a recording without rewinding
the tape.

Tape Monitoring-See Monitor Head

Tape -Transport Mechanism-The plat-
form or deck of a tape recorder on which
the motor (or motors), reels, heads, and
controls are mounted. It includes those
parts of the recorder other than the am-
plifier, preamplifier, loudspeaker, and case.

Tape Player-A unit that is not capable
of recording and is used only for playing
prerecorded tapes.

Tape Speed,-The speed at which tape
moves past the head in recording or play-
back modes. Standard tape speed for home
use is 71/2 ips or half that speed (33/gips).
Speeds of 17/8 and 15/16 ips are found on
some machines, but on reel-to-reel record-
ers are usually suitable only for non -critical
voice recording. Some cartridge machines
using special tape and circuits achieve very
good results at the slow speeds. Profession-
al recording speed (for making original
master tapes of music, for example) is
usually 15 ips and sometimes higher.

Tape Splicer-A device, similar to a film
splicer, for splicing magnetic tape auto-
matically or semi -automatically. Different
models vary in operation, most using splic-
ing tape; some professional units employ
heat. (See also Splicing Block)

Telephone Pickup-Any of several de-
vices used to feed telephone conversations
into a tape recorder, usually without direct
connection to the telephone line and oper-
ating by magnetic coupling.

Tensilized Polyester-A polyester tape
backing that has been prestretched princi-

pally in the lengthwise direction for in-
creased longitudinal strength.

Tone Controls-Control knobs on a tape-

recorder amplifier used to vary bass and
treble response to achieve the most desir-
able balance of tone during playback.

Track-The path on the magnetic tape
along which a single channel of sound is
recorded.

Triple -Length (or Triple -Play) Tape-
An extra -long -play magnetic tape for max-
imum recording time on reels of a given
size. It uses an ultra -thin but very strong
0.5 -mil tensilized polyester base.

Two -Track Recording-On quarter -inch -

wide tape, the arrangement by which only
two channels of sound may be recorded,
either as a stereo pair in one direction or as
separate monophonic tracks (usually in op-
posite directions).

Uniformity-In terms of magnetic tape
properties, a figure of merit relating to the
tape's ability to deliver a steady and con-
sistent output level when being recorded
with a constant input. Usually expressed
in decibel variation from average at a mid-
range frequency.

VU Meter-A "volume unit" meter that
indicates audio -frequency levels in decibels
relative to a fixed 0-db reference level. The
meter movement differs from those of or-
dinary voltmeters in that it has a specified
ballistic response adapted to monitoring
speech and music. Used in many home and
most professional recorders to monitor re-
cording levels and maintain them within
the distortion limits of the tape.

Wave Length-In tape recording (and
referring specifically to the tape magneti-
zation created by pure single -tone record-
ing), the shortest physical distance between
two points of the same magnetic polarity
and intensity; also, when expressed in mils,
the ratio of tape speed (in ips) to recorded
frequency ( in kilohertz ) .

Weighting Characteristic-The shaped
frequency -response characteristic of a mea-
suring device used to produce more real-
istic indications of the subjective response
of the ear than are obtained with un-
weighted (fiat) measurements.

Wow-A form of distortion in sound -re-
producing systems caused by periodic vari-
ation in the speed of the medium (such as
tape) and characterized by its effect on
pitch.

Wrap-The length of the tape's path
along which tape and head are in intimate
physical contact. Sometimes measured as
the angle of arrival and departure of the
tape with respect to the head. A "good
wrap" means a good tape -to -head -gap re-
lationship. (See also Head Alignment)
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The difference between
the track widths of a
half-track recording and
two tracks of a four -
track recording are
illustrated by 3M's tape
viewer placed over a
spliced length of
quarter -inch magnetic
tape. Minute iron
particles in suspension
in the viewer trace out
the magnetic modulations
on the tape.

RECORDING TAPE: A SHORT PRIMER
EXPLORING THE QUESTION OF WHICH TAPE TO USE

FOR VARIOUS RECORDING PURPOSES

By WILLIAM H. MADDEN

FOR SOME people, tape recording becomes fraught
with mystery and confusion the moment they have
to buy a new reel of tape. Should they choose ace-

tate or polyester base? Which reel size? Which length or
thickness -300, 600, 900, 1,200, 1,800, 2,400, or 3,600
feet; 1/4, 1/2, 1, or 11/2 mil? And should it be low -noise,
all-purpose, high -output, low -print, master, standard,
extra -strength, double -length, or triple -length? Tensil-
ized, non-tensilized, or lubricated ?

Despite the profusion of lengths and types, there is
no real mystery connected with magnetic tapes. In order
to answer the question "What kind of recording tape
should I buy?" it is helpful to be aware of some basic
tape facts. All tapes have three things in common: (1)
the "active" recording medium, or oxide; (2) a flexible
backing (or base); and (3) a binder to join the oxide
to the backing.

The question of which backing is best has been argued
nearly as long as tape recording has existed. A tape's
backing determines its physical characteristics-resistance
to tearing or stretching, ability to bend and flex, and re-
action to temperature and humidity. The first crude
German tapes and those first introduced in the United
States in 1947 had paper backings. While easily torn,
paper backing was relatively immune to the effects of
temperature and humidity. But its surface could not be
made smooth enough to permit an even coating of oxide.
Nor could it be made thin enough to accommodate more

than about 20 minutes of recording time (using a large
reel of tape at the very fast 60 or 30 ips speeds required
in those days).

About a year later, the first plastic base was developed.
Today this is known as cellulose acetate or, more popu-
larly, just acetate, and many inexpensive or all-purpose
tapes are now generally backed with acetate. Some re-
cordists prefer it because of its non -stretch, clean -break
characteristics, which make it easy to splice. Since all
tapes stretch before breaking, it is more correct to say
that they have a yield (or stretch) point as well as a
breaking point. How much force it takes to reach these
points is a function of the tape's strength. Obviously, the
yield point of any tape should be such that the rewind,
fast -forward, and stop modes of a normally adjusted re-
corder will not stress it unduly.

Acetate backings have a yield point at about 5 per
cent elongation, which means that tape stretched to this
degree (or below) will return to its normal length with-
out any effect on the tape's performance. Stretched be-
yond this point, the tape becomes permanently distorted
and breakage will occur at about 25 per cent elongation
(stretching), depending on the relative humidity.

Acetate backings have a plasticizer that causes them
to absorb more moisture under conditions of high rela-
tive humidity. This results in greater flexibility and more
stretch before breaking; conversely, acetate tapes become
brittle under conditions of low humidity. Excessive brit -
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Uneven dispersion of
the oxide particles

in a tape coating
(shown in the photo-

micrographs to the
right) results in

high hiss levels that
reduce the available
dynamic range of the
tape. This problem

can also lead to
high -frequency losses

in both recording
and playback.

tleness, or "aging," is really the loss of the plasticizing
agent brought about by storage under conditions of low
humidity or high temperature.

The effect of humidity on acetate can be illustrated
with an extreme example: if the relative humidity were
to drop from 90 to 30 per cent, a 1,200 -foot roll of tape
with acetate backing would shrink almost 11 feet. If the
reel were tightly wound (and it shouldn't be), this could
cause cupping or other physical distortions of the tape
surface, rendering it useless.

Enter polyester. Nearly 85 per cent of all types of
magnetic tapes (including computer and video tapes)
are now manufactured on polyester backings. (The term
"Mylar," a proprietary name, refers to only one brand of
polyester backing in current use.) Polyester backings
have two substantial advantages: stability and strength.
Like acetate, polyester becomes permanently distorted
(and useless) when stretched beyond the 5 per cent yield
point-but it takes twice as much tension to reach this
point, compared to acetate. Unfortunately, polyester
will elongate anywhere from 90 to 150 per cent before it
breaks. To minimize the effect of this characteristic, some
tapes are "tensilized," that is, evenly prestretched during
manufacture to prevent further stretching during normal
use. The strength of polyester backings has made pos-
sible the production of extremely thin tapes. Obviously,
the thinner the tape, the more tape-and hence record-
ing time-can be accommodated on a reel of a given
size. These thinner tapes are known variously as double -
length (or double -play), triple -length, and so forth.

Temperature affects both backings in about the same
way, although acetate is somewhat more sensitive. In
general, the higher the temperature, the more flexible
each backing becomes. Humidity, on the other hand, does
not affect polyester tape. This kind of backing requires
no plasticizing agent and suffers no apparent aging,
which makes it ideal for long-term sound storage.

The second constituent all tapes have in common, the
binder, is a formulation that holds the oxide particles to
the backing and insulates them from each other. A good
binder will not become stiff, brittle, or sticky under ex-
tremes of temperature and humidity. It should also have
the same properties of expansion and contraction as the

backing so that the tape will not cup or curl and will pass
smoothly over the recorder's heads and tape guides.

Plasticizers and lubricants are added to the binder
mixture during manufacture rather than later. Lubricants
prolong the life of the tape and of recorder parts that
come into contact with it. They also eliminate annoying
squeal, caused by the tendency of a tape to alternately
stick and slip as it passes over a head. The dry silicone
lubricant used in some tapes actually leaves a minute pro-
tective coating on recorder heads as the tape is played, and
lasts for the life of the tape.

Magnetic -tape oxides determine the electrical charac-
teristics of a tape-its performance in the areas of re-
cording, storing, and reproducing signals. The oxide
itself is composed of minute iron -oxide particles in a
uniform coating held to the backing by the binder. Ideal-
ly, an oxide formula should provide uniform output and
should be magnetically "soft." A magnetically soft tape
is one that can be easily erased or re-recorded but none-
theless retains its magnetic properties during storage.

Finished tape emerging from the end of an automated magnetic -
tape rooter at the completion of the oxide -coating process.

z
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PIAW OXIDE.

BACKING I

The first oxides, developed for paper -backed tapes,
provided good reproduction but were difficult to erase-
the old signal would come through even when the new
material was recorded over it. The reddish oxide formu-
lations developed for the first plastic bases resulted in
tapes that could be easily erased, but they had to be re-
corded and played back at high speeds in order to repro-
duce a full range of frequencies. Better oxides-with
smaller particles dispersed more uniformly-have since
been developed, enabling a machine to record at speeds
of 71/2, 33/4, 17/8, and even 15/16 inches per second and
still produce a usable signal.

Two special oxide formulas-dark green and black
in color-have been developed to solve certain recording
problems. The first, a high -output oxide, has a signal
output that is 6 db greater (for a given record -head sig-
nal input) than the now -standard red oxide. Therefore,
tape with high -output oxide is particularly useful with
recording equipment that has excessive noise or hum,
because it is possible to achieve a desired signal strength

The tape is slit to the desired width and wound on hubs by a
machine that must be accurate to within ±2/1,000 of an inch.

Dropouts can be
caused by an oxide
clump in the tape
coating, shown in
frontal (left) and
cross-sectional (cen-
ter) photomicro-
graphs. A blister in
the tape backing
(right) is reflected
in the coating and
can cause not only
dropouts, but also
oxide flaking.

with less playback -amplifier gain than is needed by stan-
dard oxide, and decreasing amplifier gain decreases the
noise. The high -output oxides are also able to accommo-
date sudden loud signals or surges without overloading
(distorting). Conversely, they are especially sensitive to
weaker sounds.

The latest oxide development (intended originally for
use in professional mastering at speeds of 15 ips and
higher) resulted in low -noise tape. This special oxide,
which is black, has reduced background tape hiss or
noise by 6 db. Low -noise tape also has a built-in high -
frequency boost that helps maintain a wide frequency
response at the slow tape speeds. Although such tape is
premium priced (it costs perhaps 30 per cent more than
all-purpose tape), its ability to record twice the material
per reel at slower speeds-without serious sacrifice of
reproduction quality-becomes an economic considera-
tion for the home recordist.

TE properties of various types of tape are important
in deciding which kind to buy; the other big considera-
tion is obviously the purpose for which you intend to use
it. A visit to any well -stocked electronics outlet will prove
that there is literally a tape for every purpose, as evi-
denced by the profusion of types and brand names.

If you intend primarily to make recordings of speeches,
interviews, and the like, in which wide -range response is
not important, a standard or all-purpose tape is best from
the standpoint of economy. If a long conference is in the
offing, try one of the thinner double- or triple -length
tapes at the slower recording speeds.

For music, an all-purpose tape on the average machine
can provide good results at the 71/2-ips speed, and a low -
noise tape can offer equivalent fidelity at 33/4 ips. Tapes
are offered in various lengths on reels of different sizes,
so it would be wise to consult a recording -time chart to
pick the one closest to the length of the selection or
selections to be recorded. If the music has a wide dy-
namic range-that is, contains extremes of loud and
soft passages-or if you are copying a second- or third -
generation tape, perhaps a high -output tape might be
best. Both high -output and low -noise tapes will keep
background noise to a minimum. (Continued overleaf )
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When long life is a factor, select a polyester backing
with a low -print oxide. Through special formulation of
the oxide, the various low -print tapes tend to minimize
print -through "echo," either before or after, which is
actually the recorded signal of one layer impinging on
adjacent layers on the reel.

For tape correspondence, tiny 3 -inch reels are offered
in varying tape lengths. Normally these tapes come
packed in special mailer boxes that require only an ad-
dress label and a stamp.

Splicing tape is in a category by itself. The need for
the first splice occurred immediately after the first piece
of tape broke or required editing. Eventually every record-
ist experiences a similar need. Although whole articles
in this magazine and elsewhere have been devoted to
the subject of editing and splicing, a few guidelines can
keep the new home recordist, his tapes, and his equip-
ment out of trouble.

 Make splices only with tape that is specified as splicing
tape. Other transparent pressure -sensitive tapes may hold
the ends of the recording tape together, but some of the ad-
hesive will probably ooze around the splice, damaging the
oxide or causing stickiness between layers on the reel. The
adhesive may also get onto the heads and make them sticky.

 Cover the entire splice area-and then some-with
the splicing tape, making sure that the ends of the record-
ing tape meet, but do not overlap.

 Use some kind of splicing block or jig. Through long
practice, professional tape editors can make splices with
no mechanical aids other than scissors, but most of us are
not so adept. A good splice, produced in a block, will pass
smoothly and inaudibly through tape guides and over heads.

 Use a 30- or 45 -degree cut where the tape ends join
to eliminate the audible pop that frequently results from
90 -degree splices. Mechanical splicers are designed to cut
at the proper angle.

You should consider the recording tape you buy as
another link in your sound system, and remember that the
contribution a given tape can make to high-fidelity sound
reproduction depends on other components in your in-
stallation. For example, a premium tape may produce no
audible improvement when used with a low -quality re-
corder that cannot take advantage of its low -noise and
extended high -frequency characteristics. In such a case,
premium tape would be a waste of money, since an all-
purpose type would serve just as well. If you are in
doubt about whether your machine warrants the use of
premium tape, buy a roll and judge for yourself whether
improvement is audible.

Many people spend hundreds of dollars on a recorder
and then try to economize by buying cheap tape. By using
the so-called "white -box" tape, they frequently not only
get poor results but sometimes even damage the recorder.
They then blame the manufacturer of the recorder for
the time and money they have to spend on repairs that
otherwise would have been unnecessary. White -box or
off -brand tapes are frequently end -of-run, reject prod-

ucts not up to a reputable manufacturer's specifications.
They may also be products actually intended for the bar-
gain counter and manufactured without regard for qual-
ity control in the areas of slitting, oxide uniformity,
splices within the reel, or dropouts. Many of these
products have an abrasive effect on tape heads and
guides, actually wearing them down measurably after
only a few playings. Although some white -box tapes may
provide high -quality sound recording, you can never pre-
dict quality from reel to reel, or even within the same
reel. Branded merchandise from a respected manufac-
turer carries his guarantee of quality or replacement.
And the quality in terms of output level, frequency re-
sponse, distortion, and noise is maintained within rigid
standards from reel to reel.

ASSUMING you have selected your recording tape, youA
will naturally want it to continue to give optimum per-
formance. Many of the rules for handling and storing
tape have to do with protecting the oxide. Since the ox-
ide "contains" the recorded signal, dust and dirt or
physical damage to this surface will result in the kind of
signal loss called a "dropout." A signal loss can also
occur if the tape is bent or kinked, preventing it from
passing smoothly over the recorder's heads. Here are
some rules for preserving the quality of your valuable tape
recordings:

 Store tape in its original box to protect it from dust or
damage.

 Stand the tape boxes on edge like books, rather than
flat in piles. This will prevent warped reels and damage to
the edges of the tape.

 Avoid storage in areas of extremes of temperature or
humidity. Tape experts recommend room temperature with
a relative humidity of 40 to 60 per cent. If the tape is cold,
let it warm up to room temperature before playing. For
long-term storage, use low -print, polyester -backed tape, and
store it in metal cans sealed with pressure -sensitive tape.

 Avoid the build up of excessive tension within a reel
of tape by rewinding it occasionally. If your recorder tends
to produce tightly packed tape in the rewind or fast for-
ward mode, have it adjusted.

 Avoid the build-up of excessive tension within a reel
fields such as are produced by motors and some speaker
systems.

 Clean the recorder heads and tape guides regularly to
eliminate any dust or oxide flakes that could later rub off
on a tape and produce dropouts.

Unlike phonograph records, which (under usual play-
ing conditions) wear a little with each playing, tape does
not wear significantly if it.is properly cared for. Labora-
tory tests have shown that with good care and storage
conditions, tape should last at least one hundred years.

William Madden, who has been associated with recording tapes
for more than twenty years, is National Sales Manager, Scotch
Sound and Video Tapes, for 3M's Magnetic Products Division.
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HI FI/STEREO REVIEW'S SELECTION OF THE TOP RECORDINGS

BEST OF THE MONTH

CLASSICAL

HANS WERNER HENZE'S THE YOUNG LORD

A cracklingly brilliant operatic tour de force is superbly recorded by Deutsche Grammophon

THE YOUNG German composer Hans Werner
Henze (b. 1926) is some thirteen years younger
than England's Benjamin Britten. At the same

time, Britten's internationally acclaimed stature in con-
temporary opera was far more substantial (in point of
performance) at the age of forty-two than Henze's is.
Still, on the basis of my own familiarity with just two
of Henze's six operas (Elegy for Young Lovers and
now Deutsche Grammophon's elegant new release of
the recent The Young Lord), my hunch is that Britten's
sole up -coming rival for dominance of an internation-
ally viable lyric theater is Henze.

Different though the two composers may be as to
background and even generation, they share certain
areas of common ground musically. Both are eclectics
-unabashed. Britten derives not
only from his English prede-
cessors, but from the post -World 5
War I School of Paris, American i D;
Aaron Copland, and, like just
about everyone else of his gen-
eration, from Stravinsky. Henze's
work comes out of the newer,
post-Webernite, Schoenbergian
School of Darmstadt-post-
World War II. With an eclec-
tic, assimilative talent similar to
Britten's, Henze has learned, with
an increasingly (perhaps by now
somewhat alarmingly) instinc-
tive "rightness," to merge his
atonal orientation with the single
other significant stylistic develop-
ment in Western music since
World War I: Stravinsky's tonal
neoclassicism. Each composer,
Henze perhaps more uncannily,
has superimposed on these vary-

HANS WERNER HENZE
The new Young Lord of opera?

ing textural techniques a personal, intensely lyrical vocal
style. Each composer, moreover, is generously endowed
with what we call a "sense of theater" ; each uses the
orchestra with eerie resourcefulness and skill.

So much for analogy. Henze's The Young Lord is de-
scribed as a "Comic Opera in Two Acts, by Ingeborg
Bachmann, from a fable in 'The Sheik of Alexandria and
His Slaves,' by Wilhelm Hauff." But, in this adaptation,
black -comic opera with surrealist overtones might char-
acterize it better.

As briefly as possible, the plot: in 1830, an English
nobleman named Sir Edgar (a mimed, not a sung, part
in the opera) comes to live in the town of Hulsdorf-
Gotha. His entourage is curious: Begonia, a Creole cook
from Mon Luis Isle, and Jeremy, a Turkish page. Sir

Edgar's behavior is also idiosyn-
cratic: ancient party that he is, he
is still regarded as a social and
matrimonial "catch" among the
upper -crust local -yokels. But he
will have no part of them.

Somewhere along in Act I, "a
little circus, with very humble
performers . . . has set up a tent
in the main square." The town
notables would evict it-along
with such performers as Vulcano,
a Milanese fire-eater; Adam, a
dancing monkey; .and "Rosita,
the Cloud -walking Maiden"-
but Sir Edgar leaves his house for
the first time to offer both finan-
cial assistance and shelter to the
performers.

Act II begins with shouts of
mounting agony from the En-
glishman's house, punctuating a
love duet between Luise and Wil-
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helm-the opera's "love interest." The notables indig-
nantly investigate, but their anger subsides when they are
told that the wails come from young, handsome Lord
Barrat, Edgar's nephew, who is being flogged to subdue
his reluctance to learn German so that he can properly
enter local society. When finally he does so, he not only
treats the citizenry to irrational, destructive behavior (all
choose to regard it as chic eccentricity, much to be imi-
tated), but manages to wrest Luise's love from Wilhelm.
During a surrealistic closing scene, the Young Lord whirls
Luise about in a madly choreographed ballroom scene.
When he goes impossibly berserk, the citizenry at last see
the truth: the young "aristocrat" is not exactly an emperor
without clothes-but the clothes do, in fact, disguise the
figure of Adam, the monkey from the circus.

If Henze's libretto has been synopsized at length, it is
because it is difficult to describe the score without allusion
to it. The opera's earlier episodes could be mistaken for a
light -weight mimicry of Stravinsky's The Rake's Frog-
rets: the set pieces, the fussy vocal ensembles, the duets.
Henze's music here is calculatedly more Franco -Italian
than (even) remotely German. Its orchestral continuity
has the brilliant crackle one associates with Falstaff.

But with the love duet opening Act II, the composer
insinuates a more chromatic texture. The lovers' voices
soar in ecstasy-even as they remain oblivious to the tor-
tured cries coming from Sir Edgar's house. The scene is an
ironic one, but the opera's darkening musical mood pays it
no heed. And though Luise's big solo aria opening the last
scene is a tour de force of operatic "manner," the com-
poser is nonetheless moving stealthily away from the neo-
classic parodies of "comic opera" to the Central European
quasi -atonal techniques that make the symbolic, nightmare
finale shocking but completely "believable."

One tends to worry about the future of a composer who
can perform such musico-theatrical sleight-of-hand so
young: he may turn out to be too clever for his own good
-and ours. But he has recognized that, talent apart, an
internationally viable opera must, if only for the sake of
musical contrast, utilize many twentieth-century techniques
rather than one-even if they appear to be opposites. I've
not seen The Young Lord in production; I have not even
seen a score. But judging from DGG's superb recording,
I would be willing to place a bet that, if it failed on the
stage, neither the music nor the libretto would be at fault.

The vocal performances are superb all the way through
-and particularly those of Edith Mathis and Donald
Grobe as the young lovers. Although much of the writing
is an irreverent put-on of traditional ensemble operatic
style, it would be unfair not to acknowledge the excellence
of the singing in this area. The orchestra sounds ever on
its toes, and conductor Dohnanyi keeps the score moving
at a lively pace. Finally, the recorded sound and stereo
treatment are uniformly superb. I guess you've just read
a rave review. William Flanagan

HENZE: The Young Lord (A Comic Opera in Two
Acts). Edith Mathis (soprano), Luise; Loren Driscoll
(tenor), Lord Barrat; Lisa Otto (soprano), Frau Hasen-
treffer; Vera Little (mezzo-soprano), Begonia; Helmut
Krebs (tenor), Prof. von Mucker; Barry McDaniel (bari-
tone), Secretary; Donald Grobe (tenor), Wilhelm; others.
Schiineberg Boys Chorus; Chorus and Orchestra of the
German Opera, Berlin, Christoph von Dohnanyi cond.
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON ® 139257/8/9 three discs $17.37.

STRAUSS' DER ROSENKAVALIER
IN DELECTABLE MINIATURE

Lisa della Casa and Anneliese Rothenberger present
scenes from the opera in a bravura collaboration

BY AND LARGE, the recorded history of Richard Strauss'
enchanting Der Rosenkavalier has been a treat for the

discophile: the legendary Viennese recording (now on
Angel GRB 4001) provided enjoyment for the pre-
vious generation, and two outstanding microgroove ver-
sions (London 4404 and Angel 3563) do the same for
the present one. Those familiar with the opera's current
stagings, however, have had a valid cause for complaint:
the absence from recordings of Lisa della Casa's Mar-
schallin and Anneliese
lightful and universally admired achievements.

The gap has now been filled in bravura fashion. Rec-
ognizing the fact that Der Rosenkavalier cannot be com-
plete without Der Rosenkavalier (Octavian) himself, the
two sopranos have managed to create a third by dividing
that vital Hosenrolle between themselves. Thus Miss
Rothenberger sings the part for the concluding scene of
Act I (following Lisa della Casa's monologue "Da geht
er hin"), and Miss della Casa becomes Octavian for the
various duets with Miss Rothenberger's Sophie in Acts II
and III. The procedure is not as novel as it seems: the
lavishness of Strauss' vocal writing has often inspired
sopranos to undertake more than one role in this opera
(Tiana Lemnitz, Hilde Gueden, and Eleanor Steber come
quickly to mind), and Lotte Lehmann, at one time or
another, sang all three.

The disc, then, is a feast of ear -caressing soprano sing-
ing bathed in some of the most haunting orchestral
sonorities ever created. The stage portrayal of Lisa della
Casa's Marschallin-aristocratic, with an almost glacial
poise hiding an inward poignancy-is faithfully cap-
tured; her Octavian is relatively restrained in point of
"boyishness," but otherwise exemplary. Vocally, she is
outstanding in both roles, though it must be admitted
that a few years ago her Marschallin exhibited a firmer,
steadier line. Miss Rothenberger's Sophie is perfection
itself, and though her Octavian is at times somewhat
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less effective owing to the low tessitura, she never fails
to delight.

The liner notes describe Rudolf Neuhaus as an "out-
standing advocate of Richard Strauss's music,'" and his
sensibly paced, expressive conducting confirms the point.
The city of Dresden has, of course, long been recognized
as a locale particularly devoted to Strauss: it was the scene
of the world premieres of Der Rosenkavalier, Salome,
Arabella, Daphne, and Capriccio!

I have only one reservation about the engineering: in
the final scene, when Miss della Casa reverts to the
Marschallin's role to utter her gentle, resigned "la, jet"
following Faninal's unintentionally bumbling observa-
tion about youth, her touching delivery of these two
eloquent syllables is obscured by the orchestra. Nonethe-
less, the disc is a gem, and it is produced with extra-
vagance: in addition to von Faninal, we also get the
Four Footmen to complete the atmosphere in the Act I
finale. George Jellinek

RICHARD STRAUSS: Der Rosenkavalier. Marschallin's
Monologue and Final Scene from Act I; Presentation of
the Silver Rose and duet "Zu ihm hatt' ich ein Zutrau'n"
from Act II; Final Duet from Act III. Lisa della Casa and
Anneliese Rothenberger (sopranos); assisting artists; Dres-
den State Orchestra, Rudolf Neuhaus cond. ANGEL 0
S 36436 $5.79.

 JAZZ
THE FRESH AND ORIGINAL

PIANO VOICE OF RAN BLAKE

Deep sensitivity and a bold imagination are fused
in a uniquely evocative and memorable piano style

FOR TEN YEARS, Ran Blake, now thirty-two, has been
a peripheral jazz figure. Best known for his long

association with singer Jeanne Lee, he has also performed
as a soloist, though with little recognition. He did not
fit easily into any jazz category, and so he was suspect.
But he has continued studying and composing, trying to
relate his wide-ranging interests in the life of his time
to his music. Now, in ESP -Disk's "Ran Blake Plays Solo
Piano," made in 1965 but recently released, he emerges as
an unusually evocative and personal pianist -composer, the
freshest instrumental voice I've heard on disc in recent
months.

As Gunther Schuller writes in his astute notes, in
Blake's music "the worlds of jazz, popular music, and
advanced 'classical' music intersect, overlap, blend, and
fuse in an unpredictable array of patterns. But what dis-
tinguishes Ran's music from most other attempts in the
same direction is its integrity. It is not glib and superfi-
cial eclecticism." I would go farther. It is not even eclec-

RAN Bi.AKE
Ina class by himself

ticism any longer. For although all the elements Schuller
cites (particularly jazz) are present in this recording,
Blake has by now absorbed these intersecting influences
and has created his own strongly distinctive style as pi-
anist and composer. And he does remain, as Duke Elling-
ton would put it, "beyond category."

For one thing, Blake's rhythm is open, changing with-
in and between compositions according to the inner
necessities of each work. He does not usually "swing,"
either in the accepted sense or in terms of the complicated
implicit pulsations of avant-garde jazzmen. But there is
a firm rhythmic structure in all his work, and the ways
in which he phrases are often from within jazz. Blake is
essentially an impressionist (Schuller mentions his "ear
and feeling for the 'tone -poem genre' "), and the colors
he uses for his delineations of moods and events are
taken from a wide range of sources-from Ornette Cole-
man to Charles Ives to gospel music. But again, they
are remixed into his own textural language, which is
remarkably wide in range and inventive in detail.

Part of this piano album consists of Blake's re -com-
posing of pieces by jazzmen Ornette Coleman and
George Russell. In both cases, these tributes are decidedly
personal extensions of the musical premises and moods
of the originals. Also, in the standards he chooses, Blake
so recasts the material as to provide entirely new perspec-
tives on the songs-and this he does with a depth of
sensitivity and a boldness of imagination that make his
performance of them increasingly rewarding with each
playing. Of his own originals, Eric is a powerful but not
in the least orotund threnody for the late jazzman Eric
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Dolphy. Sister Tee, dedicated to Eliza Carter of Sweet
Daddy Grace's Church in Harlem, affectionately personal-
izes gospel music. And Birmingham, U.S.A. transforms
social commentary into music that has its own reason for
being.

I have no idea whether, economically, there is a place
in today's music for so unique a phenomenon as Ran
Blake. And I don't know how much this album will
help him in terms of air play, for what would a disc
jockey call it? But Ran Blake has accomplished this
much, and it is a considerable achievement. In a time
when "doing your own thing" often creates its own
hierarchies of conformity, Ran Blake is still undeniably
himself. Nat Hentoff

RAN BLAKE: Ran Blake Plays Solo Piano. Ran Blake
(piano). Stratusphunk; There'll Be Some Changes Made;
Good Mornin' Heartache; Lonely Woman; and six others.
ESP -DISK' C) 1011 $4.98.

A TREASURY OF HIGHLIGHTS
FROM BROADWAY MUSICALS

CBS' two -disc survey of the American musical
theater includes a volume of fact and reminiscence

THERE are few personalities in the musical theater
more known or more knowledgeable than conductor

Lehman Engel. In his introduction to the handsome
hard -cover book which is one component of the CBS
Legacy Collection album "The American Musical
Theater," critic Brooks Atkinson recalls his "many mem-
ories of gazing at the back of Mr. Engel's head and see-
ing his white shirt cuffs giving the beat." Me too. And
the sight of that round head in the spotlight, signalling
a show orchestra's charge into the overture of some glit-
tering musical, invariably holds out the promise of a
beautifully organized, polished, and exhilarating per-
formance from opening chord to final curtain. The same
can be said of this book. It is put together more expertly,
is more informative, more readable, and more enter-
tainingly illustrated than any previous volume on the
subject.

The chapter on the history of the American musical
from the pastiches of the eighteenth century to the time
of the "breakaway" from the influence of European
operetta in the twentieth covers with clarity, dispatch,
and the brisk Engelian beat a vast swamp of material in
which pedants usually get completely bogged down. The
accounts of the pendulum -swings from the ultra -romantic
to the anti -romantic extremes on Broadway through the
years are fascinating. And when Mr. Engel deals with
the concrete problems of preparing the libretto, the lyrics,

the music, and the actual production of some Gargantuan
Broadway blockbuster, he knows precisely whereof he
speaks.

As for the album itself, though eccentric in some of
its inclusions, it is a happy affair. In the space of two
discs, and with all selections limited to the Columbia
catalog, it can scarcely live up to its claim of being "a
survey of America's unique contributions to the musical
stage," but it adds up to an unusually rewarding try
nevertheless. Opening with the scintillating overture to
Candide under the baton of Samuel Krachmalnick (not
as brilliant as Leonard Bernstein's own recording of the
same, but bright enough), it offers one highlight after
another from the introductory chorus of Show Boat to
the staggering first -act finale of West Side Story, with
stops on the way including Greenwich Village (the
Christopher Street chorus from Wonderful Town), the
Brooklyn where the tree once grew (what a thrill to hear
Shirley Booth again intoning the hilarious He Had Re-
finement), the Catfish Row of Porgy and Bess (two num-
bers), the rainy plains of Spain as celebrated by Rex
Harrison and Julie Andrews, and lots more.

Everyone is bound to be disappointed at the absence of
some personal favorites, as was this listener (I missed,
for example, On the Town, Kiss Me, Kate, and On Your
Toes, all of which, as it happens, are in the Columbia
catalog). If there is a real fault to find, it is in the em-
phasis on sentimental solo ballads at the expense of the
ensemble hi-jinks which preserve the comedy element
in our musical comedies. Still, there are some-the hard -

edged Gee, Officer Krupke vaudeville from West Side
Story, for example, and the articulately inarticulate Con-
versation Piece from Wonderful Town. Even with this
petty reservation, I'd have been happy to let "The Ameri-
can Musical Theater" go on for another four sides or
more. Maybe, with all those additional original -cast al-
bums and other musical -comedy treasures still in the
vaults at Columbia, some day it will. Paul Kresh

THE AMERICAN MUSICAL THEATER-A Consid-
eration by Lehman Engel (with introduction by Brooks
Atkinson). Twenty-eight selections from Candide, Show
Boat, Oklahoma!, Wonderful Town, My Fair Lady, Porgy
and Bess, Pal Joey, Finian's Rainbow, House of Flowers,
The Most Happy Fella, Fiddler on the Roof, The Band
Wagon, Anything Goes, Annie Get Your Gun, Bells Are
Ringing, Pins and Needles, Miss Liberty, Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes, A Tree Grows in Brooklyn, and West Side Story.
Various orchestras, choruses, and soloists including John
Raitt, Rex Harrison, Avon Long, Vivienne Segal, Harold
Lang, David Wayne, Diahann Carroll, Shorty Long, Her-
schel Bernardi, Mary Martin, Ethel Merman, Robert Gou-
let, Judy Holliday, Barbra Streisand, Ethel Griffies, Eddie
Albert, Carol Channing, Shirley Booth, Eddie Roll, Grover
Dale, Lee Cass, Rosalind Russell, Sydney Chaplin, Julie
Andrews, Robert Coote, and others. CBS LEGACY COLLEC-
TION, book (249 pages) and album (two discs) ® 32 B5
0004, C) 32 B5 0003 $15.00.
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20 years ago
we introduced
the tape recorder.
Now another great idea.

Lower prices.

Ampex introduced the world's first
broadcast -quality tape recorder back
in 1947. Ever since then, we've been
finding better ways to put sound on
tape and play it back again.

Now we're ready to celebrate with
sweeping price reductions and
money -saving values throughout our
home recorder line.

You'll find anniversary prices on
decks, portables and consoles. Most
models come with a combination of
features you can't get anywhere else.
Like Deep -Gap heads, that last five

to ten times longer than other kinds.
Dual Capstan Drive, to eliminate wow
and flutter. Rigid -Block Suspension,
for perfect tape -to -head alignment.

And many models have extra fea-
tures, to make home recording more
professional and more fun. You can
get bi-directional recording, so you
can record from right -to -left or left -
to -right without changing reels. And
automatic reverse, so you can play
tapes back the same way - without
touching the machine. Or mono-
phonic mixing, to combine sound
tracks. And automatic threading, for
two -second loading.

With all these features, an Ampex
recorder produces the closest thing

to professional sound quality you can
get. And we ought to know. We make
more professional recorders than any-
one else.

The Ampex anniversary celebration
is in full swing at your dealer's now.
Stop in and see him. Savings go as
high as $150.
Ampex. The people who started it all.

Prices Good Only in U.S.A.

Ampex Corporation, Consumer and Educational Products Division, 2201 Lunt Ave. Elk Grove Village, III. 60007
CIRCLE NO. 5 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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... to RCA's new Mark 8 stereo cartridge players!
These smart players let your customers enjoy up to 80 minutes of uninterrupted stereo
music with a single cartridge. MJC 26 (above) plays through any stereo console, stereo
table radio or component system with plug-in tape jack. YJD 22 (left) is self-contained,
has two 7" oval speakers. MJC 28 (right) is a larger step-up version of the MJC 26.
All three have cabinets of Danish -style walnut veneers and Ammumming
selected hardwoods. Now that you know why auto tapes
go home, get the players that bring home the profits. See
your RCA distributor.

ncn
CIRCLE NO. 66 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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HIFI/STEREO REVIEW'S CHOICE OF THE LATEST RECORDINGS

CLASSICAL
Reviewed by WILLIAM FLANAGAN  DAVID HALL  GEORGE JELLINEK  IGOR KIPNIS  ERIC SALZMAN

BACH: Complete Organ Works, Volume
One. Passacaglia and Fugue in C Minor
(BWV 582); Toccata and Fugue in D Minor
(BWV 565); Fantasia and Fugue in G Min-
or (BWV 542); Fantasia and Fugue in C
Minor (BWV 537); Toccata and Fugue in F
Major (BWV 540); Toccata and Fugue in
D Minor ("Dorian", BWV 538); Toccata,
Adagio, and Fugue in C Major (BWV 564);
Trio Sonatas Nos. 1 in E -fiat Major (BWV
525), 2 in C Minor (BWV 526), 3 in D
Minor (BWV 527), and 4 in E Minor
(BWV 528). Lionel Rogg (Silbermann Or-
gan at Arlesheim). EPIC ® B3C 166, C) L3C
6066 three discs $11.39.

Performance: Highly efficient but
dramatically unpersuasive

Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Satisfactory

This first volume of an intended integral set
of Bach's organ music by the thirty -one-
year -old Swiss organist Lionel Rogg con-
tains some of the largest -scale works as well
as the first four of the six trio sonatas. The
performer, who has here embarked on his
second complete Bach voyage (the first is-
sued in Europe a few years ago was in mono
only), is an extremely skilled player, facile
in technique and obviously possessed of a
considerable stylistic knowledge. His previ-
ous Bach issue as well as his newer Bach
discs have elicited exceptionally favorable
criticism in Europe; yet, for my part, I find
Helmut Walcha's performances on Archive
(and, especially in the more brilliant reper-
toire, those of Marie -Claire Alain on Musi-
cal Heritage Society) preferable for a num-
ber of reasons. Mr. Rogg clearly knows his
materials (by that I mean both the music
and the fine Silbermann organ); he tends,
however, to avoid dramatic expression, oft-
en running phrases together. He seems to
eschew Bach's rhetoric, for instance, in the
F Major Toccata, which he takes at a very
quick pace and without building up a sense
of harmonic tension or climax. He favors
fairly heavy registration, not always to the
best advantage-as, for instance, in the trio
sonatas, which sound ponderous and weighty
in spite of the brisk tempos. His preference
for fourniture stops, too, is not ideally
served by the engineering, which tends to
emphasize the upper partials at the expense
of the fundamental (the tone a fifth higher

Explanation of symbols:
C) = stereophonic recording
QQ = monophonic recording

* = mono or stereo version
not received for review

than the main note is sometimes much too
prominent to the ear). His most impressive
playing can be heard in the Passacaglia and
the famous D Minor Toccata and Fugue. It
may well be, however, that others will find
the playing throughout a far more impressive
experience than I did. With the previous
reservation noted, the recording is quite satis-
factory, but there is some constriction in my
stereo copy. Note that though this is a three -
disc set, Epic is selling it for the price of
two. I. K.

ERNST HAEFLIGER
A dramatic and sensitive Evangelist

BACH: St. Matthew Passion (complete).
Ernst Haefliger (tenor), Evangelist; Walter
Berry (bass), Jesus; Agnes Giebel (so-
prano); Marga Heiffgen (contralto); John
van Kesteren (tenor) ; Franz Crass and Leo
Ketelaars (bass); Netherlands Radio Cho-
rus; Boys Chorus of St. WilLibrord's Church,
Amsterdam; Concertgebouw Orchestra, Am-
sterdam, Eugen Jochum cond. PHILIPS ®
PHS 4-999 four discs $23.16.

Performance: Revised traditional
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Fine

As a performance of a Bach Passion, this re-
cording finds a middle ground between the
fairly traditional (perhaps one should say
"Romantic") manner of interpretation and
the newer, more objective, "historically cor-
rect" style. Thus, there are places where the
orchestral texture is extremely clear and lines
are carefully delineated, and the harpsichord
is given a prominence seldom accorded it.

When it comes to ornaments, or, for that
matter, large choruses, the performance re-
verts to the older tradition (i.e., short appog-
giaturas, opaque choir). So far as the gen-
eral tone of the interpretation is concerned,
almost the whole first half is for me frus-
tratingly underplayed emotionally-the great
passion of the opening chorus is quite
glossed over, for example. With the Turbae
(the crowd choruses) things begin to get
more exciting, but nowhere would I term
this a Baroque performance in the proper,
passionate sense of the term, in which one is
gripped by the anguish not only of the story
but of the setting-by Bach's incredible har-
monic, melodic, and conttapuntal language.
The vocalists, it must be said, are among
the best one could hear in any Bach Passion
today; particularly admirable is Ernst Hae-
fliger, who as the Evangelist provides the
drama, rhetoric, and sensitivity that conduc-
tor Jochum so often fails to supply. The
chorus is competent, but too cool most of
the time and lacking in bite. The recorded
sound is satisfactory: smaller ensembles
emerge with excellent clarity and balance,
but larger ones are apt to be muddy, and
there is some constriction near the side ends.
The album contains reproductions of thirteen
Rembrandt drawings, and a German libretto
with only a partial English synopsis. I. K.

BARTOK: Contrasts; Suite, Op. 14; So-
nata for Two Pianos and Percussion. Erzse-
bet Tusa (piano), Mihaly Szilcs (violin),
Bela Kovacs (clarinet) in Contrasts; Erzse-
bet Tusa (piano) in Suite; Erzsebet Tusa
and Istvan Antal (pianos), Ferenc Petz and
Jozsef Marten (percussion) in Sonata.
QUALITON ® LPX 1280 $6.98.

Performance: A little tame, perhaps?
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Excellent

There are two reasons why this release
doesn't make me happy, and these are simply
its two biggest numbers. Bartok's Sonata for
Two Pianos and Percussion, composed two
years after completion of his masterpiece,
Music for Strings, Percussion, and Celesta
(1937), is a piece I've never understood his
purpose in writing. The later work is more
raw-boned and angular, and some think it
braver than the earlier one. But it is concep-
tually so similar to the larger work that, for-
getting harmonic "audacity," it has always
seemed to me like a sketch for it or an un-
witting success in lousing it up. Maybe I'd
love the Sonata if its predecessor didn't exist;
as it is, I listen and shrug.

Contrasts, written for Benny Goodman and
Joseph Szigeti in 1939, is an ugly piece. (I
don't think I've ever used that adjective to
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Hifi/Stereo Review
Record
and Tape
Service

Have you been having a little
difficulty obtaining some of the
records and tapes reviewed in this
issue? HIFI/STEREO REVIEW Rec-
ord and Tape Service to the res-
cue! Not a record club - no dis-
counts, no special deals.We're here
simply as a service to those of our
faithful music -loving readers who
are about to give up the search for
"hard -to -get" records and tapes.
If you want help in your musical
dilemma, all you need do is com-
plete the coupon below and mail
it in with your remittance. We'll

see to it that your records and tapes are mailed to you promptly, well
packed and fully guaranteed against damage or defects.

And if you've been having a hard time finding some favorite record-
ing not reviewed in this issue, we'll do our level best to find it for you
also. Simply fill in as much information as you have available (title,
manufacturer, record number) on the coupon below and we'll do the
rest. If you're not sure of the price, we will be happy to mail your order
C.O.D.

HIFI/STEREO REVIEW RECORD & TAPE SERVICE  DEPT. SD
ONE PARK AVENUE  NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10016

Please send the records and/or tapes requested below. I understand you will
pay shipping and handling charges and that all records and tapes are fully guar-
anteed against damage or defects.

 Check or Money Order for $ is enclosed.
 C.O.D. (Within the continental limits of the United States only).

For Air Mail shipments in the United States only, add $ .75 per record ordered.
For Air Mail shipments to foreign countries add $3.50 for the first record or-
dered, plus $1.00 extra for each additional record.

PAGE NO.
OF REVIEW RECORD OR TAPE TITLE

RECORD (TAPE)
NUMBER (SEE

REVIEW)
MANUFACTURER PRICE

(SEE REVIEW)

(New York State residents add local sales tax)

Total

Name (please print)
Address

City State Zip

368

describe music except perhaps in thinking
about Arnold Schoenberg's Op. 26 Wind
Quintet.) And I'm not referring to nasty dis-
sonance or the perverse hanky-panky of its
instrumental writing. The piece is as cold and
stiff as rigor mortis and, aurally, it doesn't
add up as musical structure. No one ever
seems very happy playing it (although it is
available today in several recorded versions),
nor does anyone seem to roll in the aisles
with pleasure while listening to it.

The Suite isn't Bartok come -of -age by a
long shot, but it's fancifully written and mu-
sical to the last note, and accounts for the best
moments of Qualiton's release.

Except for the piano solo, the playing is
rather on the reserved side, giving the im-
pression that, with the opposite approach,
someone might get hurt or something. But
it's extremely accurate and musicianly all the
same. The recorded sound is good, if not
special; but the engineers, in apparent rec-
ognition of the fact that the bigger pieces
were born for stereo, have made the most of
the chance. IF'. F.

BARTOK: Violin Concerto No. 1; Viola
Concerto. Yehudi Menuhin (violin and
viola); New Philharmonia Orchestra, Antal
Dorati conductor. ANGEL ® S 36438 $5.79.

Performance: Good
Recording: Attractive
Stereo Quality: Resonant

Both of these works were published only
after the composer's death. The first, written
in 1907-1908, was Bartok's first big work in
concerted form; the second, dating from
1945, was his last. The history of these two
compositions must be fairly well known by
now. The First Violin Concerto, written for
a violinist by the name of Stefi Geyer, was
"rediscovered" only in 1958 after her death.
It is possible that the work was never per-
formed because it was never actually fin-
ished. Bartok later used the first movement
as the first of his Two Portraits, while the
second movement vanished from sight al-
together. Yet it is just this second movement
that impresses one today as among the most
inventive and adventurous works of Bartok's
early period, and a far more suitable com-
panion to the first movement than the brief
orchestral burlesque that completes the Too
Portraits. The Viola Concerto was completed
only in sketch form at Bartok's death, and
was deciphered and put together by the
composer's colleague and friend Tibor
Serly.

Apart from the intrinsic interest of the
material, this recording is notable for Men-
uhin's double -play feat. He is unquestion-
ably more effective as a violinist than as a
violist, but his viola playing has rich and
expressive qualities of its own. The pairing
is unique, the orchestral playing is excellent,
and Menuhin brings something of his own
to both pieces. However, most listeners will
prefer Oistrakh or Stern for the Violin Con-
certo. The old recording of the Viola Con-
certo by William Primrose (for whom the
work was written) with an orchestra di-
rected by Serly (who realized the compo-
sition) is a classic; a really first-class
modern version is yet to come. In the mean-
time, Bartok lovers and Menuhin fans have
something worthwhile. The sound is too res-
onant for my taste. E. S.

(Continued on page 84)
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Angel booksyou a season box in
geatro dell' Opera

.,,.,,cr,.. `1,16i1 di `kopa
Hear some of the world's most
illustrious soloists and conductors
perform the essential Italian
repertoire with Italy's finest opera
company.

These nine Angel Rome Opera
recordings are distinguished
by the Orchestra, Chorus and
acoustics of the historic 'Teatro
Costanzi' in Rome. In essence,
they bring you the heart of Italian
Opera. The result: a collection
of masterpieces. Latest release in
this remarkable series: "Aida."
With Birgit Nilsson, Franco Corelli,
Grace Bumbry, Mario Sereni, in
Zubin Mehta's first full opera
recording.
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"...it is exhilarating to hear these
confections sung as their composers
confidently hoped they might be."

The Gramophone

JOAN

SUTHERLAND
in

THE GOLDEN

AGE Of

OPERETTA
The beloved soprano in a delight-
ful excursion into the world of
operetta as it existed in America,
England, France, Germany and
Austria.

Music by Romberg, Friml, Herbert,
Offenbach, Lehar, Fall and others.

conducted by

RICHARD BONYNGE
Stereo OSA-12(8

toM°N.

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 7, in A
Major, Op. 92; Coriolan Overture, Op.
62. Boston Symphony Orchestra, Erich
Leinsdorf cond. RCA VICTOR ® LSC 2969,
C) LM 2969* $5.79.

Performance: Scrupulous
Recording: Fine
Stereo Quality: Good

This twenty-sixth recorded performance of
the Seventh Symphony to enter the current
listings of the Schwann catalog is singular,
if only because Leinsdorf alone, to my
knowledge, observes all repeats indicated in
the score. Thus the Symphony's customary
thirty -five-minute span is stretched to forty-
five. But Leinsdorf is canny in his handling
of dynamic contrasts relative to the expand-
ed proportions: by toning down the element
of obsessive rhythmic pattern and stressing
line and texture, he escapes the peril of the
repeats' becoming merely boring. Interesting
too, if not wholly convincing, is his in-
sistence on playing the two final notes of the
slow movement's main theme as a true stac-
cato. The performance as a whole is indeed
scrupulous --reasonably vital rhythmically,
warmly lyrical, linearly transparent, and
beautifully recorded. The Coriolan Overture
performance that turns up as a filler (why
couldn't it have been used as introduction?)
gets a good, solid reading, but in my opinion
could stand a more high-strung treatment of
the opening section. D. H.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
BRAHMS: Magelone Songs, Op. 33. Ernst
Haefliger (tenor), Paul Ulanowsky (piano).
EPIC ® BC 1371, C) LC 3971* $5.79.

BRAHMS: Magelone Songs, Op. 33. Jakob
Stiimptli (bass), Martin Galling (piano).
TURNABOUT ® TV 34176, $2.50.

Performance: Haefliger has the edge
Recording: Epic is better defined
Stereo Quality: Both good

The Magelone Songs were inspired by
Schi;nc Magelone, a poetic tale by Ludwig
Tieck, based in turn on a Provencal legend.
Tieck was a thoroughgoing Romantic whose
influence on the German artists of his time
was considerable. It is easy to understand
the young Brahms' attraction to these
poems, for which he provided elaborate mu-
sical settings of great variety. At least half
of the fit teen songs are on a par with his
best lyric inspirations, and the entire se-
quence is quite captivating as a result of the
constant changes in mood and atmosphere
and of the effectiveness of the piano writing.
It is good to have these two versions in the
catalog to fill the gap occasioned by the de-
letion of Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau's out-
standing interpretation (Decca DL 9401).

By an interesting coincidence, both singers
on the current discs are Swiss artists. If my
preference leans toward Haefliger, it is part-
ly because the music seems to suit the high
voice better. Stampfli, who has some impres-
sive Bach recordings to his credit, is a bass -
baritone. Though his approach is not top-
heavy and he is, in fact, a steadier vocalist
than Haefliger, with a more assured corn.
mand of the dramatic and declamatory pas-
sages, Haefliger is the more seasoned lieder
interpreter: his delivery is more pointed and
mallecb!e. Furthermore, his mid -range is
quite beautiful, and he can spin out ex-

quisite legato phrases in such melting songs
as "Sind es Schmerzen, sind es Freuden"
(No. 3). Thus, even allowing for some
strained top notes and an occasional waver
on sustained notes, the overall effect of Haef-
tiger's performance is superior to Stampfli's
dependable but rather uneventful singing.
Both pianists do well in their virtuosic parts.

Despite the fact that the Turnabout disc
offers more pronounced stereo separation
(not absolutely essential for lieder), the bal-
ances seem more just, the overall sound bet-
ter clarified on Epic. Both discs, however,
are well engineered.

The full German texts and sketchy English
summations are provided on the Turnabout
jacket. Epic supplies helpful annotations
and a statement that there are 'complete
German and English texts enclosed.- This
unfortunately was not the case with the re-
view copy. G. J.

Next Month in

Hifi/Stereo Review

American Composers Series:

WALLINGFORD RIEGGER

by Richard Franko Goldman

Readers' Ingenious Solutions to

INSTALLATION PROBLEMS

A Real -Life

DESERT -ISLAND DISCOGRAPHY

BRAHMS: Serenade No. 1, in D, Op. ll.
Chamber Symphony of Philadelphia, Anshel
Brusilow cond. RCA VICTOR ® LSC 2976,
C) LM 2976* $5.79.

Performance: Disappointing
Recording: Nof apt
Stereo Quality: Resonant

The Brahms Serenades can use recorded at-
tention as much as any good-sized works by
a major composer (but the Second even more
than the First). And the much -heralded
Chamber Symphony of Philadelphia under
Brusilow, the former concertmaster of the
Philadelphia Orchestra, gives every promise
of being a first-class organization and mak-
ing a major contribution to American mu-
sical life. And yet it all doesn't quite work
here.

The basic error is elementary and unfor-
tunate. After all the liner -note talk about
the Chamber Orchestra, how the Brahms
was originally a chamber work, and so forth,
what is actually heard on this disc is a huge
symphonic production with an orchestra that

(Continued on page 86)
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A FLEXIBLE PREAMPLIFIER
At one time, the function of a preamplifier was simply to in-
crease the level of a signal. Then, as the art of sound repro-

duction has become more sophisticated,
additional functions have been added.

First came tone controls, then
equalization, filtering,
tape monitoring, blend
ing, and so on.

What was once a sim-
ple amplifying circuit and

a volume control is now a control
center, handling a variety of sources

with input signals ranging from
a few millivolts to several volts (a range of 1000 to 1), and
which must impress special response characteristics on some
of these signals. Requirements for distortion now are far more
stringent than in the past. Distortion levels which were once
significant laboratory achievements are now common in com-
mercial equipment.

The resultant increase in complexity of the preamplifier
has caused some confusion. The knobs and switches which
the audio hobbyist considers mandatory for proper reproduc-
tion bewilder and dismay family and friends.

The Dynaco PAT -4 is a preamplifier which simplifies opera-
tion so that the basic functions are readily utilized by the un-
initiated. The illuminated power switch tells you the system
is on -and transistors eliminate any waiting. The two large
knobs are the primary controls-one selects all sources (in-
cluding the tape recorder) and the other adjusts the volume.
[A third similar knob on the companion stereo Dynatuner com-
pletes the radio controls.] The smaller knobs and remaining
switches contribute the complete versatility and unlimited
flexibility so much appreciated by the enthusiast.

A separate front panel input lets you plug in a tape recorder,
or an electronic musical instrument. Its special design even
makes it possible to mix a guitar, for example, with a micro-
phone, records, or radio. There's a 600 ohm output on the
front panel, too, which enables easy connection of a recorder,
and has sufficient power to drive medium impedarce head-
phones without the need for a power amplifier.

You may save a power amplifier in another way, too. If you
need a remote speaker system, or a center or third stereo
channel, the PAT -4's exclusive "blended -mono" mode is all
set to provide this from your regular stereo amplifier, where

,cya, .000
'BEIRE11 a

other preamps having center channel outputs require an ad-
ditional power amplifier.

A sharp 3 -position high frequency filter cuts the scratch
with minimal effect on the music, and there's a low frequency
filter, too. The "Special' low level input can provide for a
second phonograph input, or for a special equalization posi-
tion when you want to listen to older discs. Dynaco's patented
"X" type tone controls provide smooth continuous tonal ad-
justments with the precise "center -off" assurance of step -
type controls, without the complication of separate switches.

The overall quality of parts, ease of construction for the
kit builder, accessibility for service, and audio performance
are in the Dynaco tradition of acceptability to the perfectionist.
On every performance count, the PAT -4 is exceptional. Noise
and distortion are almost non-existent. Equalization is precise.
Frequency response is superb, resulting in outstanding square
wave and transient characteristics. There is not a trace of so-
called "transistor sound". And finally, there is the undeniable
virtue of complete independence from the power amplifier,
so that you can choose the power, price, and tube or transis-
tor design as your requirements dictate.

The PAT -4 is of the quality standard set by the world-
famous PAS -3X. That preamplifier has been widely accepted

and acclaimed for many years as
the finest quality and reasonably

priced. How does the PAT -4
compare with the PAS -3X?

Well, the quality of both is
fully comparable. It is

doubtful that it would
be possible to hear any

difference between
them on careful listen-

ing tests. The PAT -4
does have some ex-
tra features which

justify its slightly higher
cost for many users.

The PAT -4 is very much in demand, and it will be many
months before it is in ready supply. If you are willing to forego
its extreme flexibility, the PAS -3X will match its quality, with
the added virtues of economy and availability. If you want the
ultimate in flexibility along with quality, please wait for the
PAT -4. It is worth waiting for.

PAT-4-Kit $89.95; Assembled $129.95

duniaco C3060 JEFFERSON STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19121
_ IN EUROPE WRITE: DYNACO A S, HUMLUM, STRUER, DENMARK
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sounds slightly short on its string comple-
ment. The effect is like that of certain older
studio recordings in which the string com-
plement was kept down as an economy mea-
sure. And the recording itself doesn't help.
By producing a souped -up sound (resonant,
but without much feeling of depth or vital-
ity) RCA Victor only serves to point up the
discrepancy between the promise and the de-
livery. For example, one of the joys of the
chamber orchestra, particularly in a "neo-
classical" work like this one, is that the
winds' pristine colors can ride over or
through the strings. But the sound and en-
semble here have been so gunked up that
such advantages are lost.

Some may think I'm being too hard on a
group which has admittedly been formed by
some of the finest instrumental talent in the

country, and with the highest artistic aims.
But this is just the reason I feel I must be
severe. If a project like this is to survive, it
must seek out its proper means of expression
and find its own individuality. Natural talent
and great sight-reading ability are not
enough; it's going to take a lot of reflection
and even more hard work. End of lecture.

E. S.

RECORDINGS OF SPECIAL MERIT
BRAHMS: Sonata for Two Pianos, in F
Minor, Op. 34a. Marie -Jose Billard and
Julien Azais (pianos). WORLD SERIES C)
PHC 9067 $2.50.

BRAHMS: Sonata for Two Pianos, in F
Minor, Op. 34a. SAINT-SAMS: Varia-

.044New Releases from

CARDINAL
A division of Vanguard Records

The most exciting new labelA
r on the current scene
V $3.50 Stereo

qjlb tt I
1r

also playable on mono

v Who is lannis XENAKIS?1tr'
Greek -born

musician -mathematician -
architect (collaborator with

Le Corbusier), and outstanding composer
in Paris exploring new horizons in music using

Calculus, Mathematical Logic, Theory of Proba-
bility and Sets. "A delicately poetic calm or violently

brutal agitation...a new kind of writing, a singular language."
(Olivier Messiaen)

First recording of
XENAKIS - Three Major Works

METASTASIS / PITHOPRAKTA
French Nat'l Radio Orch., Maurice Le Roux conductor

EONTA
Yuji Takahasi, piano; Paris Instr. Ensemble, Konstantin Simonovic, cond.

VCS -10030
ANTONIO JANIGRO- AN ALBUM OF CELLO FAVORITES

with Antonio Beltrami, piano VCS -10018
"Janigro is worth listening to even if he does no more than draw his bow
across the strings." T. Sherman, St. Louis Post Dispatch
THE YALE QUARTET-MOZART:

QUARTET IN D MINOR, K. 421
QUARTET IN D MAJOR, K. 575 VCS -10019

"Immaculate playing, sterling musicianship. Without doubt, one of the great
Beethoven Quartet recordings." H. Tircuit, San Francisco Chronicle, on the
Yale Quartet's Beethoven Op. 132, VCS -10005
ALFRED BRENDEL-SCHUMANN:

C MAJOR FANTASY, OP. 17
SYMPHONIC ETUDES, OP. 13 VCS -10020

"Very fine and long needed." B. H. Haggin, Yale Review, on Brendel's Schu-
bert C minor Sonata Op. posth., VSD-71137
ABRAVANEL CONDUCTS VAUGHAN WILLIAMS
Fantasia on a Theme by Thomas Tallis; Flos Campi; 5 Variants on "Dives and
and Lazarus"; Fantasia on "Greensleeves" (Utah Symphony) VCS -10025
"An interpretation of awesome, inspired magnificence." B. Jacobson, High
Fidelity, on Abravantl's Mahler 2nd Symphony, VCS -10003/4
SWAROWSKY CONDUCTS HAYDN:

SYMPHONY NO. 30 in C, "ALLELUJA"
SYMPHONY NO. 31 in D, "HORNSIGNAL"

Vienna State Opera Orchestra VCS -10021

Forthcoming shortly
The first integral recording of

THE FOUR SYMPHONIES OF CHARLES IVES
New Philharmonia Orchestra of London

HAROLD FARBERMAN, conductor
Recorded with the Dolby System -3 discs boxed, with notes

VCS -10032/3/4
CIRCLE NO. 87 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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tions on a Theme of Beethoven. Op. 35.
Bracha Eden and Alexander Tamir (pianos).
LONDON ® CS 6533, ® CM 9533 $5.79.

Performance: Both good
Recording: Both good in different ways
Stereo Quality: London's more effective

Until now, the only recording of the two-

piano version Brahms made of his F Minor
Piano Quintet was an ancient mono disc on
the West -Coast Educo label. Now we have
two stereo disc versions of high excellence,
from World Series and London, respectively.
Though the full -price London disc offers the
glittering Saint-Saens Beethoven Variations
as a bonus, the WS, at S2.50, represents a
first-rate bargain on all counts; and I rather
favor WS's somewhat more distant micro-
phone pick-up, with its greater feeling of
room tone, over London's rather close mik-
ing, even with its fuller tone and more pro-
nounced stereo differentiation between the
two pianos.

The Eden and Tamir performance is a
shade more taut than that of the Billard-
Azals team, which seems a bit more roman-
tically free -wheeling. Choice here is essen-
tially a matter of taste, pocketbook, and a
liking for Saint-Saens. Personally, I find the
WS treatment more my dish of tea on all
counts, musically and sonically speaking.

All told, I found listening to this music
in its two -piano form a singularly absorbing
and exciting experience, with the heaven -

storming Scherzo especially effective as a
two -piano piece. I can hardly blame Brahms
for reminding his publisher not to allow the
two -piano version of his Op. 34 to suffer
neglect. In short, I urge purchase of one of
these discs whether or not you happen to own
the music in its quintet form. D. H.

BRUCKNER: Symphony No. 8, in C Mi-
nor (ed. Nowak). Vienna Philharmonic
Orchestra, Georg Solti cond. LONDON 0
CSA 2219 two discs $11.58, C) CMA 7219*

$9.58Performance: Intense
Recording: Superb
Stereo Quality: Brilliantly effective

In reviewing the Angel recording of the
Bruckner Eighth Symphony with the late
Carl Schuricht and the Vienna Philharmonic
about two years ago (February, 1966) in
HIFI/STEREO REVIEW, I said that this colos-
sus among Bruckner symphonies "takes a
conductor gifted with an unerring sense of
proportion and pacing, as well as an orches-
tra with unlimited stamina and lung power,
to give convincing realization to its now
apocalyptic, now darkly brooding utterance."
I complained that Schuricht met all the qual-
ifications, as did his orchestra, but that they
were betrayed by the recording. Now we
have the redoubtable Georg Solti and the
Vienna Philharmonic, plus London's record-
ing staff and the Dolby noise -reduction sys-
tem. The recorded sound beggars description
in its realism. The dynamic range is breath-
taking, the stereo localization unerringly ef-
fective. However, I find Solti-at least in
the intensely dramatic first movement-un-
able to bring to the music that sense of in-
evitable destination that can make the score
all of a piece. Solti has gone all out here for
maximum intensity, and perhaps in the first
movement he has tried a bit too hard. Every-
thing is just a shade too emphatic, especially
at the structural turning points. Things go

(Continued on page 88)



Rememoer when took were
to take it year after year?

There was a time when a man could use
the same set of tools all his life, then
leave them to his son.

At Robert Bosch, we still make tools
like that.

We make all kinds of power tools,
from portable electric saws to electric
building hammers. Every one is assem-
bled by hand, using the best materials
available.

Every part of every tool is tested

Ours still are.
before assembly. If we find a slight flaw
or defect, we throw the part out. Then,
after the tool is built, we test it. First it
is run at top speed. Then it's operated
under load. Finally, we run 4,000 volts
of electricity through it, to make sure
our double insulation is perfect.

If the tool passes these tests, we sell it.
If not, we don't. That's Robert Bosch
quality. The same quality you'll find in
all our products. Like our Blaupunkt

ouilt

radios, the best-selling car radio in
Europe. Or Robert Bosch spark plugs,
the choice of racing experts like Jim
Hall. Or ignition equipment used in
Europe's finest cars.

It's all the result of the unique phi-
losophy of our founder, Robert Bosch,
who used to say: "I'd rather lose money
than confidence."

A thought we still live by.

ROBERT BOSCH CORPORATION
New York Chicago  San Francisco 2800 South 25th Avenue, Broachi.ew, Illinois
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COMPARE

ALL ONE

When you have the world's first and
only 4-8 track stereo cartridge recorder,
what do you compare it to? There's
nothing else like it.

It records records onto tape. Tape
onto tape. FM Stereo onto tape. Any-
thing onto tape. Plays it back too. Which
may un-nerve Frank Sinatra who sells
for $10.50 a cartridge. Or the Boston
Pops. Or the Beatles. That's Show Biz.

If you buy 20 blank 80 -minute 8 -
track stereo cartridges at $3.50 each,
and put your favorite records or FM music
on tape, the unit will pay for itself. It
costs $ 169.00. Figure it out.

If you have a mint record, a classic
or collector's item, bring it in to a Kine-
matix Dealer. Get a free demonstration
of the KX-900. And a copy of the re-
cording for $ 1.00.

Fill out the coupon below. (Neatness counts)

Please send me a list of Kinematix Dealers
in my area where I can have a free demon-
stration of the KX-900 4-8 track stereo
cartridge recorder and get a stereo cart-
ridge copy for 81.00.
Name

Street
City State

'''311(INEMATIX
2040 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago, Illinois 60612 Phone 312/666-0066
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period, sounds every day of its thirty-seven
years to me. The performances seem re-
markably good and, so far as engineering
techniques go, this release is but another
example of the dramatic advances CRI has
made along these lines in recent years. Ir. F.

DVORAK: Piano Quintet in A, Op. 81.
Jacob Lateiner (piano); Jascha Heifetz and
Israel Baker (violins) ; Joseph de Pasquale
(viola) ; Gregor Piatigorsky (cello). FRAN-
CAIX: Trio for Violin, Viola, and Cello
in C Major. Jascha Heifetz (violin); Joseph
de Pasquale (viola) ; Gregor Piatigorsky
(cello). RCA VICTOR ® LSC 2985, ® LM
2985* $5.79.

Performance: Slick and virtuosic
Recording: Superb
Stereo Quality: Excellent

It could be either a generational or a voca-
tional gap-honestly, I don't rap "star" per-
formers just to be different-but releases
of this sort bore me. The performances have
a Muzak -like technical perfection about
them-Jascha Heifetz is a "great" violinist,
and Gregor Piatigorsky is a "great" cellist.
The Dvoiik Quintet, moreover, is a gor-
geous piece of admirably second-rate music
that is performed here to a kind of perfec-
tion. But it's the kind of perfection that
from the first instructs one that (1) mishap
is impossible, (2) the unexpected-well, just
forget that!, and (3) any sense of musical
"theater" (it does exist, even in the recital
hall) will be at a minimum.

If I can complain that the Dvoiak is too
good, too perfect, I'll do no such thing in
the case of the Francaix Trio. This is French
fluff-pure wit and style-or it's nothing.

Tribune, Virgil Thomson once wrote that a
famous violinist's performance of (I think) a
Schubert Sonatina was like "taking the
Queen Mary to Brooklyn." Unleash Heifetz
and Piatigorsky on a sassy little piece by
Jean Francaix, and I'm afraid the resultant
performance is like taking the France from
Pont Neuf to Pont Royal.

The recorded sound is characteristically
superb; the stereo treatment and balance are
excellent. TV. F.

GLAZOUNOV: The Seasons-Ballet, Op.
67; Concert Waltz, in D Major, Op. 47;
Concert Waltz, in F Major, Op. 51. Orches-
tre de la Suisse Romande, Ernest Ansermet
cond. LONDON ® CS 6509, ® CM 95090
$5.79.

Performance: Beautifully idiomatic
Recording:Good
Stereo Quality: Good

Alexander Glazounov's The Seasons (long
after Vivaldi) takes up essentially where
Tchaikovsky's Nutcracker leaves off in both
style and instrumentation, save that Glazou-
nov commands neither the melodic distinc-
tiveness nor the rhythmic verve of the older
master.

The smaller -scale concert waltzes are quite
another matter: salon music, if you will, but
the melodic substance and elegant instrumen-
tation go together beautifully here, and An-
sermet plays these pieces with great style.
First-rate sound throughout the disc. D. H.

HENZE: The Young Lord (see Best of the
Month, page 75)

(Continued on page 94)
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EXPERTS AGREE . . . the Heath AR -15 is
the world's most advanced stereo receiver
Electronics World, May '67: "Heath implies strongly that the
AR -15 represents a new high in advanced performance and circuit
concepts. After testing and living with the AR -15 for a while,
we must concur."

Hi-Fi /Stereo Review, May '67: "Several people have com-
mented to us that for the price of the AR -15 kit they could buy a
very good manufactured receiver. So they could, but not one that
would match the superb overall performance of the Heath AR -15."

Modern Hi-Fi & Stereo Guide, 1968: "I cannot recall being
so impressed by a receiver ... it can form the heart of the finest
stereo system."

Audio Magazine, May 1967: "The entire unit performs con-
siderably better than the published specifications."

High Fidelity, Dec. '67: "The AR -15 has been engineered on
an all-out, no -compromise basis."

Popular Electronics, Jan. '68: "There is no doubt in your
reviewer's mind that the AR -15 is a remarkable musical in-
strument."

Popular Mechanics, Nov. '67: "... Heathkit's top -of -the -line
AR -15 is an audio Rolls Royce ..."

Popular Science, Dec. '67: "Top-notch stereo receiver" . . .

"it's FM tuner ranks with the hottest available" . .. "it's hard to
imagine any other amplifier, at any price, could produce sig-
nificantly better sound."

here's why the experts agree.
The Heath AR -15 has these exclusive features:
 Best sensitivity ever ... special design FM tuner has 2 FET

rf amplifiers and FET mixer
 Best selectivity ever ... Crystal filters in IF ... no other has

it ... perfect response, no alignment . . . like having 8 trans-
formers in IF

 Best limiting characteristics ever . . . Integrated Circuits
in IF ... like having 20 transistor stages in IF

 Most power output of any receiver . . . 150 Watts of
Music Power ... enormous reserves

 Ultra -low distortion figures . . . harmonic distortion less
than 0.2% at 1 watt or full output . . . IM distortion less than
0.2% at 1 watt, less than 0.5% at full output

 Ultra -wide power response ... 6 Hz to 50,000 Hz, 1 db,
at 150 Watts Music Power

 Ultra -wide dynamic range phono preamp (98 db) as-
sures no overload regardless of cartridge type used.

 Unique Noise -Operated Squelch . . . hushes between -
station noise before you hear it . . . unusually elaborate and
effective

 Unusual Stereo Threshold Control . . . automatically
switches to stereo only if quality of reception is acceptable
... you adjust to suit

 Stereo -Only Switch . . . silences all monophonic programs
if you wish

 Adjustable Multiplex Phase Control . . . for cleanest FM
stereo reception

 Tone Flat Switch ... bypasses tone control circuitry for flat
response when desired

 Front panel Input Level Controls ... easily accessible, yet
hidden from view by hinged door

 Transformerless Amplifier . . . direct coupled drivers and
outputs for lowest phase shift and distortion

 Capacitor coupled output ... protects your speakers

 Massive power supply, electronic filtering . . . for low
heat, superior regulation . . . electrostatic and magnetic
shielding

 Two Tuning Meters . . . for center tuning and maximum
signal .. . also used as volt -ohmmeter during assembly of kit

 All -Silicon transistor circuitry ... 69 transistors, 43 diodes,
2 IC's.

 Positive Circuit Protection ... Zener-diode current limiters
plus thermal circuit breakers protect unit from overloads and
short circuits

 "Black Magic" Panel Lighting ... no dial or scale markings
show when receiver is turned off, thanks to exclusive tinted
acrylic dual -panel design

V b, 11 9E :1 Ell IV 11
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Heath AR -15 . . . Kit $329.95* . .. Assembled $499.50*

HEATHK IT' 1968
61.

NEW
FREE 1968 CATALOG!
Now with more kits, more color,
Fully describes these along with
over 300 kits for stereo/hi-fi,
color Ty, electronic organs, elec.tiro tric guitar & amplifier, amateur
radio, marine, educational, CB,

V WAW
home & hobby. Mail coupon or
write Heath Company, Benton
Harbor, Michigan 49022.

'optional walnut cabinet, $19.95

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 40-3
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022
In Canada, Daystrom Ltd.

O Enclosed is $ plus shipping charges.

Please send
(quantity & model)

O Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog.

Na me

Address

Stereo Receiver(s).

-1

City State Zip
Prices & specifications subject tochange without notice. HF-213
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CHARLES IVES: String Quartets, Nos. 1
and 2. The Juilliard Quartet. COLUMBIA C)
MS 7027, 0 ML 6427 $5.79.

Performance: Probing
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: Excellent

While I imagine certain spokesmen for the
Ives cult will find these performances by
the Juilliard Quartet too precise and mea-
sured, the record nonetheless gets my par-
ticular vote just about all the way. As a
matter of fact, these performances make me
think I understand one of the Ivesian aspects
people are always debating. For example,
Columbids annotator makes little of the
"literary paraphernalia that attends the
Quartet No. 2 . . . most of it is Ives' private
comments, jottings on the manuscript meant
only for himself," while Vox'.r annotator
for the Kohon String Quartet's coupling ob-
viously thinks otherwise: "At the beginning
of the Ms. Ives has indicated the program-
matic content of the Quartet...."

Thus, one considers again the problem of
"program" music in Ives. And the Juilliard
Quartet's performance of the early First
Quartet (1896) is something of a revelation.
Ordinarily, the piece sounds like a gauche
attempt by the composer to bolt the musical
context of his academic training by impish,
irrelevant folk-popularist quotation in the
midst of the Central European academic con-
tinuity that sustains the work. But the Juil-
liard Quartet has found a special tone for
the piece, which makes the quotations seem
somehow inserted as private jokes, very
much as a playwright might use them-
sounding neither foolish nor clumsy. Resul-
tantly, an inserted moment of academic
lyricism can sound surprisingly earnest and
elegiac, whereas the usual miscalculation of
emphasis on either musical extreme makes
the music seem either ineffectively cheeky
or sentimental.

Less revealingly, perhaps, in the more
complex, innovative, opaque textural con-
ception of the Second Quartet (1907-1913),
allusions to Dixie and Marching Through
Georgia again seem full of private (as op-
posed to programmatic) meaning in an an-
guished, deeper way. So, who is to say that
the quotations in the earlier quartet are a
put-on of academicism any more than that
those of the latter are a put-on of the work's
more personal overall context?

The Juilliard's performances, as I have
suggested, may seem rather on the refined
side to some. I myself find reason to question
the diligent attention paid to the inner -voice
complexities of the Second. I'm not sure they
were ever meant to be that important as mu-
sical line. Nonetheless, these are the most
absorbing performances of the two quartets
by Ives that I have ever heard.

I love Columbia's cover, by the way. The
celebrated photograph of Ives, Mona Lisa
smile and all, appears wraithlike through a
half -cover slice of his notoriously indeciph-
erable musical penmanship. "Figure that
out, if you will," the smile seems to say. Re-
corded sound is first-rate. W. F.

JANAtEK: The Makropulos Case. Libuge
Przylove. (soprano), Emilia Marty; Ivo 2idek
(tenor), Albert Gregor; Rudolf Vonasek
(tenor), Vitek; Pfzemysl Kai (baritone),
Jaroslav Prus; Viktor Kai (tenor), Janek;
Karel Berman (baritone), Dr. Kolenatfr;
Helena Tattermuschova (soprano), Kris-

tina; others. The Prague National Chorus
and Orchestra, Bohumil Gregor cond. EPIC
® B2C 167, ® L2C 6067* two discs $11.59.

Performance: Well -paced, authentic
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: Excellent

The Makropulos Case, Leoi JanVek's pen-
ultimate opera, was first presented in 1925,
which makes it contemporaneous with Berg's
Irozzeck and Puccini's Turandot. This, how-
ever, is mere coincidence, for the three op-
eras have virtually nothing in common.
Janacek respected both Berg and Puccini,
but went his own way. There were influences
on his art (Moussorgsky, for one), but his
entire operatic activity was dedicated to one
obsessive goal: to find a musical equivalent
of Czech speech patterns and rhythms. Born
of such an intensely nationalistic principle
-though not always nationalistic in subject

LLOg 4NREK
A photograph taken in 1926

matter-the Janacek operas are not easily
exportable. And yet they seem to be gaining
international ground, as recent American
stagings and concert performances of Jenufa,
Kma Kabanova, and The Makropulos Case
attest.

Opera's time-honored alibi does not apply
to The Makropulos Case: it has an absorbing
libretto drawn by Janacek himself from Karel
Capek's play. The action takes place in the
"present" (around 1920), and it revolves
around a hundred -year lawsuit involving
valuable properties. The case is about to be
brought to its long-awaited conclusion when
the appearance of a mysterious woman, a
celebrated opera singer named Emilia Mar-
ty, introduces a chain of startling new dis-
coveries. As events long forgotten are
brought to light, it is finally revealed that
the woman, once the subject of a miraculous
life -prolonging experiment, has been kept
alive for more than three hundred years.
Capek's play (and the opera's libretto)
weaves this supernatural element into the
present with extraordinary skill; it is a realis-
tic drama with pointed characterizations, re-
vealing a bitter, dejected view of mankind.

So much for the drama. About the music,
I have ambivalent feelings. JanaC'ek's vocal
writing has an absolute naturalness about it.

This is not Sprechstimme in a Bergian sense,
for the pitches are sung in the normal man-
ner and the voices are kept in their natural
registers; the ear therefore adjusts to their
speech -like patterns with relative ease. And
underneath the vocal line there is a busy,
endlessly inventive orchestral commentary.
Given these elements, plus the absorbing,
fast-moving story (with the aid of the print-
ed text), the opera unquestionably holds
one's interest. Whether it will prove more
rewarding on repeated listening, I am not
yet prepared to say.

I go along with annotator Robert T.
Jones' observation that Janaeek's unique
style "demands a talent for listening and a
quick ear," but I cannot accept his likening
Jand'eek's technique to the Verdi of Fal-
staff. Compared to Falstaff, in which arias,
ensembles, parlando episodes, and quick-
silver inspirations follow one another in a
stunning profusion of wit and pure sunlit
melody, Janacek offers a wide variety of bril-
liantly orchestrated conversations.

The fascinating role of Emilia Marty, the
opera singer, calls for the gifts of a Maria
Callas or at least a Marie Collier (who sang
the role in London recently). Miss PrzyloN
may be in their class as an actress, but vo-
cally she is quite shrill. With the excep-
tion of the fine tenor Zidek, the vocal gifts
revealed here are all rather modest, but the
entire cast performs with dramatic strength
and utter conviction, particularly Milan
Karpigek in the brilliantly characterized role
of a feeble-minded ancient, one of the dur-
able Miss Marty's many lovers. The per-
formance shows all the earmarks of an ex-
ceptional ensemble effort, led with precision
and constant animation. Technically, the re-
cording is absolutely first-rate.

Despite my less than enthusiastic response
to JandC'ek's idiom, I urge listeners to hear
this work and draw their own conclusions.
Like Bela Bart6k, Janacek broke his own
paths. He was lonely and unfashionable, he
founded no school, and it is not likely that
he will ever become a popular fad. But his
music is substantial, and it is recognizably
his own. G. J.

KABALEVSKY: Requiem. Valentina Lev-
ko (contralto); Vladimir Valaitis (bari-
tone); Moscow Chorus and Children's
Chorus of the Art Institute; Moscow Philhar-
monic Symphony Orchestra, Dmitri Kaba-
levsky cond. MELODIYA/ANGEL ® SRB
4101 two discs $11.58, Q RB 4101 $9.58.

Performance: Authentic
Recording: Attractive
Stereo Quality: Lush

This is a Russian "War Requiem," a requiem
for the dead of the last war and a plea for
peace. It is an entirely traditional work,
simpler and more traditional than, say, Boris
Godounov. Much of it-leaving out the
noisier orchestral ostinato tuttis-might have
been written by some Russian late Romantic
with a turn for a Russian hymn and folk
idiom tempered by an Italianate melodic -
dramatic flair. At least most of the usual
bombast that Soviet symphonic composers
tend to produce for occasions like this is
missing; the piece has a certain conviction.
The plaintive, wailing quality of a great
deal of the melodic material is overdone,
but there are things that are genuinely af-
fecting: the song addressed to a tomb -

(Continued on page 96)
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Now There Are 5 Heathkit® Solid -State Receivers!

HEATHKIT' 1968

.11.

tt:

Assembled
Kit AR -15 ARW-15

$32995* $49950*

Kit AR -13A

$18995

Kit AR -14

$1 0995*

Kit AR -17

$7295*

Kit AR -27

$4995*

World's Most Advanced Stereo Receiver...
Heathkit AR -15
Acclaimed By Owners & Audio Experts for advanced features like in-
tegrated circuits and crystal filters in the IF amplifier section; pre -
assembled Field Effect Transistor FM tuner with an IHF sensitivity
of 1.8 uv or better and selectivity of 70 db or better; a robust 150 watts
of music power (100 watts RMS) at ±1 db from 6 to 50,000 Hz; com-
plete AM, FM and FM stereo listening; positive circuit protection that
prevents damage from overloads or short circuits of any duration; all -
silicon transistors; "black magic" panel lighting; stereo only switch;
adjustable phase control for best separation and many more. 34 lbs.
Optional wrap -around walnut cabinet, $19.95

Solid -State 66 -Watt AM/FM Stereo Receiver
Just Add Two Speakers & Enjoy! Compact, yet houses two 20 -watt
power amplifiers, 2 preamplifiers and wide -band AM/FM/FM stereo
tuning. Boasts 46 transistor, 17 diode circuitry for cool, instant opera-
tion; long unchanging life; and quick, natural power response . . .

characteristics unobtainable with tube types. And there's plenty of
power to spare . . . 66 watts IHF music, 40 watts RMS power from
15 to 30,000 Hz at ±1 db. Also includes automatic switching to stereo
with lighted stereo indicator, filtered outputs and sleek walnut cabinet.
34 lbs.

America's Best Stereo Receiver Value ... Heathkit
Solid -State 30 -Watt FM Stereo Receiver
Features 31 transistor, 10 diode circuit; 20 watts RMS, 30 watts IHF
music power @ ±1 db from 15 to 50,000 Hz; preassembled & aligned
wideband FM/FM stereo tuner; front panel headphone jack; compact
378' H. x 151/4" W. x 12" D. size; stereo indicator light; filtered outputs;
fast circuit board -assembly. 18 lbs. Optional Heath factory assembled
cabinets (walnut $9.95, beige metal $3.95).

NEW! Lowest Cost Solid -State FM Stereo Receiver
Features all -transistor circuitry for natural transparent sound, cool
instant operation and long unchanging life . . . wide 18-60,000 Hz
response @± 1 db at full 5 watt continuous power per channel ... 14
watts music power . . . inputs for phono and auxiliary . . . automatic
stereo indicator light . . outputs for 4 thru 16 ohm speakers . . . ad-
justable phase so you can tune the best stereo . . . flywheel tuning . . .

front panel controls ... and compact 91/4" D. x 27o" H. x 111/4" W. size.
12 lbs. Optional Heath cabinets (walnut veneer $7.95, beige metal $3.50).

NEW! Low Cost Solid -State FM Mono Receiver
Features cool, solid-state circuit ... 7 watts music, 5 watts RMS power
... 18 to 60,000 Hz response @ ±1 db ... inputs for phono and aux-
iliary . .. outputs for 4 thru 16 ohm speakers . . . flywheel tuning ...
front panel controls . . . preassembled & aligned FM front-end . . .

and 91/4" D. x 2'/s" H. x 111/4" W. bookshelf size. 9 lbs. Optional Heath
factory assembled cabinets (walnut veneer $7.95, beige metal $3.50).

*Less Cabinet

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. act -3
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022
In Canada, Daystrom Ltd.

Enclosed is $ in-luding shipping.

Please send model (s)

 Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog.

Name

Address

City State Zip
.rices & specifications subject to change without notice. HF-207
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FREE 1968
CATALOG!

Now with more kits, more color.
Fully describes these along with
over 300 kits for stereo/hi-fi,
color TV, electronic organs, elec-
tric guitar & amplifier, amateur
radio, marine, educational, CB,
home & hobby. Mail coupon or
write Heath Company, Benton
Harbor, Michigan 49022,



stone ( !), for instance, with its curious stac-
cato introduction; and the long "mother's
song" beautifully sung by Valentina Levko.
The performance is generally excellent and
the Melodiya sound, while typically lush,
has more clarity than has sometimes been
the case with these Soviet recordings. E. S.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
LISZT: Sonata in B Minor; Armies de
pelerinage: Sonetti di Petrarca Nos. 47,
105, and 123. Alexis Weissenberg (piano).
ANGEI, 0 36383 $5.79.

Performance: Excellent
Recording: Lacks presence
Stereo Quality: Okay

Alexis Weissenberg is a Bulgarian -born pi-

anist who studied at the Juilliard School of
Music, made quite an impression in this
country right after the war, and then disap-
peared. Now, at a relatively young age, he is
making a come -back. His new success is well
deserved. He has the kind of command and
sensibility that makes the former work in the
most natural sort of way in the service of
the latter. His sensibility is that of a most
poetic stylist who is obviously at home in
the Romantic repertoire. His sense of ex-
pressive gesture is by no means common
these days. Best of all, he understands how to
extract Romantic gesture and expressive ru-
bato style out of the music without willfully
and arbitrarily pulling it apart. I don't agree
with everything he does. The latter part of
the Sonata (beginning at the so-called fugue
and continuing through the ..snetta-) is

Specially priced, specially packaged...

The Nine Bruckner
Symphonies

Eugen lochum, conductor
Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra

Bavarian Radio Symphony Orchestra
"DGG has done a wonderful job. Splendid recordings, all, of per-
formances by two orchestras who have the Bruckner style in their
bones, directed by the man who, having devoted so much of his life
to Bruckner's cause, has become for many people the Bruckner
conductor of our time.... The scores used are the latest ... the
layout of the music on the discs is exemplary ... with no side breaks
in movements.... Few of the more structurally integrated per-
formances by other conductors have dug quite's() deep into the
meaning of the music. He [Jochum] is essential if one wants to
experience the true 'feel' of Bruckner." -The Gramophone

An 11 -record boxed set,
with illustrated brochure.
SKI. 929/39

-04*-
'Deutsche

g liammvphvn
gesellsrhaft

DGG Records are distributed by MGM Records, a division of Metro -Goldwyn -Mayer Inc.
Free on request! The new illustrated DGG/ Archive catalog. Write MGM Records,

Classical Division, 1350 Ave. of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10019.
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much too fast too soon so that the previs-
simo, when reached, is not much faster than
what preceded. By contrast, the Allegro mod-
erato on the last page is not an allegro at all
but a slow andante. In a few places, rests are
not given their proper value. But these and
a few other possible comments must be un-
derstood in proper perspective. Throughout
most of the Sonata and, most particularly, in
the three Petrarch Sonnets, the intensity, the
articulation and touch -timbre, the expressive
detail and larger motion are shaped by a
masterly and poetic hand.

I have some comments on the production
of the record that are not altogether favor-
able. The Sonata is broken up between the
sides (one of the Sonnets leads off side one:
the others follow on side two). Also, the re-
corded piano sound itself lacks presence,
and the very first grooves on the first side of
the copy sent for review were badly cut. E. S.

MAHLER: Symphony No. 3, in D Minor.
Marjorie Thomas (alto) ; TOlzer Boys'
Choir; Bavarian Radio Chorus and Orchestra,
Rafael Kubelik cond. DEUTSCHE GRAMMO-
PHON ® 139337/38 two discs $11.58.

MAHLER: Symphony No. 3, in D Minor.
Shirley Verrett (mezzo-soprano) ; Boston
Boychoir; New England Conservatory Chor-
us; Boston Symphony Orchestra, Erich Leins-
dorf cond. RCA VICTOR 0 LSC 7046, g
LM 7046* two discs $11.58.

Performance: Kubelik has the edge
Recording: Both good in different ways
Stereo Quality: Both good

With these releases we now have four cur-
rently available versions of Mahler's Third,
and we shall hear undoubtedly from both
Georg Solti on London and Otto Klemperer
on Angel within the near future. Meanwhile,
the two performances under consideration
here stand at a considerable remove from
both the free -wheeling emotionalism of Bern-
stein (Columbia) and the expansive lyricism
of Haitink (Philips).

Certainly Leinsdorf conveys in his read-
ing little of Bernstein's intense commitment,
let alone rhythmic urgency, while the won-
derful slow finale gets a decidedly cool and
brisk treatment-fully five minutes faster
than Bernstein's. The two short vocal move-
ments come off well enough, thanks in large
measure to Shirley Verrett's expressive sing-
ing of the Zarathustra Midnight Song text.
The recorded sound is spacious, yet finely
detailed-decidedly more clean and trans-
parent in texture than either Columbia's or
Philips'.

Rafael Kubelik seems to be trying for a
middle course between Leinsdorf's disci-
pline and the expressive emphasis of Haitink
and Bernstein. He does not linger, but he
does let the music breathe naturally. Though
his finale is less than a minute longer than
Leinsdorf's, it has more heart and intensity.
The big disappointment for me was Mar-
jorie Thomas, who sounds far more at home
in her native English oratorio repertoire than
in Mahler's subjective Austro-German milieu.
Indeed, it is Haitink who carries the day
with both vocal movements in his Philips
recording. Maureen Forrester's contralto has
not only expressiveness, but also the weight
to support Nietzsche's message, and the boys
and women under Haitink's baton come

(Continued on page 98)
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This suggestion is made only to those who
have top-flight integrated amplifiers with an
electrically separate preamp and power am-
plifier, or individual preamp and power am-
plifier components. It involves your present
equipment and three Sony components: the
TA -4300 electronic crossover and two TA -
3120 stereo power amplifiers. It's for those
venturesome enough to break away from
conventional approaches to sound reproduc-
tion. If we've described you, then these
Sony components can bring you just that
one iota closer to realism in home music.

Here's why.
The electronic crossover goes between the
preamplifier and the power -amplifier por-
tions of your present stereo amplifier. It

divides the audio -frequency spectrum into
three ranges, and sends each range to a
separate amplifier: your existing power am-
plifier, plus the two Sony TA -3120's. Each
amplifier feeds a speaker expressly de-
signed to handle that particular part of the
audio spectrum. By not forcing a single am-
plifier to handle the full range of fre-
quencies, IM distortion is reduced. By elimi-
nating the inductor -capacitor -resistor cross-
over networks built into ordinary speaker
systems, speaker damping is not distrubed.
The speakers' motions are always fully con-
trolled by the amplifiers. Speaker impedance
variations have less effect on the amplifiers.

Also, you can select crossover frequencies
to suit the speakers of your choice, or experi-

ment to discover the audible effects of vary-
ing crossover points. The points provided
are 150, 250, 400 or 600 Hz between woofer
and mid -range, and 3, 4, 5, or 6.5 kHz be-
tween mid -range and tweeter. A bass turn-
over control fits the system's response to
the characteristics of the woofer, and a bass -
boost control lets you experiment with ex-
tending the woofer's bass response.

The Sony TA -4300 solid-state electronic
crossover costs $199.50; the two TA -3120
solid-state amplifiers $249.50 each. Sound
extravagant? Maybe just a bit. But so are
the results. Interested? Write for literature
on how to upgrade your system. Sony Cor-
poration of America, 47-47 Van Dam St.,
Long Island City, N.Y. 11101.

Get drunk with power

K47,`,.;,

SON
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NIA 'ere
the set of sun:'

The tender, tragic tale of Dido and
Aeneas, legendary lovers in the lost
city of Carthage, immortalized in the
only authentic opera by England's
greatest 17th Century composer,
Henry Purcell.

Charles Mackerras, noted for his ap-
proach to the period, conducts this
definitive new version. With recently -
acclaimed soprano Tatiana Troyanos.
Both in their debuts on Archive.

PURCELL: DIDO AND AENEAS (In
English). Troyanos, McDaniel, Ess-
wood; Monteverdi Choir; Northwest
German Radio Chamber Orch./ Mac-
kerras, cond. 198 424

J. S. BACH: CANTATAS, NO. 80, "Ein
Feste Burg"/ NO. 140, "Wachet Auf."
Giebel, Topper, Schreier, Adam; St.
Thomas Church Choir; Leipzig Ge-
wandhaus Orch./ E. Mauersberger,
cond. 198 407

HANDEL: ST. JOHN PASSION
(Brockes Passion). Stader, Haefliger;
Regensburg Cathedral Choir; Schola
Cantorum Basiliensis/Wenzinger,
cond. A 3 -record set. 198 418/20
SCHUTZ: THE SEVEN LAST WORDS
OF CHRIST/SEVEN LITTLE SACRED
CONCERTOS. Schreier, Adam,
Apreck, Rotzsch; Dresden Cross
Choir/R. Mauersberger, cond.
198 408
MOZART: SYMPHONIES, NO. 6 IN F,
K.43/NO. 8 IN D, K.48/IN G, K.45a,
"Alte Lambacher"/ IN G, "Neue Lam-
bacher";Salzburg Camerata Academ-
ica Orch./ B. Baumgartner, cond.
198 409

ARCHIVE
PRODUCTION

Archive Records are distributed by MGM
Records, a division of Metro -Goldwyn -Mayer
Inc.
Free on request! The new illustrated DGG'
Archive catalog. Write MGM Records, Clas
sical Division, 1350 Ave. of the Americas,
New York, N.Y. 10019.
Engraving of Dido and Aeneas courtesy of
The Bettmann Archive.
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through with far more presence and distinc-
tive coloration.

The recorded sound DGG has accorded
Kubelik seems of the close-up, multi-miked
type, which emphasizes stereo localization
and brings out a wealth of details as well,
especially in the lower orchestral registers.
Indeed, the bass impact in the climactic mo-
ments of the Kubelik album is so substantial
that some tone -control adjustment may be
necessary. Special honors in the Kubelik per-
formance go to the solo trombonist in the
first movement and to the posthorn soloist
in the third movement (although it is not in-
dicated on the labels of the test pressings re-
ceived for review, I suspect that a real post -
horn is used here rather than the trumpet
employed in most other recordings).

Taking the four presently available re-
corded performances as a group, I find no
single clear-cut choice. I would prefer to
own both the Bernstein and Haitink read-
ings, with Kubelik as an alternate for those
times when Bernstein becomes altogether too
rich for the blood. D. H.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

MESSIAEN: Et Exspecto Resurrectionem
Mortuorum; Couleurs de la Cite Celeste.
Yvonne Loriod (piano); Groupe Instru-
mental et Percussion de Strasbourg; Orches-
tre du Domaine Musical, Pierre Boulez con-
ductor. CBS ® 32 11 0048, C) 32 11 0047*
$5.79.

Performance: Excellent
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: Clear and true

Without a doubt the most important French
composer between Debussy and Boulez is
Olivier Messiaen: organist, musical ornithol-
ogist, serialist, expert in oriental rhythmic
modes, medievalist and mystic, teacher of
Boulez and Stockhausen, and a genuine ec-
centric -original. I have elsewhere expressed
my impatience with Messiaen's music, and
have not suddenly changed my mind about
it. But I think I can fairly give this recording
the "special merit" label in view of the im-
portance of the composer's work, the special
significance of these two pieces, and the per-
suasive advocacy of the composer's wife
(Yvonne Loriod) and his pupil (Pierre Bou-
lez) in putting this music across.

And 1 await the Resurrection of the Dead
was commissioned "by Andre Malraux"
(i.e., by the French state) and first performed
at the Sainte -Chapelle in Paris and in Char-
tres, the latter performance in the presence
of President de Gaulle. The work, which is
expressly intended for performance in vast
spaces, is scored for a large orchestra of
winds, brass, and percussion all laid out in
great sonorous blocks of sound that resonate
and ring like solemn warnings of the apoca-
lypse. Messiaen makes no secret about his
symbolic intent: each of the five sections of
the work bears an appropriate scriptural
motto, and the composer's sleeve notes care-
fully explain the symbolism of each grand
gesture-a giant J. Arthur Rank gong or a
woodwind cluster based on real bird calls
or a dissonant brass chorale or a superim-
position of all three, built in great, slow,
sonorous cycles up to tremendous climaxes.
This music is at once too simple, too rhe-
torical, and too blatant about its mystical
pretensions for me to be entirely convinced,
but it does have scope and grandeur.

The Colors of the Celestial City is a more
immediately attractive work in its far greater
variety and better sense of scale and propor-
tion. The work, scored for piano, winds, and
percussion, was first performed in 1964 in
Donaueschingen, W. Germany, and later that
year in Brussels and Paris, each time with
Boulez and Loriod. It is, in its way, an ef-
fective work which synthesizes-in about
twenty minutes' length-an almost incredi-
ble number of disparate elements: medieval
plainsong, Greek and Hindu rhythmic pat-
terns, genuine birdsong, serial manipula-
tions, various types of percussive and cluster
timbres. Like all of Messiaen's later work, it
is an essentially static piece built up in great
blocks of sonority (very much in the manner
of Varese, who must certainly have in-
fluenced Messiaen).

I happen-by coincidence-to have been
present at all of the above -mentioned "live"
performances of the work and, having now
heard it a couple of additional times, on
record. I must say that it does not grow in
stature on repeated hearings. This music
makes its maximum effect the very first time
-and this can be a genuine and moving ef-
fect. But either you dig it or you don't;
either you're willing to be taken along on a
Messiaen mystical trip, or the music will
seem to fall apart into its primitive building
blocks of sound. There are no great hidden
subtleties beneath the sonorous surface.

Mme. Messiaen gives a first-class perform.
ance of the solo in the Couleurs and the ex-
cellent Strasbourg group and Paris musicians
of the Domaine Musical give a superb per-
formance under Boulez's direction. The
sound is ideal for this sort of thing. It is clear
and controlled, yet it has enough depth and
richness. With all my own reservations about
this music, I still recommend it for the "well-
read" music lover-for anyone who wants
to be literate about a certain essential aspect
of contemporary music and who wants to
undergo a certain kind of experience that is
undoubtedly remarkable and possibly even
unique. E. S.

MOZART: Quartet No. 1, in G Minor,
for Piano and Strings (K. 478); Quartet
No. 2, in E -fiat Major, for Piano and
Strings (K. 493). George Szell (piano),
members of the Budapest String Quartet.
ODYSSEY l 32 16 0139 82.49.

Performance: Dry
Recording: Vintage 1946

This Odyssey reissue of Mozart chamber mu-
sic performed by members of the Budapest
Quartet, with George Szell playing the piano,
was originally recorded by Columbia in 1946.
For all its virtues, it is more interesting in its
reminder of how our notion of Mozart per-
formance has changed over the last twenty
years than it is as performance itself.

Oddly enough, the tone of a quotation
from the Saturday Review featured on the
sleeve of Odyssey's release (presumably ex-
cerpted from a review of the original release
of these performances) inadvertently illus-
trates my point: "Conductor Szell is a first-
rate Mozart player, accurate, musical, with-
out ostentation...." And indeed, the playing
is "accurate, musical, without ostentation."
But it is also Mozart -playing of the computer -
precise, rigid, "classical" school that today is
outmoded, if not in a state of disrepute.
Mozart's "classical perfection," we realize

(Continued on page 100)
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The more
music system.

The SC -2520 is a compact
stereo music system that
does everything but fly.

It plays monaural and
stereo records.

It plays monaural and
stereo FM broadcasts.

And it will record and
play back monaural and
stereo tapes.

Stated simply, it will pro-
duce more music, in more
ways, than any compact
music system ever made.

For example: The New
York Philharmonic Orches-
tra is presenting a special
program on FM stereo
radio. You not only want to
hear it, but wish to record
it for posterity. Simply in-
sert a tape cartridge (cas-
sette) into the SC -2520,
tune to the station, acti-
vate the tape mechanism
and enjoy the program
while your music system
records it for future listen-
ing.

For example: Your
friend has an extraordi-
nary recording that is out
of print. You want to record
it. All you do is start the
tape cassette player and
play the record on the auto-
matic turntable. In min-
utes, that rare recording
is part of your collection.

It would take a small
novel to outline all of the
possible functions of the
SC -2520. So suffice it to
say if it has anything to do

with sound, you can cap-
ture it and faithfully repro-
duce it with this amazing
music system.

The SC -2520 has solid-
state electronics through-
out, including newly
developed integrated
micro -circuits.

It has a defeatable con-
tour switch that restores
bass frequencies at low
volume levels.

It has a unique speaker
selector switch that allows
you to connect stereo
speaker systems in two
rooms and select between
them. Or use them all
simultaneously.

It also has a headphone

receptacle on the front
panel for personal listen.
ing.

And a center of channel
tuning meter so you can
locate FM stations quickly
and accurately.

In short, here is a total
music system that is really
total.

And beautiful.
And easy to use.
And sensibly priced.
The SC -2520 is at your

Harman-Kardon dealer
now. He will be happy to
give you a complete dem-
onstration.

Visit him soon.

We want you
more music.

For more information
write to Harman-Kardon,
Inc., 55 Ames Court, Plain-
view, N.Y., Box # SR -31

to hear

'*5
harman kardon

A subsidiary of Jervis Corporation
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REEVES SOUNOCRAFT
ouustame SOCOIRDINS TAPS

great tape:
is spelled
with an

It ft
It

Professionals, home recordists,
and school personnel "in the tal
know" prefer Reeves Soundcraft

Tapes for reliability and superior ga

performance. They know that
Reeves is the only manufacturer
to win Hollywood's Academy
Award "Oscar" for outstanding
technical achievement. Reeves It
uniform, ultra -smooth oxide td
coating, extra fine lubrication,`
precision winding and rigid qual- C
ity control procedures assure
faithful recording of both high ""5!
and low frequencies. Look for d
the new, bright blue packaget
with the big R at your dealer. A
complete line of recording taped
including cassettes is available
for your every recording need.
Further information is available I
by writing Reeves Soundcraft, A
Division of Reeves Industries,
Danbury, Connecticut.

OSCAR AWARD

FOR OUTSTANDING a
ACHIEVEMENT

I
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The engineering is clean and intimate -
sounding. Conductor Vaughan maintains
clear textures and elicits generally polished
orchestral playing. His pacing seems delib-
erate and somewhat lacking in brio, though
I doubt that even his erstwhile mentor, Sir
Thomas Beecham, could have succeeded in
energizing this relatively pallid opera. It is
simply not top-drawer Mozart. Not that
1775 was an off-year for him-let us remem-
ber the five violin concertos! It must have
been that Archduke. . . . G. J.

RECORDINGS OF SPECIAL MERIT

PROW FIEV: Complete Solo Piano
Irorks. Sonatas: No. 1, in F Minor, Op. 1;
No. 2, in D Minor, Op. 14; No. 3, in A
Minor, Op. 38; No. 4, in C Minor, Op. 29;
No. 5, in C Major, revised, Op. 135; No. 6,
in A Major, Op. 82; No. 7, in B -flat Major,
Op. 83; No. 8, in B -flat Major, Op. 84; No.
9, in C Major, Op. 103; Four Etudes, Op. 2;
Four Pieces, Op. 4; Toccata, Op. 11; Ten
Pieces, Op. 12; Sarcasms, Op. 17; Visions
fugitives, Op. 22; Old Grandmother's Tales,
Op. 31; Four Pieces, Op. 32; Things in
Themselves, Op. 45; T wo Sonatinas, Op. 54;
Three Pieces, op. 59; Pensees, Op. 62; Mu-
sic for Children, Op. 65. Gyorgy Sandor
(piano). Vox SVBX 5408/9 two three -disc
boxes, $9.95 each.

movements of the Sonata No. 7 and its
Schumannesque slow movement. Mr. Salz-
man makes a good point in equating the
music of the Eighth and Ninth Sonatas with
the mature Schubert masterpieces in the
same form.

Save for the terrific rhythmic verve of his
fast pieces, it is hard for me to pin down
specifically Russian characteristics in Proko-
fiev's piano music, any more than I can with
that of Scriabin. It is enough to say that the
composer's hallmark is plainly present on
all that comes after the derivative Op. t
Sonata. All in all, Prokofiev's piano music
represents the most substantial contribution
to the keyboard repertoire, only Bartok's ex-
cepted, since Debussy.

The dominating characteristics of Gytirgy
Sandor's recorded performances are firmness
of rhythmic control and very clean articula-
tion of passage -work and figuration, with a
surprisingly fine feel for the lyrical and col-
oristic elements in the smaller pieces. It is
quite true that Sviatoslav Richter can go
Sandor one better in subtlety of nuance, as in
his DGG recording of the Eighth Sonata,
and Horowitz's old RCA Victor mono ver-
sion of the Seventh is unchallenged by
Sandoz., but the fact remains that these Vox
albums are a very solid musical achievement
on all counts. The piano is recorded with
fairly close microphone placement, produc-
ing the sound of a smallish living room
rather than a concert hall; but in these terms
the result is entirely satisfactory. D. H.

RACHMANINOFF: Isle of the Dead (see
SCRIABIN)

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

Performance: To the manner born
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Good enough

The eighty-seven pieces contained in these
two Vox Boxes represent the complete solo -
piano output of Serge Prokofiev, exclusive of
transcriptions of works composed originally
for other media. What with a consistently
high level of performance and interpretation,
good (if not spectacular) recorded sound,
and attractive prices, Gyorgy Sandor and the
Vox production staff have made a major con-
tribution to the documentation of twentieth-
century keyboard music. Special thanks are
also due the excellent and highly informative
program notes by Contributing Editor Eric
Salzman, a composer and historian -analyst of
contemporary music.

It is fitting that the Budapest -born Mr.
Sandor, heretofore associated-in recorded
performance, at least-with the music of
Liszt and Bartok, should have undertaken
the Prokofiev project. For Prokofiev, both as
composer -virtuoso and as gadfly creative in-
novator, had much in common with the ear-
lier Hungarian master as well as with Bartok,
who was ten years his senior. I was struck, for
example, by similarities between Prokofiev's
Suggestion diabolique from Op. 4 and the
more demonic virtuoso essays of Liszt, and
by those between the Toccata, Op. 11, and
Bartok's Allegro barbaro, composed within a
year of each other.

The fierce motoric energy of Prokofiev's
earlier "football music" (as Nicolas Slonim-
sky was wont to term the more athletic
pieces) is by no means the whole story of
his piano style. The Visions fugitives of
1915-1917 are spellbindingly poetic, far re-
moved from the style mecanique which the
critics of the 1920's tried to pin on the young
Prokofiev in the course of his peregrinations
through Europe and the U.S. The polarities
of the poetic and the athletic Prokofiev are
perhaps most tellingly united in the one -
movement Third Sonata (1917), and are
very much in evidence too in the fierce outer

ROSSINI: La cambiale di matrimonio.
Renata Scotto (soprano), Fanny; Renato
Capecchi (bass), Slook; Mario Petri (bass),
Norton; Rolando Panerai (baritone), Tobia
Mill; Nicola Monti (tenor), Edoardo Mil -
fort; Giovanna Fioroni (mezzo-soprano),
Clarina. Virtuosi di Roma, Renato Fasano
cond. EVEREST ® S446-2, ® 446-2* two
discs $5.96.

Performance: Delightful
Recording: Very good
Stereo Quality: Very good

I gave a glowing review to this version of
Rossini's first opera when it originally ap-
peared on Mercury ( July, 1961) and, on the
occasion of this reissue, I am happy to reit-
erate my praise. The opera itself is an ab-
solute charmer: the expected buffo ingredi-
ents are enlivened by the zesty character of
Mr. Slook, who reflects the European view
anno 1810 of the Ugly American. He is all
business, lacking totally in savoir faire, carry-
ing on with a bull -in -the -china -shop direct-
ness, but finally emerging as a man of wit,
generosity, and courage in a world that re-
gards him with suspicion.

Rossini's treatment of this one -actor is
compact, quick -moving, full of bubbly mel-
odies. La cambiale di matrimonio is the
work of an eighteen -year -old conservatory
student, but its quicksilver quality is not far
removed from II barbiere di Siviglia, which
Rossini wrote at the ripe old age of twenty-
four.

The cast is virtually perfect. Renata Scotto
portrays an unwilling mail-order bride win-
ningly, showing the signs of what has since

(Continued on page 104)



SC -100 SOLID STATE PREAMPLIFIER
For those exacting high fidelity enthusiasts who want the best in
component systems, this is the finest preamplifier ever made. The
SC -I00 is the epitome of stereophonic sound reproduction technology
 Professional -type stepped volume control, 2 dB per step
 Tracking within 0.5 dB
 Completely shielded volume control
 Stepped tone controls, 2.5 dB per step
 Voltage regulated and shielded power supply
 Low and High input circuits completely separated

-5 low level inputs (phono, tape head)
-3 high level inputs (tuner, etc.)

 3 phono inputs, one with a 3 -position impedance matching switch
 Distortion is 0.04% at full rated output of 2 volts (RMS)
 Frequency response: 5 Hz to 50,000 Hz ± 1 dB
 Extremely low output impedance, below 130 ohms
 Signal-to-noise ratio throughout phono input (at maximum gain):

70 dB
 Price: $375.00

Rear View
Finally, a component with an
accessible input panel. Shown
is Pioneer's exclusive angled
rear panel, making inputs easy
in any location.

Pioneer raises "the state of the art"
to a new plateau

with two new quality components,
featuring specifications

and concepts never before achieved.
IS -80 INTEGRATED SYSTEMS
The world's first bi-amplified 3 -way speaker system with an electronic
crossover - all in one enclosure. As the world's largest manufacturer of a
complete line of high fidelity components, it was logical that Pioneer would
lead in the development of this concept.

BRIBASIP.

BASS BOOSTING
GilisUrT

5 -WATTS IRSIS

1249011133

45 -WATTS IRMS)

ELECTRONICS

ETER

ID-RANGEK

 A system of wide linear response, with extremely low distortion. The
entire system produces a maximum of 1% harmonic distortion through-
out the acoustic frequency range of 30 Hz to 20,000 Hz, heretofore im-
possible to achieve in conventional loudspeaker systems.

 Twin 45 -watt (RMS) solid-state power amplifiers and an electronic
crossover

 A 12 -inch heavy acoustic suspension woofer coupled with a specially
designed bass -boosting circuit Rives linear response down to 30 Hz in
an en enclosure measuring only 281/2" x 16" x 121/2"

 The electronic crossover uses negative feedback to eliminate distortion.
Crossover rolloff 18 dB per octave.

 The precision combination of these components accurately matches, for
the first time, the electronic damping factor of the amplifiers with the
mechanical damping factor of the speaker system, resulting in superb
speaker control at all dynamic levels.

 The IS -80 has two inputs to accommodate any preamplifier on the market.
 Price: $375.00

These superlative units can be seen at franchised dealers. Local demonstrations are being scheduled. Hear a new dimension in
sound - see one of our dealers. For schedules and further details, write:

PIONEER ELECTRONICS U.S.A. CORP.
140 Smith St., Farmingdale, L.I., N.Y. 11735  (516: 694-7720

Manufacturers of Amplifiers  Tuners  Receivers  Turntables  Speaker Systems  Loudspeakers  Headsets
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A
Dramatic New
Interpretation
of Beethoven's
3rd Symphony

(Eroica)

Cincinnati
Symphony
Orchestra
Max

Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra
Max Rudolf, Conductor

Other Distinguished
Cincinnati Symphony Recordings:

MOZART:
Serenade No. 9 ("Posthorn")
Symphony No. 28
DL 10129 (Mtks)

BRAHMS:
Symphony No. 4
DL 1012S (M 6,$)

PAGANINI:
Concerto No. 2
SAINT-SAENS:
Concerto No. 1
Ruggiero Ricci, Violin
DL 10106 (M &SI

HAYDN:
Symphony No. 86
Symphony No. 57
DL 10107 (IA &S)

CARL NIELSEN:
Symphony No. 4
("The Inextinguishable")
DL 10127 (MSS)

MENDELSSOHN:
Symphony No. 5
("Reformation")
BERWALD:
Symphony in C Major
("Singuliere")
DL 10144 (M &S)

\11 MONO 5 STEREO

[DECCA> A Division of MCA Inc:
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developed into subtler artistry. Renato Ca-
pecchi's characterization of Mt. Slook could
hardly be better; his stuffy English adver-
sary is portrayed by Rolando Panerai with
ample vocal resource and great vitality.

The orchestral tone of the Virtuosi di
Roma is lustrous and exquisitely polished.
The engineering brings the voices into clear
prominence, and surrounds the proceedings
with considerable hall echo. In all, a won-
derful package. G. J.

SAINT-SAENS: Variations on a Theme
of Beethoven (see BRAHMS, Sonata)

RECORDINGS OF SPECIAL MERIT

SCRIABIN: Poem of Ecstasy, Op. 54.
SCHOENBERG: Verkliirte Nacht, Op. 4.
Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra, Zubin
Mehta cond. LONDON ® CS 6552, g CM
9552' $5.79.

SCRIABIN: Poem of Ecstasy, Op. 54.
RACHMANINOFF: The Isle of the Dead,
Op. 29. USSR Symphony Orchestra, Yev-
geny Svetlanov cond. MELODIYA/ANGEL
SR 40019 $5.79.

Performance: Mehta first-rate;
Svetlanov for Rachmaninoff

Recording: London has it
Stereo Quality: London A-1

The -Special Merit- designation applies
here most especially to Zubin Mehta's per-
formances of Scriabin and Schoenberg,
which mark London's very auspicious return
to the domestic American recording scene
after a lapse of more than a dozen years.

The hectic and sensual idiom of Scriabin
has never been precisely my dish of tea-
Russian or otherwise-but Mehta, his fine
Los Angeles players, and the London record-
ing staff do more to make this 1908 score
palatable than any aggregation I have heard,
not excepting Pierre Monteux and the Bos-
ton Symphony Orchestra more than a de-
cade ago. Even the organ called for in
Scriabin's original scoring is brought into
the tonal picture tellingly by Mehta.

The combination of passion and superb
control of tempo, dynamics, and ensemble
also lends to Mehta's reading of Schoenberg's
post -Tristan sextet Verklarte Nacht (in the
composer's 1943 string -orchestra version) a
totally fresh and honest impact.

The London sonics contribute mightily to
the effect of the whole in both Scriabin and
Schoenberg. Microphoning is fairly close-up,
but not uncomfortably so; stereo localization
is precise, but not exaggerated. The combined
sense of instrumental presence and acous-
tic integration of the whole ensemble, how-
ever, is for me the most spectacular aspect
of this recording.

Although Yevgeny Svetlanov's reading
(and the recording, too) of the Poem of
Ecstasy may sound painfully raw and vulgar
alongside the Zubin Mehta production, he
does deserve a loud huzza for his impas-
sioned and highly dramatic treatment of
Rachmaninoff's Isle of the Dead, a work for
which I have always had something of a
weakness. I was sorry to see the excellent
Reiner -Chicago Symphony version deleted by
Victor some years ago; but the Melodiya/An-
gel issue is a rousing replacement. D. H.

SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony No. 13.
Vitaly Gromadsky (bass); Moscow Phil-

harmonic Orchestra and Male Chorus, Kiril
Kondrashin cond. EVEREST ® 3181, ® 6181
$4.98.

Performance: Moscow, 1965, "live"
Recording: Surprisingly good
Stereo Quality: "Electronically enhanced"

I'd not gotten far into this -first- recording
of Shostakovich's Symphony No. 13 before
it seemed to me that, although I'd certainly
never knowingly heard the work, I had some-
how just finished listening to it. A few weeks
or months ago-something like that.

When I began to realize that it is less a
symphony than a cantata, and that its texts
are by Yevtushenko, it suddenly struck me
that that it sounded exactly like a piece I

had been listening to recently and had re-
viewed for this magazine, The Execution of
Stepan Razin. Like Razin, the Symphony is a
manifestation of the "new" Shostakos ich.

As legend has it, Shostakovich has been
slapped down, embarrassed, and re -embraced
by Soviet authority so often that the count is
hard to keep. In 1961, during the liberalized
post -Stalinist era, his once -suppressed Fourth
Symphony (1936) was finally trotted out
with great success. Elsewhere in the Soviet
Union, the young poet Yevtushenko was jab-
bing away at Stalinist -era abuses with a dar-
ing lack of restraint. Soviet -Russian anti-Sem-
itism was one of his pet peeves, and the first
movement of Shostakovich's Thirteenth,
Babi Yar, is a laceratingly blunt attack on it.
It was evidently too much even for jolly
Khrushchev, and, after a successful but omi-
nous premiere in 1962, the Symphony was
banned. With some textual revision, it
popped up again in 1963. It disappeared and
returned in 1965, since which time, accord-
ing to Everest's annotator, the work has
gone back underground.

Altogether, it seems to me much ado about
not much. For musically propagated social
commentary doesn't make the music itself
more enlightened or advanced, even if the
social content is. To be sure, it's not the feeble
stuff Shostakovich was gingerly putting out
during the Fifties; but, like Razin, it's def-
initely back-to-Moussorgsky. (It may be
better, but it's still back.) But while Ra-
zin's text, also by Yevtushenko, seems to
have inspired an unsubtle but assaulting,
grim, and not easily forgotten power, the
Thirteenth Symphony uses similar musical
devices to less telling or pointed dramatic ef-
fect. Its movements want textural and rhyth-
mic contrast, emphasis, musical direction; the
piece seems constantly on the brink of mak-
ing a great howl about something-and -

er getting it out.
The recording, taped at a live perfor-

mance in Moscow in 1965, gives proof that
Muscovites cough as much as we do here.
Otherwise, the sound isn't bad; the perfor-
mance seems effectively authentic, if less
than flawless technically. IV. F.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
SIBELIUS: l'iolin Concerto, in D Minor,
Op. 47; Humoresques, Op. 87b: No. 1, in
D Minor; No. 2, in D Major. David Ois-
trakh (violin); Moscow Radio Symphony
Orchestra, Gennady Rozhdestvensky coed.
MELODIYA/ANGEL SR 40020 $5.79.

Performance: Bigger than life
Recording: Fits the performance
Stereo Quality: Good

(Continued on page 106)
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Your records are cut at a 15°

vertical tracking angle for minimum
distortion.

Shouldn't they be played that way?

Elpa thinks so.
The setter high fidelity records of today were maant to

be played with the stylus mounted at a 15' verlica track-

ing angle.
Any recording engineer will tell yoi
But until now the only way you coulc be sure a -ec-

ord t-acKed perfectly was on a single play transcription

turntab e -with -he stylus angle always at a precise 15°.

Nov that's OK for a disc jockey. HE i JSt sits tr ere

and plays one record at a time anyway. 3uf wnat about

the fee of us? V.ha- about the man whc vaits tramscrip-

tion quality in his turntable but doesn't care to get up

and change each and every record?
For him, Perpetuum-Ebner and Elpa invented the

PE -2020.
It's the only turntable in the world that tracks like a

manual. acts like an automatic and worcs ike a charm.

the Elpa PE-2020

Every recorc n the stack is tracked for nil iimum distor-

-ion. And mil mum tecord wear. Either ii multiple or in

single play.
The PE -2320 has a lot of other things gc inc for it, too.

_ike an automatic anti -skating device. A sing e lever

command center to start, stop, repeat, cue, pause and

ift. An autcmatic -ecord scanner. A fou--speed setting

control witf- p tc-i control.
And we could co on. But wt-at's the serse of that

when you cai just as easily see and play -he PE -2020 for

wourself at ycur Elpa dealer.
If you cicr't know who or where he is in you neigh-

Dorhood and wish -urther information, just drop us a line.

-he FE -2020 - $129-95 less base. E

ELDA MARKETING INDUSTRIES, INC ,a
EW HYDE PARK. N.Y. 11040.



recordin

K-6
$26.50

Koss siereophones

tell you everything

that's Nino on
Want to hear exactly what the tape is picking up?
Slip on a pair of Koss Stereophones and you'll hear it
all. Lets you make quick adjustment on tone, volume
and microphone balance. It's a real session -saver,
especially when there can't be another "take."

For editing, Koss Stereophones are a must. They
provide personal listening, so you can't distract others
with the constant replay of recorded material. And
can't be distracted by outside noises, so the editing
job is a lot easier and quicker.

Next time you record, edit or playback, try
Koss Stereophones. And listen to the difference.

KOSS

SP 3XC
$24.95

Koss Electronics Inc., 2227 N. 31st St., Milwaukee, Wis. 53208
Export Cable. STEREOFONE  Koss-Impetus/2 Via Berna/Lugano. Switzerland
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Here is a performance of the Sibelius Violin
Concerto that is poles apart from the recent
issues by Perlman and Leinsdorf for RCA
Victor or Ferran and Karajan on DGG.
Oistrakh and Rozhdestvensky set out to make
a really epic work of the Sibelius Violin
Concerto. The big-and I mean big !-USSR
recorded sound, splendidly bright and re-
verberant, adds to the stunning effect. Ois-
trakh is absolutely brilliant in this grandly
extrovert treatment, and Rozhdestvensky is
behind him all the way. The violinist makes
beautiful and exciting things, too, of the not
inconsiderable Humoresques, composed more
than a decade after the Concerto. D. H.

STRAUSS: Der Rosenkavalier-excerpts
(see Best of the Month, page 76)

STRAVINSKY: Orpheus; Symphony in
Three Movements. London Symphony Or-
chestra, Colin Davis cond. PI-IILIPS ® PHS
900153 $5.79.

Performance: Good
Recording: Resonant
Stereo Quality: Deep

Until Stravinsky made his own recording,
Orpheus was notable in the catalog for its
absence. The score is still a rarity, in spite of
the fact that it represents (along with the
later Anon) a high point of the Stravinsky-
Balanchine collaboration, and it is, in its own
right, one of Stravinsky's most remark ,b'e
scores. Written in 1947, Orpheus is (as Ber-
nard Jacobson rightly points out in his liner
notes) astonishingly close in texture and ex-
pression to his spare, late serial works; in
fact, in spite of its obvious references to the
past (i.e., the Baroquey duet for two oboes
and harp that accompanies Orpheus' Air Ile
Danse), it hardly seems like a neo-classic
work at all.

This is a low-keyed performance of a work
that is itself a kind of epitome of understate-
ment and quiet, spare beauty. Despite a cer-
tain languid beauty here, I miss the sense of
tension, of urgency and foreboding that Stra-
vinsky's own reading suggests. The perform.
ance of the Symphony in Three Movements-
another of the late neo-classical works writ-
ten in Hollywood toward the end of the war,
and one of Stravinsky's most solid large
symphonic pieces-has more strength. In
fact, it is neatly played and has both clarity
and zip; here Davis has imparted some of
that nervous edge which is so important in
much of Stravinsky's work. But the recorded
sound does him in. The rather distant place-
ment of the orchestra, with a halo of reso-
nance, is short on upper partials; thus the
timbre lacks the very brilliant cutting edge
which is in fact just what this music needs.
Too bad: wonderful music, an excellent con-
ductor, and a good orchestra-but the results
just don't measure up. E. S.

STRONG: Symphony No. 2, Op. 50
("Sint ram"). Royal Philharmonic Orches-
tra, Karl Krueger cond. SOCIETY FOR THE
PRESERVATION OF THE AMERICAN MUSICAL
HERITAGE ® MIA 136 $6.00.

Performance: Adequate
Recording: A bit brassy
Stereo Quality: All right

George Templeton Strong (1856-1948), an
almost forgotten contemporary of Edward
MacDowell, was a close friend of the

(Continued on page 108)



Y3S 3716

Y3S 3702

POUIVALEN TO MO V.I. OM,
Ulackaturian

IRMO
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DISTOtACil

Y2S 3715

YIS 36490

We `Highest
achievement in
stereo esowld.

The Angel, Melodiya/Angel library
of classical greats on 3'4 tape.

OPERA

Verdi: Aida. Nilsson! Corellii! Bum-
bry! Zubin Meta's towering first
opera recording...as dynamic and
spectacular in sound as it is formi-
dable in its casting of singers.
FIRST NEW AIDA RECORDING IN
FIVE YEARS!

Puccini: Madame Butterfly. The
critically acclaimed Barbirolli/
Scotto collaboration: "one of re-
cording history's most exciting
performances...must now be con-
sidered the definitive treatment."
(Saturday Review). Recorded
sound is a match for the magnifi-
cent performance.

INSTRUMENTAL

Khachaturian: Concerto for Violin
and Orchestra. Sibelius: Concerto
for Violin and Orchestra. Peerless
playing of two world-famous works
for violin and orchestra by the
dean of Russian violinists, David
Oistrakh. Ideally paced and totally
unified performances by the famed
artist and the Moscow Philhar-
monic.

Elgar: Cello Concerto. Delius: Con-
certo for Cello and Orchestra.
23 -year -old cellist Jacqueline
Du Pre's debut recordings. Impec-
cable technique; mature musician-
ship. "So extraordinary a sound
...one must go back to the heyday
of Casals and Rostropovich for
adequate comparisons." (New
York Herald Tribune).

Now at your favorite
record or tape dealer.

Angel

ORCHESTRAL

Hoist: The Planets. Ear-splitting
sonics by the marvelous New Phil-
harmonia. Boult conducts the per-
formance against which all others
must now be judged. An astound-
ing production not to be missed!

Mahler: Symphony No. 9 in D.
Dr. Klemperer's monumental per-
formance of the Mahler symphony
recognized to be the composer's
greatest achievement. Faultlessly
realized by the New Philharmonia
and Angel's masterful engineering
team.

INTERNATIONAL

West Meets East. The nation's #1
selling classical album of the year!
The unique pairing of Slhankar's
sitar with Menuhin's violin -the
music of India performed by inter-
nationally recognized giants of
their instruments.

On Parade. The rich, earthy sledge-
hammer sound of one of the
world's great chorus and band
ensembles. Folk songs and dances
...no duplication of earlier Angel
recordings...this one was recorded
at the source!

MEJ10)=11451

MELODIYA ANGEL,

'Also available on
8 -track tape
cartridge.

Y1S 36420

Y1S 40018
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If you're

considering a fine camera

HOLD IT,

PLEASE
Ask your Dealer to show you a Honeywell
Pentax. Hold it, heft it, handle it. Get it in
shooting position. See how remarkably well-
balanced it is.

Check the crisp, bright, eye -level viewfinder.
Try the precise, functionally located controls.
Run your fingertips over the satin -smooth
chrome. Feel the richly grained leather.

Notice the size. The Honeywell Pentax is
the smallest of all 35mm single-lens reflex
cameras. It's lightweight, but solid. Never a
chore to carry. And it makes magnificent pic-
tures. Get hold of it soon-Pentax prices range
from just $149.50 for the H la to $289.50 for
the top -of -the -line Spotmatic with precise
through -the -lens exposure control. Mail cou-
pon for free literature.

Honeywell takes the guesswork
out of fine photography

Honeywell Photographic 240

Mail Station 209, Denver, Colo. 80217

Please send Honeywell Pentax literature to:

Name

Address

City /State /Zip

Honeywell
PHOTOGRAPHIC
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younger composer during his days in Wies-
baden, Germany. Born the son of a promi-
nent New York lawyer and long-time Phil-
harmonic Society president (whose diaries,
published a few years ago, give an extraor-
dinarily vivid picture of New York social
and cultural life a century ago), Strong Jr.
was initially trained by his intensely musical
parents, then went to Leipzig, after which
he became closely associated with the Liszt
circle at Weimar. A few years after Mac-
Dowell's return to America, Strong followed
in 1891, but a brief spell of teaching at the
New England Conservatory was enough to
send him back to Europe. He settled in
Switzerland for the rest of his long life, win-
ning some small fame as a water colorist in
addition to his reputation as a composer in
the post-Lisztian manner. His three sym-
phonies all bear programmatic titles, but
have remained virtually unknown since their
early performances before the turn of the
century. On the other hand, pieces of his
have been performed by the Philadelphia Or-
chestra and by the NBC Symphony under
Ansermet and Arturo Toscanini.

The Sintram Symphony was performed on
March 4, 1893, by the New York Philhar-
monic Society under Anton Seidl. The title
derives from a work by the early German
Romantic writer De la Motte Fouque, and
there is a further superscription: "The strug-
gle of a man against the powers of evil."
There also is cited a motto (from Goethe's
Faust, Part II) on the need to cultivate a
sense of awe in the face of the "vast un-
known." There are no subtitles for the first
two movements, but the third is called The
Two Terrible Companions, referring to
Diirer's famous engraving Knight, Death,
and Devil, and the finale is entitled Struggle
and Victory.

The style adopted by Strong in this
lengthy but well -crafted victory -through -
struggle symphony is a richly orchestrated
late -Romantic idiom, the lyrical elements of
which might be said to derive from Schu-
mann, while the modal chordal elements
and rhythmic dynamism are more Lisztian.
Though the piece does have a few arresting
moments, I fear that it will remain a mu-
seum piece rather than a vital musical ex-
perience. Save for the recurrent chorale ele-
ments, the melodic substance of the Sintram
Symphony lacks genuine distinction; nor is
its development interesting enough to justi-
fy the excessive length of the work as a
whole.

The recorded performance under Karl
Krueger, one-time conductor of the Detroit
Symphony and Kansas City Philharmonic
and now in his seventy-fourth year, is de-
voted, if not as sinewy as it might be. The
orchestral balances as heard on my loud-
speakers tended to favor brass at the ex-
pense of the all-important violins. Otherwise,
the sonics are generally quite acceptable.

It should be noted that this recording of
the Templeton Strong Sintram Symphony is
only one out of half -a -hundred items avail-
able from the Society for the Preservation of
the American Musical Heritage, which, un-
der Dr. Krueger's guidance, offers the only
systematic disc documentation of American
music before 1910. D. H.

VERDI: Aida. Birgit Nilsson (soprano),
Aida; Mario Sereni (baritone), Amonasro;
Franco Corelli (tenor), Radames; Grace
Bumbry (mezzo-soprano), Amneris; Fer-

ruccio Mazzoli (bass), the King; Bonaldo
Giaiotti (bass), Ramfis; Piero de Palma
(tenor), Messenger; Mirella Fiorentini (so-
prano), Priestess; Orchestra and Chorus of
the Opera House, Rome, Zubin Mehta cond.
ANGEL ® SCL 3716 three discs $17.37.

Performance: Exciting but uneven
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: Good

It is only fitting that Aida, which offers vir-
tually everything an opera is capable of of-
fering-absorbing drama, theatrical effec-
tiveness, and superb music-should have an
ideal performance. The goal is elusive,
though in the theater it often seems within
our grasp: let the achievement be only near -
perfect, and imagination will supply the
rest. On records, alas, the magic seldom
works. Cold reason holds enthrallment in
check; we analyze, compare, and, frequently,

BIRGIT NILSSON
An Aida of boldness and penetration

reject. Perfection has so far eluded all re-
corded versions, and Angel's new all-star
effort is no exception.

The conductor is the phenomenally gifted
Zubin Mehta, whose performances of Aida
at the Metropolitan Opera two seasons ago
were the fastest readings on record. He was
a comparative newcomer to opera then, but
a musical mind of his brilliance develops
at a remarkable pace. Much of what he does
in this recording is exciting. His dramatic
flair is undeniable, his energy virtually inex-
haustible. His handling of the singers is firm,
yet not inconsiderate when the beauty of the
musical phrase is the issue. His dynamics are
consistently well -judged, and his tempos, in
themselves, are seldom really hurried. And
yet there is still a restlessness about his lead-
ership that results in uneven and inconsis-
tent sequences. Like many conductors of the
contemporary school, Mehta approaches Ver-
di bearing the Toscanini standards of ener-
gy, rhythmic propulsion, and no-nonsense
musicality, but without the two modest flags
that carry the simple inscriptions of Tos-
canini's artistry: "cantare" and "sostenere."

The Nile Scene of the present recording
is a good case in point. The opening is
singularly lacking in the magical atmosphere
inherent in Verdi's writing, but the ensuing

(Continued on page 110)
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A vital determinant of the quality of an
automatic turntable is the tone arm system.
Here are some of the tone arm and related
features that make the BSR McDonald auto-
matic turntables the sophisticated units
they are.

A resiliently mounted coarse and
fine Vernier Adjustable Counter-
weight delicately counterbalances
the tone arm assuring sensitive
and accurate tracking.

Micrometer Stylus Pressure Ad-
justment permits 1/3 gram set-
tings all the way from 0 to 6
grams. This important part of
the tone arm assures perfect sty-
lus pressure in accordance with
cartridge specifications.

IM-i-mtk
A much appreciated feature built into all BSR
McDonald automatic turntables is the Cueing
and Pause Control Lever. It permits pausing at
any listening point and then gently permits the
tone arm to be lowered into the very same
groove. Positioning of the stylus anywhere on
the record is accomplished without fear of
damaging the record or the cartridge.

To achieve the ultimate in per-
formance, BSR McDonald has
brought to perfection the Anti -
Skate Control. This adjustable
dynamic control applies a con-
tinuously corrected degree of
compensation as required for all
groove diameters. It neutralizes
inward skating force and elimi-
nates distortion caused by un-
equal side wall pressure on the stylus. All of the
BSR McDonald automatic turntables incorporate
anti- skate.

CU

After the last record has played
on any of the three BSR McDonald
automatic turntables, the tone
arm automatically returns to the
Locking Rest. In conjunction with
this action, the On -Off -Reject
lever automatically shifts into the
Off position which securely locks
the tone arm in its cradle to pro-
tect it from accidental drops and
resulting stylus damage.

All BSR McDonald automatic
turntables have a Clip -In Car-
tridge Head. This lightweight
tone arm head, with finger
lift and clip -in cartridge
holder, provides universal
mounting and quick change
facility. It can accommodate
practically every contempo-
rary cartridge currently on
the market.

This unique tone arm
makes BSR McDonald

a sound investment.

Please send free literature on all the
new BSR McDonald automatic turntables.

Name

Address

City State Zip

PRECISION CRAFTED IN GREAT BRITAIN
BSR McDonald 600 Suggested Retail Price $74.50 BSR (USA) LTD., BLAUVELT, N.Y. 10913
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TELEX COMBS MBINES
SOUND PURI ITH EASY

LISTENING

Joan Baez or Beethoven,
Brubeck or Brahms, every-
thing sounds better through
the acoustically matched
speakers of this new Telex
stereo headphone. Wide
range sound, distortion -free
purity, extra bass response
guarantee greater enjoyment
of all music. Lightweight for
comfort, quality built for
sound, made for the fun of
easy listening, the Combo
is yours in pastel brown
finish for less than $20.00.

NEW, leather -grained carry-
ing caddy, padded for extra
protection, tough and dur-
able; keeps all headphones
neat, under $5.

Whatever you need in a headphone, Telex has it. The largest selection in the
industry, priced from $15.95.

D
ELE

IVISION OF THE TELEX CORPORATION
u54 EXCELSIOR BLVD MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 55416
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Grab an earful
of the world!

19 Transistor 7 Band Shortwave/FM/
AM 2 -in -1. Newest for the portable
people! A solid state masterpiece
in genuine teak with chrome ac-
cents. World wide coverage. LW,
150-400 kc. SW,, 1.6-4 mc. SW2,
4-10 mc. SW3, 10.20 mc. SW4,
20-30 mc. Receives international
shortwave plus FAA weather/
navigation reports, CAP, ship -to -
ship and ship -to -shore communi-
cations.

Toshiba Navigational MGC
(Manual Gain Control) allows re-
ceiver to operate as sensitive
direction -finding / homing device. 4
world -scanning antennas plus 2
external antenna connections.

7 keyboard band selectors.
Electronic tuning meter. Switch -
able Automatic Frequency Con-
trol. Pilot lamp. 1-8 watt output.
2 speakers.

Full 1 year parts and labor war-
ranty. The Toshiba Global Model
19L -825F, $180.00*

scene between Aida and Amonasro is cap-
tured with enormous sweep and tension. The
excitement carries into the arrival of Ra-
dames insofar as the tenor's heroic procla-
mations are concerned, but Mehta seems to
lose patience when melting lyricism is called
for (see "La tra foreste vergini," page 240
in the Schirmer vocal score). There are in-
stances elsewhere of insufficient plasticity
and abruptness in phrasing. In sum, this is
an achievement of much brilliance, but one
that is still short of full maturity.

It is a thrill to hear the familiar Nilsson
opulence riding above the big ensembles and
soaring into AIda's high -lying phrases with
that unique boldness and penetration. And
yet, neither her style nor her vocal quality
is entirely right-not even her evident ef-
fort and intelligence can achieve the desired
tenderness and pliancy at certain junctures.

Franco Corelli, on the other hand, has the
ideal voice for Radames-youthful, ringing,
yet sensuous-and he uses it here with
great effectiveness. His "Celeste Aida" is
sung with a ravishing tone, but it ends rather
curiously: the concluding B -flat attacked at
full voice, held, and then reduced to a gradu-
al, exquisite diminuendo. Much as I admire
Mr. Corelli's singing, I submit that his tech-
nique is not quite up to this kind of spec-
tacular feat, and I suspect that he benefits
from some form of technical sorcery in this
instance. When he achieves an honest -to -
goodness diminuendo (as, for example, in
the phrase "volano al raggio" in the Final
Scene), the effect is impressive, but not near-
ly so spectacular. There are a few liberties
elsewhere, notably the disregard of Verdi's
dolce marking on "de' nostri amori" and the
textual alteration of the last word to facili-
tate the handling of that difficult but not
impossible phrase (not to Bjoerling, at any
rate), but there are also many moments of
truly memorable singing.

The Amneris of Grace Bumbry is vocally
sumptuous throughout, save for a regrettable
instant when she goes sharp at the very end
of her scene with the priests (p. 288). She is
not yet able to establish the regal and ven-
omous image upon her entrance with quite
the seasoned mastery of a Gorr (on RCA
Victor) or a Simionato (on London), and
there are still a few uneasy moments in her
dialogue with Aida in Act II. But the inter-
pretive art is deepening and the vocal foun-
dation is splendid.

Mario Sereni offers a solid, forceful Amo-
nasro in a conventional mold-nothing real-
ly distinctive, but very reassuring and al-
ways tellingly phrased. Bonaldo Giaiotti is
a virtually perfect Ramfis, sonorous and ex-
pressive, with a remarkable top range dis-
played in the Temple Scene. The role has not
had such a recorded interpreter since Tan-
credi Pasero in 1946. Mazzoli and De Palma
are dependable, but neither the Priestess nor
the Rome Opera Chorus distinguish them-
selves in the Temple Scene.

The much -recorded Rome orchestra re-
sponds to Mehta's demanding leadership
laudably, if not always with impeccable
polish. The technical production eschews
sensationalism and concentrates on clarity,
depth, and balances. Technically, this is a
first-rate achievement.

Now let us survey the field of recorded
Alden'. Leaving aside the sonic aspect, the
present version is not really superior to An-
gel's earlier set (with Callas, Barbieri, Tuck -

(Continued on page 112)
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LAF Ay ET T Eg

IkEiGitcRAuTITED
YEARS AHEAD IN DESIGN!

Dealerships Avai able
In Selectee Areas.

For Details Arite,
Lafayette Rat o

Electronic;
Dept, F.L

Box L.. Sytoss-1,
L. I., N Y. E.'S'

4 in 4.T F.E.T.'s CONTOR-MATICT"

Are IC's, F.E.T.'s and special transistor overload pro-
tection circuits necessary in a receiver? We thought
so. So we included them in the LR-1000T. And you'll
be glad we did. FM stereo comes through with
remarkable clarity-better than ever possible before.
And with COMPUTOR-MATIC (Pat. Pending), an
exclusive overload protection circuit, you'll never
have trouble with driver and output transistor burn-
out. Special built-in monitoring circuits act in an
instant to prevent damage in the event of overload,
and automatically restore operation when the cause
of overload is removed.

There's a host of other important features, of course.
These include a fool -proof automatic FM mono -stereo
switching circuit, adjustable interstation muting on FM
and AM, built-in FM and AM antenna systems, a full
range of stereo inputs for external program sources,
provision for use of remote speakers, center channel
output, front and rear panel tape outputs, plus every
needed control for full flexibility. And, your assurance
of reliability is the 2 year parts warranty (1 year on
semiconductors) that accompanies this receiver.

Price, including deluxe simulated wood grain metal
case 219.95

Stock No. 99-0183WX

Circuit*
PAT. PENDING

*NEW, FUSELESS AUTOMATIC OVERLOAD PROTECTION FOR
DRIVERS & OUTPUT TRANSISTORS.

A special 2 -transistor circuit in each

channel continuously mcnitors the out-

put stages. The start of any abnormal

condition is immediately sensed and the

circuit acts instantly to cut off operation

of the amplifier before damage can

result. Not only is this computer -type

protective circuit hundreds of times
faster than a fuse or circuit breaker, but

it is also self -restoring. When the cause

of overload is removed, he circuit auto-

matically restabilizes, al owing resump-

tion of normal operation.

COMPARE THESE LR-1000T SPECIFICATIONS:

1.650/ (IHF) FM sensitivity, 1.5db capture ratio, 38db FM
stereo separation, 90 db cross modulation rejection, 68 db
signal-to-noise ratio, 120 watts (IHF) power output with less
than 1% Harmonic distortion, and power bandwidth of 20-
40,000 Hz. Size: 15% x 43'8x 119'16D.

Write now for free detailed literature.

Lafayette Radio Electronics Dept. 53- 8, P,D. Box 10, Syosset L .1., N. Y. 11791



Every tape recorder owner
needs EDITa//`
the professional way to edit tape.

EDITa//
vvalrdpri

Most tape enthusiasts know that good tapes are made better by
editing. And the best way to edit tapes is with the EDITaII Splice
Block and EDITabs.
Only the patented EDITaII Splice Block holds the tape where you
want it, has dovetailed shoulders to keep the tape in the groove,
and the shaped groove to insure a tight splice. With the EDITaII
Splice Block you can edit all tapes, regardless of thickness.
Splices made with the EDITaII system are better for your tape
recorder, cause less wear to the tape heads.
The EDITaII KP-2 kit gets you off to a good start for only $3.50.
It includes the EDITaII block, 30 EDITab splicing tapes, demag-
netized razor blade, instructions, grease pencil, etc. Get it at your
hi-fi dealer, or order direct. ELPA MARKETING INDUSTRIES, INC.,
NEW HYDE PARK, N. Y. 11040

EDITarsplicing blocks EDltab'splices
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World's finest stereo headset
11111 The CLARK/1000 represents a whole new luxury stereo

headset concept.
Combining the finest possible

electronic components coupled
with handsome design simplicity,
the CLARK/1000 adds up to an
instrument of distinction.

The CLARK/1000 must be seen
to be believed, worn to be

appreciated and owned to he

enjoyed.
Also available is the new

CLARK/250 featuring individual
ear volume adjustment.

Both of these new headsets
are manufactured in the tradi-
tional high standards of our
buyer tested and proved CLARK/
100 and CLARK/200 stereo head-
sets which you have gratefully
welcomed.

14 Kt. gold plated hardware
Walnut grained domes
Luxurious carrying case

ID)ouffcg Clark COMPANY
INCORPORATED

360 Franklin St., Worcester, Mass., 01604
WEST COAST OFFICE: 1696 Cent.nela, Suite 2., Inglewood, Calif. 90302
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masters involved, but the overall quality lev-
el is acceptable. G. J.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
LEONARD ROSE: Romantic Music for
Cello. Schubert: "Arpeggione" Sonata, in
A Minor (D. 821). Schumann: Fantasie-
stiicke, Op. 73. Chopin: Introduction and
Polonaise brillante, Op. 3. Leonard Rose
(cello); Samuel Sanders (piano). COLUM-
BIA ® MS 6985, g ML 6385* $5.79.

Performance: Rich -toned
Recording: Cello to the fore
Stereo Quality: All right

The melodic wealth of Schubert's "Arpeggi-
one" Sonata, the lovely and infrequently
heard Schumann pieces, and the Chopin dis-
play vehicle represent a canny choice of
repertoire, played here with great tonal rich-
ness by Leonard Rose. Indeed, the sheer
bulk of the sound that he generates in the
Schubert sonata makes one wonder whether
the recording is out of balance. But a hearing
of the somewhat lighter -toned Vox disc with
Paul Olefsky inclines one to the view that
the Rose cello rather than microphone bal-
ance is the principal contributing factor.
There is only the early Reginald Kell disc of
the Schumann in its original clarinet version
to consider alongside Rose's version here. In
the Chopin, though, there are rival versions
by such redoubtable virtuosos as Starker and
Rostropovich. In terms of total programming,
however, Rose's A-1 performances, ably abet-
ted by Samuel Sanders at the piano, form a
winning combination. D. H.

TERESA STICH-RANDALL: Italian op-
era. Bellini: Norma: Costa Diva. I Puritani :
Qui la rote. Boito: Mefistofele: L'altra
notte. Verdi: La Traria/a: Ah! fors' e lui
. Sempre libera. Ernani: Ernani, involami.
Puccini: Tosca: Vissi d'arte. Donizetti:
Don Pasquale: So anch' io la viral magica.
Teresa Stich -Randall (soprano); Vienna
Volksoper Orchestra and Chorus, Brian
Priestman cond. WESTMINSTER ® WST
17130, g XWN 19130 $4.79.

Performance: Right singer, wrong parts
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: Excellent

If this recital was designed to prove that
Teresa Stich -Randall, a much -admired inter-
preter of Bach, Mozart, and Handel, is
equally at home in Italian opera from bel
canto to verismo, the point remains un-
proven. Miss Stich -Randall is an artist of
solid musicality. Her tone is warm and even,
and she can sustain a lyrical line admirably
-qualities which add up to generally pleas-
ing results in the Puccini and Boito arias.
In the Bellini-Donizetti-Verdi excerpts, how-
ever, she sounds decidedly ill at ease and
quite unidiomatic. Without going into spe-
cifics, the qualities most noticeably lacking
are spontaneity, fire, and genuine involve-
ment. There is expertise in abundance, and a
wealth of beautiful sound, but everything is
studied, unconvincing, and unmoving.

The negative impression is compounded
by Priestman's uninspiring leadership and
by insensitive and distinctly un-Italian sing-
ing by what the jacket insists upon calling
the Volksopern Chorus. Save for the over -

prominent harp in "Vissi d'arte," however,
the technical quality of the recording is ex-
ceptional. G. J.
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the

amplifier

The AR amplifier delivers 60 watts per channel continuous
output at less than 0.5% harmonic distortion, 20 to 20,000
Hz, both channels operating simultaneously into 4 ohms;
50 watts per channel into 8 ohms.

One of the most important specifications of an amplifier is its power output. In
view of this, consumers might expect this measurement to be presented clearly
and accurately in amplifier advertising. This has not been the case. In recent
years, a variety of vague or irrelevant terms has been used by manufacturers to
describe power output: music power, solid-state power, stereo power, audio
power, transient power, transistor power, IHF power and others. The list includes
terms invented by manufacturers and applied to their products alone, as well
as standards of measurement known only to advertising copy writers.
Acoustic Research uses the definition of a watt given in physics texts: work done
at the rate of 0.7375 ft.-lb./second. We know of no "transient watt" or "music
watt" which science recognizes. AR amplifiers are rated exactly as we
measure them, with both channels continuously delivering at least the rated
power without exceeding our harmonic distortion limit of 0.5°/o, or the I.M.
distortion limit of 0.25°/o. The laws of physics and the nature of music require that
power measurements, if they are to be meaningful, be made with a steady, un-
interrupted tone, similar to the purest sound of a pipe organ. AR amplifiers
must deliver their rated power at all frequencies to which the ear responds,
not just at 1,000 Hz, where most amplifiers can deliver much more power than at
the extremes of the range of hearing. Distortion measurements are made through
the AR amplifier's phonograph input because music mus: go through the
amplifier this way-even though performance might be better without the
preamplifier in the circuit.

It is for these reasons that the power output rating of the AR amplifier is true for
any kind of musical tone, not just those easy for an amplifier to reproduce.

The AR amplifier is covered by a guarantee unmatched in the industry. If an
AR amplifier fails to operate as advertised within 2 years of its purchase date,
AR provides parts, labor, freight to and from the factory or nearest authorized
service station, and a carton if necessary-all with no charge for factory defects.

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, INC., 24 Thorndike St., Cambridge, Mass. 02141
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The Ray Charles Singers made Take Me Along one big
hit-and now they take us along on a wonderful whirlwind
trip to other great songs.

These are the songs of today's world-the exciting, vital
songs of the world of today. They come from France where
Michael LeGrand wrote Watch What Happens, from Ger-
many where James Last wrote Blame It on Me.

They come from Hollywood (The Look of Love from
Casino Royale) from Broadway (Henry, Sweet Henry,
the title song of the musical hit by Bob Merrill, who also
wrote Take Me Along.)

They come from the Top 40 charts (Then You Can Tell
Me Goodbye and Windy) and they even come from Ray
Charles' own doorstep -2 new songs for the younger genera-
tion, plus Ray's own Summertime Sweethearts.

These are today's sounds and today's feeling expressed in
today's songs with the wonderful styling of the Ray Charles
Singers-those voices that say-

Take Me Along:

This Is the Big Musical Trip from...

onvista414
RECORDS

Take Me along!
wIthThe Ray Charles Singers

One big hit deserves a batch of encores. Take utile etliongt---
The Rap/ float** Singers

TAKE ME ALONG .. THE LOOK OF LOVE ...
SUMMERTIME SWEETHEARTS .. BLAME IT ON ME ..
THIS HEART (PARIS) .. I CAN SEE IT NOW ...
WINDY . . WALKIN' LONELY .. QUIZ ME ..
HENRY, SWEET HENRY .. WATCH WHAT HAPPENS .
THEN YOU CAN TELL ME GOODBYE ... Album -,926

WORLD LEADER IN
RECORDED SOUND

RECORDS

1330 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N. Y. 10019
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HIFI/STEREO REVIEW'S CHOICE OF THE LATEST RECORDINGS

ENTERTAINMENT
POPS  JAZZ  FILMS  TH EATER  FOLK  SPOKEN WORD

Reviewed by CLIVE BARNES  NAT HENTOFF  PAUL KRESH  REX REED  PETER REILLY

THE BEATLES: Magical Mystery Tour.
The Beatles (vocals, instrumentals). Magi-
cal Mystery Tour; The Fool on the Hill;
Flying; Blue Jay Way; Your Mother Should
Know; 1 Am the Walrus ("No You're Not!"
said Little Nicola); and five others. CAPITOL
® SMAL 2835, ,C) MAL 2835* $5.79.

Performance: Repulsive
Recording: Fair
Stereo Quality: Good

Although I never imagined the Beatles were
completely sane, I began to be seriously
concerned for their mental health when they
announced they were God. Oh, sure, they
later tried to smooth things over by explain-
ing they really meant that everyone is God.
It didn't help. Now they have a new al-
bum out which convinces me that someone
should do society a favor by locking them
up. I say "new" only because side one is
devoted to their score for a television
film special previously unexposed in this
country (we didn't know how lucky we
were, folks); side two is a compilation of
45 -rpm singles most Beatles fans already
own, such as Penny Lane, Strawberry Fields
Forever, Baby You're a Rich Man, and the
delightfully ingenious All You Need Is
Love. For the rest of the salacious drivel on
side one, Capitol is asking six bucks a

throw. Baby, you gotta be a rich man to
shell out that much bread for something as
revolting as this.

Up to now my main criticism of the
Beatles has been their inability to perform
their own songs well. They write intelli-
gently, but they are lousy entertainers and
downright untalented, tone-deaf musicians. (I
make exceptions of their superb vocal treat-
ment of All You Need Is Love and their
lovely instrumental intonation on Penny
Lane, although I'd still like to hear what
the Weavers would have done with that
first tune.) Their farcical, stagnant, help-
less bellowing on the Mystery Tour songs
proves my point; worse, this disc provides
the first group of Beatles compositions I
never ever want to hear again performed by
anybody!

Now let's examine this creepy phenome-
non. Ever since the fellows gave up singing
about narcotics in favor of meditation with
the great Indian guru Maharishi, their mu-
sic has become so totally divorced from real -

Explanation of symbols:
C) = stereophonic recording
C) = monophonic recording
* = mono or stereo version

not received for review

ity as the rest of the world knows it that I,
for one, can no longer identify with it on
any level. I appreciate their bizarre incor-
poration of honky-tonk piano, sitars, bag-
pipes, etc., as much as the next man, but
gimmicks don't compensate for confused
musical ideas. First in this mystery tour
there is the title tune itself, no more than a
Radio City Music Hall parody. Nothing dif-
ferent or clever there. Then there is a song
called The Fool on the Hill, which I rather
liked because it features some lovely flute
work and because it is the only item on the
disc that is not distorted so much that you

GLEN CAMPBELL
Country-and-western, contentporary-style

can't understand the lyrics. It will probably
be picked up by people who can sing, and
then maybe I will like it even more. Next,
something called Flying, a two -minute and
sixteen -second instrumental interlude which
sounds like the soundtrack of an old Maria
Montez jungle movie at just about the point
where she feeds the chanting populace to
the cobras. Fourth, Blue Jay Way (go figure
that one out) which consists of three min-
utes and fifty seconds of the Beatles sound-
ing as if they are singing under water or
gargling with Listerine. Boring as hell.

There's more. There's Your Mother
Should Know, which is nothing more than
a Gaslight Era cabaret tune full of da-das
and yeah-yeahs. Finally-and this I've got
to quote or you'll never believe it-comes
the cherry on the banana split. 1 Am the
Walrus ("No You're Not!" said Little
Nicola) defies any kind of description known
to civilized man. Not only is it ugly to
hear, lacking any cohesion of style or tech-

nique, but it is utterly silly and pointless.
It begins with an intro sounding suspicious-
ly like one of John Barry's James Bond
film scores, then lapses into twenty-five lines
of stuff like: "I am he as you are he as
you are me and we are all together . . . sit-
ting on a cornflake waiting for the van to
come ... I am the eggman, they are the egg-
men-I am the walrus Goo Goo Goo jooa
. . yellow matter custard dripping from a
dead dog's eye . . . crabalocker fishwife
pornographic priestess boy you been a

naughty girl, you let your knickers down
. .. elementary penguin singing Hare Krish-
na man you should have seen them kicking
Edgar Allan Poe ... I am the eggman, they
are the eggmen, I am the walrus GOO GOO -

GOO JOOB GOO GOO GOO JOOBGOO GOOGOO-
00000000 J00000B. . . ." The whole thing
fades out to what sounds like people being
fried on electric fences and pigs rooting in a
bucket of swill. There are also a few sounds
out of wind tunnels, and unless my ears de-
ceived me (it's perfectly possible, I admit), I
think I heard one of the Beatles in the back-
ground mocking a priest in the confessional.

I don't care what kind of ideological
sense all this guff is supposed to make. I
feel perfectly safe not knowing, like a man
in the Middle Ages who has been inoculated
against bubonic plague. But if you care, and
if you buy this platter of phony, preten-
tious, overcooked tripe, then you and the
Beatles deserve each other. R. R.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
GLEN CAMPBELL: By the Time I Get
to Phoenix. Glen Campbell (vocals and
guitar) ; orchestra. By the Time I Get to
Phoenix; Hey Little One; My Baby's Gone;
Back in the Race; Love Is a Lonesome Riv-
er. and six others. CAPITOL (:) ST 2851, C)
T 2851* $4.79.

Performance: Excellent
Recording: Very good
Stereo Quality: Excellent

Glen Campbell seems to me to be one of
the better country-and-western singers. I was
particularly taken by the performance he gives
here of the title song, which he is able to
make both touching and unsentimentally
convincing. Campbell's avoidance of the eas-
ily jerked tear sets him rather apart from
the older generation of country singers and
gives his performances a marked degree of
believable reality. There is also a healthy
touch of sardonic humor in his voice in
such songs as You're Young arid You'll For-
get. This album and Campbell's perfor-
mances would seem to me to be an almost
ideal blend of traditional country -and -west -
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GAME,
SENDA'

QUARTER.
It takes cool to appreciate to-
day's "new" music. And we'll
help you get it. For a mere
$.25 (to cover the cost of
mailing and handling) we can
un-kink your musical hang-
ups with an ear -opening, eye-
opening guide to M.O.O.T.
(Music of Our Time). Our 7"
introductory LP includes the
fascinating "now" sounds of
Cage, The Byrds, Stockhau-
sen, Moby Grape, Babbitt
and others. It's music you'll
never hear in the concert hall,
written to shake your stereo
off its complacent founda-
tion. Listen at your own risk.
A whole new bag.

MUSIC OF OUR TIME`
COLUMBIA'S EXCITING NEW SERIES:

A4.0 0M.
TIR0 

1.°
A GUIDE TO THE ELECTRONIC

REVOLUTION IN MUSIC
With examples from works by Babbitt, Cage, Fon,

Oliveros, Pousnur, Stockhausen and others
Narrated by John McClure

Send $.25 per album to M.O.O.T.
P.O. Box 50 / Radio City Station
New York, New York 10019

HFSI

Name

Address

City

State Zip

Enclosed is $

for copies of M.O.O.T.

M .0.0T. Is What's Happening.
On COLUMBIA RECORDS®,

11 1.
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ern subjects with an updated and thoroughly
contemporary style of performance. P. R.

LEN CHANDLER: The Lovin' People.
Len Chandler (vocals); orchestra. Bound to
Fly; The Naked Fool; The Lovin' People;
And Still I Dream; Behind Your Eyes;
Touch Talk; The Language of Love; and
three others. COLUMBIA ® CS 9553, ® CL
2753* $4.79.

Performance: Reckless and uninspired
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Good

Len Chandler is a folk singer who has been
infected by an overdose of flower power. To
escape the folk -song confines of his meager
beginnings at the Gaslight in Greenwich
Village, he advertised for sixty-five hippies
to come together bringing milk and food for
a mothers' -help organization in the hippie -
infested East Village, and took them to a
recording studio, where they spread out on
the floor with flowers and wine. Then he re-
corded these sides, with all the noise of the
group on the floor lending atmosphere.

The result is one of the most solemn pop
discs I've heard. Showcasing Chandler in a
variety of moods ranging from maudlin to
morbid to downright suicidal, Columbia has
backed him up with a series of monster rhe-
torical arrangements, guitars and Fender
basses and organs and English horns and
congas and flutes twittering wanly away in
the background. It all adds up to an opera-
tion that reeks badly of disjointedness and
frozen -stiff desperation.

In terms of material, the effort divides
neatly into two categories: half slow and
dreary surrealistic love poems full of candle-
light and incense, and half self-indulgent
psychedelic carousel whirls of reckless im-
pressions of green fingers and galloping
steeds and such. Throughout, Chandler, with
his vague, crumbling voice, sounds like a
bearded and sandaled Tony Bennett. The
whole thing adds up to a lot of fifth -form
poems injected with hippie funk. I don't
know what all this has to do with modern
music, but none of it impresses me much. I
don't share Chandler's vision of quality, and
I'm bored by his seriousness. I think he's
wasting his time. And mine. R. R.

THE DOORS: Strange Days. The Doors
(vocals and instrumentals). Strange Days;
You're Lost Little Girl; Love Me Two
Times; Unhappy Girl; People Are Strange;
When The Music's Over; and four others.
ELEKTRA EKS 74014, f EK 74014*
$4.79.

Performance: Scatological
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Good

In a recent statement to the New York
Times, Jim Morrison, who is more or less
the leader of the Doors, said in reference to
their live performances: "Think of us as
erotic politicians." If it's all the same to Mr.
Morrison and his colleagues, I'd rather not.
I'm not shocked at the current rock fad for
scabrous lyrics (in this particular the Doors
are no more offensive than many other
groups), for they have been with us ever
since the dawn of music, nor do I care spe-
cifically that hordes of teenagers are getting
their pubescent kicks from the kinkiness of
such groups as the Doors and the Stones.
What bothers me is the enormous popularity

of such groups with audiences at the low -

teen and pre -teen level. It is this group that
has boosted both the Doors' albums to the
top of the charts and makes their in -person
cooch shows sold -out events. In a typically
American style of exaggeration, our society
has now reached such a fever pitch in cele-
bration of things sexual that, with our equal-
ly American slavish pandering to youth, we
have apparently decided that our ten, eleven,
and twelve -year -olds ought to have their own
little enclaves of prurience. I don't question
the fact that children should know about sex
as early as possible, but certainly there are
means less coarsening to the spirit, to the
emotions, and to human feelings than the
synthetic, commercially motivated efforts of
the Doors and the Stones. The word "slob"
seems to have disappeared in reference to
sexual behavior and attitudes, but fairly soon
it will have to be revived as the only apt
word to describe the narcissistic recorded
wallowings of some of these new groups.

P. R.

THE ELECTRIC PRUNES: Mass in F
Minor. Electric Prunes (vocals, instrumen-
tal accompaniment). REPRISE ® RS 6275,
l R 6275* $4.79.

Performance: Interesting but not seizing
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Very good

The Electric Prunes are not individually
identified in the sparse liner notes, partly, I
suppose, to emphasize the collective nature
of this undertaking and partly because pack-
agers of the new pop tend to defer as little
as possible to the print medium. Churlishly,
however, I do wish they'd at least give us
the lineup. Anyway, this is a rock Mass writ-
ten and arranged by David Axelrod. There
have been others, as well as folk and jazz
Masses. The concept seems to me entirely
workable-if there can be contemporary re-
ligious painting and sculpture, why not con-
temporary religious music in pop as well as
classical idioms? The problem here, as in
most of its predecessors, is that the use of
the new language of the young is much too
tentatively applied to these venerable forms.
At its best, the new pop communicates an
exultant affirmation of life. Be! Do your
thing! Love! So say the celebrants. But it is
exactly this sense of glory, of transcending
cramped material concerns, that is missing
in this Mass. There are, to be sure, some
moments of electronic incandescence, but as
a whole, the spirit of this Mass has little to
do with soul, using the term either reli-
giously or with its current, secular musical
connotations. N. H.

HARPERS BIZARRE: Anything Goes.
Harpers Bizarre: Ted Templeman, Dick
Scoppettone, Eddie James, John Petersen,
and Dick Yount (vocals); orchestra. This
Is Only the Beginning; Anything Goes; Two
Little Babes in the Woods; Snow; Chatta-
nooga Choo Choo; Milord; and nine others.
WARNER BROTHERS ® WS 1716, ® W
1716* $4.79.

Performance: Never in Vogue
Recording: Confused
Stereo Quality: Excellent

Somebody-the liner notes wisely decline to
inform us exactly who-apparently thought
that it would be a gas to make this album.

(Continued on page 120)
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Iviarristzreceiver
Now everyone may enjoy the eloquent sound of Marantz components, combined in a single completely solid-
state system - the Marantz Model 18 Stereo Receiver. Here is the incomparable quality of Marantz stereo
components - tuner, preamplifier and power amplifiers - combined on a single chassis. Designed to the
unequivocal standards which have made Marantz a legend in stereo high fidelity, the Model 18 achieves the
level of performance of the most expensive components in a moderately priced compact receiver. Here is the
total performance you would expect from Marantz. Finer sound than you have heard from most quality com-
ponent systems and it is priced at less than half the cost of the fine Marantz components which inspired its
design - only $695.00.
Features: Out of intensive research comes the Marantz "passive RF section" a revolutionary new development which advances the state of
art and eliminates the overloading problems commonly encountered in strong signal areas Four I.F.stages assure maximum phase linearity
and maximum separation . .. an integral Oscilloscope, a Marantz hallmark, provides absolute tuning accuracy and permits elimination of multi -
path . Gyrotouch tuning provides a new experience in quick, silky -smooth station selection and precise tuning. Amplifiers: Solid-state through-
out with a massive power output of 40 watts continuous rms per channel, from 20 Hz to 20k Hz, nearly three times the output of many receivers
rated at 60 "music power" watts ... Direct coupled design for instantaneous recovery from overload ...Automatic protector circuits for amplifier
and speaker systems eliminate program interruptions...Total distortion from antenna input to speaker output is less than 0.2 per cent at rated
output ...and substantially less at listening level. Flawless performance was the design objective. Flawless performance has been achieved.
Specifications: Tuner Section: Signal -to -Noise Ratio -70 DB; Harmonic Distortion
at 400 Hz, 100% modulation -0.15%; Frequency Response, 75 microsecond de -emphasis
- -.±0.5 DB; Multiplex Separation, 20 Hz - 43 DB, 1000 Hz - 45 DB, 10k Hz - 35 IIMILMIIMID401111MIL
DB, 15k Hz - 30 DB. Amplifier Section: Power, 40 rms watts per channel at 4 and 8
ohms, 20 Hz to 20k Hz; Distortion, 0.2% THD; Frequency Response, 15 Hz to 30k Hz,
±0.5 DB. Dimensions: 181/4" wide x 16" deep x 6" high. 37-04 57TH STREET, WOODSIDE, NEW YORK, 11377
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They were mistaken. Most of it is supposed
to be funny, hip, or musically daring. It is
none of these things. It is a mind -bending
bore composed of random sound effects, in-
different singing by the Harpers Bizarre, and
sophomoric attempts at sophistication. It
opens with a crashing interlude of music that
Warner Brothers have used for years to in-
troduce their films, it then proceeds to the
purported voice of "Smilin' Eddie Fatootsie"
who is supposedly broadcasting from the roof
of the Altoona Motor Hotel. After that side-
splitter we are segued into an old recording
of Cole Porter singing his own Anything
Goes, which, after several bars, the Harpers
Bizarre also then proceed to sing in a con-
siderably less epicene but vastly less amusing
style. The same sort of thing happens with
Mr. Porter's classic legend of those worldly-

wise orphans, Two Little Babes in the
Iroodc, and it is another disaster. Aside from
Chattanooga Choo Choo, which has its dis-
arming moments, this Harpers Bizarre effort
has all the earmarks of a real subscription -
canceller. P. R.

NOEL HARRISON: Collage. Noel Har-
rison (vocals); orchestra, Don Peake, cond.
and arr. Suzanne; Strawberry Fields Forever;
A IF biter Shade of Pale; Museum; Just Like
a Finan; People in the Rain; and six oth-
ers. REPRISE ® 6263 54.79, C) 6263* $4.79.

Performance: Monotonous
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Good

Noel Harrison may just be the most boring
rock singer in the business. In his television

hi,J1r1ro C,r1 p,,,ents

THE LEADER
The Tandberg Model 64X four- and two -track
stereo tape deck is unsurpassed as the world's
standard of tape recording excellence. It offers
new styling- improved frequency response at
all three speeds (for example: @ 1 %et IPS,

it's 30-11,000 cps) - and improved
signal-to-noise ratio.

The Model 64X also has playback equalization
conforming to the new IEC standards. For better,
clearer, more natural sound - hear the new
Model 64X at your Tandberg dealer soon.

iandbery OF AMERICA, INC.

P.O. BOX 171, 8 THIRD AVENUE
PELHAM, NEW YORK 10803

HULDRA 15 A REGISTERED TANDBERG TRADEMARK

appearances he has all but put me to sleep.
On this disc of accumulated bits and pieces
of current neo-folk and psychedelia, the
moods and tempos change, but Harrison
doesn't. Most of the material is fifth -class, ex-
cept for II"hiter Shade of Pale, which has
been done better by just about everybody
else, and the Beatles' Strawberry Fields For-
ever, which has never been done well by
anybody. The only hand Harrison comes
alive on is Bob Dylan's Just Like a Wons-
an, and even here he sings so far behind the
beat that it's nerve-wracking. The use of
Eastern instruments doesn't help much. And
the sound -effects man who nearly drowns
out his voice with a deluge from a scratchy
old radio -show audiodisc labeled "Back-
ground Raindrops" on People in the Rain
should be fired.

Harrison's choice of songs is as unin-
spired as his delivery is unimpressive. This
disc is like an assortment of 1'V dinners of
instant poetry. "She sees her own eyes weep-
ing, hears her own voice beneath her mind,
and everything's fine as she holds up the sign
of the queen to her eyes and her mind,"
moans Harrison, to the beat of something
that sounds like a man playing a comb. In-
teresting. But what does it all mean? I doubt
that even an intelligent hippie could tell you.
And one more thing: I wish someone would
explain to me the popularity of a perfectly
absurd song called Suzanne. This is the
kind of stuff we used to write in high school,
and we'd have been ashamed if anyone saw
it. Music can't get much sicker than this
-unless perhaps in another song on this
disc, called Museum: "There she stood in
drag, looking cool in astrakhan, don't do it
if you don't want to, I wouldn't do a thing
like that. . . ." R. R.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
LUIZ HENRIQUE: Barra Limpa. Luiz
Henrique (vocals, guitar) ; Sevuca (accor-
dion) ; Don Payne, Arthur Koenig, and Bill
Salter (bass); Donald MacDonald (drums).
Listen to Me; Dreamer; A Waltz for Diane;
Reza; Mar que nada; A Trip to Brazil; and
five others. VERVE (j) V6 8697 $5.79, ®
V 8697* $4.79.

Performance: Subtle and masterly
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: Excellent

My enthusiasm for the art of the bossa nova
is just about boundless, and it never ceases
to be re -energized when I come into contact
with one of the true masters. So distorted
has this subtle musical form become in the
hands of such people as Astrud Gilberto and
her American counterparts that when I en-
counter the real thing I tend to get giddy
with excitement, and can't find anything to
say about it except that I like it and you
should, too. That's what I want to say about
Luiz Henrique. But I'll try to control my
energy and tell you why.

First, he is truly original. He doesn't
sound like Joao Gilberto or Luiz Bonfa or
Antonio Carlos Jobim or any of the other
masters. He stands alone. Like most Brazil-
ians, he has enough charm and gentility and
professional polish to be a movie star. But
his approach to bossa nova is like Jean Paul
Belmondo's approach to acting: he seems to
be shrugging his shoulders and saying, "Like
me or go buy your cabbages somewhere

(Continued on page 122)
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Know BOZAK'S Concert Grand
There is only one loudspeaker system that is fully capable of
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It may be far less expensive than you think to begin enjoying
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else." In his English lyrics he comes across
more like a rough-hewn Mastroianni. This
guy has the best of both worlds.

But his personal appeal should not ob-
scure his true technical genius. His guitar
work is subtle, gentle, yet gutsy. He is sad
and joyful at the same time, funny and mock-
ing at the same time, reckless and suave at
the same time. Even if all these qualities
escape you (God forbid!), you will still be
enchanted by his choice of material. You'll
no doubt recognize Reza if you've been
bright enough to exercise good taste in buy-
ing Maria Toledo's recording of the same
song, and you will surely identify immedi-
ately with Jobim's Samba do Orfeu. But this
disc is also full of delightful bossa nova sur-
prises, i.e., Oscar Brown Jr.'s American -
Negro lyrics to Henrique's Alicinha and If
You Want to Be a Lover.

I can't knock you over the head or force
you to buy this great and refreshing album
at gunpoint, so I'll just say that you'll be
sorry if you don't. R. R.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
CLAIRE HOGAN: Boozers and Losers.
Claire Hogan (vocals); orchestra, Ray Ellis
cond. and arr. I'm Always Drunk in San
Francisco; Good Times; Whiff enpoof Song;
Travelin' Light; Here I Go Again; After the
Ball; and five others. MGM ® SE 4501
$4.79, C) E 4501* $3.79.

Performance: Refreshing
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Good

I don't know what Claire Hogan looks like
(there is no photo on the album cover), but
she sounds exactly like Claire Trevor used
to sound in old Humphrey Bogart movies
when she leaned against the bar and sang
her drowsy, boozy songs. So I'm just going
to go right ahead and picture Miss Hogan
as looking like Claire Trevor. It helps when
I conjure mental images of this voice and
these songs.

Miss Hogan is one of the most unusual
singers I've come across in a long time. Her
history is an unusual one, too: fifteen years
ago Cy Coleman, one of the best song-
writers in the world, used to drop in and
see her every night in a tiny Miami bar called
The Black Magic Room. Later she became his
secretary, Girl Friday, and best friend. It
helps to have a best friend like Cy Coleman.
Otherwise, this album might never have
been recorded. But I'm glad it was. It is
thoroughly ingratiating in a lonely, sad,
after-hours kind of way, and Miss Hogan
sings with a style that is at once soft and
mock -tragic, in a voice that is raw and tough
enough, and full of enough scotchiness, to
pull you right inside the songs with her and
make you want to say "Yes, baby, I

know.. . ."
Admittedly, the voice isn't much. There

are moments, as in Travelin' Light, when it's
an even guess as to whether she'll ever hit
a sharp again. But, as I've said before, the
voice is never as important as the technique.
Miss Hogan, equipped with a monotone
lower register that borders on the annoying,
is perfectly well suited to these songs, and
Ray Ellis has provided for her his best ar-
rangements since the famous "Lady in Sat-
in" disc he fashioned for Billie Holiday.
The result is a ,zossamer triumph for both.

As for materi:;:, Miss Hogan relies on a

clear-cut book of down -and -out -girl songs.
Something with the dismal title of I'm Al-
ways Drunk in San Francisco turns out to
be the best cut on the disc. It's by Tommy
Wolf and it's terrific. But you haven't lived
until you've heard W hi§ enpoof Song sung
the way it was meant to be sung. According
to Cy Coleman's liner notes, Miss Hogan
leaned on a piano and sang it at a first -
night party for Sweet Charity in Philadel-
phia and the cast was so transfixed that for
perhaps the first time in history nobody
cared about the morning newspaper reviews.
After hearing it on this disc, I'm prepared
to believe that. But there's more: After the
Ball Is Over is touching enough to evoke
the kind of tears that come on New Year's
Eve when everybody's gone home and you're
left with a room full of balloons and a
broken heart. One after another, she sings
these songs (I can't imagine how she re -

CLAIRE Hof: \
One marvelous torch song after another

sisted the temptation to do Something Cool,
one of the best down -and -out -girl songs ever
penned) as though she were making out her
will. There are no bouncy up -tunes to break
the mood, just one marvelously masochis-
tic torch song after another. Yet behind Miss
Hogan's crusty exterior, I get the feeling
that, like the characters Claire Trevor used
to play, there is a nice lady lurking some-
where, the kind of peroxide blonde in ankle -
strap shoes who will stagger home from a
hard night behind the piano and make chick-
en soup for a friend who has a cold. Listen
closely to Cy Coleman's Sometimes When
You're Lonely and you'll see what I mean.

I hope Claire Hogan makes more records.
The record business needs her. I need her.
But next time I wish she would show the
world what she looks like. I'm just dying to
know if she looks anything like Claire
Trevor. R. R.

JONATHAN AND LEIGH: Third and
Main. Jonathan and Leigh (vocals and gui-
tar), Warren Smith (drums and percus-
sion), Walter Salter (bass). Someday Baby;
Tapestry; Summer Sorrow; Changes; Third
and Main; and six others. VANGUARD (2)
VSD 79257, C) VRS 9257* $4.79.

Performance: Much charm
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Good

Jonathan and Leigh seem to be a nice enough
young couple judging from their photo-
graphs on the jacket, and the music they
make on the record seems just as straight-
forward, unpretentious, and youthful as their
looks. I particularly enjoyed their perfor-
mance of Phil Ochs' brilliant Changes, and
they do equally fine work on Summer Sorrow
and Third and Main. Nothing is pushed or
strained here, for which I suppose their pro-
ducer Elmer Jared Gordon should be
thanked, and there is no audible attempt to
impress. Jonathan and Leigh would seem,
along with people like Steve Gillette, to be
welcome arrivals on the folk-rock scene
which is currently inundated by people whose
souls are on -fire -with -the -injustice -of -it -all
but who, not so incidentally, have also found
it an enormously profitable vein to exploit.

P.R.

MIKE KELLIN: . . . And the Testimony's
Still Coming In! Mike Kellin (vocals, gui-
tar). No Subsidation Blues; Nervous Nel-
lie; In the Twilight of this Day; and
eight others. VERVE/FORECAST ® FTS 3028
$4.79, 0 FT 3028 $3.79.

Performance: Amateurish
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Good

Not content with running for political office
these days, the actors in our land are also
seeking fresh conquests in the musical are-
na. Mike Kellin, who has been amusing TV
audiences for a long time as Chief Petty
Officer aboard The Wackiest Ship in the
Army, has armed himself for the fray with
a guitar, a set of home-made songs, and a
contract from Verve/Forecast. The results
are curious. His opening bid is a ditty about
an alcoholic who tries to raise money from
foundations in order to finance his drinking.
It will never replace the old Alcoholic Blues.
This is followed by jerry-built protest songs
of dubious impact on such matters as escala-
tion in Vietnam, the hardships of inflation,
and "What we're doing to those little chil-
dren." The most successful attempt in the
set is Song of the Fink, about an FBI man
who turns in his whole family on charges of
subversion ("I'll name my sister and I'll
name my brother,/ And my mother
named me, so I'll name my mother."). The
rest, with weak lyrics and weaker tunes,
don't make it. Mr. Kellin's guitar is well-be-
haved, and his singing voice is almost pro-
fessional at times. But never quite. P. K.

SHEILA MACRAE: How Sweet She Is.
Sheila MacRae (vocals); orchestra, Sid Fel-
ler cond. and arr. You Always Hurt the One
You Love; Hold Me; I Wonder How It Is;
Heartaches; and seven others. ABC ® 611,
g 611* $4.79.

Performance: Routine
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Good

Sheila MacRae, an impressionist of recog-
nized gifts and a fine foil for Jackie Gleason
on television, also apparently fancies her-
self a pop singer. Unfortunately this album
gives very little evidence to support that
notion. Miss MacRae remains basically an
impressionist: what she offers here are im-
pressions of a variety of pop singing styles.
These styles range from the sing -song dra-
matic reading she gives to You Always Hurt

(Continued on page 124)
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the One You Love to the pseudo-hippiness
of San Francisco and an attempt to dazzle
(like the Supremes) with Lore Letters in
the Sand, which is performed by Miss Mac-
Rae and her daughter Heather. She has also
unwisely chosen to revive Heartaches in a
new arrangement. It is enough to make me
wonder what will become of us P. R.

ROD McKUEN: The Love Movement.
Unidentified vocalists; orchestra, Arthur
Greenslade cond. and arr. Kill the Wind;
Salvation Army Workers Don't Belong in
Bars; I'm Strong But I Like Roses; Smoking
Bananas Will Clean Your Mind; Mini Love;
The Complete Madame Butterfly; and nine
others. CAPITOL ® 2838 $4.79.

Performance: Well -executed but confusing
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: Excellent

This is a tough one. Rod McKuen's tongue-
in-cheek send-up of the current hippie move-
ment is so unusual, so campy, and sometimes
so brilliant that I am glad to have it in the
section of my record collection labeled "curi-
osities." On the other hand (I think I still
have two-by the time I finished listening to
the cuts on this disc, I felt as though I had
just been to a picnic where they served noth-
ing but brownies made with pot), I'm not
sure that a man with a brain as fertile as
Rod McKuen's should be wasting his time
tilling such barren soil. The result is a series
of musical images that demonstrate his
awareness of the flower scene in all its musi-
cal nuances and an admirable ability to mim-
ic, cajole, giggle at, and compose for every
current fad. But it doesn't add up to a very
satisfying whole comment on anything in
particular, and it most certainly overshoots
its market to fall into the category marked
"uncommercial."

Here's what we're faced with: an assort-
ment of in-joke soloists called "Flowers R.
Goodforyou," "Dame Madelyn Barefoot,"
and "Percy Protest," a sitar player named
"Moltan Lava," a vocal group called "Mem-
bers of the Original Cast," an instrumental
group called "Pablo Bernstein's Rubber
Band," and a really good orchestra called
the "Soho Symphony" (because, says Mc-
Kuen, "they practice in the subway between
Kensington Station and Marble Arch").
Okay. That's funny. But who are they? Jona-
than and Darlene Edwards' first disc wasn't
funny until everybody found out they were
Paul Weston and Jo Stafford camping it up.
This one isn't either.

First, the overture. Well, it's simply beau-
tiful. It's the kind of thing I would expect
from Rod McKuen. It has warmth, humor,
feeling, and shows a tremendous talent for
composition. Then there is a perfectly unen-
durable hippie song called Kill the Wind,
which I presume to be a take -off on Donovan,
and on which I suspect Flowers R. Goodfor-
you is really McKuen himself singing at the
wrong speed. Next come a marvelous put-
down of Salvation Army bands which (nos-
talgically) reminds me much more of Damon
Runyon than it does of any love movement,
and an interesting instrumental called I'm
Strong But I Like Roses, inspired by the gift
of a rose which a UCLA football player
made to Rod after a recent concert. (I still
don't know what this cut is doing in the
collection-about here the "love movement"
theme gets serious.) Then there is The Com-
plete Madame Butterfly, a brilliant idea

(much too clever for this disc, and what does
Madame Butterfly have to do with hippies
anyway?) executed in a minute and a half,
which makes Streisand's Minute Waltz seem
pale by comparison. (Could Madame Made-
lyn Barefoot really be Anita Kerr recorded at
331/3 and speeded up to 78 rpm?) And what,
may I ask, is so funny about Moltan Lava,
the sitar player? The guy is great.

Well, the disc goes on. But it doesn't get
any less confusing. Much of it is funny, and
if I'm so square that I missed the point, I

apologize. But the parts just don't appear to
assemble properly. I've long been a cham-
pion of Rod McKuen's work and I'll go on
being one. But I find it much more rewarding
when his engines have fuel. R. R.

THE MEDICAL MISSION SISTERS: I
Know the Secret. The Medical Mission
Sisters (vocals). He Brought the Whole
Field; 1 Know the Secret; Yet I Believe;
God Loves a Cheerful Giver; and eight oth-
ers. AVANT GARDE ® AVS* 105, ® AVM
105 $4.79.

Performance: Sincere
Recording: Okay

This is an earnest and sincere effort by the
Medical Mission Sisters. They are heard sing-
ing songs by Sister Miriam Therese, songs
that, in an effort to speak "in the idiom of
the times," often take on a decided folk fla-
vor. Unhappily, the voices are too carefully
sweet and pure, band after band, so that sev-
eral times I had to bring myself up short so as
not to make comparisons with a professional
group like Les Djinns. This is a pleasant
and, I am sure, well -meant album, but of in-
terest, I fear, only to those whose concerns
are more spiritual than musical. P. R.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

FEL FL MERM AN (1932-1935)/LYI)A
ROBERTI (1934)/MAE WEST (1933).
Ethel Merman, Lyda Roberti, Mae West (vo-
cals) ; orchestra, various cond. and arr. Ethel
Merman: Ladle Was a Lady; I Get a Kick
Out of You; You're the Top; and four oth-
ers. Lyda Roberti: College Rhythm; Take a
Number from One to Ten. Mae West: A
Guy What Takes His Time; I'm No Angel;
They Call Me Sister Honky Took; and
three others. COI.UMBIA 0 CL 2751 $4.79.

Performance: The bees' knees
Recording: Superb

The most important news about this release
is the superb job that George Engfer has
done in transferring the original 78 -rpm
discs to LP. The surfaces are miraculously
quiet, and all the foggy quality so often ap-
parent on collections of old recordings has
been dispelled. And of course Mr. Engfer
has applied his talents for fine restoration to
the work of three quite inimitable ladies.

My own favorite bands here are the two
that feature Lyda Roberti. Probably very
few readers who do not have a particular
interest in films have seen Million Dollar
Legs, made in 1932, and featuring, among
others, Miss Roberti. I have always thought
the film itself a comic masterpiece, and Miss
Roberti's performance in it as Mata Machree,
the super -vamp super -spy, imperishably com-
ic. Unfortunately, her song from that film,
IF hen I Get Hot-sung as she wriggled
down a staircase to an audience of waiting
diplomats and describing the earth -shaking

(Continued on page 126)
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consequences of arousing her-is not includ-
ed here. Instead there is the inane but good-
natured College Rhythm, and the equally
inane but perhaps better calculated Take a
Number from One to Ten, which shows off
Roberti's unique comic style. Miss Roberti
died young, and I agree with Miles Kreug-
er's liner notes that "her premature passing
robbed the entertainment world of one of
the potentially giant comic personalities of
all time."

Surely, one of the giant comic personali-
ties of all time is Mae West. She is heard
here meditating on A Guy What Takes His
Time, as well as in several other musical
paeans to the sexual life. Until her very
recent expeditions into rock, there was never
much difference between the old West and
the new West, and if you thought she was
funny, then you will think these recordings
are funny now. I do.

I have never thought of Ethel Merman as
being particularly comic separated from the
jokes or comic songs written for her. Her
high spirits and brassy bounce have always
seemed hollow to me. Her most effective
moments, I have found, come when she re-
veals the darker side of her stage personal-
ity, as she did in Rose's Turn in Gypi.),
and as she does on a wonderful old record-
ing of a Dorothy Fields song about the
dreams of a working girl during the De-
pression, Just a Little Bit More, in which
she actually manages to sound wistful. Ethel
Merman seems to me a good case to illus-
trate the distinction between a gifted per-
former and a creative performer. She is really
only as good as her material: when the songs
are great, she is up to them; when, however,
they are mediocre, she is unable to do much
more than bring to them a pasted -on smile
and an air of earnestness. The result is that
Miss Merman's old recordings stand up only
when the composers do also. Cole Porter
was unquestionably a popular -song writer of
genius, and I Get a Kick out of You and
You're the Top here are superb songs in
superb performances. Miss Merman is able
to communicate every nuance of the lyric,
every phrase of the music, with incredible
precision and sensit.ivity and the extra
"something" Porter put there for her, too. It
is a bit disturbing to speculate that perhaps
Porter knew more about Merman than Mer-
man did. She is also heard here in another of
her great hits, Eadie Was a Lady, and
though this DeSylva-Whiting-Brown song is
good enough in its way, as is her perfor-
mance of it, it never reaches the peak of the
Porter material. The less said the better
about the rest of the songs she sings in this
collection. And that goes double for The
Lady in Red! P. R.

BUCK OWENS: The Buckaroos Strike
Again! Buck Owens and the Buckaroos (vo-
cals and instrumental accompaniment). Ap-
ple Jack; Kern County Breakdown; Chicken
Pickin; Free and Easy; Foolish Notion;
Tonz's Waltz; and six others. CAPITOL C)
ST 2828, g T 2828* $4.79.

Performance: Same Old Stuff
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Good

It feels like only last week that I was review-
ing another new Buck Owens album. They
seem to be turned out as fast as Nathan's hot
dogs, only not as tasty. I have never liked
the Buckaroos' sound (probably because they
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over -emphasize the guitar picking and prac-
tically eliminate the rhythm section I find
necessary in country-and-western music if it
is to ever get up out of the cornfield and
swing), but this disc is more ingratiating
than most. It is less restricted and has more
the feeling of an improvised hoedown-as
though the boys might have been jamming in
one of those wooden outdoor dance halls in
Bandero, where the cowboys still do the frug
without ever taking their ten-gallon Stetsons
off. Listen in particular to Don Rich's fiddle
solo on Kern County Breakdown-this is the
stuff real c -&-w music is made of. Buckaroo
fans will want to add this disc to their collec-
tion without further ado. R. R.

PINK FLOYD: The Piper at the Gales of
Dawn. Pink Floyd: Syd Barrett, Roger Wa-
ters, Rick Wright, Nicky Mason (vocals and
instrumentals). See Emily Play; Pow R.
Touch; Take Up My Stethoscope and Walk;
The Gnome; Chapter 24; and four others.
TOWER ® ST 5093*, C) T 5093 $4.79.

Performance: Routine
Recording: Good

A reviewer is supposed to give you, the read-
er, a relatively good idea of what is in each
album. In the case of this excursion by the
Pink Floyd, even after careful listening to
the whole damn thing, I fear your guess is as
good as mine. Is it supposed to be funny? I
guess so. Else why titles like Take Up My
Stethoscope and Walk or Pow R. Touch?
Then why are the performances not funny? I
understood one word in five on most bands,
which tends, you'll agree, to put a damper
on one's hilarity. The only time I smiled
was when I suddenly realized the idiocy of
myself with my head almost in the speaker
trying to decipher the adenoidal wails of
something like Interstellar Overdrive or The
Gnome. The only positive information I can
pass along is that the Pink Floyd plays soft
and loud, fast and slow, and on and on.
Over and out. P. R.

DEL REEVES AND BOBBY GOLDS-
BORO: Our Way of Life. Del Reeves and
Bobby Goldsboro (vocals); orchestra. Our
Way of Life; Under Your Spell Again; Here
We Go Again; I Just Wasted the Rert; A
Dime at a Time; and six others. UNITED
ARTISTS ® UAS 6615, C) UAL 3615* $4.79.

Performance Routine
Recording- Good
Stereo Quality: Good

It seems as though every third country-and-
western album I receive makes the claim
somewhere in the notes that while the album
you are listening to is c -&-w, it also should
please a great number of purely pop fans.
This latest arrival is no exception, and
though I hate to dash any sales -department
hopes around UA, this one will not only
fail to appeal to pop fans but will probably
have fairly rough sledding with country-and-
western devotees as well. Goldsboro and
Reeves' vocal blend is scarcely a blend at all.
They just stand there stolidly belting out
number after number, and when they come
to things like A Dime at a Time and Crazy
Arms it gets downright bad. The liner -note
hope "that this will not be the last time that
Del and Bobby will get together" is not
seconded by me. P. R.

(Continued on page 128)
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VIKING MEANS EXTRA VALUE IN
HI-FI STEREO TAPE RECORDERS
Now, for the first time, you can enjoy the
superior reproduction, the quality engineer-
ing of a full fidelity tape recorder with
three -speed, three -motor drive and solid
state electronics at surprisingly modest
costs. New VIKING 423 and 433 recorders
are exciting additions to your stereo system
- exciting both inside and out. Unequalled
for operating convenience, impeccably
styled, expertly engineered, these new VIK-
INGS are ideal for both audiophiles and
serious recordists.

VIKING 433 Three speed, quarter -track
stereo recorder with three separate hyper-
bolic tape heads, solid state record and
playback electronics. Equipped with stereo
headphone jack for monitoring; monitor gain
controls for each channel. Eight -position
function selector illuminates color -coded in-
dicator windows. Three drive motors; mixing
controls (for sound -on -sound editing), echo

tape recorders
A DIVISION OF THE
TELEX CORPORATION
9600 ALORICH AVE NILE SOLII
MINNEAPOLIS MINNA SOIA 5i,120

switch, push-button counter, automatic shut-
off, pause control, foolproof tape motion and
record switch interlock. Optional remote
pause control and walnut base . . . under
$370.03

VIKING 423 A solid, sensible, no -gimmicks
unit with three speed, three motor drive and
modern solid slate electronics at an amaz-
ingly low price. Quarter track stereo; oper-
ates in vertical/horizontal position; built-in
pause control; hyperbolic tape heads; push-
button counter; directional control levers
interlocked for foolproof operation; illumi-
nated record meter, optional remote pause
control and walnut base ... under $250.00

VIKING .133
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TOMMY ROE: Phantasy. Tommy Roe
(vocals); vocal and instrumental ensemble.
Paisley Dreams; Plastic World; Melancholy
Mood; Visions; Mystic Magic; Little Miss
Sunshine; and five others. ABC ® 610, C)
610 $4.79.

Performance: Cute and sticky
Recording: Fair
Stereo Quality: Irritating

Tommy Roe sings of paisley dreams, plastic
worlds, and "visions of a photogenic uni-
verse" in a paisley plastic voice with the
tiniest tendency to simper. Listening to him
is like being trapped inside some paisley
pastel plastic kaleidoscope (I have been to
Expo '67 and I know). He may appeal to
the little boy who beams from the album
cover under a Buster -Brown haircut, but he
didn't appeal to this listener a bit. In fact,
his whimsical ballads, interlarded all too
frequently with the sounds of birdsong and
tittering children, drove me to the point that
I swore off cotton candy for a week. P. K.

THE SOPWITH CAMEL: The Sopwith
Camel. The Sopwith Camel (vocals). Hello,
Hello; Frantic Desolation; Walk in the Park;
Maybe in a Dream; and seven others. KAMA
SUTRA ® KLPS 8060 $4.79, C) KLP 8060*
$3.79.

Performance: Unnerving
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Good

On the front of this album is a sticker that
says "Remember Hello, Hello." Take my
word for it that, once heard, Hello, Hello

will not be forgotten by many. In a voice
full of petulant menace, far surpassing any-
thing Peter Lorre was capable of, the lead
singer (unidentified) offers the object of
his attentions a piece of his tangerine and
promises he "will never treat you mean."
Almost as bizarre is Little Orphan Annie,
the eerie saga of Annie and Sandy travel-
ing around the country in box cars while
Sandy chews "fossilized bones." I'm afraid
my threshold of thrall for this sort of thing
is quite limited. I recommend The Sopwith
Camel only to those among my readers who
are devotees of Grand Guignol in song.

P. R.

JOHNNY WATSON: In the Fats Bag.
Johnny Watson (piano, vocals); unidenti-
fied bass and drums. Sweet Sue; Willow
Weep for Me; There'll Be Some Changes
Made; I Used to Lope You; and six others.
OKEH ® OKS 14124, C) OKM 12124*
$4.79.

Performance: Lightweight
Recording:Very good
Stereo Quality: Good

The only connection these performances
have with those of "Fats" Waller is that
Waller recorded many of the tunes in this
set. Otherwise, Watson's brittle, eclectic pi-
ano is not at all in the same bag as Waller's
boundlessly exuberant, sophisticated exten-
sions of the "stride" piano tradition. And
as a vocalist, Watson seems a moderately
engaging but routine club singer in com-
parison with Waller's skills at high satire.
This is an expendable album. N. H.

CANNONBALL ADDERLEY QUIN-
TET: 74 Miles Away/Walk Tall. Julian
"Cannonball" Adderley (alto saxophone),
Nat Adderley (trumpet, vocals on one track),
Joe Zawinul (piano), Victor Gaskin (bass),
Roy McCurdy (drums). Do Do Do; I Re-
member Bird; Walk Tall; 74 Miles Away;
Oh Babe. CAPITOL ® ST 2822 $4.79.

Performance: Fluent, but rather shallow
Recording: Very good
Stereo Quality: First-rate

Cannonball Adderley and his colleagues have
a fluency that too often becomes simply fa-
cile. Rooted in the blues and the basic jazz
tradition, including but not going too far be-
yond Charlie Parker, Adderley and his men
are lively and swing easy. But their work
does not stay long in the mind. An excep-
tion here is Joe Zawinul's 74 Miles Away,
which is more challenging to its players and
listeners than most of Adderley's book; still,
it does not achieve its full potential. Perhaps
I am asking more of Adderley than he wants

(Continued on page 130)

NEW

CONAR All -Channel
COLOR TV KIT $366.00

Model 6000 K

 Easier to build because it's designed for learning
 Complete with cabinet-nothing else to buy!
Tops for quality, simplicity of design, ease of
building, the new CONAR 600 gives you the
latest advances in the art of color TV receiver
construction. In addition to 21 tubes, this all -
channel receiver incorporates a transistor UHF
tuner, transistor noise cancellation circuit and 16
solid-state diodes. Separate gun killer switches
and a cross hatch generator are built in. All hard-
ware is engineered for accessibility. Attractive
bronze -tone steel cabinet with durable wood -
grained vinyl covering.
For information write Dept. CF8C

CONAR instruments
DIVISION OF NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE

3939 Wisconsin Ave., Washington, D.C. 20016

WRITE FOR FREE CONAR CATALOG

A SELECTION OF

ANNUALS STILL AVAILABLE
FROM THE WORLD'S LARGEST PUBLISHER OF SPECIAL INTEREST MAGAZINES

HSI 111..47
,INTal j
M11:11 PELSON

.111

CAR & DRIVER YEARBOOK
A complete buyers guide covering vir
tually every car available in the United
States . . . Road tests . . . Technical
specifications . . . Accessories and
performance equipment buying guide
. . . Guide to racing with action
packed photos.

1967 - $1.50........#40
1966 - $1.25... ..... #15
1965 - $1.25........#17

PHOTOGRRPHY
DIRECTORY

En- BUYIRG GUIDE

PHOTOGRAPHY DIRECTORY

World's most complete
photographic buying guide.
1967 - $1.25 .... #41
1966 -

TAPERECORDERM

r7r.

cl -14 7'

-N. I

TAPE RECORDER ANNUAL STEREO/Hi Fi DIRECTORY

Everything you need to know about Complete buyers guide for virtually
tape recording including a complete every Hi Fi component manufactured.
directory of mono and stereo recorders.

1967 - $1.25..._....#42
1966 -$1.25.......#30
1965 - $1.00........#31

Order by number from Ziff -Darla Service DIvIalon.595 Broadway, N.Y., N.Y. 10012.
Enclose add'l 15¢ per copy for shipping & handling (50¢ for orders outside U.S.A.)

1967 - 1.25. ....#45
1966 - $1.25.........#29
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POLKA
DOTS AND
MOONBEAMS

BILL
EVANS

BILL EVANS
POLKA DOTS &
MOONBEAMS

CHARLIE BYRD
GUITAR ARTISTRY

siour

R/S 3001

R/S 3005

0
vrFTS

CLARK TERRY/
THELONIOUS MONK
CT MEETS MONK R/S 3009

WES MONTGOMERY
IN THE WEE SMALL
HOURS

THELONIOUS MONK
MIGHTY MONK

R/S 3002

BILL EVANS
LIVE AT THE VILLAGE
VANGUARD R/S 3006

FREEDOM SUITE

SONNY ROLLINS
THE FREEDOM SUITE R/S 3010 YUSEF LATEEF

R/S 3000

JOHN LYTLE
A GROOVE

ODETTA
SINGS THE BLUES

THIS IS

RIVERSIDE

DISTRIBUTED BY.

RECOROS

R/S 3003

R/S 3007

R/S 3011

MONK'S
MUSIC

THELONIOUS

MONK

JOHN

COLTRANE

THELONIOUS MONK
MONK'S MUSIC Featuring
JOHN COLTRANE R/S 3004

MONGO SANTAMARIA
EXPLOSION R/S 3008

THIS IS
WES MONTGOMERY

ABC Records, Inc. - home of Impulse and Bluesway - now adds a new dimension to Riverside.

R/S 3012
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TAPE RECORDER

ANNUAL

1967 - $1.25 . ... .#42
1966 - $1.25.........##30
1965 - $1.00.........#31

Everything you need to know about
tape recording including a complete
directory of mono and stereo
recorders.

Order by number from
Ziff -Davis Service Dlv., 595 Broadway  New York,
N. Y. 10012. Enclose add'i 150 per copy for ship-
ping and handling (500 for orders outside U.S.A.)
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 disc jockey
IN newscaster

 sportscaster
CD announcer

It
Our Free Voice Analysis Tells You
Whether You Have The Talent To
Become A Broadcast Personality!
IMMEDIATE DEMAND  Radio -TV stations
everywhere need both men and women to
take over important goodpaying jobs
right now. Free placement assistance!
TRAIN AT HOME OR IN ONE OF OUR
STUDIO SCHOOLS  You can study broad-
cast techniques at home, in your spare
time, or in one of our many studio schools
throughout the country under the super-
vision of our Directing Faculty of 8 Famous
Broadcasters. Accredited Member National
Home Study Council and National As-
sociation of Trade and Technical Schools.

Approved for Veterans' Educational
Assistance Benefits ("G.I. Bill")!

Check coupon for special information

Send to CAREER ACADEMY's division
of famous broadcasters for free book-
let, record and voice analysis details!

7

CAREER ACADEMY
825 North Jefferson Street Studio 144
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202
I want to know if I have broadcasting aptitude
worth developing. Please rush more information.

1

name age

address phone

city/state /zip
I am interested in:  Home Study

0 School Study r G. I. Bill z
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to give. He does please audiences; he does
get the spirit moving, though he seldom
probes the spirit very deeply. And yet I won-
der what would happen to him musically,
and particularly to his brother Nat, if he
were to challenge himself and his band
more. I mention Nat because I feel he espe-
cially has yet to explore fully the scope of
his talent, and that talent may be more fresh
and penetrating than his brother's. But what
I ask for, in these parlous times for jazz,
might lead to much less employment for the
Adderley brothers. And that is a problem a
critic doesn't have to face. Still, he does have
to speculate on what might lie beyond the
limits of security. N. H.

RAN BLAKE: Ran Blake Plays Solo Piano
(see Best of the Month, page 77)

GARY BURTON: Duster. Gary Burton
(vibes), Larry Coryell (guitar), Steve Swal-
low (bass), Roy Haynes (drums). Sweet
Rain; General Mojo's Well Laid Plan; Sing
Me Softly of the Blues; and four others.
RCA VICTOR ® LSP 3835, C) LPM 3835*
$4.79.

Performance: Cohesive
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: First-rate

Here the leader, Gary Burton, says: "I would
prefer not to have our music claimed as jazz,
or rock, or anything. It has a variety of ele-
ments in it, the most important being impro-
visation." And yet, although I sympathize
with Burton's disinclination to be categor-
ized, this is jazz, and jazz of a consistently
high order of lyrical inventiveness. In the
past Burton had tended to allow his prodi-
gious technical skills to substitute for inten-
sity of emotional content in his playing, but
the presence in his new group of Larry
Coryell, a former rock guitarist, has stimu-
lated Burton to be more personal in feeling
though hardly extroverted as yet. Coryell is
strong-emotionally and rhythmically-al-
though his ideas are still rather eclectic.
Steve Swallow, as he has indicated for some
years now, is a bassist who is quite resource-
ful and yet not obtrusive. Drummer Roy
Haynes, the veteran in the group (the others
are under thirty), has no difficulty anticipat-
ing, let alone following, the ideas of his col-
leagues. Essentially this is truly collective
improvisation, firmly controlled, so that, as
Michael Zwerin says in the notes: "The mu-
sic is vibrant and energetic, but not too loud.
It builds to electronic intensity, but not for
too long. It is sweet and caressing without
getting saccharine or corny." My only reser-
vation is that the control is somewhat too
firm and that Burton still has something to
learn about letting go, both as a soloist and
a leader. N. H.

DIZZY GILLESPIE: Swing Lou', Sweet
Cadillac. Dizzy Gillespie (trumpet, vocals),
James Moody (alto and tenor saxophones,
flute), Mike Longo (piano), Frank Schifano
(electric bass), Candy Finch (drums).
Swing Low, Sweet Cadillac; Mas que nada;
Bye; Something in Your Smile; Kush. IM-
PULSE ® AS 9149 55.79, f1 A 9149* $4.79.

Performance: Not up to potential
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: First-rate

Dizzy Gillespie is becoming the Louis Arm-
strong of traditional modern jazz. His rep-

ertoire tends to be narrow, his jokes predict-
able. Since Gillespie, like Armstrong, is an
extraordinary musician, a case can be made
that we should admire what he has already
achieved rather than ask for more. Gillespie
is fifty years old. Should he have to keep on
topping himself, exploring new ways in
which he can surprise and gratify himself
and us? Partly because of a Boston back-
ground of somewhat attenuated Puritan
teaching and partly because of a belief in the
perfectibility of man, I may be too censorious
of this album. But much as I admire Gil-
lespie's superbly disciplined, prodigious
technique and unabashed warmth, I do wish
so much of the music here were not quite
so familiar. N. H.

WAYNE HENDERSON: People Get
Ready/The Freedom Sounds. Wayne Hen-
derson (trombone), Al Abreu (soprano
saxophone, tenor saxophone), Jimmy Ben-
son (baritone saxophone, flute), Pancho
Bristol (electric bass), Harold Land, Jr.
(piano), Moises Oblagacion (conga drum),
Ricky Chemelis (timbales), Max Garduno
(bongo drums, bells, Latin rhythm), Paul
Humphrey (drums). Respect; Things Go
Better; Brother John Henry; Cathy the Cook-
er; and four others. ATLANTIC ® SD 1492,
C) 1492* $5.79.

Performance: More fire than substance
Recording:Good
Stereo Quality:Very good

Trombonist Wayne Henderson, best known
in recent years as a member of the Jazz Cru-
saders, has purportedly created a fusion of
jazz, rhythm and blues, Latin, and psyche.
delic sounds in this new album. At its core,
however, this is hard -blowing, blues -based
jazz over dully repetitious rhythmic patterns.
The soloists are energetic but predictable
(an exception is flutist Jimmy Benson, who
indicates in Orbital Velocity that he has ideas
as well as forceful feelings). The arrange-
ments, all by Henderson, are unimaginative.
I'm sure that, as the notes say, this group can
get bodies moving in live appearances, but
on records, away from the contagion of
crowds, it does not hold the attention. How-
ever, if you're having a party, the record is
certainly functional. N. H.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

HELEN MERRILL: The Feeling Is Mu-
tual. Helen Merrill (vocals); Dick Katz
(piano); Thad Jones (cornet); Jim Hall
(guitar); Ron Carter (bass); Pete La Roca
and Arnie Wise (drums); Dick Katz, arr.
You're My Thrill; Here's That Rainy Day;
Baltimore Oriole; The Winter of My Dis-
content; Day Dream; Don't Explain; and
three others. MILESTONE ® MSP 9003, C)
MLP 1003* $4.79.

Performance. Introspective
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: Excellent

Great jazz singers never die, they just record
on new labels. Just when I was beginning to
wonder whatever became of Helen Merrill,
out comes a new disc by a relatively new
record company featuring Helen's own spe-
cial brand of understated jazz comment,
and she has never sounded better.

Helen Merrill is one of the distinctly
individual singers of our time. I own all of

(Continued on page 132)
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Receiver
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The good idea is modular circuits. And the line
now runs the gamut from receivers to separate
tuner and amplifier-plus the hi-fi world's most
powerful and versatile compacts.

Bogen introduced modular construction for
just two reasons. Reliability and value. The
TR100X, first of our all -silicon modular "100
Series," combined all this plus high power and
the features most demanded in a high -quality
AM/FM-Stereo receiver.

And we carried the modular concept all the
way. With our TF100 receiver, the FM -only
version of the TR100X. The TA150, 50 -watt,
solid-state integrated stereo amplifier. The

TT100 AM/FM-Stereo
tuner. All with the same

features, same circuit
modules, same reliabil-
ity and value as the
TR100X.

We even put the same
modules and features in
our compacts - includ-
ing the world's first

component compact with Stereo -8.
Another example of Solid Statesmanship ...

from Bogen, of course. 3-2-3

BOGEN
@LEAR SIEGLER.INC.IBOGEN COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION

PARAMUS. N. J. SUSS

7'A 1.50 .50 Watt TT ma MSC -1 Compact
Stereo Amplifier AM/Fill-Stereo Tuner with Stereo -8
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ONE OF A SERIES

If you're around
Tucson, Arizona
and like shopping
great Hi-Fi stores -

see this man...

HE'S OUR DEALER!
Reg Lowander, Manager of The Sound Shop
4659 E. Broadway, Tucson, Arizona
The Sound Shop features superior high fidelity
components and shows them in attractive sur-
roundings. Speaking of the Pioneer line, Reg
Lowander said, "It is contribyting substantially
to our steady growth. We are particularly im-
pressed with such instruments as the SX-700T
Receiver. Its reception of distant FM - an im-
portant asset In Arizona - is phenomenal."

P1 °NEER 0G)
PIONEER ELECTRONICS U.S.A. CORP.

140 Smith St., Farmingdale, L.I., N.Y. 11735
(516) 694-7720
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her old discs, and they are things to cherish;
I gratefully welcome this new one. The
object of this session was to use Helen's
voice as an instrument, sometimes carrying
the melody, sometimes not, but always com-
plementing the improvisational skills of her
co -musicians. I found each and every selec-
tion filled with excitement. On Here's That
Rainy Day, for example, Helen's lyrics are
merely a kind of comment, the piano of
Dick Katz picking up the melody when
Helen lets it go. What Is This Thing Called
Love? might be a disappointment to Sinatra
addicts, but Helen gets more out of it than
the master ever did; she sings a first chorus
straight in a written arrangement, then
swings a second chorus with Ron Carter
improvising on bass and gauges in softly
but succinctly on a smashing tritone ending.
Every chorus is in a different key. In fact,
there is no sameness to these cuts. Helen is
one of the rare phenomena on the jazz
scene today, and this is, perhaps, the best
demonstration of her greatness.

Milestone, by the way, is managed by
Orrin Keepnews, who has produced discs
by many fine singers in the past. He is a
man who knows music, and on the basis of
his stated aims for this label-to re -discover
great names who have perhaps not been
given proper representation on the big com-
mercial labels-I'd like to wish him suc-
cess. This recording is a triumph for Miss
Merrill, Milestone, and the listening public.
I heartily recommend your adding it to your
collection. R. R.

THE NEW JOHN HANDY QUINTET:
New View! John Handy (saxophone),
Bobby Hutcherson (vibes), Albert Stinson
(bass), Doug Sides (drums), Pat Martino
(guitar). Naima; A Little Quiet; Tears of
Ole Miss (Anatomy of a Riot). COLUMBIA
® CS 9497, OM CL 2697* $4.79.

Performance: Hardened
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Good

John Handy may be the performer to take
the place of the late John Coltrane. I do not
mean that as a compliment. I have never
been able to listen to more than two cuts on
any Coltrane disc without the aid of a Stela-
zine tablet, and that is not my idea of a
pleasant way to spend an afternoon. John
Handy never fit into this derriere -garde jazz
movement before, but apparently he has now
heard about race riots and Selma and James
Meredith and it has all gone to his head, be-
cause the new John Handy Quintet is full of
protest, and in my humble opinion it has all
but wrecked his style.

This disc was born out of Handy's desire
to raise money for civil rights. It was record-
ed at New York's Village Gate, where pro-
test flourishes. It substitutes Bobby Hutcher-
son, a knowledgeable vibes expert, for Mike
White's original violin, and adds some ar-
resting guitar work by a young guitarist
named Pat Martino from Brother Jack Mc -
Duff's group. The group tells it like it is on
side two, with a twenty -four -minute exercise
in cluttered, cacophonous tedium called Tears
of Ole Miss (Anatomy of a Riot), based on
James Meredith's attempt to enter the Uni-
versity of Mississippi in the fall of 1962.
Sections of minstrel songs and old Southern
Negro chants are thrown in for humor, but
none of it is very amusing. John Coltrane's
Naima is a harrowing affair full of disso-

nance and violence, in which the group seems
determined to knock itself unconscious. Only
A Little Quiet provides a little quiet: it is
performed with a gently swinging bossa-
nova flavor which persuaded me not to give
up altogether on John Handy.

Protest jazz, the hard-core buffs tell me, is
here to stay. They still haven't explained
what it has to do with real music. R. R.

DJANGO REINHARDT: Django Rein-
hardt. Django Reinhardt (guitar), and un-
identified others. September Song; Swing
Guitar; Nuages; Swing 40; and eight others.
ARCHIVE OF FOLK MUSIC ® FS 212, $5.79.

Performance: Django remains fresh
Recording: Just adequate
Stereo Quality: Fake

This collection of Django Reinhardt reissues
is a model of how not to repackage historical-
ly valuable recordings. The quality of sound
is thinner than on the originals and is further
diluted by the "enhancement" to which it
has been subjected in order that a "stereo"
version could be marketed. Furthermore,
there is no personnel information and no
data as to recording dates. Django's playing
is still ardent, thoroughly personal, and
swingingly rhapsodic. But he can be heard
much more clearly in currently available sets
on Capitol, RCA Victor, and Verve. N. H.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

ANNIE ROSS: Fill My Heart With Song.
Annie Ross (vocals); orchestra, Johnnie
Spence cond. and arr. All of You; Nature
Boy; What's New; Let .Me Love You; Lime -
house Blues; and six others. DECCA C)
DL 74922,10DL 4922* $4.79.

Performance: Assured
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: Very good

Annie Ross is something of a legend among
jazz aficionados, and on the basis of this
album it's easy to see why. She is a totally
musicianly singer with a voice that, though
here it sounds a trifle worn in spots, is still
one of enormous range and interpretive
power. As with many good jazz voices, there
is a smoky sullenness of sound and a built-in
hint of regret to her phrasing. One thing is
certain: as you listen to her-whether you
like her or not-you are aware of a powerful
performing presence that can make itself felt
through the medium of recordings, some-
what in the manner Billie Holiday could.

There is not a false note, in any sense, on
this album. Johnnie Spence's arrangements
complement and cajole Miss Ross' voice, and
John Barry's assignment as producer has been
carried out with unobtrusive good taste and
thoughtfulness. Miss Ross applies herself to
a group of standards, and with the exception
of All the Things You Are, in which the
lyric and the jazz approach seem to fight
each other, the results are superior. She spins
a moody and desolate Love for Sale, a sweet-
ly sad Let Me Love You, and a really vir-
tuoso All of You, the last of which seemed
to me about as good as jazz singing can get.

Sad to say, but again I must point out
that there is an air of nostalgia about any
work in the field of jazz today, and that in-
cludes this fine album and Miss Ross' often
superb work in it. P. R.

(Continued on page 134)
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new.
Cart/able 8 stereo tape cartridge tape player.
A self-contained entertainment unit.
Just plug it in and play.
Four -by -six speakers give almost unbelievably big sound.
Speaker cabinets detach, and cord allows up to

seventeen feet of stereo separation.
Speakers can be unplugged to allow use of other speakers.
Jacks on unit allow tape deck to connect to your existing

stereo system at home.
Motor is cartridge activated.
Controls include volume, balance and program selector.
Dust -proof door closes when cartridge is removed.
Deck plays any 8 -track continuous -loop cartridge.
Cart/able is light weight: just 12 pounds.
Cart/able is compact: includes storage space for tape

cartridges inside.
It is easy to carry: 16/2" wide by 9%" deep by 5%" high.
It is rugged. Sound system is solid state, transistor

design. Case is of tough, molded Cycolac° plastic.
Scuff, scratch and impact resistant.

Beautiful, too. Black or beige, wrinkle finish.
Polished and brushed chrome control panel.

Automatic or manual program changing.
Tape speed: 3% ips
Power supply: 110-120 volt 60 cycle AC
6 watts peak power
Motor drive: synchronous AC for constant speed.

Built-in cooling system.
The Cart/able 8 has the sound you want.
It has the size you want.
It has the versatility you want.
We want you to see one. To try one.
Listen to one.
Then, ask the price.
And start enjoying the kind of music you like,

where you like, when you like.

SPRING DIVISION, BORG-WARNER CORPORATION, BELLWOOD, ILLINOIS

products BORG WARNER
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ONE OF A SERIES

If you're around
New York City

and like shopping

great Hi-Fi stores -
see this man...

HE'S OUR DEALER!
Moe Belin, Owner of S & S Audio
106 West 32nd St., New York, N.Y.
Moe Belin, one of the senior members of the
New York hi-fi alumni, is now in business for
himself. In his new, midtown location, he says,
"I'd like my long-standing customers to know
that since going into business for myself I find
that Pioneer has become one of my most reliable
lines. It gives nix, customers the quality they're
looking for . . and at the most reasonable
prices."

P1 ON lEER c(t.0
PIONEER ELECTRONICS U.S.A. CORP.

140 Smith St., Farmingdale, L. I., N. Y. 11735
(516) 694.7720

At s400 this would be
a great little microphone.

At s99.50 it's a great
big miracle.

If you had $400 to blow on a new
microphone, you'd expect the
moon: a professional -quality con-
denser mike with "field effect
transistors," the finest of printed
circuitry, solid state at its solid best
...to upgrade your system to top
recording studio standards of
realism.

Now you can have all of that for far less
In the new PML 71 Series Micro-Minia-
lure Condenser Microphones. Perform-
ance? Superb signal-to-noise ratio. High
sensitivity. A linear frequency response
of 40 Hz to 18 kHz ± 3 db. Selectable
output impedance: 30/50, 200 or 600 if
balanced or HI -Z unbalanced.

MICROPHONES
Cardioid 115 db rejectivity) EC71 $109.50
Omni.Directional E671 $ 99.50

(Microphone supplied with stand adaptor
and 12 It. cable to power supply)

POWER SUPPLIES

71401 Battery Operated. Stereo/Mono
with two 12 ft. signs! cables .. S4940

1130 at. (110/12Sv). Mono
with one 12 ft. signal cable 369.50

7130S A.C. (110/ 1250). Stereo/Mono
with two 12 ft. signal cables $69.50

Microphones, power supply and signal cables
era ell lilted will, locking CenneClors.

At your dealer or write Dept. R3 Ai
ERCONA kileCORPORATION

Fill 51(111Sole U.S. Representatives for:
Leak Speakers and Hi-Fi Components
Omega Replacement Styli
432 Park Ave South, New York 10016

CIRCLE NO. 39 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
MARTHA SCHLAMME: Raisins and Al-
monds and Other Jewish Folk Songs. Mar-
tha Schlamme (vocals) ; orchestra, Robert
DeCormier cond. La mit alle fraylech zein;
Der Rebbe Elimelech; Zog Maran; Der Fet-
ter Nuss'n; Rozhinkes mit Mandleol; and
twelve ()then. VANGUARD ® SRV 73004*,
® SRV 3004 $2.50.

Performance: Elegant
Recording: Good

The recipes for Yiddish song, drawn largely
from the traditions of Eastern Europe, are
pretty much for the sweet tooth. Whether the
subject matter is a young girl's delight at a
wedding, a shepherd who loses his sheep, or
the sorrows of a wife whose husband has
been sent to Siberia, sugar and sentimental-
ity are the predominating ingredients in the
tunes as well as the words. Yet many are
hilarious, as rhymes tumble out to fast dance
tunes with rollicking gaiety; the lullabies are
infinitely tender and touching; the little fa-
bles are wise and winning in their simplicity.
Miss Schlamme has been singing this music
superbly for many years, and the present col-
lection is one of her finest. Miss Schlamme,
in a voice that is open, clear, and free-
whose every tone is shaped by her close un-
derstanding of this material-sings seven-
teen old favorites with respect, restraint, and
all the skill for which she's noted. She is
rather too refined at times in her treatment
of the lustier numbers such as Lo min alle
fraylech zein ("Let's all be merry"), but her
gentle touch suffuses each number with a
special glowing beauty. P. K.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
PETE SEEGER: Pete Seeger's Greatest
Hits. Pete Seeger (vocals, guitar, banjo).
Little Boxes; Abi Yoyo; We Shall Overcome;
Darling Corey; and eight others. COLUM-
BIA ® CS 9416, C) CL 2616* $4.79.

Performance: One of Seeger's best
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: Good

As Pete Seeger observes in his characteris-
tically direct liner notes for this album, most
of these are not his hits, as the title might
imply. But they are pieces "which, at some
point or other in my life, were the most
requested songs, and in some circles, still
are." 1 hey range from union and civil-rights
anthems to a South African lullaby -story and
reflections on eternal change. The perfor-
mances, without exception, are Seeger at
his most relaxed and persuasive. He does not
persuade by the force of his verbal attack
or by tricks of style: his integrity leaves no
doubt how deeply he believes in what these
songs say and promise. His voice is not re-
markable; he plays the guitar and banjo
well, yet not dazzlingly. But he does put all

of himself into what he chooses to sing,
and therefore the completeness of his experi-
ence and his vision come through. Pete
Seeger is a singing populist, a unifier of
traditions and people. And although he has
not changed the world, he is remembered
by his audiences for who he is along with
what he sings. If, by some odd chance, you
have yet to include a Seeger album in your
collection, this is the one to start with. .11.

RECORDINGS OF SPECIAL MERIT

JIMMIE TARLTON: Steel Guitar Rag.
Jimmie Tarlton (vocals, guitar). Banks of
the Ohio; Put -Together Blues; Lowe Bon-
nie; Joe Bowers; and ten others. TESTAMENT
CM T 3303 $4.98.

Performance: Distinctive, skillful
Recording: Very good

Jimmie Tarlton grew up in n rural South

MARTHA SCHLAAINIE
Yiddish song with a gentle touch

Carolina family in which his father played
banjo and his mother kept old ballads alive.
He became a widely traveled entertainer,
working with many of the best country
bands, and recording, singly and in duets,
from 1927 to 1933. For some twenty years-
he is now seventy-Tarlton was inactive as
a musician, but was rediscovered in 1963 by
record collector Robert Nobley. In December
of that year, a number of the songs in this
album were recorded in Alabama by Gene
Earle. On the basis of those tapes, Tarlton
became a professional again, appearing at
the Ash Grove in Los Angeles, where the
rest of the album was made. An inventive
guitarist, Tarlton sings in a high, resilient
voice with an impressive mastery of dynam-
ics and the other arts of narrative flow. He
sounds very informal, but there is a high or-
der of seasoned skill in everything he does.
Although based on traditional approaches,
Tarlton's music, as Ann Cohen observes in
the notes, "is a blend of mountain folk, city
blues and Hawaiian pop. It is very much his
own creation." An accompanying booklet by
Norman Cohen contains full texts, historical
backgrounds, a bibliography, and a complete
Tarlton discography. It is a model of its
kind. N. H.

(Continued on page 136)
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Build a world of your own on

"Scotch" Brand DynarangwTape.

Great moments in music ... happy times at
home and away-capture whatever sound
you want to save on "Scotch" Brand
"Dynarange" Recording Tape. "Dynarange"
delivers true, clear, faithful reproduction
across the entire sound range. Makes all
music come clearer ... cuts background
noise ... gives you fidelity you didn't know
your recorder had.
And "Dynarange" saves you money, too!
Delivers the same full fidelity at a slow 3Y4

Scotch
MAGNETIC TAPE

201
01 NA PA NGE SERIES

01312005141X10000

speed that you ordinarily expect only at 71/2
ips. The result: You record twice the music
per foot ... use half as much tape ... save
25% cr more in tape costs! Lifetime silicone
lubrication protects against head wear, as-
sures smooth tape travel and extends tape
life. Isn't it time you built your own private
world of sound on "Scotch" Brand "Dyna-
range" Recording Tape?

Magnetic Products Division 3 COMPANY

SCOTCHD'INARANGE" AND THE PLAID DESIGN APE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF 3M C.O.
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NOW

FREE'
STEREO

INFORMATION
FM Station Directory
The directory lists 1571 FM sta-
tions in the United States and
Canada. All the stations broad-
casting in stereo are listed.

Test Reports
Test reports full of facts. The test
reports were made by independ-

ent laboratories. Tests cover tun-
ers, preamps, power amp/pre-
amps. Read the facts from test
experts.

Big 36 -Page Catalog
You get a 36 page catalog. It

tells you about tuners, power
amplifiers, preamplifiers, pre-
amp/power amplifier combina-
tion and tuner preamps.

ALL FREE

illtintos
PLEASE SEND ME YOUR CATALOG

McIntosh Laboratory, Inc.
1 Chambers St. Binghamton, N. Y. 13903

NAME

STREET

CITY

STATE ZIP

THE. AMERICAN MUSICAL THEATER
-A Consideration by Lehman Engel (see
Best of the Month, page 78)

GONE WITH THE WIND (Max Stein-
er). Original -soundtrack recording. Orches-
tra, Max Steiner cond. MGM ® S1E lOST,
g IE lOST $5.79.

Performance: Mammoth
Recording: Terrible
Stereo Quality: Artificial

GONE WITH THE WIND (Max Stein-
er). Orchestra, Max Steiner cond. RCA VIC-
TOR ® LSP 3859, g LPM 3859 $4.79.

Performance: Sub -mammoth
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Acceptable

Well, Scarlett O'Hara is back at Tara, and
Gone with the Wind, converted to the
seventy -millimeter screen "through the wiz-
ardry of technicians at the MGM studio in
Culver City," and fitted out with six -track
stereophonic sound, is running once more.
"Absolutely timeless and inspiring," Bosley
Crowther called the revival in the New York
Times. I wish as much could be said for
the reissue of the music track. Not that this
is a bad score. It is the best-and worst-of
scores. It is the apotheosis of all toward
which Hollywood in its heyday ever aspired.
To accompany the three -hour -and -forty -two -

minute movie (a record for its time) filmed
in 1939 from Margaret Mitchell's best-sell-
ing Civil War novel, Max Steiner was asked
to supply three hours of music inside of
three months. Was there enough Welt-
schmea in the combined scores of Tchai-
kovsky, Puccini, and Rachmaninoff to fill
such a bill? The composer, whose passionate
themes for old Bette Davis movies still stick
like glue inside my aging head, came through
-and did his own orchestrating besides.
He generously manufactured individual
themes for Scarlett, Rhett Butler, Melanie,
and even minor characters like Belle Wat-
ling (bet you don't remember her), and
whipped them all into a gigantic stream of
sound which called for the services of a full
symphony orchestra and disembodied vocal
choir. And so the score sighs and sings and
swoons inexhaustibly, drawing on old folk
songs, dances, and battle tunes when it runs
out of its own melodies.

Alas for the original soundtrack, it
wilds simply terrible-almost unacceptable

to the human ear in this latest dubbing, for
the technology of the transfer was unbe-
lievably poor. On the other hand, with the
MGM album you get a thick, profusely il-
lustrated book with a text by Bob Thomas
telling the whole history of the movie, from
the time the author started writing the book
to the night of the premiere in Atlanta. The
RCA Victor album contains almost the

same section:..,. the score (although differ-
ently labelled), is also under the composer's
direction, was also "electronically repro-
cessed" for stereo, and sounds much better.

P. K.

THE TRIP (The Electric Flag). Original -

soundtrack recording. The Electric Flag, An
American Music Band (performers). SIDE-
WALK ® ST 5908*, g T 5908 $4.79.

Performance: Very good
Recording: Good

Hard on the heels of the new so-called
"soft" rock we have, with this recording of
the soundtrack of a film called The 'Drip,
what I suppose one could call "cocktail"
rock. That is, if hippies drank cocktails,
which they don't. I do, however, and I find
this an extremely pleasant album to toss a
few down by. In the first place, it has, on
most of its tracks, a suitably distant and
dreamlike quality, so that you don't have to
listen very hard. When your attention is
caught, it is likely to be by something like
Psyche Soap, which is a ragtime -like ditty
that promises that "psyche soap" will make
you clean on the inside. Since I have not seen
the film, I suppose titles such as Fewgh,
Fine Jung Thing, and Flash, Bun, Pow have
some pertinence to the action, but I didn't
find myself worrying much, because the mu-
sic that the Electric Flag performs here is
genuinely good stuff by itself. It is a trifle
glossy in spots, and perhaps over -engineered
for gimmicky sound effects. Nonetheless, in
its soothing way, this is an entertaining al-
bum. It might also serve as a nice introduc-
tion to "psychedelic" music for any of you
out there playing Teresa Brewer records and
wondering whether you ought to drop a little
acid before it goes out of style. P. R.

ZIEGFELD FOLLIES. Original recordings
of Nora Bayes, Eva Tanguay, Frank Tinney,
Jose Collins, Nat M. Wills, Bert Williams,
Fanny Brice, Will Rogers, Gallagher and
Sheen, Paul Whiteman, Ukulele Ike, Van
and Schenck, Mary Lewis. VERITAS g VM
107 $4.79 -

Performance: Historic
Recording: Equally historic

Veritas is a new name among record com-
panies, but it promises, on the basis of its
first release, to be a most commendable en-
terprise. In that first batch (many reviewed
in these pages last month) were such "Ar-
tists of Timeless Stature" as Josef Hofmann,
Wanda Landowska, Sergei Rachmaninoff-
and this Ziegfeld Follies disc. The liner
notes here (by A. F. R. Lawrence) are well
researched and well written-and best of
all, very informative; the cover art is re-
strained and tasteful; the old recordings
have been chosen with care and obvious
affection; and there seems to have been a
special effort made to avoid a campy aura.
The name of the game, of course, is Nostal-
gia; no fair, therefore, expecting either up-
to-date sonics or even sterling performances.
Though I may wonder what the public ever
saw in such luminaries as Ukulele Ike and
Mary Lewis, though I may argue that the
performances of Nora Bayes and Eva Tan-
guay are just plain terrible, I know it will
make no difference if they already have a
place in your heart. P. R.

(Continued on 1:38)CIRCLE NO. 57 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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This beautiful four -headed monster
does away with amateurs.

Once you've met up with our monster
with four heads, you're done for. Your
amateur days are over. That's because the
4 -track Solid State stereo RS -790S has
just about everything you need to do
a professional job of taping.

First, there's 3 -speed Dual Capstan
drive. It ends audible flutter and wow.
And the sound is all the better for it.

Four heads are better for sound, too.
And the Console -Aire delivers 30-18,000
cps and a signal-to-noise ratio of more
than 52 db's. It all adds up to the greater
fidelity the pros listen for.

Another great thing is continuous
Automatic Reverse. Records and plays
back in both directions. It means no more

PANASONIC®

interruptions. And you'll never have to
flip over a reel again. Atany point on the
tape you can manually punch up
reverse, too. Of course, if you don't
want it to run on forever, use the
automatic shutoff.

Pause Control is another nice feature.
It operates in forward and reverse, and
lccks down for easy editing.

It gets better.
There's headphone output for private

listening. Makes it easier to record
sound -on -sound and sound -with-sound.

If that sounds like a lot of sound,
it should. You get 20 -watt output through
two 7" oval speakers with baffle boards.

There's more to come. Like two

Dynamic Pencil Mikes with stands.
Connecting cords and other extras.

That's not all. You get 2 precision
VU meters, separate tone and volume
controls, lighted d:rectional indicators,
and a 4 -place digital counter. Top this
with a smoked -glass dust cover,
and you're on your way.
After all, it's what you'd expect
from the world's largest manufacturer
of tape recorders.

So go into any dealer's we permit to
carry Panasonic. We have a feeling that
once you come face-to-face with our
beautiful four -headed monster, you'll
lose your amateur standing forever.
(And for just $329.95.* )

200 Park Avenue New York 10017
Suggested list price. Canadian price higher.



Nortronics recommends
that every

tape recorder owner
HAVE HIS HEAD

EXAMINED!

As the world's leader in designing and
producing tape heads for major recorder
manufacturers, we think it's ridiculous to
invest in a high quality tape recorder, spend
a lot more on valuable tapes, and end up
with inferior performance.
But inferior performance is what you'll get
Jvhen your tape head wears out-as it will.
The simple Look -Touch -Listen test tells you
if it's time to replace your tape head-and
restore the crisp, vivid realistic sound you're
entitled to. Details in our Bulletin 7260-
ask your dealer or write to us for a free copy.

7ortrooks.
COMPANY. INC.

8101 Tenth Ave. North  Minneapolis, Minnesota 55427
CIRCLE NO. 61 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Why?
DO THOUSANDS OF HI-FI

ENTHUSIASTS BUY FROM

AUDIO UNLIMITED

It's Obvious!
 LOWEST PRICES

 FAST SERVICE

 FACTORY SEALED UNITS

 FULLY INSURED SHIPMENTS

 PACKAGE DEALS -SAVE MORE

 FRANCHISED DISTRIBUTORS

Write for FREE Listing today

SEND US YOUR LIST
FOR OUR AIR MAIL
QUOTE TODAY

Visit Our Showroom and Warehouse
CLOSED MONDAYS

CI AUDIO unlimited, inc.
715-S Second Ave. (Nr. 38), N.Y., N.Y. 10016

MEN AND WOMEN OF SHAKE-
SPEARE. Sir John Gielgud and Irene
Worth (readers). RCA VICTOR ® VDS
115*, C) VDM 115 S5.79.

Performance: Collector's item
Recording: Adequate to good

A few years ago Sir John Gielgud and Irene
Worth toured with a one -man -show for two
people, as it were, which they called "Men
and Women of Shakespeare." Parts of this
are now recorded, with quite sizable excerpts
from A Midsummer Night's Dream, The
Merchant of Venice, Romeo and Juliet, As
You Like It, Hamlet, Macbeth, and King
Lear.

Sir John is one of the great Shakespearean
actors of our day, and Miss Worth, while
perhaps not quite matching his eminence, is
an actress of the most consistent distinction.
At times here Gielgud seems a slave to his
beautiful voice, for what is merely an instru-
ment of his performance in the theater be-
comes in a recording its total medium, and
the special emphasis this places on the vocal
inflections is at times unexpectedly unkind.
He was my first Hamlet, but I'm sure that
his breathy tones in the closet scene repro-
duced here are not really what I wish to re-
call from that performance.

Yet when Sir John and Miss Worth are
at their best, they are memorable indeed. His
Macbeth (a role I cannot recall him playing
on stage, although I suppose he must have
done so) is magnificent, and his Lear has a
tattered majesty that is immeasurably mov-
ing. Miss Worth ranging from Juliet to Ger-
trude gives a surprising authority to all. For
collectors of actors and actresses this record,
whatever its inequalities, is a must. C. B.

EDWARD R. MURROW: I Can Hear It
Now (1919-1949). Edward R. Murrow
(narrator). COLUMBIA 0 D3L 366 three
discs $11.59.

Performance: Documentary tour de force
Recording: Expert

What we are accustomed to regarding as his-
tory, with its speeches and cheering crowds,
its shrieking air-raid sirens, roaring engines,
and angry polemical exchanges, is noisy
stuff. The real evolution of society occurs
perhaps more quietly and privately, and can
be read with greater truth through the silent
prisms of poems than it can in the head-
lines. Edward R. Murrow was a man who
believed in history in the headline sense,
and he was tremendously good at bringing
the sound of it into some sort of sensible
continuity and perspective. In fact, the three -
record "I Can Hear It Now" series was a
landmark in the history of documentary re-
cording, and hearing it all again now that it
has been re-released in one album is both
impressive and exhausting.

Murrow's aim was to present the march
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of "momentous events" during the thirty
years from 1919 to 1919 through the voices
of the "legendary figures of this era." And
it all does indeed unfold like a legend: Wil-
son warning the Senate that failure to join
the League of Nations will lead the nations
of the world to war again; the birth of ra-
dio; the wisecracks of Will Rogers; the
Scopes trial; the crash and the Depression;
obliteration of the free countries of Europe
by the Nazis; war; the Berlin airlift; and
all the little human interludes that attracted
international attention in between, such as
the Duke of Windsor renouncing his throne
for the "woman I love," Truman imitating
H. V. Kaltenborn wrongly predicting his
defeat in the 19.18 election, and the rest of it.
To be sure, the first album (originally re-
leased last) is not as exciting as the other
two, since Mr. Murrow, faced with either
putting up with virtually unlistenable stuff
on old records or using performers, chose
the latter course. Even though they were
selected to match the originals as closely as
possible, we know they are performers, and
our pulses do not race when we listen to
them-as they do later when we know we
are hearing the voices of the real Hitler,
Chamberlain, Churchill, and Stalin, men
whose decisions changed the world.

All three records are put together with an
exemplary sense of drama and do indeed
constitute a kind of talking history book that
is most exciting when the resources of radio
are brought into full play. And although
Murrow could be terribly solemn and even
sententious in his role as narrator, he sensed
quite well the irony and the import of events
as they occurred, and was often right in his
predictions of their results. In all, -I Can
Hear It Now" in its entirety is an enthral-
ling encounter -in -sound with the recent past
-even though it prompts the melancholy
thought that we continue to "learn from
history that we learn nothing from his-
tory." P. K.

SONNETS OF SHAKESPEARE; ELIZA-
BETHAN SONNETS AND LYRICS.
Anthony Quayle (reader). SPOKEN ARTS 0
729 $5.95.

Performance: Variable
Recording: Excellent

Shakespeare sonnets are the Beethoven Quar-
tets of poetry, and as with all the greatest
chamber music, recordings have done them a
considerable service. Recordings have aIso
done the art of poetry -reading a considerable
service, adding a new dimension of verbal
music to the printed page.

The present selection includes twenty-
three of Shakespeare's sonnets on one side,
and a selection of Elizabethan lyrics, rang-
ing from John Donne to Thomas Nashe, on
the other. Anthony Quayle is an actor of
distinction, but his performance is curiously
variable here. In the darker Shakespearean
sonnets-such as No. 114 "Two loves I have
of comfort and despair"-his mellifluous
voice acquires a dramatic tension that strikes
just the right note of agony. But in other
places in the cycle he sounds a little too
bland.

Blandness is perhaps his difficulty with the
metaphysical wit of Donne, yet at times, such
as the famous Marlowe "Passionate Shep-
herd to his Love," the beauty of his voice
and the pure grace of his phrasing are simply
irresistible. C. B.
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The average embarrassed non-technical
music -loving layman's clip -and -save

INSTANT GUIDE TO RECORDING TAPE

Does that shiny new tape recorder you got for
a gift have you buffaloed? Do you panic
at the terms like acetate tapes, Mylar tapes,
tempered Mylar tapes, standard -play tapes,
longer -recording tapes, double -length tapes,
triple -time tapes, low -print tapes, low -noise
tapes, and inches -per -second? Here's how to
stop trembling and start taping. A complete
course in four easy, step-by-step lessons ...
plus a clearly marked paragraph of
advertising from the makers of Audiotape.

Lesson 1.

The Basic Question-
Acetate or Mylar Base?
When you record something, you are
magnetizing microscopic particles of iron
oxide. If you don't know what iron oxide is,
don't worry. Just bear in mind that the
particles have to be attached to something or
they will blow away, so they are coated onto
plastic tape. This base tape can be either
acetate or Mylar. Choice of base does not
affect fidelity of sound, so why a choice?
To save you money and trouble.
Acetate gives you economy. It's not as rugged
as Mylar, but professional recording studios
prefer it and use it almost exclusively.
You may prefer it too.
Mylar, gives you mileage. It survives for years
even in deserts and jungles (if you're taping
tribal chants, you'll want Mylar). Mylar
tapes also can be made exceedingly thin,
which means a reel can hold more feet for
a longer, uninterrupted program.
Tempering" overcomes Mylar's tendency to
stretch under stress, and is used for the
thinnest, most expensive tapes (the next
lesson takes you painlessly through thick
and thin). *DuPont's reg.stered trade mark for its polyester lam.

Lesson 2.
Standard -Play, Longer -Recording,

Double-Length,Triple-Time.
Instead of "Play," "Recording," "Length" or
"Time," think of "Thickness." Picture a
tape -reel 7 inches in diameter. It will hold
1200 feet of standard -recording tape
(acetate or Mylar)...1800 feet of longer -
recording tape (considerably thinner acetate
or Mylar)... 2400 feet of double -recording
tape (still thinner Mylar). Easy, isn't it?
Now move on to:

Lesson 3.

Which Speed to Record At.

RECORDING TIME PER TRACK: ONE DIRECTION
(IN MINUTES)

TAPE
SPEED

1200
FT.

1800
FT.

24C0
FT.

3600
FT.

13/4, 128 192 256 384

33/4 64 96 128 192

71/2 32 48 64 96

15 16 24 32 48

Your tape recorder probably allows you to
record at several different speeds (you, by
the way, are a recordist; only your machine is
a recorder). What's the reason for this
smorgasbord of speeds? The faster the speed,
the higher the fidelity; the slower the speed,
the more playing time per foot and per dollar.
 15 ips (inches -per -second). Commercial
recording companies use this speed when
they tape your favorite performer for later
transfer to records. Forget it.
l 71/2 ips is what you need for really good hi-fi
music at home, and for the clearest
reproduction of speech (foreign -language
homework, sound -tracks for home movies,
cocktail -party capers). An 1800 -foot reel will
play for 45 minutes-the length of a
long -play record.
 33/4 ips is fine for background music and for
most speech applications-dictating to your
secretary and recording baby's first words. An
1800 -foot reel will play for an hour and a half.
 We ips is a businesslike speed without hi-fi
frills. Good for taping conferences at the
office because it puts a lot of words
on a single reel. An 1800 -foot reel will play
for three hours.
 15/16 ips is not recommenced for anything
but continuous monitoring. An 1800 -foot
reel will play for 6 full hairs. Unless you
do wire -tapping, you are probably not in
the market for 15/ 16 ips and you're
ready to try this:
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Tricky Test Question.
Q: How do you get longer playing time per
reel of tape?
A: You can do it in either of two ways. (1) At
slow speed. The tape plays longer but sound
fidelity is reduced. (2) On thin tape. You get
more footage per reel but it costs
proportionately more. (To put it another way,
the same recording job can cost you a dime
or a dollar, depending on the method you
select. If you're clear in that, you've earned
your diploma.)

Lesson 4
Post -Graduate Course.
Experienced tape recordists, with ears and
equipment that are ultra -sensitive, can
sometimes hear "echoes" caused by

"print -through." Think of it as a leakage of
sound from layer to layer when very thin tape
is wound on the reel. When you achieve that
kind of expertise, you'll want special

"low -print" coatings...as well as "low -noise"
coatings which eliminate the barely
perceptible tape -hiss that only the most
expensive amplifiers can pick up anyway.

Advertising Paragraph.
Now that you feel like an expert, you'll want
the brand of tape that's used by experts
because it's made by experts. Its name is
Audiotape. It's made by the people who suppl:
tape for recording studios, corporate
computers, Cape Kennedy countdowns and
automobile stereo cartridges. It's made in the
lull range of acetateMylartemperedMylar
standardplaylongerrecordingdoublelength
tripletimelowprintlownoise. It's made
better. Ask anybody who knows. They'll tell
you to ask for Audiotape.

How To Make Good Tape Recordings.
150 pages packed with easy -to -understand
tips. Regularly $1.50. Yours for 25C or
the end tab from reel of Audiotape
(7 -inch size). Audio Devices, Inc., Dept. S3,
235 East 42nd Street, New York 10017.

trademark



There's Music in the Air...

Model 560 - Auto -Reverse ServoControl
Custom Stereo Sound System, under $499.50

Model 200 - Portable Stereo Tape
System, under $199.50

Model 530 - Quadradial Sound Stereo
Tape System, under $399.50

Model 230 - Portable Custom Stereo
Sound System, under $249.50.

Model 250-A Model 560D Model 255 Model 155
Compact Stereo Tape Auto -Reverse ServoControl Deluxe Stereo Tape Stereo Tape Dubbing

Deck Recorder, under $149.50 Tape Deck Recorder, under $349.50 Deck, under $179.50 Deck, $99.50

...and it's yours for the taping, when you own a
Sony Solid -State Sterecorder

Simply connect your Sony to an FM stereo receiver or radio and you're ready to record. You'll capture every
sound from the opening bars to the last thrilling note. All flawlessly reproduced with superb Sony high
fidelity sound. It's so easy to build a musical tape library to hear your favorites, again and again, on everlast-
ing Sony magnetic tape. Relax and tape a world of music at home, in your favorite easy chair. There's music
in the air ... preserve it forever with a Sony!

SONY'S PROOF OF QUALITY -- A FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY

'In walnut case (230W), under $299.50.

8146 VINELAND AVENUE SUN VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 91352
CIRCLE NO. 77 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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HIFI/STEREO REVIEW'S CHOICE OF THE LATEST RECORDINGS

STEREO TAPE
BRUCKNER: Symphony No. 4 in E -flat
("Romantic"); Five Motets. Choir of the
Bavarian Radio, Berlin Philharmonic Or-
chestra, Eugen Jochum cond. DEUTSCHE
GRAMMOPHON ® DGK 9135 $11.95.

Performance: Good
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Attractive
Speed and Playing Time:71/2 ips; 89'08"

Hearing the tape version of this performance
of the Bruckner Fourth confirms my original
impression of a very solid reading lacking
something in expressive and spiritual depth.
The highlights of the tape, as of the discs,
are the extremely beautiful choral perfor-
mances. The tape transfers of these works
are successful. The orchestral sound is com-
parable to the original, but the hiss level is
disturbingly high. E. S.

IVES: Variations on "America" (orches-
trated by W. Schuman) ; Symphony No.
1, in D Minor; Three Places in New En-
gland-No. 2, Putnam's Camp, Redding,
Connecticut; The Unanswered Question;
Orchestral Set No. 2; Robert Browning
Overture. Chicago Symphony Orchestra,
Morton Gould cond. RCA VICTOR ® TR3
5011 $10.95.

Performance: Good sequence A,
fair sequence B

Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Fine
Speed and Playing Time: 33/4 ips; 77'54"

Not long ago, I reviewed an all -Charles Ives
tape issued by Columbia called "The World
of Charles Ives." Since it was released at 71/2
ips, the "World" was not yet outsized, even
though three important pieces-Washing-
ton's Birthday, the Robert Browning Over-
ture, and Three Places in New England-
were heard before the tape was finished.

Today, I have just pushed the panic-or
"stop"-button on another all -Ives tape put
out by RCA Victor at 334 ips. Since I am a
little punchy from the experience, I can only
hope that my calculated playing time of
77' 54" is correct. And I can only offer my
thanks to RCA Victor for throwing in the
sweetly and relievingly attractive innocences
of the early Symphony No. I, in D Minor.

If we're going to have lots of big all -Ives
programs in the future, on tape or elsewhere,
these early and attractive innocences are go-
ing to come in handy, for the revolutionary

Explanation of symbols:
QS = stereophonic recording
g = monophonic recording

Reviewed by WILLIAM FLANAGAN  DAVID HALL  NAT HENTOFF
PAUL KRESH  REX REED  PETER REILLY  ERIC SALZMAN

and visionary music of Ives has a tendency
to resemble itself-or so I have been the-
orizing. After a straight run-through of The
Unanswered Question, Orchestal Set No. 2,
and the Robert Browning Overture, I am
theorizing no longer-I'm just slating it.
For, although it may very well have been
Ives' intention to break down the barriers
between art and total life -experience, one has
to ask: "Did he have to do it all the time?
Or even most of the time? Wouldn't just
once -in -a -while have been enough ?"

The trouble with my repetition of this
theme, in opposition to the current apothe-

ANTAL DORATI
The Blue Danube doesn't just slip by

osis of Charles Ives, is that everyone must
be concluding that I hate Charles Ives and
refuse to admit it. It isn't in the least true;
I love every piece on this giant tape. I am
merely suggesting that Ives is in danger of
the kind of over -exposure that he can't sus-
tain; that he wouldn't be the first fine com-
poser to fall by the wayside because of it.

Gould's work with the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra is variable. When the music doesn't
take him out of his depth-the Symphony,
Variations on America, or Putnam's Camp-
all goes well, even slickly. But the more
opaque numbers-and I am not of the school
that believes that this particular opacity was
never meant to be clarified-seem to drag
him down.

The recorded sound is pretty good and
you're getting a lot for your money with
this tape. Just make certain that you arrange
several breaks for yourself-particularly dur-
ing sequence B. W. F.

MAHLER: Symphony No. 2, in C Minor
("Resurrection"). Heather Harper (so-
prano); Helen Watts (contralto); London
Symphony Chorus and Orchestra, Georg
Solti cond. LONDON LCK 80187 $11.95.

Performance: Superb
Recording: Spectacular
Stereo Quality: Unbeatable
Speed and Playing Time:71/2 ips; 80'53"

Before hearing this tape of Mahler's Sym-
phony No. 2, I would have sworn I would
never hear a recording of it to approach
Bernstein's. And while I'm not prepared
to concede Solti's supremacy even now-
Bernstein's sense of the slope of the work
and his singularly intense identification with
its sentiments are, for me, unique-Solti's
version has a lot going for it.

The performance, for one thing, is a mir-
acle of technical precision. If the London
Symphony Orchestra has ever played better
on records, I haven't heard it do so. And
Solti himself imbues the work with a driv-
ing intensity that, in London's spectacular
recorded sound and stereo, can be hair-rais-
ing. Strictly speaking, his performance is
rather more disciplined than Bernstein's,
but the latter has a gift for making what
some might view as excesses in this com-
poser's work believable as abstract musical
'theater."

Solti's performance comes closest to
matching Bernstein's in the finale. It is held
under control, the choral work is unbeliev-
ably lucid in both musical and textual de-
tail, and the conductor's restraint and sense
of timing make the closing pages uncom-
monly moving. Helen Watts sings the "Mag-
ic Horn" movement nicely, but here I find
Jennie Tourel's collaboration with Bernstein
unforgettable.

Taken in sum, Solti's recording is a live
wire-good enough to make one almost re-
gret the fact that there is a superior one avail-
able. The stereo effects, by the way, are as
effective as any I have ever heard. 11'. F.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
STRAUSS: The Blue Danube; Tales from
the Vienna Woods; Voices of Spring; Ar-
tist's Life; Wine, Women and Song. Lon-
don Philharmonic Orchestra, Antal Dorati
cond. LONDON LCL 75018 $7.95.

Performance: Top-notch
Recording: Brilliant
Stereo Quality: Attractive
Speed and Playing Time: 71/2 ips; 52'29"

Dorati is a superb conductor for the dance,
and, after all, Budapest is-or at least used
to be-only a short way down the river from
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Introducing ...
THE TRADITIONAL
TOUJAY TOWERS

A collection of exciting vertical
styles in fine audio furniture
designed by Jerry Joseph. Avail-
able in Spanish, Mediterranean,
French, Italian, Classic, and
Early American. Also available
in easy to assemble kits. At
better Audio Dealers or write for
brochure.

..,3.34=1%.4

cleTer-se
146 EAST 53RD ST., N.Y.C.

TEL 752-2354
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Fill in coupon for a FREE One Year Sub-
scription to OLSON ELECTRONICS' Fantas-
tic Value Packed Catalog - Unheard of
LOW, LOW PRICES on Brand Name
Speakers, Changers, Tubes, Tools, Stereo
Amps, Tuners, CB, Hi-Fi's, and thousands
of other Electronic Values. Credit plan
available.
NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE

GIVE ZIP CODE
If you have a friend interested in electronics
send his name and address for a FREE sub
scription also.

824 S. Forge Street Akron, Ohio 44308
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Vienna. Dorati doesn't just let this music
slip by. Everything is done with great pan-
ache, elegance, and style. The English players
give him fabulous sound and a beautiful ru-
bato ensemble. Altogether a delightful col-
lection, beautifully put together. E. S.

COLLECTIONS

VLADIMIR HOROWITZ: Horowitz in
Concert. Haydn: Sonata No. 23, in F Ma-
jor. Schumann: Mremenstfick, Op. 19. Scria-
bin: Sonata No. 10, Op. 70. Debussy: L'IsIe
joyeuse. Mozart: Sonata No. 11, in A Major
( K. 331). Chopin: Nocturne, in E Minor,
OP. 72. No. 1; Mazurka, in B Minor, Op. 33,
No. 1. Liszt: 1://Me d'Obermann (No. 6
from Auntes de paerinage-Suisse). Vladi-
mir Horowitz (piano). COLUMBIA ® NI2Q
889 $11.95.

Performance: Horowitzian
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Good
Speed and Playing Time: 71/2 ips; 80'09"

The "Horowitzian" adjective as applied here
refers not merely to this artist's phenomenal
command of velocity and dynamics, but more
specifically to what 1 have always felt to be his
flair for exquisitely shaping the simplest le-
gato melodic line. The Schumann Blumen-
stiick as played here provides a prime exam-
ple. The Haydn comes off as cool and crisp
as new -fallen snow. The late Scriabin Sonata,
given the Horowitz touch, becomes not only
palatable, but altogether fascinating. The
Debussy Lisle joyeuse is endowed with
more glitter than sensuality, and the famous
alla Turca movement of the Mozart gets sur-
prisingly deliberate treatment here. The
Chopin Nocturne and Mazurka are things of
beauty both, but I wonder, along with my
colleague Eric Salzman (see page 88 of the
August, 1967, issue of this magazine),
whether the omission of two main -theme
repetitions was deliberate or a memory lapse.
And, as Mr. Salzman points out, for once the
Horowitz technical wizardry comes some-
thing of a cropper at the end of the lengthy
and often fascinating Liszt work. This gets
a bit scrambled here in the quest for achieve-
ment of the ultimate in kinetic excitement,
and the end result is to destroy the absorbing
tone -poetry that came before.

The recorded sound to my ears is wholly
satisfying, even in its live concert locale of
Carnegie Hall in 1966; but I do wish that the
applause had been electronically suppressed
instead of being exploited to the point of be-
coming a nuisance. D. H.

YEHUDI MENUHIN/RAVI SHAN-
KAR: West Meets East. Shankar: bnprovi-
rations. Yehudi Menuhin (violin), Ravi
Shankar (sitar), Alla Rakha (tabla). Enes-
co: Sonata No. 3 in A Minor, Op. 25. Ye-
hudi Menuhin (violin), Hephzibah Menu-
hin (piano). ANGEL ® YIS 36418 $7.95.

Performance: The twain doesn't quite meet
Recording: First-rate
Stereo Quality: Very good
Speed and Playing Time: 33/4 ips; 48'23"

Long an informed advocate of classical In-
dian music, Yehudi Menuhin tries on two
tracks of this collection to join with Indian
musicians (Alla Rakha on tabla in Prab-
hati and Ravi Shankar in Steara-Kakali).
These are interesting experiments, but only
that, because the differences in background

DEFA aECTRONICS
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WHY YOU
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UHER 4000-L
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and conception between Menuhin and the
Indian musicians are so pronounced that the
fact of the twain trying to meet is more no-
ticeable than the music. Shankar's own track,
R.1ga Puripi Ka/yam, having no such distrac-
tions, is wholly absorbing as an example of
spontaneous composition within the classical
Indian tradition. On the second side, Menu-
hin and his sister play the Enesco Sonata No.
3, in A Minor, "in the popular Rumanian
style,- with entirely apt and convincing rhap-
sodic intensity. It is here that the link in
spirit between Menuhin and the "rapture,"
as he puts it, of Indian music is clear. But
the language of Indian music takes much,
much more time to really learn than the
otherwise brilliantly occupied Nlenohin has
to give. N. 11.

ENTERTAINMENT

HARRY BE LA FONT E : Belaf on! e on
Campus; Calypso in Brass. Harry Belafonte
(vocals); orchestra, Bill Eaton and Howard
Roberts cond. Roll On, Buddy; The Jack -A
Song; The fiends I Lore; Delia; The Far
Side of the Hill; The Dog Song; Cocoanut
Woman; and seventeen others. RCA VicroR
(§) TP3 5032 $9.95.

Performance: Static
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Good
Speed and Playing Time: 334 ips; 83'15"

When I was in college, I bought Belafonte
records like they were going out of style.
lis music was happy, he was branching out

in a lot of new directions at once, and he
never failed to amuse or sadden or titillate.
The intervening years have taught me more
about life and (I hope) about music. The
world is simply too complicated now to go
hack and get all that innocence again. So, un-
fortunately, the calypso songs about donkeys
and monkeys and cocoanut women seem no
more refaced to the reality I know than polar
bears to Beekman Place.

Times have changed for me, but Bela-
fiite's style has stayed the same. His songs,
sung as gently as if he were rocking a baby
in a cradle, seem duller now. Uninspired. I
just can't get with him. But if I were 18
again, this double -disc tape would be fun.
Belafonte never sounded better, and his work
never seemed more assured. One side features
as assortment of folk songs he usually sings
on his college tours-songs by Gordan
Lightfoot, Tom Paxton, Pete Seeger, and
Ewan McColl, among others. The flip side
is more calypso-a grab bag of tongue -click-
ing, bird -gurgling sounds re -upholstered in
brassy arrangements. It's all very harmless,
very musical, and very uninvolving emo-
tionally. The fraternity house will dig it. But
more developed thirsts are not likely to he
quenched so easily. R. R.

MARIA LUISA BUCHINO: Music of
Chile; Music of Argentina. Maria Luisa
Buchino and Her Llameros (vocals and in-
strumental accompaniment). lid vendo unos
°jos neg,os; Nitre, troll° y El picallor;
!Are, i/ore coraz,,M; and fourteen others.
MONITOR ® RI' 3 la 57.95.

Performance: Smart but too smooth
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: Fine
Speed and Playing Time: 334 ips; 71'06"

(Continued rat next pdge)

The sophisticated
camera that's

"simple" minded.

The KODAK INSTAMATIC 804 Camera knows it all-and makes it
easy. You never do any figuring. A built-in computer does it for
you, making the correct exposure setting automatically. For day-
light and for flash.

Practically everything else about the 804 is automatic, too. Auto-
matically, it adjusts for the speed of the film, advances the film
after each shot, tells you when to use flash, switches to flash speed
when you pop on a flashcube, and turns the cube for the next shot.
To load the 804, just drop in the film cartridge. To focus, use either
the rangefinder or the quick "zone" settings. The lens is a fast
f /2.8 and focuses from three feet to infinity.

Shouldn't you be clicking with the automated precision camera
that lets you concentrate on the fun side of photography? Less than
$130 at your Kodak dealer's. Price subject to change without notice.

The Kodak Instamatie 804 Camera
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Despite the presence of the Araucanian In-
dians, there is little native influence on the
music of Chile; it is all European and Span-
ish in flavor-with a couple of hot peppers
thrown in for Chilean seasoning. The songs
have strong dance rhythms, and the usual
sentimental Latin American lyrics about fies-
ta day, moonlight, love on the pampas, and
the colors of the local flag ("the azure of
the sky, the snow of the mountain, the red
of the Araucanian flower, and Araucanian
blood ..."). In Argentina the sounds of Euro-
pean violins, guitars, and harps are spiced
with the pipings of wild native instruments,
and vigorous dances-circle dances, couple
dances. Andean chacareras and candombe.r,
as well as pregones, or street cries, are pop-
ular. Senorita Buchino and her "Ilameros"
offer generous helpings of the Chilean music
and a dozen types of the Argentinian dances
on this tape. Her band is smooth and sweet
and somewhat commercial in sound for this
material, which needs a bit more color. Still,
the program adds up to a pleasant encounter
with the songs and dances of both countries.
Henrietta Yurchenco's notes are informative
and entertaining. P. K.

BILL EVANS/SHELLY MANNE/ED-
DIE GOMEZ: A Simple Matter of Con-
viction. Bill Evans (piano), Shelly Manne
(drums), Eddie Gomez (bass). Stella by
Starlight; Laura; Star Eyes; These Things
Called Changes; and four others. VERVE ®
VVC 8675 $7.95.

Performance: Skillful, flowing
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: Very good
Speed and Playing Time: 71/2 ips; 37'33"

In previous encounters, Bill Evans and Shelly
Manne have proved well matched in their
skills and expressive bents. Both are con-
cerned with keeping lines of melody and time
supple, subtle, and sensitized to shifting di-
mensions of feeling through careful attention
to dynamics. In Eddie Gomez, they have
found a bassist of similar preoccupations and
disciplined virtuosity. Had it been possible
for this trio to stay together, rather than meet
only on a recording date, the results might
have paralleled the evolution of the Modern
Jazz Quartet into the most precise and lithely
lyrical of jazz chamber units. In any case, the
results of this meeting should be durably
satisfying to those who prefer their jazz em-
inently civilized. My own tastes usually veer
toward bolder and more visceral improvis-
ing, but there are times when a session like
this is a calming-though still challenging-
respite. N. H.

JEFFERSON AIRPLANE: Surrealistic
Pillow; Jefferson Airplane Takes Off.
Marty Balin (guitar, vocals) ; Alex "Skip"
Spence (percussion); Jack Casady (bass);
Jorma Luwik Kaukonen (lead and rhythm
guitar, vocals); Paul Kantner (guitar, vo-
cals) ; Grace Slick (piano, organ, vocals).
She Has Funny Cars; Blues From an Air-
plane; Tobacco Road; Let's Go; And I Like
It; lr bite Rabbit; Plastic, Fantastic Lover;
and fifteen others. RCA VICTOR ® TP3 5027
$9.95.

Performance: New sound, old sentiments
Recording: Very good
Stereo Quality: Excellent
Speed and Playing Time: 33/4 ips; 63'56"

The Jefferson Airplane does indeed take
off here, and the sudden ascent left this list-
ener's ears popping. Once one gets used to
the noise level, however, there is to be de-
tected beneath the stylish psychedelic hub-
bub of guitar, piano, organ, and percussion
the good old throb of romantic sentiment.
As the liner notes put it about this group,
"through the sound of the electronic age,
they tell about the age-old phenomenon of
love." Such numbers as Somebody to Love,
My Best Friend, and Conlin' Back to Me
trade in the same dreamy subject matter
that brought lumps into the throats of lovers
long before the coming of rock-and-roll. In
fact, songs like Today are tender and gentle
by any standard, and one number for guitar
called Embryonic Journey is downright se-
rene. The address of the "Jefferson Airplane
Fan Club" in San Francisco is thoughtfully
provided along with the tape. P. K.

STEVE LAWRENCE AND EYDIE GOR-
ME: Steve and Eydie Together on Broad-
way. Steve Lawrence and Eydie Gorme (vo-
cals); orchestra, Joe Guercio cond. Mame;
Walking Happy; Cabaret; Old Fashioned
Ireddin g; The Honeymoon is Over; I Believe
in You; Sunrise, Sunset; Come Back; Curtain
Falls; Together Forever. COLUMBIA ® CQ
925 $7.95.

Performance: Too much vitamin C
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Good
Speed and Playing Time: 71/2 ips; 26'01"

I like the Lawrences, but I prefer them both
on ballads and I prefer them separately, with-
out the "hully-chee" cheerleading and the
gimmicky accents and rib -punching. Still, on
its own terms, this is a pleasant collection of
bouncy stuff from recent shows. Highlights
include Irving Berlin's new duet from the
Lincoln Center revival of Annie Get Your
Gun, called Old Fashioned Wedding, and
The Honeymoon is Over, the Mary Martin -

Robert Preston song from I Do! I Do! Their
high -altitude tag on Come Back to Me is
only a further demonstration of how really
talented both of these vibrant performers are.
But an entire disc of out -shouting one other
is an exhausting experience for the listener.

R. R.

JOHNNY MATHIS: Johnny Mathis
Sings. Johnny Mathis (vocals); orchestra.
Saturday Sunshine; Lovers in New York;
Eleanor Rigby; Sunny; Who Can I Turn
To?; Strangers in the Night; There's Always
Something to Remind Me; Somewhere, My
Love; and four others. MERCURY ® MEC
61107 $7.95.

Performance: Smooth
Recording:Excellent
Stereo Quality: Excessive
Speed and Playing Time: 71/2 ips; 39'27"

The voice of Johnny Mathis has a quality
like the nap of velvet, and he uses it expertly
on this tape to sing of sunshine after the rain,
tranquil Saturdays, lovers in the park, and
other pleasant matters. He can also project
a mood of loneliness, as in Who Can I Turn
To?, with a somber sincerity that could bring
tears to the eyes of a turtle. There is a hint
of hidden power, too, in his approach, and
when he turns it on full, as in such a lament
for parting lovers as Who Can Say?, the
results are electrifying. His arrangers almost
swamp his voice at times in the lushness of
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DISCOUNTS
SELLING HI-FI
NATION-WIDE

WORLD
WIDE

SINCE

1948

COMPONENTS  RECORDERS
KITS  SPEAKER SYSTEMS  TAPE

 LOWEST PRICES
 SAME DAY REPLY TO YOUR IN-

QUIRY
 MFRS. SEALED CARTONS
 DOUBLE BOXED WHERE POSSIBLE
 FAST, INSURED SHIPMENTS
 PACKAGE DEALS SAVE YOU MORE
 FRANCHISED DISTRIBUTORS FOR

OVER 50 MFRS.
 OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
 TEN CENT 1 -HOUR PARKING ME-

TERS AT PREMISES

 TELEPHONES (212) 369-6212-3

WRITE FOR SPECIALS VISIT
OUR SHOWROOM/WAREHOUSE

CA RS TON %A:pi

1686 Second Ave. (Nr. 87), N. Y. 10028
CIRCLE NO. 14 ON READER SERVICE CARD

If Smart

To Be Thrifty!

STEREO &
HI-FI BUYERS

BEFORE YOU BUY GET A RABSONS
QUOTE... YOU'LL BE GLAD YOU DID!

At Rabsons Competitive Prices Relia-
bility and Personal Service have been
bywords for over 61 years

It's so EASY and SAFE to deal with Rabsons

 Up to 36 months to pay on Easy Pay Plan 
Centrally located-as close as your telephone
-as near as your mail box  Free Mail Order -
Hi Fi Clinic Service  Fast Air Mail Response
on Quotation Requests  Franchised Distribu-
tor for Hi Fi Lines  62 Years of business
"Know How" to serve you better  Ship-
ments DOUBLE PACKED and FULLY INSURED
 "Attractive" Prices  Warehouse on prem-
ises  Fast Delivery-Large inventory permits
processing and shipment promptly All
merchandise brand new in Factory sealed
cartons  Save even more on complete sys-
tem quotes  Export Packing -220 Volts SO
Cycle merchandise a specialty  Free list
of monthly specials.

RABSONS57 ST. INC.

119 West 57th Street, New York, N. Y. 10019
Tel, Area Code 212-247-0070

silken strings, and he isn't quite as at home
in the Beatles idiom of Eleanor Rigby or
Always Something, to Remind Ale as he is
when he's sighing dreamily of love in old-
fashioned songs such as Strangers in the
Night, but the total impact of this program
is altogether agreeable. P. K.

JELLY ROLL MORTON/KING OLIV-
ER/SIDNEY BECHET/OTHERS: Vin-
tage Jazz from New Orleans to 52nd
Street. Jelly Roll Morton (piano), King
Oliver (trumpet), Sidney Bechet (soprano
saxophone), other soloists; various combos.
Seattle Hunch; China Boy; Body and Soul;
52nd Street Theme; and twenty others. RCA
VICTOR g TP3 5026 59.95.

Performance: Uneven
Recording: Good for the period
Speed ord Playing Time: 334 ips; 71'57"

The equivalent of two long-playing discs in
playing time, this tape purports to be a
historical survey of jazz from New Orleans
to the beginnings of bop. Admittedly there
isn't space on the back of a tape box for
full personnel and recording dates, but since
this is billed as part of a "Collector's Series,"
certainly an insert could have been put into
the box. The bands and combos represented
include those of Jelly Roll Morton, King
Oliver, Sidney Bechet, Count Basle, Duke
Ellington, Fats Waller, Benny Goodman,
Jack Teagarden, Earl Hines, Coleman Haw-
kins, Johnny Hodges, Rex Stewart, Dizzy
Gillespie, and Kenny Clarke. Though most
of the selections are reasonably representative
of these key figures, King Oliver, Duke El-
lington, and Earl Hines are not well served
and, in fact, a good many other choices could
have been bettered. Of particular interest are
two early Basic cuts with Bennie Moten's
Kansas City Orchestra, in which Basic re-
minds us how much of the keyboard he could
cover when he wanted to. All things con-
sidered, however, this does not come near
being the top-drawer assemblage it could
have been. N. H.

NANCY WILSON: Lush Life. Nancy
Wilson (vocals), orchestra. Free Again;
Over the Weekend; Thu're Changed; River
Shallow; Sunny; Lush Life; Only the Thung;
and four others. CAPITOL ® Y1T 2757

Performance: Very good
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: Excellent
Speed and Playing Time: VA pst 37'07"

At the present moment Nancy Wilson is
singing better than she ever has before, and
this tape is a nice reminder that beautiful
girls very often can sing. The only problem
for me in listening to this tape is that Miss
Wilson has chosen three songs which in my
mind have already received their classic per-
formances: Free Again and Too Long at the
Fair seem to me to be the property of Bar-
bra Streisand, and 1I7 hen the World War
Young remains firmly in my memory in a
performance by Dinah Shore. Once past those
hurdles, however, I enjoyed this recital enor-
mously. Miss Wilson does a lovely job on
the Andre and Dory Previn River Shallow,
and her handling of the often melodramatic
lyric of Lush Life is exemplary. Midnight
Sun didn't move me much, but it's about the
only thing here that didn't. Beautiful girl,
beautiful voice, beautiful tape. P. R.

CELANESE

Acetate
When you think high fidelity, think acetate. No
other film base has taken the place of acetate
for fidelity of reproduction...resistance to
stretch ...freedom from print through. With all
these advantages, acetate based tapes cost less.

Celanese does not manufacture recording
tape. It produces and supplies acetate film for
this purpose to leading tape manufacturers.

CELAN ESE
CELANESE PLASTICS COMPANY
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HI FUSTEREO REVIEW CLASSIFIED
COMMERCIAL RATE: For firms or individuals offering commercial products or services. 750 per word (including name and address). Minimum order
$7.50. Payment must accompany copy except when ads are placed by accredited advertising agencies. Frequency discount: 5% for 6 months; 10%for 12 months paid in advance.

READER RATE: For individuals with a personal item to buy or sell. 450 per word (including name and address). No minimum! Payment must accom-pany copy.

GENERAL INFORMATION: First word in all ads set in bold caps at no extra charge. Additional words may be set in bold caps at 100 extra per word.
All copy subject to publisher's approval. Closing Date: 1st of the 2nd preceding month (for example, March issue closes January 1st). Send order and
remittance to: Hal Cymes, HiFi/STEREO REVIEW, One Park Avenue, New York, New York 10016.
EQUIPMENT

WRITE for quotation on any Hi Fi components:
Sound Reproduction Inc., 34 New St., Newark,
N.J. 07102. Mitchell 2-6816.
HI -Fl Components Tape Recorders, at guaran-
teed "We Will Not Be Undersold" prices. 15 -day
money -back guarantee. Two year warranty. No
Catalog. Quotations Free. Hi -Fidelity Center, 239
(HC) East 149th St., New York 10451.
FREE! Send for money saving stereo catalog
#H3R and lowest quotations on your individual
component, tape recorder, or system require-
ments. Electronic Values, Inc., 200 West 20th
St., N.Y., N.Y. 10011.
KIT Experts-Dynaco Specialists -Kits at reason-
able prices are our specialty. Also custom wired
kits guaranteed to exceed factory standards at
substantial savings. Beautiful handcrafted Wal-
nut cases for complete Dynaco line, plus every-
thing in audio. Kitcraft, Dept. HS -368, 738
Washington Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11238. MA
2-5230.
TAPE recorders. Hi-Fi components. Sleep Learn-
ing Equipment tapes. Unusual values. Free cata-
log. Dressner, 1523R Jericho Turnpike, New
Hyde Park, N. Y. 11040.
LOW, Low quotes: all components and record-
ers. Hifi, Roslyn, Penna. 19001.
GOVERNMENT Surplus Receivers, Transmitters,
Snooperscopes, Radios, Parts, Picture Catalog
250. Meshna, Nahant, Mass. 01908.
RECEIVING & INDUSTRIAL TUBES, TRANSIS-
TORS, All Brands -Biggest Discounts. Techni-
cians, Hobbyists, Experimenters -Request FREE
Giant Catalog and SAVE! ZALYTRON, 469 Jeri-
cho Turnpike, Mineola, N.Y. 11501.
THE Price Is Right! Hi -F! Components. J. Wright
Co., 65-B Jensen St., East Brunswick, N.J. 08816.
BUY BRITISH EQUIPMENT DIRECT FROM ENG-
LAND. SAVE UP TO 40%. DECCA MK4 SC4E
CARTRIDGE $75.90 INCLUDING INSURED AIR-
MAIL; AUDIO DESIGN LABORATORY 9 ARM
$77.90 POST PAID; TWO QUAD ELECTROSTATIC
SPEAKERS DELIVERED NEW YORK $372.45.
PAYMENTS BY CERTIFIED CHECK. GOODWIN
LTD., 7 BROADWAY, WOOD GREEN, LONDON
N. 22.
DON'T THROW YOUR OLD CARTRIDGE AWAY.
Send us $19.95 and any old cartridge. We will
ship PREPAID any one of the following top rated
elliptical diamond stereo cartridges NEW: Pick-
ering V15AME3, Empire 888SE, Shure M55E,
Stanton 500E, Shure M80ED (for Lab 80), M80-
ED19 (for Dual 1019). Write for lowest quota-
tions all stereo components. DEFA ELECTRON-
ICS, 2207 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10024.
DISPOSAL -$80,000.00 hi -fidelity retail store in-
ventory. New/used equipment: Ampex, Marantz,
Fisher, others. Hewlett Packard test equipment.
Free list -Marco Electronics, Box 336 C, Winter
Park, Fla. 32789.
RECTILINEAR III LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS ARE
IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. If you
can not visit our new location, phone us collect
upon ordering so that we can recommend proper
installation of this great new speaker system.
For musically reliable audio engineering contact
OPUS ONE, 400 Smithfield, Pittsburgh, Pa.
15222. Phone: 412-281-3968.

FOR SALE

JAPANESE PRODUCTS CATALOG by air mail $5,
sea $3. Intercontinental, CPO 1717, Tokyo,
Japan.
ELECTRONIC Bargains -Diodes, Transistors,
Tubes, Courses. Free Catalog -Immediate Ship-
ment. Cornell, 4215-H University, San Diego,
Calif. 92105.
METAL -Treasure detectors, most sensitive. Low-
est prices. Free catalog. Jetco Instruments, Box
2880-E, Huntsville, Texas 77340.

PROXIMITY switch. Detects nearness of human
body! Free information. Claremont Products,
860 Reed, Claremont North, Calif. 91711.
SURVEILLANCE COUNTERMEASURES BRO-
CHURE $1.00. ENGINEERING LABORATORIES,
BOX 1036, ANDERSON, INDIANA 46015.

TAPE AND RECORDERS

BEFORE RENTING Stereo Tapes try us. Postpaid
both ways -no deposit -immediate delivery.
Quality -Dependability -Service -Satisfaction -
prevail here. If you've been dissatisfied in the
past, your initial order will prove this is no idle
boast. Free catalog. Gold Coast Tape Library,
Box 2262, Palm Village Station, Hialeah, Fla.
33012.
RENT 4 -TRACK STEREO TAPES -Dependable
service our keynote -ALL MAJOR LABELS -FREE
CATALOG (48 States)-TRIMOR Company, P.O.
Box 748, Flushing, N.Y. 11352.
HI-FI Components Tape Recorders, at guaran-
teed "We Will Not Be Undersold" prices. 15 -day
money -back guarantee. Two-year warranty. No
Catalog. Quotations Free. Hi -Fidelity Center, 239
(HT) East 149th St., New York 10451.
SCOTCH Recording Tapes. Tape Recorders. Cat-
alog 100. Tower, Lafayette Hill, Pa. 19444.
RENT STEREO TAPES -750 week. Catalog. Art's
Tape Service, 1613% North Mariposa Ave.,
Hollywood, Calif. 90027.
TAPEMATES makes available to you ALL 4 -
TRACK STEREO TAPES -ALL LABELS -postpaid
to your door -at tremendous
brochure write: TAPEMATES, 5727 W. Jefferson
Blvd., Los Angeles, California 90016.
TAPE RECORDER SALE. Brand new, nationally
advertised brands, $10.00 above cost. Special
prices on HI -Fl Components and color television.
Arkay Sales, 1028-A Commonwealth Avenue,
Boston, Mass. 02215.
CASH for your unwanted prerecorded tapes.
Reder, 81 Forshay Road, Monsey, New York
10952.

RENT Stereo Tapes -over 2,500 different -al!

WHOLESALE -4 -8 -track STEREOTAPES-Ca r,
Home PLAYERS -CB, Recorders. MUSICO, Box
2705, Montgomery, Alabama 36105.

RECORDS

HARD to find collectors LPs, like new, Lists 250.
Records, Hillburn, New York 10931.
PROTECT YOUR LPs: Heavy poly sleeves for
jackets 50; poly lined paper sleeves for LPs
100; round bottom inner sleeves 31/20; Record
jackets white 200, colors 250. Minimum order
$5.00. Record Supplies, Hillburn P. 0., New
York 10931.
COLLECTORS JOURNAL -valuable data, varied
record mart. Six issues -$1.50. Record Re-
search, 131 Hart, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11206.

SPECIAL INTEREST RECORDS AVAILABLE, PRO-
DUCED BY THE EDITORS OF THE WORLD'S
LEADING SPECIAL INTEREST MAGAZINES.
SEND FOR FREE CATALOG. RECORD CATALOG-
HF, ZIFF-DAVIS PUBLISHING COMPANY, ONE
PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10016.
RARE 78's. State Category. Write Record -Lists,
P.O. Box 2122, Riverside, California 92506.
"HARD To Get" records -all speeds. Record Ex-
change, 812 Seventh Avenue, New York, N.Y.
10019.
RECORD Identification and Dating Chart -$1.00;
1905 Victor Catalog -$5.00; Free lists 78's --
mention category. Memory Shop, 1106 Eastwood
SE, E. Grand Rapids, Mich. 49506.
FREE CATALOGS Broadcasts, Sound Tracks of
Thirties. ARG, 341 Cooper Station, New York
City 10003.
PROTECT YOUR RECORDS. Pure white, card-
board replacement covers, plastic lined inner
sleeves with window, 78 and 45 covers, adjust-
able record holders. Free catalog, samples 500.
Cabco, Dept. 120, 89 East Woodruff, Columbus,
Ohio 43201.
250 BRINGS You 331/3 RPM funny -voice narra-
tion of "Unlikely Story No. 1!" Make a Fun Dis-
covery! Tek Method, 600 South Michigan, Chi-
cago 60605.

major labels -free brochure. Stereo Patti, 1616-G CUSTOM RECORDINGTerrace Way, Santa Rosa, California 95404.
PRERECORDED Tape Library, Excellent con-
dition, classical and shows. List Available. Wil-
liam Frasier, 4093 17th Street, San Francisco,
Calif. 94114.
THE TAPE LIBRARY Postage Paid -Major Labels
-Catalog-Scotch Tape Sales -Discount -Rent-
als and Sales Promptly Filled. Box 8146, D.C.
20024.

STEREO TAPES, Save 30% and up; no member-
ship or fees required; postpaid anywhere U.S.A.
Free 70 -page catalog. We discount batteries,
recorders, tape/accessories. Beware of slogans,
"not undersold," as the discount information
you supply our competitor is invariably reported
to the factory. SAXITONE, 1776 Columbia Road,
N.W., Washington, D. C. 20009.
TALKING Cat Recording: Tape 950. 6'%" Record
$2.95. 3% Minutes. Live cats that talk! William
Herman, Thorndale, P.O. Thorndale, PA. 19372
BLANK CARTRIDGE TAPES -34 minute 4 or 8
track -60 minute cassette -$1.50 each. Douglas
Sales, Dept. Q, P.O. Box 5909, Chicago, Illinois
60605.

BELTS For Grundig-Telefunken-Akai. Give Model
Number. Public Sound, 9385 Bird Road, Miami,
Florida.
RADIO YESTERYEAR. Complete broadcasts of
all the old favorites. One Hour sample tape $5.
Catalogue $1 (refundable). B. Charmer, Box 11,
Highbridge Station, Bronx, New York 10452.
SCOTCH RECORDING TAPE, lowest prices.
TAPE CENTER, Box 4305, Washington, D.C.
20012.

CUSTOM Recording -Monaural, Stereo, Tapes,
Discs, Mastering -all speeds -reasonable quo-
tations. Son -Deane Records, Hartsdale, N.Y.
10530.

TUBES

DON'T BUY TUBES -Radio, TV-Xmitting, spe-
cial-purpose types until you get our price list!
Lowest prices in U.S.A. 5,000 types -Guaran-
teed Brand New. Send postcard for TV -Special
Purpose Price List. UNITED RADIO COMPANY,
P.O. BOX 1000, NEWARK, N.J. 07101.

REPAIRS AND SERVICES
HI -Fl Problems solved by "The Hi-Fi Doctor" on
the spot. Audio, Acoustic, Radio Engineer, Pro-
fessional visits, day, evening. New York area.
William Bohn, Plaza 7-8569.
SPEAKER REPAIR. Hi-Fi, guitar, organ speakers
reconed good as new at fraction of new speaker
price. For details write: Waldom Electronics,
Inc., Dept. SR, 4625 W. 53rd St., Chicago, Ill.
60632.
MAGNETIC Heads refurbished at fraction of
original cost. Distorted sound in your tape re-
corder? Write: Micro -Magnetics, Box 1294, Cam
den, New Jersey 08105.

RUBBER STAMPS
RUBBER ADDRESS STAMP $1.50. SIGNATURE
$3.50. FREE CATALOG. JACKSON, P.O. BOX
443-G, FRANKLIN PARK, ILL 60131.
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WANTED

QUICKSILVER, Platinum, Silver, Gold. Ores Ana-
lyzed. Free Circular. Mercury Terminal, Nor-
wood, Mass. 02062.
RECORD Wanted-Leon Barry Giant Wurlitzer:
Piazza, 230 Jewett, Buffalo, N.Y. 14214.
TECH MANUALS, SOLD ON MILITARY SURPLUS
AND CIVILIAN ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT. GIVE
MAKE, MODEL FOR MANUAL QUOTE. SLEP
ELECTRONICS, DRAWER 178HF, ELLENTON,
FLORIDA 33532.
RCA-LPM-1201, 1432, 1433, 1569. CAP.-ST-
2051, ST -1166, T-248. Pr. Pty, 6019 Castana,
Lakewood, Calif. 90712.

AUTHORS' SERVICES
AUTHORS! Learn how to have your book pub-
lished, promoted, distributed. Free booklet "ZD,"
Vantage, 120 West 31 St., New York 10001.
POEMS WANTED for new song hits and record
ings by America's most popular studio. Tin Pan
Alley, 1650-ZD Broadway, New York 10019.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
INVESTIGATE ACCIDENTS: Earn to $1000
monthly. Men urgently needed. Car furnished.
Business expenses paid. No selling. No college
education necessary. Pick own job location. In-
vestigate full time or earn to $8 hour spare
time. Write for FREE information. No obliga-
tion. Universal Schools, CZ -3, 6801 Hillcrest,
Dallas, Texas 75205.
I MADE $40,000.00 Year by mailorder! Helped
others make money! Start with $10.00-Free
Proof. Torrey, Box 318-N, Ypsilanti, Michigan
48197.
FREE BOOK "990 Successful, Little -Known Busi-
nesses." Work home! Plymouth -245W, Brooklyn,
New York 11218.

INSTRUCTION
LEARN Electronic Organ Servicing at home. All
makes including transistors. Experimental kit-
trouble-shooting. Accredited NHSC, Free Book-
let. Niles Bryant School, 3631 Stockton, Dept. A,
Sacramento, Calif. 95820.
R.E.I.'s famous (5) week course for the First
Class Radio Telephone License is the shortest,
most effective course in the nation. Over 98%
of R.E.I. graduates pass F.C.C. exams for 1st
class license. Total tuition $350.00. Job place-
ment free. Write for brochure Radio Engineer-
ing Institute of Electronics, 1336 Main Street,
Sarasota, Florida 33577-or 3123 Gillham Road,
Kansas City, Missouri 64109-or 809 Caroline
Street, Fredericksburg, Virginia 22401.

r

ASSOCIATE Degree in Electronics Engineering
earned through combination correspondence -
classroom educational program. Free brochure.
Grantham Technical Institute, 1505 N. Western
Ave., Hollywood, California 90027.
HIGHLY effective home study course in Elec-
tronics Engineering Mathematics with circuit
applications. Earn your Associate in Science
Degree. Free literature. Cook's Institute of Elec-
tronics '-ngineering, P.O. Box 36185, Houston,
Texas 77036. (Established 1945).

PRINTING

FREE LITERATURE: 1000 Address Labels $1.00,
1000 Business Cards $4.95. Printing, Rubber
Stamps. Jordan's, 552 West O'Connor, Lima,
Ohio 45801.

PERSONALS

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE, promote interna-
tional understanding, join Europe's leading cor-
respondence club. Illustrated brochure free.
HERMES, Box 17/33, 1 Berlin 11, Germany.
IF YOU ARE 30-60, if you live in the NYC area,
and if you are seeking interesting, stimulating
companionship, write: TWOgether Associates,
Dept. 8, 38 East 57 St., N.Y.C.10022.

PHOTOGRAPHY-FILM
EQUIPMENT, SERVICES

SCIENCE Bargains-Request Free Giant Catalog
"CJ" -148 pages-Astronomical Telescopes, Mi-
croscopes, Lenses, Binoculars, Kits, Parts, War
surplus bargains. Edmund Scientific Co., Bar-
rington, New Jersey 08007.
MEDICAL FILM-Adults only-"Childbirth" one
reel, 8mm $7.50, 16mm $14.95. International H,
Greenvale, Long Island, New York 11548.
WORLD'S largest buying guide for cameras.
and photo equipment, 800 illustrations, 176
pages, send 500 (deductible with order)-Olden
Camera, 1265 Broadway, N.Y., N.Y. 10001.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

UNCOMMON MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS: Ba-
roque, ethnic, exotic, modern. Gambas, sitars,
Mexican harps, lutes, recorders, guitars, etc.
Tell us your needs. Also, list instruments for
sale with us. CLASSICAL INSTRUMENTS, INC.,
133 Gateway Bldg., New Orleans, La. 70130.

HYPNOTISM

FREE Hypnotism, Self -Hypnosis, Sleep Learning
Catalog! Drawer H400, Ruidoso, New Mexico
88345.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTI
Please refer to heading on first page of this
frequency discounts, closing dates, etc.

SING ORDER FORM
section for complete data concerning terms,

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25

26 27 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 35

Words
) @ $.45 Reader Rate

© .75 Commercial Rate = $
Insert time(s) Tota Enclosed $

NAME
ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

SIGNATURE
WORD COUNT: Include name and address. Name of city (Des Moines) er of state (New York) counts as one word
each. Zip Code numbers not counted. (Publisher reserves right to omit Zip Code if space does not permit.) Count
each abbreviation, initial, single figure or group of figures or letters as a word. Symbols such as 35mm, COD.
PO, AC, etc., count as one word. Hyphenated words count as two words. HF-368

SELF-HYPNOSIS for self-improvement. Safe,
effective! Free literature. McKinley, Dept. T-5,
Box 3038, San Bernardino, California 92404.
HYPNOTIZE SUCCESSFULLY-or money refund-
ed! Complete illustrated course-including Self -
Hypnosis $1.00. Arthur Fowler, Box 4396, Wood-
bury, New Jersey 08096.
FREE! AMAZING hypnotic record -kit releases
fantastic mental power. Trial offer expires soon.
Write: Forum, AA3, 333 North Michigan, Chi-
cago 60601.
HYPNOTIZE FEMALES!-Unnoticed! Instantly!
Nerves! Exciting! Send $2.25. Research Enter-
prises, 29-SN21 Samoset, Woburn, Mass. 01801.
FEMALE HYPNOTISM!! Easily! Instantly! Secret
Nerve Centers! $2.20. Brugenheimer Publishers,
Box 158-E30, Lexington, Mass.

MOVIE FILMS

16mm SOUND -Projectors, Films, New, Used for
Sale, Free Catalog. National Cinema, 333 W. 57
St., N.Y., N.Y. 10019.

EDUCATIONAL
OPPORTUNITIES

LEARN While Asleep, hypnotize with your re-
corder, phonograph. Astonishing details, sensa-
tional catalog free! Sleep -Learning Associatior,
Box 24-ZD, Olympia, Washington 98501.
LEARN WHILE ASLEEP. Miraculously build Mind
Power, achieve Self Confidence, improve Health,
gain Success. Method 92% effective. Details
free. ASR Foundation, Box 7021EG Henry Clay
Sta., Lexington, Kentucky 40502.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

JEEPS Typically From $53.90 . . . Trucks From
$78.40 ... Boats, Typewriters, Airplanes, Elec-
tronics Equipment, Photographic Equipment,
used. 100,000 Bargains Direct From Govern-
ment. Complete Sales Directory and Surplus
Catalog $1.00 (Deductible First $10.00 Order).
Surplus Service, Box 820-L, Holland, Michigan
49423.

FREE JEEP Buying information when you send
us 500 for NEW Gov't Surplus Bargain Cata-
logue (Refundable). Surplus Trader, Box 1-X,
Spring Grove, Penna. 17362.
SURPLUS ELECTRONICS BONANZA. Buy direct-
ly from Government. Don't Miss Out! All neces-
sary information: $2.00. Pacifico, Box 43485-F,
Los Angeles, California 90043.

EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION

FOREIGN and USA job opportunities available
now. Construction, all trades. Earnings to
$2,000.00 monthly. Paid overtime, travel,
bonuses. Write: Universal Employment, Wood-
bridge, Connecticut 06525.
AUSTRALIA. New Life. Jobs. Opportunity. Gov-
ernment Shares Fare. Information $1. Pacifico,
Box 43485-R, Los Angeles, Calif. 90043.

STAMPS

SURPRISE COLLECTION! Exotic mint British
Colonials, absolutely free with approvals.
VIKING, Great Neck 50, N.Y.

MISCELLANEOUS

WINEMAKERS: Free illustrated catalog of
yeasts, equipment. Semplex, Box 7208, Minne-
apolis, Minn. 55412.

SPARE TIME OPPORTUNITY-MONEY. WE PAY
at the rate of ;10 hr. for NOTHING but your
opinions, written from home about our clients'
products and publications, sent you free. Noth-
ing to buy, sell, canvass, or learn. No SKILL, NO
GIMMICKS. Just honesty. Details from RE-
SEARCH, ZD-5, Box 669, Mineola, N.Y. 11501.

EMPLOYMENT Resumes. Get a better job & earn
more! Send only $2.00 for expert, complete Re-
sume Writing Instructions. J. Ross, 80-34 Kent
St., Jamaica, N.Y. 11432. Dept. HF.

VENTRILOQUISM! Information free! Dummy
catalog. 25C. State age. Maher, Studio ZD3, Box
8536, Kensington Station, Detroit, Michigan
48224.
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HI FI/ STEREO REVIEW ADVERTISERS' INDEX
READER SERVICE NO. ADVERTISER PAGE NO. READER SERVICE NO. ADVERTISER PAGE NO.

1 ABC Records Corp. 129 49 Kenwood Electronics, Inc. 32, 33
2 Acoustic Research, Inc. 39, 115 91 Kinematix, Inc. 92
3 Altec Lansing Corporation 125 KLH Research & Development Corp. 24, 25
4 Altec Lansing Corporation 46 50 Koss Electronics, Inc. 106
5 Ampex Corporation 79

Angel Records 83 51 Lafayette Radio Electronics 113
92 Angel Tapes 107 10 Lear Siegler, Inc. 131

6 Archive Records 98 52 Leitz, Inc., E. 100
94 Audio Devices, Inc. 139 53 Liberty Stereo Tape 31

7 Audio Dynamics Corporation 89 London Records 84
Audio Unlimited, Inc. 138

54 Marantz, Inc. 119
8 Benjamin Electronics Sound Corp. 15 55 Martel Electronics 47
9 Beseler Co., Charles 132 93 Matsushita Electronic Corp. of America 137

10 Bogen Communications 131 56 Mercury Electronics 10
90 Borg-Warner Corporation 133 63 Mercury Records 90
11 Bosch Corporation, Robert 91 Minnesota Mining & Mfg., Co. (3M Co.) 135

Bozak, R. T. 121 57 McIntosh Laboratory Inc. 136
103 British Industries -Garrard 2

12 BSR (USA) Ltd., McDonald Division 109 58 Norelco High Fidelity Products Div. 12
59 Norelco Professional Sound Products 123

13 Career Academy 130 61 Nortronics Company, Inc. 138
14 Carston Studios 145
15 Cartridge Tape Club of America 14 62 Olson Electronics 142
16 Celenese Plastics Company 145
17 Citadel Record Club 7 39 PML Microphones, Sweden 134
18 Clark Co., David 114 93 Panasonic . 137

Columbia Record Club 8, 9 41 Pickering & Company, Inc. 3rd Cover
20 Columbia Records 118 64 Pioneer Electronics Corp. 103
21 Columbia Records 126 Pioneer Electronics Corp. 132, 134
22 Columbia Stereo Tape 52 65 Project 3 44, 45

Columbia Stereo Tape Club 5
23 Command Records 116 66 RCA Sales Corp. 80
24 Computron-BASF Tape 87 67 Rabsons-57th Street, Inc. 145
25 Conar 128 68 Rectilinear 29
26 Conar 126 69 Reeves Soundcraft Corp. 102.

27 Concord Electronics Corp. 51 70 Rheem Roberts 100
28 Crown International 26 1 Riverside Record's 129

29 Decca Records 104 71 Sansui Electric Co., Ltd 48
30 Defa Electronics Corp.
31 Deutsche Grammophon (DGG)

142
96

100 Scott, Inc., H. H.
72 Sharpe Instruments, E, J.

2nd Cover, 1
112

32 Deutsche Grammophon (DGG) 88 73 Sherwood Electronic Laboratories, Inc. 37
33 Dressner 145 74 Shure Brothers, inc. 111
85 Dual 42, 43 75 Sony Corporation of America 97

Dynaco, Inc. 85 77 Sony/Superscope, Inc. 140
78 Sony/Superscope, Inc. 41

34 Eastman Kodak Company 143 79 Sound Reproduction, Inc. 144
35 EICO Electronic Instrument Co.. Inc. 30
19 Electro-Voice, Inc. 4th Cover 80 Tandberg of America, Inc. 120
36 Elpa Marketing Industries, Inc. 105 60 Teac Corporation 28.

37 Elpa Marketing Industries, Inc., Edital Div. 114 81 Telex 110
38 Empire Scientific Corp. 11 82 Toshiba America, Inc. 110
39 Ercona Corporation 134 83 Toujay Designs 142

40 Finny Company. The 6 55 Uher by Martel . 47
44 Fisher Radio Corporation 19, 21, 23 84 uniClub, Inc. 16

85 United Audio Products, Inc. 42, 43
42 Harman-Kardon, Inc. 13 86 University Sound 34
43 Harman-Kardon, Inc. 101
45 Heath Company 93, 95 87 Vanguard Records 86
46 Hi -Fidelity Center 144 88 Viking 127
47 Honeywell Photographic Products 108

89 Warner Brothers Records 124
48, Jensen manufacturing Company 99 White Horse Scotch 27

Classified Advertising 146, 147

HI FI/ STEREO REVIEW PRODUCT INDEX
As an additional reader service, we list below, by classifications, the products advertised in
this issue. If there is a specific product you are shopping for, look for its listing and
turn to the pages indicated for the advertisements of manufacturers supplying that equipment.

CLASSIFICATION PAGE NUMBERS CLASSIFICATION PAGE NUMBERS

Accessories 6, 114, 126 Receivers, Stereo
Amplification Systems 30, 33, 85, 97, 131 13, 19, 24, 25, 30, 33, 34, 37, 46, 48, 89, 93, 113, 115, 119, 131
Antennas, FM 6 Records

44 45, 52, 83, 84. 86, 88, 90, 96, 98, 104, 116, 118, 124, 126, 129
Cabinets 142 Record and Tape Clubs 5, 7, 8, 9, 14, 16
Cameras 100, 108, 132. 143
Cartridges 11, 3rd Cover Speakers and Speaker Systems
Catalogs 136 2nd Cover, 1, 21, 24, 25, 29, 39, 99, 102, 121, 125

Headphones 106, 110, 112, 114 Tape Players, Cartridge 10, 80. 92, 123, 133
Tapes, Prerecorded 10, 31

Liquors 27 Tapes, Recording 87, 107,
Tape Recorders and Decks

135, 139, 145

Microphones 111, 134, 4th Cover 12, 26, 28, 41, 42, 47, 51, 79, 100, 120, 127, 137, 140
Music Systems ('Compacts") 23, 24, 25, 32, 101, 103, 131 Television Kits 95, 128

Tuners, FM 30, 131
Radios 91, 110 Turntables and Changers 2, 15, 43, 105, 109
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The X factor in the new Pickering XV-15.

The X in the new Pickering XV-15 stands for the
numerical solution for correct "Engineered Appli-
cation." We call it the Dynamic Coupling Factor
(DCF)."

DCF is an index of maximum stylus performance
when a cartridge is related to a particular type of
playback equipment. This resultant number is de-
rived from a Dimensional Analysis of all the param-
eters involved.

For an ordinary record changer, the DCF is 100.
For a transcription quality tonearm the DCF is 400.
Like other complex engineering problems, such as

the egg, the end result can be presented quite simply.
So can the superior performance of the XV-15 series.
Its linear response assures 100% music power at all
frequencies.

Lab measurements aside, this means all your favor-
ite records, not just test records, will sound much
cleaner and more open than ever before.

All five DCF-rated XV-15 models include the pat-
ented V -Guard stylus assembly and the Dustamatic
brush.

For free literature, write to Pickering & Co., Plain -

vi e w, L.I., N.Y.

sm Dynamic Coupling Factor and DCF are service marks of Pickering & Co.

CIRCLE NO. 41 ON READER SERVICE CARD



For Tough Reco
Choose The

Only
Microphone

With
Backb e!

9 The backbone of the Electro-Voice
* Model 676 is no mere decoration.

It's visible proof of the most exciting idea
in directional microphones-Continuously
Variable -D (CV -D)'".

And it takes a directional microphone
to solve your tough recording problems:
bad acoustics, audience noise,
poor balance between performers.

Here's how CV -D works. We attach
a very special tapered tube to the back of
the microphone element. This tube auto-
matically varies in effective acoustic
length with frequency. It's a long
tube for lows -a short tube for highs.
All this with no moving parts!
The tube is always optimum length to
most effectively cancel sound arriving
from the back of the microphone,
regardless of frequency.

This ingenious solution* is years
ahead of the common fixed -path designs
found in most cardioid microphones.
The 676 offers significantly smoother
response at every point-on or off axis-
plus more uniform cancellation to the
rear. Jt is also less sensitive to wind
and shock. There is almost no
"proximity effect"... no boosted bass
when performers work extra close.

Long life and smooth response are
guaranteed by the exclusive E -V
Acoustalloy® Diaphragm. And the

ELECTRO-VOICE
MODEL 676

DYNAMIC CARDIOID

676 has unusually high output for a
microphone so small. Of course you

get dual output impedances, high
efficiency dust and magnetic filters

-all of the hallmarks of Electro-Voice
design that have made E -V

a leader for years.

But that's not all. The 676 has an
exclusive bass control switch built in.

Choose flat response (from 40 to
15,000 cps) or tilt off the bass 5 or

10 db at 100 cps to control
reverberation, reduce low frequency

feedback and room rumble.

Write today for complete specifica-
tions, or visit your E -V sound

specialist's to see this remarkable
new microphone. And when difficult

recording problems must be faced
squarely, stand up and fight back

with the microphone with a backbone
(and CV-D)-the new Electro-Voice

676 dynamic cardioid!
Model 676 Satin Chrome or TV Grey,

$100.00 list; in Gold, $110.00 list. Shown
on Model 420 Desk Stand, $20.00 list.

Model 674 identical except stud -mounted
with On -Off switch. $100.00 list.
(Less normal trade discounts.)

ELECTRO-VOICE, INC.
Dept. 382F, 616 Cecil Street
Buchanan, Michigan 49107

gketer127CC,
SETTING NEW STANDARDS IN SOUND

*Pat. No. 3,115,207

CIRCLE NO. 19 ON READER SERVICE CARD


